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The Road Not Taken
by Robert Frost
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the diﬀerence.
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Prologue

I Took The Jump
June 2017…
People do this all the time. They set out to travel for one
full year. For some, it’s an escape from reality, for others,
it’s a quest for self-discovery. For us, it was a little bit of
both. Mainly, it was just time. We needed to fully
embrace this nomadic lifestyle that we had been living for
so long, but weren’t completely committed to. We
needed to sever the last thread of attachment that we had
to safety and predictability that all normal human beings
embrace and find solace in. Not us. Not anymore.
We have owned a gymnastics and personal training
facility in one of the richest cities in the United States for
twenty years. We have impacted the lives of thousands
of children by instilling strength, confidence, and
athleticism. But still, we had to do something diﬀerent.
As you are about to learn, we set out on a journey
over two years ago that was supposed to be a temporary
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escape from reality that, hopefully, was going to bring us a
little enlightenment, and definitely would create family
memories and bonds. We really didn’t know when we
started out that it would lead to this point.
Maybe if we weren’t so addicted to the surfing and
rock climbing—maybe if the amount of raw nature we
were constantly immersing ourselves in hadn’t been so
powerful, so profound—it could’ve remained a temporary
tangent in an otherwise normal pattern of existence for
any typical family.
We were astronauts. We’d prepared and invested
time and brain power to make the ship fly to a place few
would go, but we just couldn’t break the atmosphere
unless we let go of the extra cargo that was pulling us
back to Earth. We had to allow the boosters to fall oﬀ.
The last tie to our old way of life—a valuable and
necessary element to the trajectory we wanted to go, but
now it was time to use our main engines. The ones
fueled by our vision, passion, and persistence.
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And so, after two years of having one hand on the cup
of security, normality, and predictability and the other
trying to balance a quart of adventure, exploration,
purpose, and fulfillment, we let the cup go and now are
ready to fill that quart, raise it high, and share its contents
with others.
For one more year we are saying strikhedonia— the
pleasure of being able to say “to hell with it.”

We are nomadswithapurpose.com. We are a family of
adventurers who hope to inspire others to travel more,
prioritize movement in everyday life, and create a life
defined by wellness. In a world driven by money,
consumerism, power, and eating way too much of the
wrong foods, we hope to be your inspiration to live a life
of meaning, simplicity, connection, intention,
determination, love, and eating a lot of really good food.
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Chapter 1

I Hear A Banjo Playing
April 2015…
“I can’t believe you pulled this oﬀ,” were the exact
words Victor said to me the morning we moved out of a
huge, spacious, three bedroom house overlooking the
ocean into our thirty-foot Class C motorhome. I let my
ego bask in the compliment and thought about all the
work that went into that exact moment.
Imagine filling all the stuﬀ you own into shopping
carts. How many carts could you fill?
Now imagine only getting to keep three of those
carts. It wasn’t easy detaching from most of our
belongings. It would have been easier to perform a mock
fire drill and just tell myself to grab whatever I can find in
one minute, which would have been my computer and
photo albums. The only problem is that the albums were
spread all over the house so I wouldn’t have been able to
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find them in one minute anyways, so in the end, I would
have just grabbed my kids and gotten the hell out.
Stuﬀ is all replaceable and the amount of brain power
and emotion it requires to detach from your belongings or
to evaluate the necessity and importance of every item
you own isn’t worth the eﬀort. In retrospect, I’d try to
convince myself to leave it all, but who could actually
walk away from all their stuﬀ? (It would be freeing
though!)
Victor was really attached to his high school medals
and yearbooks, but after moving them from one corner of
a garage to another in a half dozen houses and never
looking at them, I encouraged him to throw them away
(in all fairness I had already tossed all of mine). His
knee-jerk reaction was “Hell no!”, but after reflecting on
it for a few days he agreed that What was the point?
We expend tons of money and countless hours of our
lives preparing for what ifs. What if I need this one day? What
if I want to look at it one day? We think that we need to
hang onto these sentimental objects in order to protect
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and sustain their memory, but often forget we are the sum
total of all these great moments in life and if we spend
more time “maintaining” ourselves these sentiments will
live on. Imagine how spacious your house could be if you
removed the what ifs?
My kids got so tired of me asking, “Do you really
need that?” They were good sports about it and were
already beginning to understand the big picture…that
having stuﬀ is nice, but it’s not as important as having the
time to do things you love with the people you enjoy
being around.
Like all siblings, they bicker, but they still found a lot
of joy and friendship in each others presence. My kids are
the only kids I know who have been around their siblings
practically every minute of their lives. We took them to
work with us almost every day of their lives and we are
those weird people who homeschool their kids. I realize
that my kids are doomed to be seen as abnormal for the
rest of their childhood, but at least they are getting to see
the world while they develop their unconventional
personalities.
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I’m sure I will be 80 years old and still be able to
vividly remember the surreal feeling as we pulled out of
the driveway. In some ways it felt normal because we had
taken many road trips from this house and part of me felt
as if it was just another quick escape from reality for a few
weeks until you returned home, invigorated from your
adventures, yet yearning for the comfort of a hot shower,
soft bed, and the security and familiarity that walking into
your own home brings after being away from it for some
time.
It’s not like we were leaving the ghetto behind. For
the last two years, we had been renting a beautiful home
that overlooked the Pacific Ocean in one of the most
expensive areas in the world, Coronado, California. We
spent evenings sitting on our balcony watching the most
gorgeous sunsets. We spent mornings surfing in front of
our house. We enjoyed life in this house.
My kids brought my thoughts back to reality as they
said, “We won’t ever live here again.” I’m a huge believer
in change, living outside your comfort zone, dreaming big,
and moving forward without fear or guilt, but I’ll admit a
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little fear that this was a bad idea and a little guilt that I
may be traumatizing my children, did creep in. My kids
were slightly emotional, no tears, just reminiscent type
feelings.
I too would miss that stage of our life, but I didn’t
give myself a chance to dwell on it. One, I was probably
too exhausted from packing up to be sad. Two, it was a
rental so I knew we would eventually have to move on
(even though some part of me hoped the landlady would
sell it to us, but then we’d have to win the lottery to
aﬀord it). Three, I had already mentally gone through
what I thought it was going to feel like for me months
before it actually happened, which really helped me work
through all the fears I did feel ahead of time. And four,
because we were about to start a new adventure, a new
chapter in our life, and who doesn’t like that?!
We looked like the Beverly Hillbillies as we pulled
into the campground. As much as I planned what was
being stored, what was going to be kept at work, what
was going in the RV, and what was just being thrown
away, there was still so much junk to be accounted for.
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You don’t realize how much last minute crap you have
until you are standing surrounded by your misfit
belongings. These items that aren't good enough to
deserve their own spot in a labeled box, but not bad
enough to abandon.
My neighbors in the campground eyed me curiously
as I organized, reorganized, and repacked the plastic bins
over and over until I could get the essentials to fit.
It was nice that we had the option of storing some
things at work since all that really fit in the motorhome
was a box of clothes twelve inches wide, eighteen inches
deep and fifteen inches high for each of the kids. We had
two small wardrobes in the master bedroom (if you can
call a queen size bed with one of those paper dividers a
bedroom) for Victor’s and my clothes and a decent
collection of our favorite board games that I hoped we’d
finally have time to play.
There wasn’t much storage for kitchen stuﬀ inside so
I filled three big plastic bins with our kitchen essentials,
which at first included a standing mixer (because how
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was I going to bake?), extra pots and pans (that I thought
I’d need but quickly realized wasn’t worth the little
valuable space), a juicer, a blender, a crock pot, a toaster,
an electric skillet, and a food processor. We eventually
got rid of the toaster because let’s admit it, pan tostado
(you know toast made on a pan on the stove) tastes way
better anyway (especially with some real grass fed butter),
but kept the rest hoping we’d find ways to use them.
Food, especially good sourced, organic food is really
important to my family so keeping that many kitchen
appliances may seem excessive considering the limited
space, but it was important to us.
We gave ourselves ten days in local campgrounds to
sift through our belongings and figure out a system that
worked. During this time we were camping at the Silver
Strand State Beach, which had water and electricity hook
ups, but not sewer, and San Elijo State Beach, which is
dry camping, no hook ups at all.
Experiment one, holding tanks. If you are unfamiliar
with RV plumbing, let me give you an overview of how it
works. All your gray water, basically the dirty dish water,
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and black water, the toilet, is contained in two separate
tanks in your RV. You always try to conserve how much is
going into the gray and black tanks so that you don’t have
to unhook and move everything just to drive over to the
dump station, especially not every day.
Not being very aware of how quickly these tanks can
fill up, we all showered the first day and I did the dishes
inside like I normally would in a house. By the next
morning, we had managed to fill the grey water so much
it was coming out of the shower drain! After that, no one
got to shower inside unless it was an emergency and I
started doing all the dishes outside.
The thought of doing dishes in this fashion might
seem appalling, but if everyone did dishes this way we
might be able to do something about the water shortage
we are having in Southern California.
Basically to do dishes I’d fill two big plastic
containers with hot water and use one for washing and
one for rinsing. Sounds pretty simple if we were just
eating camping foods like hot dogs and hamburgers, but
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we were eating full meals of pancakes, bacon, eggs, hash
browns, salads, smoothies, hummus, tri-tip, sautéed
veggies (see why I kept so many kitchen appliances),
which meant lots of pans and at least seven dishes per
meal.
Of course, I’d be lying if I said this was easy, however,
there was still a part of it that was very enjoyable. For
one, you can’t beat the view and the fresh air while you
are doing chores. Two, it was very good for my body to be
sitting in a squat doing dishes instead of standing on the
tile floor in a kitchen. Don’t believe me? Try it for a week
and you’ll see your back feel better and you will have an
amazing malasańa when you go to yoga next time. Third,
we were doing something helpful for the Earth by
conserving water. It might be a very small step, but it’s
still a step in the right direction.
So is this book about saving the Earth and selling
your possessions so you can do dishes in a squat? Not at
all. In fact, this is my story of why you should keep
doing dishes in a kitchen like a normal person. If you are
looking for ways to get healthier, stronger, leaner, or for
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inspiration on how to create a larger picture of happiness,
wellness, and an overall zest for life, that is all in my
other book, A Playful Life: Think, Move, & Eat Your Way To
More Fun.
No, in this book, I wanted to share what it’s really
like when you abandon your fears, rock the boat, find out
if the grass is really greener, take the road less traveled, do
it with gusto, and break all rules of conformity.
I am a questioner. A big time questioner. I don’t
mean to be so diﬃcult. For my husband’s sanity alone, I
wish I could find contentment with a slower, more
conventional lifestyle, but every time I try to abate my
insistent curiosity (that borders on a sick addiction) it
never lasts long. It’s not that I have attention deficit
disorder. Honestly, it’s quite the opposite. It’s more like
I’m compelled to see how many bizarre experiences I can
create under the hashtag you only live once because no
one sends their kids to school, goes to a job for eight
hours, then posts #yolo next to a picture of them
watching their kids soccer practice for the umpteenth
time. There’s nothing wrong with that lifestyle, it’s just
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not what I picture when I think about my bucket list of
dreams.
For me, it might start innocently with an early
morning surf session with my daughter. We split a few
waves, her going right, me going left, and then sitting on
the outside staring out into the horizon waiting for the
next set to roll in while my mind bounces around random
thoughts as the sun’s rays reflect oﬀ the glassy surface of
the ocean until all of a sudden one idea sparks a tiny fire.
It could be something as simple as, “We should go
get sandwiches at Whole Foods after this.” My daughter
nodding in agreement, since she is never one to turn
down a Whole Foods sandwich.
But on one particular day that tiny flame was, “Let’s
live in our RV for five months. It would be really fun. We
could do some longer road trips and come back for a few
weeks in between to check on our business and make
money. We could go to visit friends in Colorado, go rock
climbing in Utah, visit more national parks, and drive
Highway One up to Big Sur.” She smiles and nods again,
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always eager to entertain my crazy ideas, and just like
that, I’m consumed.
It’s rarely just an idea being tossed around. No, not
for me. It becomes an obsession. I feed the blaze with
research, analysis, and contemplation until I have come
up with a specific intention. Only once I’ve let all the
potential energy of the idea chemically transform into a
concise plan can I let it settle into a pile ashes.
It’s exhausting to be like this. It’s frigging awesome,
but exhausting. I mean it, it is really hard. I would never
choose a diﬀerent path. I don’t regret any of my decisions
because I truly believe at any one moment in my life I am
exactly where I am meant to be, but that means a lot of
lows to oﬀset the highs and more persistence than most
sane people would want to exert. Trust me, you don’t
want to constantly be questioning the status quo and
demanding more out of your life.
People ask me all the time, “I don’t know how you do
it?” Maybe it’s more of a statement because they usually
don’t want the answer, which is good because no one
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wants to hear my answer. I tend to sound a bit jaded even
though I love every part of the life I’ve chosen. I just
know how hard it is to pull it oﬀ and no one wants to
intentionally put themselves through so much work. It’s
much better to sit on your comfy couch or bed, let your
kids entertain themselves with their electronic devices,
order the same old take out dinner, and live vicariously
through my idiosyncratic adventure I call my life.
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Chapter 2

A Journey Into
Possibility
The California coast. This isn’t our first rodeo. We’ve
taken a few road trips over the past few years, but this
one was special because no longer was this an escape
from reality or a way to divert myself from my normal life.
It was my new reality.
Sure in many ways our campgrounds in San Diego
were now our home base, but there were no guarantees
that we’d always find a campsite there. No, my home
base was now mobile and I was curious to see if an ever
changing backyard would be enough of a reward to oﬀset
the creature comforts I was asking my family to let go of.
I was also aware that this was a stepping stone. It
could be a path that ran parallel to the life I was trying to
avoid and may eventually divert right back to where I was
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starting from. But in my mind’s eye, I hoped it was a
stepping stone to the other side of the stream. I looked at
photos of Van Life Diaries with envy. I read Rolf Potts’
book Vagabonding over and over. I believed in following
your dreams and we will figure it out, but with five kids
and a husband who was much more realistic and rooted
than myself, I tried to just stay focused on the small
stones in front of me and just let my gaze catch a glimpse
of the other side of the stream every once in a while.

Stoked! That’s the best word for it. When we pulled
into our campsite the first night at Doheny State Park and
sat around the campfire on a Wednesday night in the
middle of April while the rest of the world was doing
homework and preparing for the next day of work and
school, we felt as if we were dreaming. We talked about
what it was going to be like living this way. Where we
were going to travel to. What experiences we were
looking forward to. It made me remember what it was
like while I was pregnant with each of my kids and how
I’d daydream about the hopes, expectations, and journeys
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that lay ahead as a mom. And now, here they were,
sitting with me, all our ideas intertwined to form a new
dream.
We don’t camp at Doheny State Beach very often, but
anytime we are going up the coast I try to get us a spot
here either on the way up or down. It is a beautiful
location and extra fun because of the proximity to the
harbor and the few restaurants that are there. I love being
able to wake up and hop on my bike for a short ride to get
coﬀee and some food and this would be no exception.
To start our trip oﬀ on the right note with an
intention of regaining our often forgotten connection, we
left the kids at the campground and just Victor and I rode
our bikes to a little French restaurant that sits up high on
the hill above the harbor. The views from up so high were
incredible, the weather was a beautiful seventy degrees
and I couldn’t stop smiling about the fact that I was going
to get to spend the next eight days waking up with my
husband, getting coﬀee together, exercising, and relaxing.
This is what it’s really supposed to be about.
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We had a lot of ground to cover and the waves were
ridiculously small that day, but Victor and I still paddled
out just to enjoy the warm weather and calm water before
we got up further north where the ocean seemed angry
and violent. Already less than twenty-four hours into our
adventure and I shared a deep conversation with my kids
by the fire, rode my bike to get coﬀee with my soul mate,
played with my kids on the beach, and paddled out and
caught a few fun waves. I’m thinking, if everyday is like
this, this lifestyle is going to be awesome! Don’t be
jealous, it’s not like this every day!
I have been wanting to take a road trip up to Big Sur
for a very long time, but anytime we are driving up or
down California we are always in too big of a motorhome
or trailer to drive Highway 1 north of San Luis Obispo.
Now, oﬀ we go, fulfilling my dream of driving along the
famous Highway 1.
We had reservations at Bolsa Chico State Park for the
next night, but as we arrived at the campground we
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weren’t really ready to call it a day and I was excited to get
further up the coast (plus the campground is just a big
parking lot and there wasn’t much surf at the time). So
we pushed on, getting all the way up to Malibu. The sign
outside the campground at Leo Carrillo State Beach said
campsite full, but in my hopes that the universe agreed
with what I was embarking upon, I drove up to the ranger
station anyways just to ask. The universe was kind and
delivered a karmic gift in the form of the last campsite in
the park. Being in this campground, you would never
believe you were on the outskirts of the second largest
city in America, although that being said, it’s no wonder
why getting a campsite here or anywhere in Southern
California is so diﬃcult.
From our campsite there in a nice three-quarter mile
trail along the base of a mountain that takes you to the
beach. The beach, although crowded with campers, was
tucked into a little cove, with a few long boarders and kids
playing in the ankle high wave that formed oﬀ the large
rocks protruding from the water. If I had a longboard, I
would have totally jumped in and played in the surf, but
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only having my seven foot board meant I’d be watching
from the water instead of from the shore and so instead, I
sat with the kids playing in the sand and watched the
sunset, taking a moment to reflect where I was and the
reality of a journey begun.
Once you pass Malibu the scenery starts changing.
You start getting more landscape and fewer buildings,
which to me equates to breathing with my entire lungs
instead of just the shallow top half that only seem to work
when I am surrounded by big cities and too many cars.
I’m sure this is the reason I prefer to drive late at night
and early in the morning.
In order to be on the road early and in hopes of
getting a campsite in Pismo, we sleep with the slide in at
Leo Carrillo so that we could be rolling out of the
campground at sunrise while my precious angels were
still sound asleep. It pays oﬀ, as we get to Pismo State
Beach by 10:00 a.m. and get one of the only three
campsites available for the night. Now I’m starting to
believe that this good karma is definitely a sign from the
universe that I am making the right decision for my family
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by living and traveling in our motorhome. This becomes
a common theme for me, finding any sign that justifies
what I am doing is the right path (and likewise noticing
the signs that tell me when it’s not the right path).
Another common theme in our travels is the
realization that many places are popular for a reason
(with the exception of Disneyland. I still don’t know why
I subject myself to long lines, bad food, and whiny kids
just for a one minute rush of adrenaline!). I’ve heard
many people tell me how great Pismo is, but I didn’t put
much weight on the matter. I grew up riding three
wheelers (you know quads or ATVs, but back then there
were only 3 tires…I’m old) in the desert between El
Centro and Yuma and I love the beach, but I didn’t have a
strong desire to combine the two. The past summer we
had taken a road trip from Montana to San Diego along
the Oregon Coast and had stopped in Reedsport and
rented a buggy for a few hours to ride in the dunes. It
was fun, but a bit crowded for my taste. So we didn’t
even look into Pismo for the dunes or ATVing. In
retrospect, we could’ve allotted more time in Pismo to
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give that aspect of it a try, but we were on a budget
(another common theme of our travel) and a tight
schedule so we bypassed it for this trip. It looked really
fun though!
Since we arrived at the campground before the oﬃcial
check in time, they gave us a free pass to Oceano State
Beach, where you can drive your motorhome on the sand
right up to the ocean. To have the ocean literally touch
your front door is an experience not to be missed. We
played in the sand dunes and rode our bikes on the beach
to the pier. Then braved the freezing cold water and got
in a quick surf session before moving onward.

One of the goals of this trip and creating this lifestyle
was reconnecting with nature and everything about Big
Sur did just that. From the magnificent redwood trees
throughout the campground to the tumbling streams and
the powerful waves pounding the jagged coastline and
secluded beaches. This was an introductory exposure to
what would end up totaling about 140 miles of hiking for
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our family over the rest of 2015. However, two of the
hikes that we did on this trip will be ones I will remember
for a very long time.
The first was at Andrew Molera State Park. This was
not one of the prettiest hikes we have done, and my
fondness for it probably has more to do with the fact that
this was our inaugural hike as a family of nomads. I
remember wearing a hat that said “rebel gypsy” and
making sure I told anyone who noticed it that we were
really living the gypsy lifestyle now (at that point it had
only been three weeks of living like gypsies!).
This four mile hike started at a stream bed that
required us to take oﬀ our shoes in order to wade across
to get to the trail. When we reached our final destination,
Andrew Molera beach, our reward was the joy of being
pelted with sand on a deserted beach as the wind howled
oﬀ the coastline (one of the many examples in our travels
where suﬀering brings joy).
The other hike that was really spectacular was the
Ewoldson Trail at Julia Pfeiﬀer State Park. This is the spot
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where everyone stops to take a picture by the famous
McWay Waterfall that, along with the Bixby Bridge, have
become the symbols of Big Sur area. Remember how I
just said one of our recurring themes is how suﬀering
brings joy. In this case it not only brought joy, but pride,
confidence, pleasure, peace, and awareness.
The ranger who told us of this hike did warn us.
“Even though it is a loop, it feels like you climb for threefourths of the trail." He was not joking. After already
hiking twelve miles the previous two days, my youngest
kids were dragging and the only way I was going to get to
see the view from the top was if I started carrying them
on my back. My persistence (or stubborness if you ask
Victor) paid oﬀ and the views were so worth it. The
vastness of the ocean, the turquoise pools near the rocks,
the never-ending sounds of the insects, the intense heat
when you get higher than the tree line (it becomes a
completely diﬀerent ecosystem at the top and felt about
twenty degrees hotter than when we started the hike
under the shade of the trees), and the closeness to the
birds perched on top, laid the foundation for an even
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stronger burning desire to recreate this connection with
an energy that I felt had been missing in my life.
Escaping the city to find space and reconnect with the
sounds of nature brought the excitement of newness and
surprise that, for me, is essential to living a life filled with
happiness and joy.
I’m noticing how much my hikes are starting to be a
metaphor for how I live. First, I always choose a hike that
is slightly on the challenging side for my family without
asking the impossible. “There’s a nice half-mile stroll to
the beach that is good for kids” the ranger might suggest.
Oh no! Not for me! “What’s a good 4 miler?” I ask.
“Well Ewoldson is beautiful but it feels like it climbs for
three of the four miles and I don’t see kids do it usually”
replies the ranger. “That’s the one for us!”
Here is where my zest for life and stubbornness
usually combine to get us through these more diﬃcult
hikes. The key ingredient is desire. An intense desire.
Not just a perhaps or an it would be nice. You have to
really want to do it. Like … really want to see what’s at
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the top. Because when you are hot, thirsty, and tired you
will want to turn back.
Second, you have to be willing to carry more than
your fair share and not just piggybacking your kids for
over half of it. I mean like not keep tabs with your
husband on who did the dishes more often or who is
working harder (two things I am so guilty of and trying to
improve). If you want it, go after it regardless of the
eﬀort people around you are putting towards it. Your
goal, your sweat. If it’s really important you will find a
way and if it isn’t, then you will find another goal.
Third, you have to not care about PRs or breaking any
time records. Be patient, enjoy the process, but be
determined. Persistence pays oﬀ and a sense of
accomplishment can’t be bought. If it’s easy, you
probably won’t value it as much as if you have to work for
it, and I mean really work for it. It takes a huge amount
of commitment, motivation, and desire to get up and not
do the same thing day in and day out.
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We again allowed ourselves three days to make the
return journey back to San Diego stopping at Refugio,
Carpinteria, and Oceanside on the way. We took our time
and enjoyed the drive southbound on Highway 1 by
stopping to see the zebras in front of Hearst Castle, the
elephant seals at Piedras Blanca, getting cookies in
Cayucos, and shopping at a great farmers’ markets in
Carpinteria. But there will be one lesson remembered
from the return home trip, Don’t Show Up With The Wrong
Board!
I really don’t like being cold. At least when it’s hot
you can sit under the shade, but when you are super cold
I feel like I have to be inside by a fire and I don’t like the
indoors. We didn’t have the right gear for this trip (shorts
and flip flops don’t work in Big Sur). Really we had Uggs,
jeans, and sweatshirts but the cold still gets through to
your bones. I will be creating a separate “Patagonia”
budget for our next cold weather trip.
When we woke up in Santa Barbara it was heaven
again with clear, sunny skies and temperatures in the
seventies. I quickly remembered why I love living in
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Southern California. I’m sure it will only take two weeks
of So Cal’s traﬃc though before I’m ready to go back to
the slower, less congested pace of life you find when you
get past Santa Barbara. I was extra excited to be back to
the kind, calm ocean. From San Luis Obispo north we
had every intention to stop and surf, but the ocean is so
angry and intimidating that the only place we were brave
enough to get in was at Pismo and the water was so cold
that after about thirty minutes I couldn’t get myself to
take the five to six foot waves because my body wouldn’t
react fast enough to get in the wave and when I did go to
stand up I couldn’t feel my feet. Again, we weren’t
prepared. We only had 4/3 wetsuits and 2mm gloves and
unless I quickly gained some body fat, that just wasn’t
going to cut it for me.
The problem here in Santa Barbara though, was that
there were no waves. Well, no waves that we were going
to be able to catch without a nine-foot board, which we
didn’t bring. Maybe the next beach.
We moved on to Carpinteria hoping there were waves
for us there and thinking that since it’s a surf town there
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should be good surf in front of the campsite just like San
Elijo. We pull up to our campsite and check out the
ocean. It was just after low tide, but the wind was still
low and the water was glassy. We had hoped to surf more
on this trip, but after freezing in Pismo, we stopped trying
to surf as we continued our journey north. Now, being
back in Southern California, I just couldn’t stay out of the
water any longer. I paddled out.
Funny thing how your perception can change
depending on your mood. Normally conditions like this I
would never waste the time suiting up and paddling out.
A one-foot tide on a beach break almost always means
close outs, but I’m stubborn, and in this case stupid, and I
convinced myself, as well as Victor and Gabi, otherwise.
It was heaven to be in quasi-warm water with a glassy
surface and sunny skies with the beautiful Santa Barbara
mountains behind me. I was so stoked to be in the water
again. After sitting on the outside for a long time
reflecting on life and letting the minuscule waves pass by,
in rolls this three footer that I paddle on. I pop up to my
feet, take the quick drop down, and swoop back up the
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face to jump oﬀ the back of the wave before it comes
crashing down on me in a foot of water. But the novice
that I am, I jump oﬀ the board right as the wave crashes
down on my board and rips the metal bar of my leash box
right out of the box. As I surface, I see my board wash to
shore. Surf session done.
There is so much learning going on on this trip. For
instance, I should’ve realized that in front of the
campground isn’t a good surf spot considering there were
no other surfers in the water. No surfers in the water up
by Big Sur isn’t really a surprise when the water is sub
fifty and shark infested (or so I’ve convinced myself). But
anywhere south of San Luis Obispo, if there isn’t a surfer
within eye sight of the beach, it’s probably for a reason.
While riding my bike into Carpinteria to get coﬀee I
noticed a lot of the shops are named Rincon something or
other. It’s starting to dawn on me that maybe Rincon is
close to Carpinteria (I’m usually much brighter than this,
but what can I say, I’m on vacation!) So my sharp
husband Googles it and we realize that, yes, Rincon is
only five miles south of us. We finish our coﬀee, ride
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back to the campground, make breakfast for the kids, and
pack up the RV (because remember, if you want to go
somewhere, everything has to go with you).
I wasn’t really in a rush because the swell had been
really small to nonexistent in the southern half of
California, plus I always get a little nervous to paddle out
into unfamiliar breaks, but Rincon. I really, really wanted
to surf Rincon.
It actually took us a few tries to find it, even with
Google maps (I told you we were slow). But it was clear
when we pulled into the parking lot that we were in the
right place. It was packed with surfers getting out of their
cars and heading down a dirt path into the unknown. You
can't see the break from the parking lot so Gabi and I just
grabbed our boards and followed the crowd (my handy
hubby had fixed my leash box so I could paddle out). As
we rounded the corner and stepped onto the beach our
jaws dropped. It was beautiful. The ocean was glassy
with three to five-foot waves that started at the point and
broke right across the bay for over one hundred yards.
This was going to be epic.
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We nervously paddled out and stayed oﬀ to the left to
get our bearings first, even though I really wanted to
paddle straight out to the peak and sit there with the best
surfers. It took everything in me to remember my surfing
etiquette and wait my turn in the lineup. The only
problem was that I had my seven-foot board and almost
everyone around the peak was on a longboard and in a
paddle battle the long board almost always wins. I sat
back and started conversation with a nice lady who was in
her sixties still surfing (and rocking it too!). But my
patience was wearing and I couldn’t watch any longer.
I finally paddled on a wave and got a nice little ride.
Not the 100 yard ride I was hoping for, but it was still fun.
The section didn’t hold up across the bay and I ended up
bailing on it when it turned to white wash. When I
resurfaced and grabbed my board I looked over my
shoulder and saw a surfer paddling for his board. I looked
towards Gabi and she’s shaking her head. It’s an all too
familiar look that tells me, “Mom, you idiot! You just
dropped in on someone’s wave!”
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Argh! I hate being that person. When you walk
down to the beach at Rincon there is a sign with Surfing
Etiquette Rules and now I just broke one. I paddled back
out towards the line up with my head down in shame and
embarrassment. On top of being a little on edge with so
many surfers to watch out for, because by now there were
well over fifty other surfers in the water, I was really
worried the bar on my leash box was going to pop out
again and it is a long, rocky swim into shore if that
happens. Where normally I surf with very little fear or
hesitation, I felt consumed with doubt.
I sat more on the outskirts hoping for something to
come my way, but it never did. There is a reason
everyone sits on the point at a point break and why ninety
percent of the surfers had longboards. Further past the
point there was another break that was way more suited
for short boarders, but watching the maneuvers they were
pulling oﬀ quickly told me I wouldn't be catching much
over there either.
Gabi kept looking at me with the Can we please just end
this misery and take the paddle of shame to shore? But I
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resisted. Surely something was going to come my way.
Well it did many times, but every single time it already
had a surfer on it and I wasn’t going to cut anyone oﬀ
again. I saw a lot of surfers being snaked and a few scary
collisions that morning. Eventually, I caught a mini wave
to shore (much more dignifying then a straight out paddle
of shame). But man, I carried a lot of anger out of the
water with me too that day. I hated not getting some of
those waves. I was so mad to watch other people getting
to have fun and not me. I was a horrible mom and wife
for hours after that. I was grumpy and short with
everyone. I hated that I wasted all morning for nothing.

We took a quick detour up to Ojai for lunch. I threw
on one of my robynandvictor.com tank tops to walk
around, because finally we were somewhere really warm.
I caught my reflection in the mirror and saw our mantra,
Be who you want your kids to be. Shit, I suck! What a failure
I was! What a hypocrite! I would never want my kids to
act like I was acting. How did I let myself get so caught
up in something so meaningless? Sure, it’s really fun to
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ride a nice long wave, but it’s 20 seconds of my day if I’m
lucky. More often than not, it’s 3 seconds! Three seconds
maybe five to ten times in a surf session, that’s still less
than one minute of total fun. Hmm? I’m pretty good at
math, but you don’t need to be a math wiz to realize that
letting .07 percent of your day ruin the other 99.93
percent of your day doesn’t make much sense. That’s it,
I’m not surfing anymore.
I took a deep breath and held Tati and Jiraiya’s hands
and walked down Ojai Avenue looking for a diﬀerent type
of fun. We found some great coﬀee, a delicious rustic
sourdough loaf to save for breakfast, and enjoyed a nice
lunch. Then I laid in the grass while the kids played on
the playground at the park. I looked up at the clear sky
through the beautiful trees. I was overjoyed with how
great my life is. Maybe I don’t need to give up surfing yet.
Maybe I could find a balance between my expectations,
my competitiveness, and my level of contentment. And
next time I am definitely bringing a longboard.
Before we left Ojai we went over to Bart’s Books. If
you are ever in Ojai I highly recommend checking it out.
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It is a second-hand bookstore that is outdoors. They have
a huge selection of books and I really love that there is a
sign on the outside that says, “When closed, please throw
coins in the slot in the door for the amount marked on
the book.” Wow! Honor system in this day and age?
Maybe there is some good left in the world.
On our drive down from Ojai into Ventura, I suddenly
realized that I had bought a half pound of Organic
Guatemalan coﬀee at Ojai Coﬀee Roasters and had left it
on the counter. Oh the fury! That bliss I had felt when I
was lying in the park was instantly gone. I was so mad
again, but now it was my own fault. You see I love
Guatemalan coﬀee and this one was superb. How could I
be so tired that I just paid for it and walked out of the
store without it? As the tears started to well up in my
eyes, I took a deep breath and told myself it was only $10
and I will probably be able to find that type of coﬀee
again. But it wasn’t the coﬀee, what I was really angry
about was that I was so tired. We have been pushing
really hard. There is a reason people don't pile their
families into a thirty-foot motorhome and drive a
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thousand miles in a week and hike sixteen miles in three
days while carrying their four-year old for half of it. What
was I thinking? Why did I plan this? How are we ever
going to last four and a half more months?
I will repeat this often in the book. I have an amazing
husband. There is a reason we are soul mates. But when
you add fatigue or too much stress, the opposite in
“opposites attract” bears it’s ugly head and becomes
well…UGLY! Things are said that shouldn’t be or at least
should be said in a much nicer, more polite and requestful
way.
Maybe it should have come out as, “Honey, I’m tired
of doing so much planning and research for our trip. Do
you think you could look on Trip Advisor for some fun
things to do and places to eat?” Instead it coming out as,
“Why aren’t you more ambitious? Why do I always have
to be the one to make things happen?” I’m far from
perfect. We all are. That’s why you can’t have love
without suﬀering and why I can be at one with my breath
one minute and breath fire the next. It didn’t help that at
that same moment we hit Ventura traﬃc and ended up
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sitting on the freeway at fifteen miles an hour for the next
few hours.
Our last night was spent in Oceanside because Gabi
had a surf contest there. I still didn’t get good surf
sessions here, so I went for a run. Victor kindly reminds
me, “Surfing expounds whatever mood you are in, but a
run always puts you in a better mood.”
So do I give it up? Of course not, because when it
expounds a great mood, which is ninety percent of the
time, it is really awesome. I just have to work on my
reaction when it isn’t great surf.

Back to reality. We had to get up early to drive back
from Oceanside to Coronado so Victor could be back to
work by 7 a.m. It was a quiet hour ride of reflection. We
love our job, but both of us knew that we wouldn’t be
spending much time together for the next five days. The
last ten days together hasn’t just been a honeymoon, but
it’s so easy and comfortable. It had been so wonderful
being all together as a family and only having to worry
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about food and play (which can actually be a chore in
itself believe it or not).
As we drove home, I smiled as I watched my kids
sleep and kissed their pudgy cheeks. They have been so
much happier. I am a strong believer that kids, even if
their primary love language is touch or gifts, need a lot of
time and it’s so nice to see that the ten days together has
reinforced this.

I messed up and forgot to book us a campsite for our
first night back in Coronado. We had been at work for
twelve hours that first day back and had to turn around
and do another twelve hours the next day so I suggested
we just sleep on the side of the road. In Coronado there
is only one street you are allowed to park overnight and
it’s a very busy street, which means in addition to not
being able put out the slide so seven of us could
maneuver around the RV, our RV rocks every time a big
vehicle drives by (I honestly though a vehicle was going to
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drive through the back of our RV because it shook so
much!).
My kids are used to eating four meals a day. Yeah
that’s right, four meals! I think that’s mostly because I
don’t let them eat junk food or snack so they have to eat
meals more often. But today, they barely got breakfast
because we were in transition early to work and I had to
get one of my kids to a school testing, so by the time we
got done with work at 7 p.m. they weren’t hungry, they
were starving! Danny’s words exactly were, “I haven’t
been this hungry since Nicaragua!” One meal just wasn’t
cutting it for these active kids.
I wish I had videoed what it looked like when I made
dinner that night. I don’t know if I’ve ever seen 3 pounds
of ground beef, 60 mini tortillas, a block of cheese, and a
pound of guacamole go so fast. Danny was actually
smiling at the end of the meal saying, “I think I ate
sixteen tacos!”
But once fed, we threw in the movie Happy Feet, made
our comfy beds and cuddled. One big, happy family.
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There are so many people who think we are crazy and
can’t relate to what we are doing, but I’d take this any day
over having a big house where everyone has their own
room that they can go hide in.
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Chapter 3

I'm Hooked
We stayed in San Diego for a whole month after our first
road trip. It was nice to be somewhat settled for a few
weeks, but I was excited to hit the road again. A couple
of really cool things have happened since making this
transition less than two months ago into our RV.
The first is snuggle time. Before we started living in
our RV, bedtime was so stressful. Jiraiya wanted to lay
with me every night before bed, but there was no room in
our bed because Tati got to sleep there, which isn’t really
fair, but Jiraiya is so sweaty to sleep next to and Tati is so
stubborn it just wasn’t worth the battle to get her to sleep
with her sisters. So I would lay with him in his bed and
scratch his back and sing to him for fifteen to twenty
minutes until he went to sleep. I think at least four
nights a week Tatiana would throw a fit when I would go
to lie with Jiraiya because she hated to share me.
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I’m sure it was just typical fifth child power struggle
“I-need-to-feel-in-control syndrome” but regardless, it
was hard. The older three knew how exhausted I was so
they gave up years ago on asking anything from me, but
deep down they still wanted mommy time too.
Living in our motorhome has provided us with a lot
more time to connect mostly because we just have more
time. Less to do. Less to clean. Many nights the younger
two just crawl into their beds and fall asleep on their own,
which means I’m not stressed out and I’m getting so
much more time to connect with my older three kids.
Seriously, if this continues, I may never live in a house
with bedrooms again.
The second is that I’ve met some really cool people
who have made my life more fun and meaningful. I love
connection and anytime I meet someone who is vibrating
on my same frequency I feel like more of my own self
develops. It’s even more awesome when I meet kids who
already have that passion for life that I’m always
encouraging my kids to live by. We met a family like this
at one of the campgrounds we stayed at in San Diego.
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Jiraiya and Tati were playing in front of our campsite
and a little six-year-old girl who we’ve never seen before
(meet Lily) comes out of the bathrooms and walks up to
Tati and says, “I can’t play right now because I have to go
to bed, but tomorrow will you be my friend?” Well not
only did they play the next day, but for the next eleven
days they rarely left each other’s side. Tatiana would
wake up every morning and first thing she’d says was,
“Can I go play with my friend?” The family also had a
three-year-old boy, Liam, who is adorable and everything
little boys should be— tough, curious, independent,
messy, hungry, and pure energy. These four (Lily, Liam,
Jiraiya, and Tatiana) formed their own little posse and
started getting into mischief. For eleven days they were
the epitome of what I hoped camping would be like and
what I feel is missing for kids growing up these days.
They rode scooters, explored every inch of the
campground, caught crabs at low tide, watched birds
snatch stingrays from the bay, dissected shark egg sacks,
played hide and go seek, fought with swords, and made
up a hundred diﬀerent imaginary games together.
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As the kids played together every day we gradually
began getting to know their parents and eventually came
to realize what kindred spirits we both were. I remember
when Ashley first walked up to me while our kids were
playing and hesitantly asked me if we were full timers
(meaning do we always live in a thirty foot motorhome
with 5 kids year round). I remember seeing the mixed
look of curiosity and embarrassment on her face, like she
was thinking is there actually someone else out there
crazy enough to want to live with their kids in a
motorhome, but at the same time thinking oh my gosh
what if I am the only insane one and they are just a
“normal” family camping for the weekend! Luckily we are
far from normal!
As we shared stories, I wish we had recorded all the
common epiphanies we had both had in our first month
of living “smaller.” Besides having so much less to clean,
all of a sudden you are living with such simple demands
out of life … provide food to your family, enjoy your
surroundings, nurture your spirit … everything seems so
much clearer. Being able to take time from all the chaos
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of life and find moments to share a meal, tell stories,
create bonds, basically daily doses of enlightenment when
it all makes sense or at least makes it feel worthwhile.
Those moments when someone really “gets you” because
they have experienced the exact same thing.
Ashley was saying, “I love how (by living in our
motorhome) when the kids go to bed I have time to sit
outside with Mike (her husband) and get to really enjoy
each others company and appreciate how beautiful the
night is. When I lived in our house (which was pretty
big), once the kids fell asleep, I’d spend three hours at
night cleaning up after the kids and putting everything
back in its place. By the time I sat down in bed with Mike
it would be 10 p.m. and we’d be exhausted.”
“Yes!” I said. Someone else gets it, I’m thinking.
How is it that we provide the same (if not more)
nurturing, food, love, and care for my family by living in a
motorhome in a fraction of the time? For years I have
been so bitter at how exhausted I’d be by bedtime. There
were always dishes to do, laundry to fold, toys to put
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away, books to re-shelve, messes to clean up. To do, to
do, to do. I gotta, I gotta, I gotta. That’s all it felt like.
But all of a sudden in this one month time span I finally
feel in control of my time, there’s space in my body,
calmness to my mind, the ability to breathe deeper and a
true enjoyment of my children.
I asked Ashley what her family’s take on their
nomadic existence was and she said they definitely didn't
“get it”. Likewise, I try to explain to my family why we
are doing this and what we are gaining, but it’s really hard
to put into words what it feels like. It’s like describing
the colors of a beautiful sunset to someone, but it’s never
the same as experiencing it with your own two eyes.
Living small could be explained in words but not
understood until you’ve done it.
A big part of choosing to live simple like this is
learning to devalue material possessions. That’s not to
say you can’t have anything, but you start to treasure a
few valuable items, for me, those include my coﬀee press,
juicer, my laptop, a book and a notepad. In the space
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where possessions once resided, now are filled with
experiences, connections, and self-knowledge.
Ashley talked about her friend, who, for Christmas
gives her kids four things: something they want,
something they need, something to wear, and something
to read. This struck a chord with me. For many years in
the past I have spoiled my kids at Christmas with an
excess of gifts. At first it wasn't so much about
possessions, but more about the experience of seeing
their eyes light up as they opened so many surprises. Not
everything was expensive, sometimes it would just be
socks wrapped up, but I’d wrap boxes inside boxes just so
they could unwrap more. As the years went by, I found
myself spending hours on end putting these things away,
finding some type of organization for all our stuﬀ, and
then realizing how little time they actually spent using
this stuﬀ. I decided it was time to say enough to waste
and excess. So in 2014, we skipped Christmas and took a
trip to Nicaragua.
I wasn’t trying to upset family or traumatize my kids
by saying something like, “Now kids, not only are you not
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getting presents for Christmas this year, but you are also
going to a third world country so you can appreciate how
fortunate you are.” It was more of a, “we have everything
we need and Christmas time is slow at work so going to
Nicaragua would be a good opportunity to travel and
maybe check out some good surf spots.” I think our
parents and grandparents just took it as a personal attack
that we were devaluing their importance in our life and
didn’t see that we want our kids to have a diﬀerent
perspective on living life.
Therefore, when Ashley was telling me how her
parents didn’t understand why she didn’t want to give her
kids a materialistic existence, I could definitely relate. But
our kids, like ourselves, are normal human beings with
wants, and should rightfully be allowed to act upon them
as long as they work for them and appreciate them. In a
society where there is a hard time defining the line
between wants and needs, I find it very important to
instill in my children the ability to diﬀerentiate and find a
balance between the two.
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Being home for those four weeks was an important
lesson for me that you’re really not as alone as you may
think. There are many people out there that think, feel,
and act similar to you. You just have to be willing to put
yourself out there and find them. However, it hasn’t been
all sunshine and roses either.
San Elijo State Beach is one of our favorite places to
camp because the surf is usually really good here and the
campground has a great laid back vibe. There are yoga
classes, a brewery, an açaí cafe, an organic coﬀee shop
with french press coﬀee, and a health food market right
across the street. In order to get this camping spot I had
to book it at 8 a.m. on the dot six months in advance! I
had been looking forward to this weekend for awhile and
planned a lot of our 5 month trip around this spot (did I
mention it was Mothers Day too?). It ended up being very
disappointing, but with all suﬀering comes love and
better awareness.
Victor and I had a tough week going into this trip.
The weather was cold (making camping a little more
diﬃcult when everyone has to stay in the motorhome
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because it’s too cold to play outside), but the bigger
reason is that we had to take a risk with our business in
order to make this lifestyle happen. We have done all the
work at Island Tumble for the past eighteen years and
now are hoping to be able to delegate the work and have
employees. It’s stressful to see so much money going out
and not know if the money will eventually come in. I
know it’s extra hard on Victor because it is requiring him
to go from being an employee to being an owner and that
is unfamiliar territory. Naturally, clients are going to have
hard time when it’s not us teaching everything and
working with all our clients, but in order for us to stay in
the business and eventually make enough money it means
we have to take this leap of faith and be more persistent
than we’d have to be if we continued doing what we have
done for almost two decades.
If you are reading this book then that means we
didn’t give up or settle and fought for our dream (yes,
telling my story to you is my dream … at least one of the
many).
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Well sometimes the energy of the universe just
doesn't line up with your energy or maybe the universe
felt I needed a lesson, but for whatever reason the surf
was terrible and Victor and I just weren’t connecting like
we normally do. I felt like it was just a blah weekend, not
altogether bad, but not nearly matched up to with what
my expectation was when I planned it (did I mention I
had to book this site 180 days in advance?).
Just another reminder abut the secret to happiness …
HIGH INTENTION, LOW EXPECTATIONS! If you don’t
have any expectations about how something should be
then it can’t disappoint you. My wonderful husband is
amazing at living by this truth. He is wonderfully
surprised by everything because he has no expectations
about anything (well, maybe not with his exercise, but
even that he’s pretty chill about). It makes it so easy to
surprise him because he’s never thinking ahead and pretty
much our entire trip is an amazing revelation for him
because he doesn’t spend any time or eﬀort planning or
knowing where we are going. However, this blissful
ignorance can also be a major source of stress for our
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relationship because someone has to plan ahead or
nothing would happen. I’m definitely contemplating
creating a life where no decisions have to be made and
nothing has to be planned (except that I am incapable of
sitting still that long). I fully accept my challenge to slow
down long enough to fully enjoy what I’m creating and to
not let you-know-what hit the fan when it doesn’t work
out the way I had imagined. Soul Mates.
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Chapter 4

Distance Breeds
Perspective
One of my favorite moments in life is the moment you
start a road trip. Our Colorado road trip was no diﬀerent.
Potential. Adventure. Mystery. Curiosity. Wonder.
Discovery. All the adjectives that make road trips so
great. Almost every city we visited on this trip was going
to be a new experience for me. However, this trip was
going to be marked by my own personal ambition, desire,
and forcing myself to overcome fear, surpass doubt, and
find joy outside my comfort zone. I had to learn how to
… lead climb.
When you do sport rock climbing there are bolts
spaced typically no more than ten feet apart. Rock
climbing is very safe when the ropes are set up on top
rope because you are always attached to your belayer,
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which means as long as they are paying attention and
responsible, you are totally safe. But in order to get the
ropes set up on top rope, someone has to get the rope to
the top anchors and this was going to have to be me since
I’m the one who wanted to climb.
Rock climbers, like pilots (at least all the ones I
know), tend to be overly compulsive about safety and
backups. I would not describe myself this way. I’m more
the I’ll figure it out, I got this, It’s no big deal type, that’s
probably why Victor was extremely nervous watching me
lead climb. There is a chance of falling when you lead
climb, but you only fall a little more than double the
distance you are above your bolt. Imagine the anchors are
at the top of a rock wall sixty feet high and the bolts are
spaced every 10 feet. That means there will be 5 bolts
that I have to climb to and anchor myself to as I ascend.
As long as you are below the bolt you are anchored to you
can’t fall, but once you climb say five feet above that bolt
if you slip you will fall ten to eleven feet (accounting for
the stretch in the rope as you fall).
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What I love about rock climbing is that the climbers
who put in the routes are so overanalyzing that each route
has a level system and usually a lot of beta (climbers talk
for info) so there aren’t many surprises and you can
match your ability to the level of the climb.
I had very little training (only one practice run on a
very easy climb with someone talking me through every
step) in lead climbing before this trip so I was VERY
nervous for my first lead all by myself.
The first place we camped to climb was a spot called
The Pit in Flagstaﬀ. We had been here before with our
friend/climbing guide and were familiar with the area, but
going for it without guidance was very intimidating. I
remember sitting by the campfire the night before
watching YouTube videos and making notes on note cards
to carry with me in case I forgot something.
With surfing, you are always trying to beat the wind
and more often than not the earlier you are in the water
the better. This is not the case with a rock that doesn’t
move, but out of habit of getting up early and getting
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going, we wasted no time starting our hike from the
campground down into The Pit. This became a typical
occurrence for us, being the first ones to a climbing area,
which was good because you didn’t have to wait on
anyone to do a route, but in our case it was a detriment
because we never knew which climb we were supposed to
do. Each route is outlined on the Mountain Project app
(and there are plenty of books out there of which I am too
cheap to buy) so there was always this whole period of us
looking at our phones and staring at the rock trying to
decipher which route is the one we want, especially
because we were usually trying to find the easier ones and
did not want to get stuck on something “over our heads”.
This particular route wasn’t so hard to find because
we had been there before. It wasn't a particularly diﬃcult
climb, but it does reach about seventy feet up and the
starting point is already elevated from the forest floor, so
the mental game it played on me was intense. Addicting,
but intense. It was an easier climb because of the lower
angle, but the drawback to that is if you fall it hurts a lot
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more because you are going to hit more jagged rocks.
Falling was not an option I wanted to give myself.
The first time you reach the top on lead there is an
overwhelming feeling of pride combined with a dreaded
sense of doubt. The wind was howling at the top while I
was tying into the top anchors and certainly did a good
job of try to unnerve me. In addition, the feeling of
exposure heightens your senses, like the first night you
bring home your newborn baby and you’re afraid to go to
sleep in case they cry and you don’t hear them (certainly
not the case by the fifth child). Once you are anchored in,
you have to do the unthinkable, you untie the rope from
the wall and from yourself in order to feed the rope
through the anchors. Now I know there are some
hardcore climbers who are frowning right now that I
didn’t use draws at the top to avoid excessive wear on the
anchors and I’m sorry. Rookie mistake, which I soon
learned to correct when we got to Jacks Canyon the next
day.
I finished tying back in and rappelled down so Gabi
and Victor could climb. I was cold from the wind and the
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adrenaline and we had left the rest of the kids at the
campsite so we only did that one climb and called it a
success. But it was more than just success.
For me, there was a huge sense of accomplishing in
learning something new. I developed a new passion, a
new addiction, a new outlet for self-discovery and
personal development that is priceless. It only comes
from exposure, dedication, and sometimes seeming a bit
unstable. It comes from connecting to a power greater
than yourself that will eventually be a part of yourself. It
was a great reminder to never stop learning new things.
Finding rock climbing areas and routes we were
capable of doing felt like participating in a treasure hunt.
Go through a cattle grate, at the fifth telephone pole go right, when
you see the boulder with a cactus turn right, then make an
immediate right at the fork, climb the route directly under the
dihedral and to the left of the arete. This was the typical type
of directions to find a climbing area. My favorite was
when I couldn’t find the Puoux in Glenwood Springs. I
finally called a local climbing company and they told me,
“You have to get back on the freeway, go west, and then
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park in the emergency parking area on the side of the
freeway.” I loved the expression on Victor’s face when I
told him he had to park on the side of the freeway to hike
to the climbing area. It was even more comical when we
got to the base of the climbs and there was no one there
to ask for information on which climb was which. It
became a huge source of conflict between Victor and I
every time we tried to find new climbing areas. The
approaches are usually on scat trail and there would
always be this moment while climbing over tree branches,
stepping on cannabis plants, or ducking under bushes
that were overgrowing the trail where Victor looked at me
and said, “Are you sure this is the way?” To which I
would immediately retort when we inevitably did find the
climbing area, “See, I told you it’s a thing!”
Of course, once we arrived, then the conflict began
over figuring out which route we were able to climb and
Victor worrying that we would get hurt all while wishing
we had a Master’s degree in Geology to help in trying to
decipher which part of the rock is the arete, dihedral, and
gully.
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“I think it’s this one.”
“No, it’s gotta be this.”
“But it said it’s to the left of The Slate.”
I don’t know why we didn’t record these moments
more often. We did eventually figure it out when we got
to the Puoux and this ended up being one of our favorite
climbing areas on our trip.
Then there were climbing areas like Jack’s Canyon
and Shelf Road where the road to get there required a
high clearance vehicle and was not designed for a thirtyfoot motorhome. At Jack’s Canyon we had to park a mile
away and hoof it to the canyon (but not as exciting as the
predicament I got us in on our next road trip).
The lead climbing got easier as my confidence grew. I
learned quickly to ask for help when I needed it and found
that climbers were more than happy to lend some beta,
share the rock, and send positive vibes to newcomers to
the sport. It was more than just adventurous to be
constantly seeking out a place to climb as we traveled
from city to city, it felt like being on a secret mission of
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tracking and deciphering signs. I was fully engrossed in
this new mysterious sport climbing culture and loved how
it was redefining who I was.
It wasn’t just the climbing that was reshaping me
either. The expanse of nature that we were submerging
ourselves in was also playing director in creating this new
character that felt more alive and more in tune with her
true self than ever before.
It started with the energy vortexes and red rocks of
Sedona and then was followed by the deep, colorful
striations in the canyon walls, the majestic 800-foot
sandstone spire of Spider Rock, and lush, green canyon
floor in Canyon de Chelly.
It’s only a bit of a detour to stop at Canyon de Chelly
on the way from Winslow, Arizona to Moab, Utah, but we
had been driving a lot already over the past three days and
it was pouring all night so we were stuck in our RV. The
kids were already tired and cold when we started the drive
along the canyon ridge in the early morning and I had to
whine and beg to get them out of the warm RV to see the
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viewpoints, but once I did their mood changed instantly.
“This is the Grand Canyon,” screamed Jiraiya. I explain it
is not, but he looked at me with disbelief.
When you look at the ancient ruins in the cliﬀs and
think of what a hard life the Anasazi people had to carve
out, and then you contrast it with the serenity around
you, you also start to wonder if they weren’t completely
content with the amazing environment nature provided
them with. The Navajo still living in the area must be
hard people. You’d have to be tough to handle living in
any climate with such extreme weather and lack of
amenities anywhere around you, but they probably see a
beauty in simplicity and nature that most people miss. If
you are ever anywhere near Chinle, Arizona, I highly
recommend driving through Canyon de Chelly. Because
of the rain, we didn’t make the trek down the one and a
half mile hike from White House ruins lookout, the only
hike allowed in the area without a guide, but I will
definitely be coming back to hike it. I can only imagine
how impressive the canyon must look and feel when you
are down in it.
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Our original plan was to head to Colorado from here,
but Colorado was being hammered with snow storm after
snow storm (at the end of May!) so we decided to stall in
Moab and check out Arches National Park.
What struck me most about the drive from Chinle to
Moab is how often the scenery changes along the way.
We took Interstate 191 the whole way and drove past
some of the most beautiful rock formations, snow-capped
mountains, deer, and towns in the middle of absolutely
nothing, that you wonder how anyone can make a living
staying there. We hit Moab on Memorial Day weekend
which meant it was a bit too crowded for my taste, but
there was a great BLM campground on the Colorado River
right next to a bouldering area that was fun for the kids to
mess around on. Arches was fabulous and I highly
recommend doing the Delicate Arch hike. We missed out
on doing Devil’s Garden because it was sold out, but that
is one I definitely want to go back for.
Another hidden gem is Colorado National Park.
Staying here was our first dose of Colorado weather,
which added much entertainment and spontaneity to our
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hikes. We started our first hike at the visitor center.
Although it was really hot, we contemplated waiting
until later to do this one because there were some really
dark clouds in the horizon, but of course I said we’d be
fine since it was a very easy half-mile trail with number
markers along the way (the visitor center will give you a
pamphlet with educational information on each of the
numbers). As we reach the end and looked up, the
thunder clouds were directly over us and it began hailing
hard. I’ve never been in hail like this (what can I say, I’m
from San Diego), but will soon learn from my travels that
this is nothing in comparison. We all started running
back towards the visitor center as fast as we could,
screaming and laughing over the hilarity of it all. By the
time we reach it, we are drenched and decided to wait out
the worst of the storm for a half hour before hiking back
to our RV.
After three hours of rain, the skies clear and we did
another hike that you would never see in California, not
because this geology isn’t in California, but because of the
impending lawsuits that would ensue. This hike winds
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along the edge of the plateau without any rails preventing
you from stepping oﬀ into the abyss. I’m not one to be
scared of heights, but it was a bit unnerving that you
could stand on the edge of a thousand foot cliﬀ. We have
videos of Tatiana screaming because we wouldn’t let her
stand on the edge!
If you have the ability to stay at the campsite in the
park I highly recommend it. It has such incredible views
overlooking the town of Fruita below, reminding me of
Happy Valley in Disney’s Mickey and the Beanstalk. I even
woke up extra early the one morning so that I could watch
the incredible sunrise, especially since the sky is twice the
size here. On our way out of the park, we did the hike to
Devil’s Kitchen. The trail follows a tiny stream and it was
very entertaining for my kids to get to hop back and forth
over the stream all the way up to the waterfall. There is
also a short hike branching oﬀ this one that leads to some
great big boulders that you can scramble to the top of.
When we got to Glenwood Springs we had covered
over a thousand miles in less than a week. It might not
sound like much, but when you add in the amount of
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hiking or climbing we were doing each day and that we
had a four and six-year-old who tend to get whiny and
grumpy when we move this fast, it was a lot. So when I
stumbled upon Glenwood Springs and all of a sudden
wanted to stay here for a few days, everyone was very
happy. First, it had hookups which we had done without
up until this point. Second, we all got to shower (which
we hadn’t done for at least few days). Third, there is a
really long bike path that runs along the Colorado River
and Interstate 70 so one day we literally dropped Danny
at the start of the path by the hot springs and he took oﬀ
and ran a marathon by himself that day just for fun (gotta
love his determination). Fourth, the climbing area, The
Puoux, that I mentioned earlier, really was spectacular.
On our second day back at the Puoux climbing area, I
wanted to try some of the easier routes, but they were on
another set of rocks within the Puoux called The
Boulders. Once again Victor is asking, “Is this a thing?”
You have to walk up this tiny path overgrown with plants
and over fallen trees and through more cannabis plants
growing wild, past caves that look like a mountain lion
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must live in them, until we finally get to the boulders.
Once we are there we use the Mountain Project app again
to figure out which route is which and get all the beta on
how hard it is, how many bolts you need to get to the top,
and what type of anchors are at the peak.
Victor is incredibly nervous about the whole thing,
but he knows I’m going to climb it regardless so he’d
rather be there belaying me and making sure I’m safe then
not be there to protect me. The first climb was pretty
easy, it was only a 5.7 and we all “floated it” (climbers
lingo for an easy climb to the top). The next climb wasn’t
too challenging, it was a 5.8 and was just enough to make
me think but not enough to scare me. Isn’t that what
everyone wants out of their day? The view from the top of
this boulder will be seared in my mind for eternity. It was
a beautiful, clear day, about seventy degrees out at 10:00
in the morning, and we are the only ones in the area.
This spot overlooks the Colorado River and is nestled in a
valley of the White River Forest. It has to be one of the
prettiest areas I’ve climbed in.
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There was supposedly a really easy climb (5.5) on the
boulder so we thought we’d squeeze in one more quick
climb before going back to the motorhome since the kids
were waiting for us there. We kept checking our
Mountain Project app to figure out where this one route
was, but like I said, the path around the base of the
boulders was so overgrown it was hard to figure out
where you were and how to approach each section. We
knew the route we were looking for was on the far right
side so as we came around the east corner we saw a route
that looked way harder than a 5.5, but we were convinced
(I was convinced) that we were in the right spot. So, of
course, I tell Victor to just let me try it and we’ll see if it
gets easier as I climb. It didn’t. The thing with sport
climbing is, if you don’t make it to the top you have to
leave some of your gear (quick draws) on the wall in
order to get back down safely. Well, I’m cheap (really
cheap, considering the quick draws we had were given to
us by a friend for free) and after the third bolt I realized
this was definitely the wrong route and was getting a little
nervous. Victor could tell I was getting worried and
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didn’t want me to get hurt so he encouraged me to leave
the draw and get down. The problem with the climb I
was on was that if I unclipped and tried to climb down
there was a huge risk because I was at least five feet above
my last bolt which means if I fell I would fall 10 to 12 feet
and this climb was on a corner with another part of a
boulder sticking out so I’d probably hit the boulder on my
fall. I unclipped and down climbed anyways. It was a
dumb move, but I’m so stubborn, cheap, persistent that I
didn’t take the easy way down. I was so insistent on not
leaving my draw that I ended up down climbing without a
rope and gave myself enough of a scare to learn my
lesson. (Later on, in a future trip, when I get myself in
the same predicament, I do not hesitate to leave the draw
and keep myself safe.) By the way, on our hike down from
the Boulders area, we looked back up and saw where the
easy 5.5 climb was and realize that we were in completely
the wrong spot for the easy climb we were looking for.
We learned another great lesson that day. Sometimes
things don’t look clear when you are too close to them.
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Sometimes you have to walk away to get the right
perspective.
After scaring my husband half to death on my misclimb, we decided to take a break from climbing for the
day (or so I thought) and instead go for a hike with the
kids. We drove a few miles up the highway to Grizzly
Creek Trail. Trip Advisor (and some locals) said this was
a less busy hike than the popular Hanging Trails hike and
seeing as I don’t like following the crowd I thought it
sounded perfect. It was. The river runs really fast here
and the path meanders alongside it for way more miles
than we were going to be able to hike. The scenery with
the trees and the huge mountains was superb. The best
part was that Tati was a little slow because she was busy
picking up sticks to throw in the water so the older four
kids were a little bit ahead of us and I could overhear
them chatting and having a really nice time together.
When we finished hiking four miles it was only 2:00
p.m. and we really didn’t know what to do. It was too
early to call it a day. I wanted to go rent bikes down in
Carbondale, but that meant either spending a lot of
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money or having to leave the kids with Danny in the
motorhome again. Instead, Victor suggested going back
to Puoux to climb one more time. No need to twist my
arm for that!
There was a climb that we did there the previous day
that was a 5.9 and I had just set the ropes from the top so
I didn’t lead climb it yet and I really wanted to test my
climbing abilities. So we geared up and went back for
more. I led the 5.9 without much problem so I thought
maybe I can handle another 5.9 on this wall. I scrolled
through Mountain Project and found one that seemed
doable. It had two crux points (these are the “diﬃcult”
spots) and they were diﬃcult. Halfway up I started
reliving my morning fiasco of having to down climb and
do I want to leave a draw on the wall. But then I
remembered my life lesson from this morning about
perspective and being too close. So I sat back in my
harness, let go of the wall, and breathed. Sure enough
after sitting there, mid-air, forty feet oﬀ the ground, I saw
two footholds that I didn’t see before. I gave myself a
little pep talk, something to the eﬀect of, “Come on
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Robyn! You know you want this.” The sense of
accomplishment was so huge for me when I got to the
top. I took a moment to breathe it in (right after I looked
down at Victor to give him the thumbs up that I was
locked into the top bolts and safe because even from sixty
feet up I could still feel his heart pounding) and then
repelled down to where Victor wishes he could keep me
— on the ground.
We finished out the day by hiking back up to The
Boulders with all the kids so they could do the easy 5.5,
which we had no trouble finding this time and it was a
perfect climb for the kids. Isabelle easily floated it to the
top and Tatiana made it so high she had to unclip one of
the draws so she could climb higher, which is pretty
incredible for a four-year-old. (I can’t imagine how good
she will be at climbing in another few years.)
You know when you go somewhere and you feel at
home right away? That’s how Kauai feels to our family
and that is also how I’d describe my first impressions of
Glenwood Springs. Being up on those boulders really
gave me that warm feeling like I belonged there. Who
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knows what the future holds, but I am pretty sure I will
be back to visit soon. The community loves to be outside
and doing some form of exercise whether it’s rock
climbing, mountain biking, running, kayaking, river
rafting, SUP, and of course skiing in the winter. I’m not
ready to hang my hat anywhere yet, but I’ll keep this town
in my back pocket for when I’m older. For now, it’s time
to move forward. I loved our time here, but I couldn’t put
Victor through another day of climbing and worrying, so
we started heading toward Denver.
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Chapter 5

Lessons From
Colorado
We left late in the evening and weren’t really sure how
many miles we were going to cover that night, nor did we
think about what exactly lie ahead of us as far as
elevation. We had to pass Vail, which we knew got snow
in the winter, but it was the last days of May so the
thought of seeing snow at this time of year never crossed
our minds. As night fell and it began getting dark, the
sides of the road began getting lighter, brighter, and
whiter. Our motorhome became “the little engine that
could” as it worked harder and harder to climb the
mountains. Finally, we reached the rest area at Vail Pass,
which sits at over 10,000 feet.
Victor and I looked at each other in disbelief. It was
late and we really didn’t want to go down the steep grade
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in the dark so we decided to stay here for the night. We
found a spot next to all the semi-trucks and went outside
to check it out. Wow! Were we shocked? It was cold!
Not like I need a jacket cold, but more like I’ve-lived-inSan-Diego-all-my-life-and-I-think-I-will-die-ofhypothermia cold. Surprisingly, our cell service still
worked here and we looked at the weather forecast which
read a low of thirty degrees for the night. Sure if you’re
prepared for this, no big deal, but of course, we weren’t.
“Kids, put on as many layers as you can to sleep
tonight.” I had emptied out all the extra blankets before
we left to free up space and now I was regretting it.
To warm up the motorhome before we went to bed
we turned on the generator so that when the heater cycled
on and oﬀ it wouldn’t run down the batteries. At first,
the generator turned on right away and ran for a few
seconds before shutting down. Then eventually, it just
wouldn’t turn over anymore. Bummer… no heater
tonight. It was late and everyone was tired, so we had no
choice but to try and sleep. That was definitely one of the
coldest nights I’ve experienced. My heroic husband ran
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the motorhome engine sporadically throughout the night
to turn on the engine heater to get us through the night
and we woke up to a winter wonderland that followed us
for the next week.
We started the day in Breckenridge, which is a really
cute town. However, walking around town meant
spending money, which I wasn’t really keen on. We did
splurge and get the kids crepes for breakfast, but other
than that it ended up being a lesson on saying no to my
four-year-old who has a bad case of the gimmies and
drives her sisters crazy because she makes it so diﬃcult to
go shopping.
We headed back into Frisco to do a three-mile hike to
Rainbow Lake, which ended up being a very enjoyable
experience for our family. Since the snow was just melting
on the mountains there were a bunch of little streams
that the kids entertained themselves with by jumping
over most of the trail.
On the road between Frisco and Denver you have to
go through this big tunnel. Right before you go into the
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tunnel there is a brake check area right next to
mountains. So of course I stop and tell the kids to go play
in the snow, to which they were super excited to do. My
kids don’t play in the snow very often so it was great to
see them run around in it, but we were not prepared
(again) with the correct shoes/clothes for snow. As
Jiraiya was running from Danny in a snowball fight, he
manages to get his shoe trapped under the snow and
leaves it there while he runs back to the RV barefoot and
crying. Thankfully his sister got it out, but now his only
pair of shoes are completely soaked. If I knew how much
snow we were about to get to play in, I probably wouldn’t
have stopped.
Earlier that morning when I was checking all the little
towns on Trip Advisor between Vail pass and Denver I
noticed there was a glacier that was the number one thing
to do near Georgetown. To get there, we had to get oﬀ
the freeway and drive a very steep, narrow road. Victor
was giving me the look the whole time driving up that
said, “Where the hell are we going?” But sure enough,
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ten miles up the road, there was a dirt parking lot with a
dozen other cars. “It’s a thing!” I tell him.
We pay the $5 to park there, throw on shoes — oh
wait! Jiraiya’s shoes are soaked so he only has flip flops —
and follow the crowds up a dirt road and through the
snow covered trail for one mile until you arrive at a snowcovered glacier. After posing for photos my kids start in
on a full blown snowball fight. They had so much fun
with the snow, mostly because it was still sixty some
degrees out so they weren’t cold. It was well worth the
detour!
We had to make a quick pitstop at the REI in Denver
because I had my Patagonia jacket shipped there (I wasn’t
joking about creating a Patagonia fund). Whether it is the
amount of crap from eating out that starts to wear me
down or the amount we did in the past week — whatever
reason I hit a parenting low.
To get a few minutes alone with Victor, we sent the
kids into the Starbucks attached to REI while we go pick
up my jacket. Fifteen minutes later we meet up with
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them in Starbucks and as I sit down I see that Gabi is
drinking a Frappucino and Isabelle ordered an iced coﬀee.
I don’t know if I have ever lost it as much as I did at that
moment. Everything I say about knowing your intention
(in this case my intention would be to be a kind, patient,
and understanding mom) went out the window and I got
so upset with them that they both ended up in tears!
What could they have done that was so bad? Really
nothing. However, in my mind I was mad because we
never order Frapaccinos because they are filled with so
many crap ingredients and it was six at night and they
were having fully caﬀeinated drinks. The yogini in me
knew I was over reacting, but my ego wouldn’t relent. I
couldn’t let this one go and now this memory has become
a constant reminder of the importance of remembering
my intention and not just reacting. The best way for me
to stay in this mindset is to create as much yin and yang
for myself as I can each day (not just occasionally). What
we do is awesome, but overdoing our pace and too much
activity takes away from the intention of joy and
simplicity in this type of lifestyle. It was another lesson
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in remembering what type of impression you want to
leave on the world and with the people you love the most.
It also reminded me of a quote from one of my
favorite authors: “When you find your path, you must
not be afraid. You need to have suﬃcient courage to make
mistakes. Disappointment, defeat, and despair are the
tools God uses to show us the way.” -Paulo Coelho, Brida

I think every person in Boulder hikes the Flat Irons on
the weekend. And why wouldn’t you? They are beautiful
and challenging. The trail was very packed especially for
the first mile or so, but then as the path splits to each of
the diﬀerent Flat Irons (there are 5 of them) the traﬃc
thins and the path winds under some tall pine trees until
it emerges at the base of the Flat Irons. Now we didn’t
bring gear to Trad climb, but there were some great
boulders on the little Flat Iron that we were able to
scramble up until we were overlooking the entire city and
beyond. I was quite jealous of the people who were Trad
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climbing the Flat Irons though. It’s a very low angle
climb for a couple hundred feet, which looked like a blast.
After my escapade yesterday, I considered skipping
Rocky Mountain National Park (RMNP) and just start our
descent towards Colorado Springs to cut out a few days of
driving and slow our pace down. I am so glad we didn’t
though. It was rare that the campgrounds in RMNP
weren’t full (in fact they were quite empty) so we lucked
out with a great campsite in the park, with views of the
snow covered mountains, elk meandering through, and a
shuttle that picks you up right at the campground and
drops you at diﬀerent trailheads.
By the time we set up camp and hopped on a shuttle
it was late afternoon so we were only able to hike about a
mile past Alberta Falls. The hike was really fun though
because half of it was still covered in snow so the kids
were really entertained throwing snowballs along the way
and jumping over puddles of melting snow. The tree line
is very diﬀerent here and it reminded me of Narnia. This
path eventually connected to another trail that was
supposedly a really beautiful to hike too, but because the
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snow was slowing us down and the kids were tired, we
turned back before we got there. It was very hard for
Gabi and me to not complete a hike that we had set our
intention to do, but I think was a good lesson in learning
to be more flexible. It’s good to have intention, but
sometimes you just have to go with what is presented at
the moment.
If you make it to RMNP, make sure you drive the Trail
Ridge Road. We had done the Going to the Sun Road in
Glacier National Park last year and that was breathtaking,
but this was a completely diﬀerent experience. Since so
much of the landscape was still covered with snow, it
made you feel like you were in the Arctic. Everything was
covered in white as far as you could see. When you get
above the tree line you get this sinking feeling of what it
might be like to be lost in the Himalayas, with only snow
capped peaks as far as the eyes can see. Luckily we were
in a motorhome, very near to civilization, and could
simply appreciate the beauty of the snow knowing it
would be gone in a few weeks.
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The two nights we spent in RMNP allowed us to
reconnect with our breath and our intention. We read, I
did yoga, and we interviewed each other about what the
last two months had been like for our family living like
this. The general consensus was that sharing such a small
space with seven people is like learning to dance. First
you have to learn the steps in order to not step on each
other’s feet. Then you have a match your steps with your
dance partners. You are only as good as their worst,
which was definitely the case with our little ones. The
older three can try their hardest and be on their best
behavior, but if the younger two are constantly melting
down, no one is happy. We can only accomplish as much
as our weakest link is able. In order for each of us to
meet our goals and feel fulfilled, we all chip in to help out
the little ones even if that means just cooking more for
them so they don’t have low blood sugar on a hike. We’ve
learned that it makes life easier and more enjoyable to
move in rhythm with our dance partners and not expect
them to learn a brand new dance.
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We stayed with friends in Colorado Springs, which
was a nice change of pace and my kids were really excited
to see their friends and have wifi again. The hot showers,
large counters for meal prep, running water to do dishes
with, and room to lie on the floor and stretch did make
life seem easier and more comfortable, but it was all the
adventures that we had with our friends outside in nature
that made this part of the trip special.
We rock climbed at Garden of the Gods and South
Cheyenne Canyon, both were much diﬀerent than the
limestone we have been learning on. Finding the routes
have always been quite an adventure for our family
because I still haven’t broken down and bought a damn
guidebook. I certainly paid the price at South Cheyenne
Canyon because there was an easier 5.7 that I wanted to
do, but since I couldn’t find it I ended up having to do a
5.8 on granite that freaked me out.
We also hiked to the top of the famous Manitou
Springs Incline. If you aren’t familiar with this “hike,” it
goes directly up stairs that they have built into the side of
the mountain using railroad ties. It climbs 2,000 feet in
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one mile. To top it oﬀ, it was an abnormally hot day in
The Springs so climbing it was extra challenging. It is a
really fun environment though because so many other
people are doing it and suﬀering alongside you. I loved
the diversity of ages and sizes doing it.
It was only Victor, Danny, Gabi, and myself doing the
Incline and within five minutes I ended up leaving them
behind. Not that they were slow, I just all of a sudden felt
a need to challenge myself. Maybe what sparked the
competitiveness in me was that there were so many
people doing it and it was a marked goal. Or maybe it
was because I rarely challenge myself in this fashion. I
know a lot of it was that I felt so free not having to carry
Jiraiya or Tati up a hike. Gabi was really sad that I left her
though so, in the end, I wish I had forgotten about my
ego and just been a good mom.
For me, the hardest part was the hike down the Barr
trail, which was 4 miles. I think the next day the only
thing that was sore on me was my shins from the long
descent. Many people choose to run back down this trail
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and I think that would have been a better option on my
joints.
We also did two really fun hikes with our friends
while we were in The Springs. Jimmy, our friend, is in the
Air Force so we went on base and did the Stanley Canyon
hike with his family. To our friends we are always known
as the “fit family” and I do agree we are more active than
most families, however, we are not by any means Super
Human. This was the first time for Alison to hike in a
long time and I think she was extra nervous to be doing
any hike with the Robledos. It was a much more
challenging hike than I expected. Besides climbing for
two miles, it had a few overlooks over sheer cliﬀs, and
because Colorado Springs had just received a solid month
of rain, a few spots in the trail were washed out with the
river rapidly running down the mountain. In these spots
we had to climb the side of the hill, which was covered in
very slippery gravel and in a few places if you slid you
would fall right into that fast moving stream. Needless to
say it was challenging especially if you haven’t been
hiking almost every day for the past month. The only way
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down many of these spots was to slide on your butt and
of course, to keep Tatiana safe, I always threw her on my
back, earning the name “She-Ra” from our friend, Alison.
Unfortunately when we got close to the top there was
so much water that we couldn’t get around the last part of
the river to make it to the lake, however, that didn’t
lessen the enjoyment of the hike. Scrambling over
boulders and scooting down the gravel hillside was super
fun and created great memories for our kids. The best
part of the hike was seeing the empowerment on Alison’s
face when she finished. She literally had tears of joy for
being able to accomplish something that she never knew
she could do. I thrive on that. If you’ve read my book, A
Playful Life, you will know that I love being a part of
helping people develop themselves.
This wasn’t the first time I had taken friends hiking
and pushed them past their comfort zone in order to
experience the beauty of nature and the pride in
accomplishing such a tremendous feat. The year before
we had gone with some of our really good friends, who
didn’t hike quite as often as us, and we all hiked twelve
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miles roundtrip to the Grinnell Glacier at Glacier National
Park. Of course, it was another instance where we were
nowhere prepared with enough food or water and at one
point we had to walk under a waterfall on a very narrow
precipice to continue on the trail. However, we all
completed the beautiful hike together as a team and it
was very rewarding to be a part of their growth too.
Although I’m not sure that they want to hike with us
anymore, we still share warm memories and laugh about
that adventure together.
The flip side is that because we do carry this stigma
of being so fit, everyone feels like they need to create
these big challenges for us. For example, our friend and
rock climbing guide kept putting us on harder and harder
routes each time we climbed with him and I’d make jokes
that we don’t have to push ourselves every time we climb.
It was okay to just go climb for the enjoyment of being
outdoors and in nature. He probably knew how addicted
I’d become to climbing and wanted to make sure I had the
skills when the time came. I think people who know us
just assume everything we do in our life we like to do in
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the extreme. The reality is that we enjoy doing lots of
diﬀerent things and most of the time we are just looking
to create an experience.
Jimmy chose to take us on the Mt Herman hike and
was worried it wasn’t challenging enough, but it wasn’t
about that. With the two youngest kids it is always a crap
shoot if they are up to hiking that day, but the days that
they are on, they can handle quite a bit. That day, Jiraiya
was the weak link. He probably hadn’t eaten enough
beforehand and was tired, but he whined the entire way
up. This hike had some really steep parts that we had to
bear crawl up, but the views at the top were insanely
beautiful. It was a clear day and you could see the top of
Pike’s Peak covered in snow, past Colorado Springs, and
all the way to Denver. This trail also had a lot of slippery
gravel on it so to make it easier to get Tati down the
mountain, Victor would Silver Surfer her (meaning she’d
stand in a surfer’s stance and he’d pull her down). It was
quite cute and really helped us get down the mountain at
a quick pace. Jiraiya also flipped a switch at the top of the
mountain and was super happy play fighting while going
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downhill. I love watching how his imagination grabs hold
of him and he loses himself in the terrain.
This trip was a reminder that it doesn’t always have
to be about more. There are times when what you want
is what you already have and existing in those moments
with full awareness is the best thing you can do.

Our time in the Springs went fast and before we knew
it we were headed home. One thing I don’t like is
backtracking, so our route home took us through central
Colorado. We hit Shelf Road for a night to experience it’s
climbing. What a treat! This climbing area has actual
signposts that tell you how to get to each wall (we were
headed for Menses Prow in The Gallery) and has a BLM
campground at the trail head. The nice thing about BLM
campgrounds is that they are really cheap (because
typically there are no amenities other than a pit toilet,
which isn’t a problem for us since we bring our toilet with
us wherever we go). This campground was ten miles
north of Cañon City oﬀ of a small road that passes
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through a lot of cattle ranches. But unlike most of our
directions oﬀ Mountain project, this was actually easy to
find and well marked. There was a dirt road into the
campground with large ruts formed from so many
vehicles driving through it in the mud. Even though
we’ve been through worse on this trip, Victor had had
enough of my big-mouth backseat driving. He stopped at
the entrance, handed me the keys and said, “You drive
in.” Challenge accepted.
One of my favorite parts of this campground was the
vast amount of space surrounding it. Jiraiya was happy
because he was back in his element, play fighting in the
middle of the wilderness.
Our climbing experience was peaking by now. I
hesitate to use the word confident, but I was starting to
feel assured enough in my skills that we’d be able to get
ropes set up somewhere. This is a popular climbing area
and we weren’t the first ones to the wall that day, which
ended up being good because we got to ask others for
beta on the route ratings and make sure I wasn’t climbing
outside my ability. The rock has huge handholds here
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which makes the climbing more enjoyable, but the routes
were seventy to eighty feet high and even I start getting a
little nervous at that height. Again I was blown away by
the kindness of fellow climbers. Everyone was helpful
and one group even let us take a turn on their ropes so we
wouldn’t have to lead it ourselves. It’s pretty rare to get
that same selflessness when surfing in the ocean by
strangers. (Not impossible, I do remember a time surfing
in Coronado that a total stranger oﬀered me to try out his
surfboard, but typically the vibe is territorial and
defensive, the complete opposite of what I kept
encountering in climbing.)
There is not much to see or do on Highway 50 from
Cañon City to Montrose, although the white water rafting
looked tempting. We stopped one night at Black Canyon
of the Gunnison, which isn’t a very popular national park,
but it was definitely worth the time. The canyons are awe
inspiring. There aren’t many long trails so we just
stopped at each of the lookouts to take in the varying
contours, striations, and contrasting colors of the canyon
walls. We were walking up to one of the last lookouts
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and saw that a ranger was about to give a talk. My
younger kids absolutely love the ranger presentations at
the National Parks, mostly because they love learning
about animals, so we decided to stick around and see
what it was about.
This is one of those moments in life where the
universe decided to blow my mind. Danny has a bit of a
fear of heights and I was really proud of how each time on
our trip he would force himself to stand on the edge and
peer down to help him overcome this phobia. Not only
that, but with all the climbing we have been doing, we
have been testing Victor’s fear of heights a significant
amount. Overcoming fears has become a popular theme
in our motorhome lately, to say the least. So when the
ranger starts her presentation by pulling out a poster with
this quote on it, “Always do what you are afraid to do.” Ralph Waldo Emerson, my jaw drops (I think I just met
my new best friend). She gave a great speech on
exposure, testing your limits, and getting out of your
comfort zone. All the things we were doing and about to
do a lot more of in Ouray.
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If you could only visit one place in Colorado, Ouray is
where I would recommend, because it had the most
adventure and diversity packed into the smallest,
quaintest town. Ouray is called “the Switzerland of
America” for a reason. It is nestled in a tight valley
between lush green snow capped mountains (at least
when we were there they were). I loved that the
campground was right in the middle of town which
allowed us to walk to everything, the climbing, the hot
springs, the brewery, the coﬀee shop, even the hiking
trails (pretty much everything important!).
The climbing here was perfect for us because it
wasn’t too challenging or crowded so it gave us an
opportunity to hone in our skills. Maybe it was the
motivation of the ranger’s speech at Black Canyon of the
Gunnison, but Victor got up the courage to clean his first
route (that’s where you take your gear oﬀ the top anchors
and rappel down…a feat that takes a lot of trust and
confidence in your abilities). Gabi did her first lead climb
here and Tati even topped out one of the routes. But the
adventure that was the most memorable was Jeeping.
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I had no idea this was such a “thing”. I grew up
riding quads in the desert so the thought of going oﬀroading in a Jeep didn’t intimidate me, if anything I
wasn’t sure it was worth the investment. Meaning I
didn’t know if I’d get enough of an adrenaline rush for the
amount of money it cost to rent a Jeep. It was!
Jeeping in Ouray is a challenge, at least at the time of
year when we were there. Remember all that snow
Colorado just got? Well there was a lot of it and the sun
had been out for a few days which meant there was a lot
of it melting too! You get the rental for 24 hours starting
from 5:00 p.m. We took the easier road the first night
toward the backside of Telluride. This road was enjoyable
and the only real challenges were fear of heights, which I
don’t mind, because you do climb quite high on a single
lane road. There were a few streams to cross and
occasionally you had to back up going downhill if there
was oncoming traﬃc, but no big deal. The next morning,
however, it was raining (this was the universe inputting
symbolism for us) and we took the road to Silverton
through Imogen Pass. Technically we didn’t even get all
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the way to the top of the pass because it was so snowed
in.
To start with, the rain and fog were limiting my
visibility — yes, I was driving, there’s no way Victor
would let me miss out on this — but what surprised and
worried me the most was the lack of dirt road. There is a
one-mile section that is completely boulder strewn that
you have to crawl over. It was exhausting constantly
having to decide which line to take over them without
risking body damage to the vehicle or flipping over the
side of the mountain. I vaguely remember the lady at the
rental counter telling me that this one-mile section would
take about an hour to cover (she was right). As we got
closer to Animas Forks (an abandoned mining town) the
road improved, but the amount of snow increased. They
had plowed the road, but the snow banks on the side of it
were still eight feet high.
In California if you want to see a waterfall you have
maybe a dozen to choose from in the entire state. Just on
our drive that day, we probably saw over two dozen huge
waterfalls. It got to the point that we became jaded, oh
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look another 1,000-foot waterfall (yawn) and just stopped
taking pictures of them. This entire experience was
absolutely worth the money. I loved it!
Even with all the fun being had, my demons still
found a way to come out. A friend of mine once said
there are only two emotions fear or love. And while I
don’t completely agree with this I can definitely create an
argument for this in myself. Instead of just accepting the
positive situation, I tend to let it release my demons on
my husband and it usually comes out in something to the
eﬀect of, “Why am I always the catalyst? Why do I have
to be the go-getter? Why do I initiate all the fun? Why
am I carrying the load?” In the process of creating fun for
myself, I have to also prove that it’s fun for everyone else,
which isn’t necessarily the case. If I acted out of love, I’d
accept that it’s enough to just have them by my side
trying all these crazy things. Instead my subconscious
fears take over and they aren’t always tangible fears like
fear of heights or trust issues. At the root it’s a fear of
missing out and a fear of not being good enough. The
problem is doing all these things isn’t fun alone and even
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though no one is telling me I have to do any of these
things, the expectations I put on myself cause me to add
unnecessary expectations on the people closest to me.
Figuring out your own intention is important, but
choosing the intentions for others doesn't work so well.
The good thing is, I’m starting to catch myself doing it.
The bad thing is, I’m still doing it.
One morning, post demon explosion, I needed to
clear my head and headed oﬀ to hike the Perimeter Trail
that, like its name implies, goes all the way around the
town of Ouray. My mini-me’s, Gabi and Tati, joined me,
but we hadn’t planned on doing this hike when we first
started wandering away from the campground that
morning so we were in flip flops. The trail was so covered
in mud that a few times Tati and I would jump across a
puddle and slip and fall in the mud. Like most of our
other hikes, I ended up having to carry her on my back to
get through it at more than a snail’s pace. I didn’t realize
how long the trail was and we didn’t bring water. I rarely
drink much water on hikes anyways, but for some reason
having absolutely no water was wearing on me.
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Thankfully, about an hour into the hike, we came across
another nice family who gave us an extra water bottle
(this also happened when I climbed the Manitou Incline
and left my family behind with my supply of water
behind, but again a good Samaritan came to my rescue
and gave me one of their water bottles— there is so much
kindness in the world when you look for it).
We also ran into a very interesting woman on this
path. There was something about her that told me I
should find out more about her. She was a decade or two
older than me and had been living a nomadic life in the
mountains of the Grand Tetons and the surrounding area.
She told us about her love of exploring, backpacking, and
her encounters with wildlife. She told us that one year,
on May 10th, she encountered ten bears in one day. She
loved what we were doing and when parting she gave me
these words of wisdom, “Do it with gusto and without
fear!” (I sure am trying to.)
We loved Ouray so much we ended up staying there a
whole four days (which is a lot for us on this trip). The
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scrap cookies at Mouse’s were addicting and the climbing
was just too much fun.
We met an interesting “vagabonder" while climbing
there too. We were getting in one last day of climbing
before we headed out of town, when someone pulled up
next to the crag in a car that screamed, “I’m homeless and
everything I own is in this car.” (Well I guess that’s us
too, but we are a bit more discreet about it.)
He walked right up to us and asked to climb with us.
It took me a little bit by surprise and my introverted self
wanted to say no, but we of course said yes and welcomed
him into our tribe. The cool thing is that he was a much
better climber than me so he was able to set ropes on
some harder routes, allowing me to climb things I
would’ve had to skip. He was very kind and shared a lot
of his climbing knowledge with us. If you met him
outside of this scenario you might say he’s a bit odd (not
quite Zach Gallifinackus from The Hangover weird— but
close). But here’s the thing, he’s just a really nice guy.
When you live in a city and rarely encounter genuine
people who don’t necessarily have any other ulterior
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motive other than to just help out and enjoy the day, it
can be shocking and make you feel uncomfortable at first.
In this case he just took the opportunity to create an
experience and do something he loves. Sure, he got some
climbs out of it, but climbing with a family our size isn’t
all fun.
We meet more and more people like this the more we
travel. Of course we know nice people in big cities too,
but the interactions tend to be brief and if it’s going to be
a long conversation, you schedule it on the calendar to
meet for dinner or coﬀee. Living a fast paced life revolves
around a clock and to do lists, but rarely has time for
meaningless chit-chat (I’m guilty of this conundrum too).
But all of a sudden, when you are in small cities or more
wilderness, you have to be ready, because if you smile at
someone and ask how they are, they may stop and tell you
exactly how they are doing and their whole life story for
the next two hours!
If you aren’t ready to learn the lesson of patience,
compassion, and connecting with the world, it might be
safer to just keep staring at your phone, oblivious to the
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world around you, otherwise you might start believing
that there is more good in the world then bad.
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Chapter 6

Conquering Fears
On our way out of Colorado, we made a brief stop at
Mesa Verde (which was not that impressive to me, mostly
because I’m not a big fan of that type of ecosystem, but
worth seeing once). From here we drove all the way to
Capitol Reef that day. I distinctly remember looking at
the gas station in Blanding, Utah when we turned oﬀ
Highway 191 toward Natural Bridges National Park and
thinking I should probably get gas here. But being my
cheap self, I hesitated, thinking the price was a little high
and there would probably be cheaper gas along the way.
There wasn’t.
By the time we got to Natural Bridges we were redlining it on the fuel gauge, but I really wanted to see the
park. We made it to the visitor center and I asked the
ranger how close to the next gas station. He looked at me
with a worried look as he told me there was a gas station
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near Lake Powell but it’s often closed this time of year
and that the next one wasn’t until Hanksville, some fifty
miles away. We’d never make it that far.
To see Natural Bridges, you have to drive the whole
loop (about ten miles) and I remember telling Victor over
and over to not accelerate too fast and make sure to coast
the downhills. You can imagine how much my husband
loved his wife nagging about such things.
We lucked out. The gas station at Powell was closed,
but thankfully the pump accepted credit cards even if the
store was closed, otherwise, we would’ve been sleeping
on the side of the road somewhere between Powell and
Hanksville. The coolest part was that as we were fueling
in Powell there was the most beautiful rainbow in the sky
and of course I took it as a sign that we were right where
the universe wanted us to be.
Since we got to Capitol Reef so late, there wasn’t a
campsite available at the campground, and instead, we
had to go up the road seven miles to a BLM. It’s just a big
dirt lot on the side of the highway in the middle of Utah,
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but that night, I think we saw the most number of stars
we have ever seen in the sky. It was fantastic.
Capitol Reef is truly a hidden gem. Not many people
know about this park, but it is one of my favorite places
that we have visited. It has beautiful canyons and lush
orchards. A lot of the old houses and school buildings
have been preserved so you feel like you are stepping back
in time to when the early Mormon settlers lived in the
area. There were wild turkeys running around the park,
they sold freshly baked pies, and the most delicious
canned fruits, pickles, and jellies.
There are some magnificent views when you drive
Highway 12 from Capitol Reef to Bryce Canyon. We took
a thirty-mile detour oﬀ Highway 12 to explore some
beautiful slot canyons. I didn’t realize until this part of
the trip how much I love canyons, especially slot canyons.
The state motto of Utah is “Life Elevated” for a reason. I
expected Utah to be flat and dry, but it’s actually quite
mountainous and green. After this trip, I have a huge
aﬃnity for Aspen trees, which only grow at a certain
altitude, and you start to know how high you’ve climbed
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because out of nowhere they appear and then when you
get too high, all of a sudden they disappear. I love how
“unconventional” they are with their lime green leaves
and white bark setting themselves apart from the
traditional pines and oaks that surround them. Then they
make this beautiful rustling sound that reminds me of a
wind chime when the wind blows their leaves.

For once in my life, I had no expectations when
arriving at Bryce Canyon. Pictures rarely do something
justice and in the case of Bryce, it was true. Besides, I had
already been rewarded with so much beautiful scenery
and wonderful experiences on this trip that our last stop
at Bryce was just bonus.
I had no energy left for research at this point and we
were completely just winging it now. There were
ambitious moments on this trip where I dragged everyone
to the middle of nowhere to do an incredible climb or
drove thirty minutes on a windy road to hike to a glacier,
and there are other times when I am so oblivious that the
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universe gets to sneak up on me and completely blow me
away. This was one of those times.
“What? Bryce Canyon is in the forest!” I said as we
pulled into the national park. For some reason I expected
it to be more like the desert. I love forests! Somehow I
had stacked up some good karma again along the way and
we just happened to get the only campsite at the North
Campground inside Bryce Canyon National Park.
As soon as we got situated we started walking from
the campsite toward where this canyon was supposed to
be. I didn’t walk more than fifteen minutes when all of a
sudden I stepped out of the forest and onto the edge of
the most beautiful, artistic canyon with perfectly
architected spires and hoodoos that looked like castles out
of a Disney movie.
If you haven’t been to Bryce you are missing out on
one of the best experiences in life. If you do get there,
make sure you hike the Fairyland Loop. It absolutely lives
up to its name, but be ready for the cicadas (cricket-like
insects). They start chirping with the sunrise and don’t
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stop until the sun goes down. By the last day, we had
grown quite attached to the symphony they provided on
the hikes and in the campground. (Oh, and this is
another one of the best places to see stars.)
Everyone was enjoying our stay at Bryce so much that
we ended up staying here three nights. I also wasn’t
ready to part from this lifestyle and return to the hustle
and bustle of city life.
A lot changed for me on this trip. My intention had
expanded to now encompass the possibility of living this
way more long term. I knew Gabi was digging it as much
as me, and Danny, who always resists encouraging me too
much for fear of what wild adventures I may commit him
to, deep down was enjoying a lot of what were doing. The
younger three didn’t think that far ahead and were happy
if their parents were happy and had energy and time to
give them. So were their parents happy?
On the last night of our trip, we all sat around the
campfire with the video camera set up on the tripod and
re-interviewed everyone. The question arose Why go back?
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I had been asking myself this question ever since we
arrived at Bryce. Technically we were only going back
home for three weeks. How much could we possibly
accomplish in so little time? The work was covered. It
would be nice for my kids to see their friends and cousins
for a few days, but they would understand if we said we
were just going to head into our next road trip from here.
Victor wasn’t ready though. After doing the same job
for the past eighteen years, the fear of it not being there
or not being run how he wanted it to, overpowered my
desire for more wanderlust.
Instead, the talk turned to what it might feel like to
live as vagabonds and experience this lifestyle all the time.
We made jokes about being Hillbillies or the Gornokys
(from the movie RV). We dreamed of the places we’d go.
The kids and I were starting to take the idea semiseriously, but Victor was not onboard with the idea yet.
He’s slow to warm up to new ideas and we had another
road trip coming up that might change things.
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What started as a random daydream deep in my
subconscious while watching the sun rise over the
hoodoos and while entranced in the rhythmic pattern of
my footsteps and the solitude of nature, became an
intention that would only need the fuel of persistence and
determination to make it into a conscious expression and,
eventually, a reality.
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Chapter 7

Granite Speaks
Loudly
Back in Coronado the work was being covered so we did
pretty much go back to San Diego for nothing. It was a
good life lesson in letting go and moving on, which is
what we did. We took oﬀ a week earlier than planned for
our Canada trip and decided to add in a bonus stop.
When I originally planned all the places we would
visit during our vagabonding travels, Yosemite was never
even on my radar. Even though it is one of the closest
national parks to San Diego, I had no interest in visiting
it. Why would I want to go there, especially the week of
July 4th? Isn’t Yosemite hot, crowded, and full of granite
rocks? I mean, I go to Mission Trails a lot, and sure the
granite is nice, but not worth driving eight hours to see.
But then again I wasn’t very excited about visiting Bryce
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and that was an experience that really opened my eyes to
the magnificence of rock structures. So after being
shocked and spellbound by the beauty of Bryce Canyon,
and facing an unbooked week of travel for us, I decided to
take a risk and check Yosemite oﬀ the bucket list — the
same list that keeps growing instead of shrinking with
each new place we experience.
Since we were taking our chances at finding a
campsite at a first come first serve campground, and I had
read that Yosemite Valley was extremely crowded,
especially the week of July 4th, we decided to try
Tuolumne Meadows. Normally I would have done
extensive research on a place to get my bearings before we
got there, and to have some sort of itinerary or agenda,
but since this was a last minute decision I truly just
“winged it” (as I now have a habit of doing).
To minimize the headache of traﬃc, we drove late at
night and slept a little near Bishop at a rest area in the
middle of a huge thunderstorm.
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Then, to add more fun to our travels, we tried finding
a climbing area to stop at before getting to Yosemite.
Less than twenty-four hours into our trip and here I go
again getting out my Mountain Project app in search of
adventure. Somehow we miss the turn oﬀ to Owen’s
River Gorge (one of the best sport climbing areas in the
west coast) so I see that between Mammoth Lakes and
June Lake there is an area with a few easy sport climbs.
I start giving Victor the directions, which lead us to a
BLM camping area at first, then to a dirt fire road (no
surprise here), and then to a smaller dirt road. We
hesitate for a second, before I say, “I think it’s fine. There
will probably be a place to turn around at the end.”
Famous last words. We only made it a few hundred yards
before we realized this is a really bad idea. I see a little
space where I might be able to turn the RV around and go
for it. The problem is the road is uneven and as I get
perpendicular to the road, I end up getting the
motorhome stuck high center with it sitting on the sewer
line.
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Fortunately, I’ve seen my dad in predicaments like
this dozens of times growing up and I don’t panic. We
find all the wood we can and the huge rolled up outdoor
rug and prop it under the front tire to get us oﬀ the sand
and headed back in the right direction. I breathe a sigh of
relief that our travels weren’t ending before they even
started and then remember there is supposedly a great
climbing area here.
I grab Gabi, a mountain biking, and a beach cruiser
(that’s all we had with us), and start pedaling down the
road that almost ended our fun. We biked only a mile or
two before giving up. It was too hot, too far, and too hard
to ride a beach cruiser over all the hills.
After safely finishing our explorations, we got back
on the 395 north and then turned west at Lee Vining,
which starts the steep and windy climb on Tioga Pass
towards Yosemite. As we rounded one of the sharp
bends my jaw dropped. I had no idea granite could be so
beautiful and reach so high towards the sky. The streaks
of red and gold against the gray slab set on top of a green
forest were striking. Then nature decided to go and out119

do itself by placing these beautiful light green meadows
with crystal clear rivers running through it. I felt
dumbstruck as I thought, Oh! Yosemite! Now I get it!
All this time I thought the popularity of Yosemite was
just a coincidence based on its proximity to the populous
Bay Area cities, but I was wrong. I quickly found out that
Yosemite, especially Tuolumne Meadows, is like it’s own
little secret community. A community that’s not built
with money or power, but by a connection of awareness
and appreciation that can only be achieved through
spending time there.
In addition to being wrong about the beauty of the
park, I was also pleasantly surprised that the weather in
Tuolumne that week was perfect. Unlike Yosemite Valley,
which was in the low nineties, Tuolomne area was in the
mid-seventies. Contrary to the forecast, there was only
one night of thunderstorms for about an hour during the
first night we were there, which was really spectacular to
watch especially from the safety of our motorhome. The
remaining four nights we had clear skies, which meant
gorgeous nights full of twinkling stars.
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If you are not an outdoorsy type it might be hard to
relate to this, but I do encourage you to try to experience
nature. Our national parks have done such a great job of
preserving nature in its grandiose form. I think it is
nearly impossible to see such an impressive place and not
feel a connection to nature that creates an emotional
response.
When I first met Victor he had no interest in camping
or nature, but he will be the first to tell you that it was
definitely something he was missing. The more you are
able to put yourself in such extreme displays of nature
and find this connection, then the easier it becomes to
recreate this emotional response in smaller scale natural
settings. From a physiological standpoint, being in
natural settings makes you healthier by lowering blood
pressure and heart rate, improving digestion, increasing
mental clarity, and improving overall happiness.
Personally, I just love being on a trail. I love the
meditative nature of it. I love finding myself on it and at
the same time losing myself to it. My mind becomes a
stream that flows and wanders on the path of least
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resistance. I love how strong my legs feel on the uphill
and that even though my mind is daydreaming, it still
stays sharp enough to adapt to the ever-changing terrain
under my feet. I enjoy feeling like a kid, jumping from
rocks and walking over logs. And I love my breath. The
air is so diﬀerent and so clean there that it almost feels
like you are breathing with a diﬀerent set of lungs. Being
alone in the vastness of the wilderness makes you feel like
you are part of something more. Then there are those
moments when you feel like the trail is never going to
end, or you start doubting if you took a wrong turn, or
your toes are raw from going downhill, that start to define
you through persistence and tenacity. But probably my
favorite part of hiking (especially long hikes) is a really
cold IPA at the end. Never does beer (or food) taste so
good as after a long day of exercising!
One unique thing in Tuolumne Meadows is that you
can walk to the top of many domes, which are huge
granite rocks with one curved side, without having to
rock climb to the top. As much as I love the challenge of
rock climbing with ropes, I also really like scrambling up
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rocks (maybe I was a mountain goat in a previous life).
Lembert Dome sits 800 feet above the meadow and you
can walk/scramble all the way to the top. The views
from here are amazing and it’s a great place to practice
overcoming your fear of heights.
Trust me on this one, Yosemite is worth the drive,
even if it is a pretty boring drive! But be prepared, the
closest shower is back in Lee Vining, thirty minutes
away. Don’t let that deter you, there are beautiful rivers
and lakes that you can go in. Right at the campground
there is a fun rock water slide! The best part of going in
is the shock of the cold water that fills you with a sense of
alive-ness.
On a side note: We also had no trouble finding a
campsite on the Tuolumne side. Although I do
recommend being there early in the morning to get your
site. I did notice that even on July 4th, one of the busiest
days of the year, there were sites available until about 9
a.m.
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Regardless of whether your wanderlust takes you to
forests, deserts, mountains, or oceans, the important
lesson is to immerse yourself as often as possible in the
element that makes you feel most ALIVE and MINDFUL!
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Chapter 8

Covering A Lot Of
Ground
One of the many perks of traveling so far is that it has
given us a chance to see a lot of friends. Most of our
family still lives in San Diego, but my only two cousins
don’t, and it was a big treat for me to get to stop by and
see them on our way out of California.
It was my birthday when we left Yosemite. We didn’t
have cell service while we were in the park so by the time
I had cell reception we were about two hours from
Sacramento where one of my cousins lives with his wife
and three-year-old daughter. I don’t talk to him often, but
we were close growing up and I had no problem calling
him and inviting myself and my entire family to crash at
his house for a night. (Hey, I’d want him to do the same
if he was passing through my neck of the woods!)
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Of course, he never answers his phone so I have to
invite myself over via his wife, who generously agreed to
have us over. We couldn’t come empty handed and we
just happen to be driving by a bunch of vineyards on our
way, so we got on our phones and started searching for
one to stop by and pick up some wine (normal people just
go by a grocery store, but where’s the fun in that?!). We
pull into a winery at 4:55 p.m. on a Tuesday afternoon and
see the sign saying it closes at 5:00 p.m. The place looks
closed, but I still get out of the RV and look around.
Instantly I see a guy in a cowboy hat waving me back
to him, yelling, “C’mon in,” with a full cowboy accent. I
know this is hard to believe, but before this, Victor and I
had never been wine tasting before *gasp*. We weren’t
huge wine drinkers and wine tasting seemed too yuppie
for us, so when we walked into our first wine tasting
room and have a self-proclaimed hillbilly as our wine
“guide” it was perfect. We felt bad keeping him there
after hours, but we were having so much fun tasting and
spitting, that I almost forgot I still had to drive another
fifty miles. Since then (especially after Europe), my wine
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addiction has grown exponentially and now it’s a hard
toss up between a good Cab or an IPA.
We get to my cousins without a DUI (just kidding,
we only had about half a glass each!), and it was a perfect
birthday for me. I have a lot of fond childhood memories
with my cousins and it meant a lot to share stories and
meet his daughter, who had an absolute blast with
Tatiana.

From Sacramento, we headed to Pacifica for Danny to
run his first Ultra Marathon 50 Kilometer Trail Race. We
had two days to kill so we explored San Francisco on the
way. You can’t think of going to San Francisco without
dropping a lot of money, right? Not this family. We had
the best day there and only spent $100! It all started with
us sleeping on the side of the road near Sausalito in true
vagabonding style. I found this tiny dirt pull oﬀ on the
road leaving Sausalito right before you got back on
Highway 101. It was quite unlevel and by morning
everyone was literally falling oﬀ their bed, but we wanted
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to get into San Francisco early without having to deal with
traﬃc or parking problems and this was the best option.
To start our foodie adventure we headed to Mr.
Holmes Bakehouse before they sold out of cruﬃns for the
day. Despite all the road closures, we managed to drive
into downtown with our 30-foot motorhome and find
parking a block from the bakery. Mr. Holmes is famous
for it’s cruﬃns that they begin selling at 9 a.m. and their
popularity causes people to line up an hour beforehand to
buy them. We got there at 8 a.m., but the Bakehouse is
not in the best part of downtown San Fran, and the strong
smell of pot on the street, loud construction going on, and
high transient population, deterred us from standing in
line for the next hour for a pastry, regardless of how
amazing they are. Instead, we bought six slightly less
delicious pastries (because if you buy six you get a fancy
box … good marketing strategy). Luckily, everything
after this was well worth the money. Cost: $22
We navigated our way through downtown (not easy
to do during rush hour with a motorhome) to the
Embarcadero and found a vacant lot for $40 for the day.
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(not too bad considering the pier next door wanted $75 to
park for the day). We were the only ones in the parking
lot at Pier 27 and I kept thinking that we must have made
a mistake by parking there and our motorhome would be
ticketed or towed by the time we got back.
We first headed down to Pier 39. I think the fact that
half the stores (& the carousel) were closed definitely
saved us some coin. Overall my impression of Pier 39
was that it could've been skipped. It's way too touristy for
me. It feels like Sea Port Village, lots of souvenirs and
food, but I’m looking for experiences not more stuﬀ.
Next stop was Fishermans Wharf, a conglomerate of
fish mongers selling crab sandwiches, clam chowder, and
fresh catches. We grabbed a sourdough bowl of clam
chowder which Danny and Isabelle really enjoyed and
moved onward. Cost: $7
From here we continued west to Ghiradelli Square.
We passed by a cute candy store on the way and I grabbed
some gummy candy to save as “bribes” to keep the troops
moving through the city. When we got to the chocolate
factory everyone got a free sample and we bought one
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chocolate bar, also energy for later. While we were there
we shared one very delicious banana split. Cost: $21
We debated on taking the bus back towards
Chinatown but, since the kids were all hyped up on sugar
from Ghiradellis, we decided they could handle the walk.
After all, most days we had been hiking four miles so
you’d think they would be prepared for a four-mile city
hike.
We walked back east then turned north up the very
steep Hyde Street and got to see the cable car running,
which we skipped since it would've cost our family $50
one way. The views over the bay were beautiful from
these heights and we enjoyed walking past all the really
cute houses on this street.
We then turned and walked down the beautiful
Lombard St. This was absolutely worth seeing. I didn't
realize how beautiful the street is with all the flowers and
how fun it is to watch the line of cars drive down it. It
really draws quite a crowd and was quite ironic when a
guy driving a Jaguar was leaving his house on Lombard St
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and got upset because people were blocking the street in
front of his house (you’d think if you didn’t want the
attention, you’d live somewhere else).
We continued down Lombard until we hit Columbus
and turned right here to check out North Beach. We
found a great organic coﬀee shop, Beacon Coﬀee &
Pantry, that sold my favorite coﬀee, Guatemalan as a pour
over, and shared a cup of coﬀee while the kids’ feet got a
little rest. Total cost: $3
When I had bought the candy back by Ghirardelli
Square I asked the cashier for her recommendation for
lunch in North Beach and she said her favorite pizza place
was Beacon Boy. She did warn me that it wasn’t a fancy
place, but that the pizza was good. Since we have been
eating nonstop we just sampled one slice of each type:
meat, crab & garlic (Danny loved), veggie, and cheese. It
wasn’t the best pizza I’ve tasted but it was certainly good
pizza for the price. It was a total hole in the wall — think
heavy metal meets pizza and beer. If you feel like trying
it, I’d order to go and sit and eat it at the park, unless you
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want a beer and in that case pull up a barstool because
they had a good selection on tap. Cost: $15
We followed Columbus until it met Stockton, which
is the beginning of Chinatown. I think of all our San
Francisco experiences, this was the most memorable (and
the biggest culture shock— at least so far on our
journeys).
First, we went into a little Chinese bakery and
grabbed two coconut rolls and two pineapple rolls. They
were supposed to be for breakfast for the next day but we
ended up devouring them within the first block of
Chinatown. They were amazing! We also bought a bag
of fortune cookies that also didn't make it longer than five
minutes before being devoured. What made this part so
memorable though was the fish shops.
First we went into some that sold frozen whole fish
(not too shocking), then we went into a shop that had
dried everything including shrimp, anchovies, & sea
cucumbers (a little more shocking), then we went into
the ones with live fish in tanks, fish heads on ice, crabs,
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frogs, & even turtles (very shocking). The one thing that
stood out to me is how easy it is for the Chinese
community there to eat a healthy diet. Every block has
multiple stands of fresh produce and fish stores. Granted
you have to know what to make with all the dried
mushrooms and fish heads, but for very little money you
can cook high protein and vegetable meals. Compared to
our American markets that are filled with processed foods
and carbohydrates, Chinatown has a much better
approach to providing good food to the community.
Cost: $8
We headed back through North Beach and stopped
in an Italian market for salami (one of Isabelle’s favorite
things to eat). When you walk in you have to take a
number (and bring your patience with you since the wait
can be long) because the place is so popular. We were so
full that we only ordered Salami to go, but the sandwiches
they made there looked so good I would go back and
order one next time I’m there. Cost: $10
To keep Jiraiya and Tatiana happy, we stopped at a
playground in Washington Square, which helped give
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them a second wind for our trek back. We turned right
from the park and headed up the long hill toward Coit
Tower via Filbert stairs. The line to go to the top of the
tower was long (and still a little pricey for a family of
seven), but the views even from the bottom of the tower
were still amazing and you can walk inside the bottom of
the tower and check out the wonderful art mural for
free.
As we started down the pathway on the other side of
the tower, you could see the piers on the Embarcadero
and we were able to find our motorhome from this
height. I was glad to see that it hadn’t been towed and
smiled as I saw that many other motorhomes had
followed suit and parked there. Continuing this path
puts you on the Greenwich Street stairs (which was by
complete coincidence). I felt so fortunate to get to see
this side of San Francisco. The houses face each other
and instead of there being an actual street, it is just a
sidewalk with stairs all the way down with these
incredible gardens in everyone’s front yard. Granted it
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must be hard to haul all your groceries up, it seems like a
really nice place to live.
There was just one last place to hit before we left
the city and this required driving to. Somehow we
managed to navigate our way through the small, busy
streets of downtown San Francisco to find Dandelion
Chocolate. This was one of those cute hipster
restaurants that we love eating at, but can’t aﬀord, so we
ordered small samples to taste. This place has amazing
chocolate! We ordered a sipping chocolate, a chocolate
bar, and a fancy s’more. If you love high-quality
chocolate this place is awesome! Cost: $12
Grand Total $101 (plus $40 for parking) and very
tired kids who slept great that night!

The next day Danny ran his first ultra marathon. It
was no easy feat. Besides the fact that he ran fifty
kilometers (over 30 miles), it was a trail run with
extremely steep hills. The race director even told the
competitors to walk the first uphill lap so they didn’t
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overdo it early in the race. Danny is a very unique child
(well, all kids are unique, but he is a little more of an
outlier and walk-to-the-beat-of-your-own-drum kinda kid
— I don’t know where he gets it from?!)
Victor and I are both athletic, we played sports in
high school, we are both a little competitive and like
being part of a team (at least I did when I was younger).
But when Danny was five to eight years old, we signed
him up for team sports (soccer and baseball) and it was a
disaster. He really had no interest in the sports at all. He
only participated because he always did what he was told
and wanted us to be proud. He never wanted to practice
or improve and his favorite part of the game was the
snacks afterward. Luckily it only took Victor and I a few
years of dragging him to sports to realize maybe pushing
him to do this isn't such a good idea. Besides, his sister,
Gabi, who was only a year and a half younger, loved
playing soccer so we could just project our competitive
desires on her (haha).
The problem came over the next few years as Danny
didn’t do much in the way of living an active life. He did
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a few gymnastics classes and called his imaginary play
fighting that he did exercise, but in a family as active as
ours, that wasn’t going to cut it for me.
For his homeschooling Physical Education I started
making him run a timed one mile once a week. It was
torture. He whined about not wanting to do it every
single time until finally, I said, “I won’t time you, but you
have to run two miles.” He finished those two miles with
the biggest smile on his face and that was the day running
became his obsession.
In a family as big as ours, having your own escape is
important. I feel so blessed that we were able to discover
his (and surfing became Gabi’s). My youngest three
haven’t hit that age where they become passionate about
a certain form of exercise, but I look forward to nurturing
them along the way to their own discovery. Having an
athletic outlet that makes you feel rejuvenated, recreated,
and reconnected with yourself is one of the most
important parts of life. It’s the key aspect of living “A
Playful Life.”
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That day Danny finished his race in seven and a half
hours. He didn’t break any time barriers (nor do I think
that will ever be his thing). He enjoys the process of
running, the euphoric feeling it brings, and the space it
allows for his thoughts to bounce around his head before
they settle into a groove. It was his persistence through
his training that really impressed me though. For a
fifteen-year-old boy to hold himself accountable to a
training regime that required running multiple half and
full marathons for the three months leading up to the
actual race is commendable. That quality alone will take
him far in life.

From Pacifica, we high-tailed it all the way to
Ashland. When we are on the move we tend to just sleep
at rest areas on the way so that we can move faster. I love
sleeping at rest areas because it brings back so many
childhood memories that I’m sure my subconscious feels
like it’s being soothed by the smell of diesel and the
rumble of semi-trucks. My dad was a furniture mover
when I was young and sometimes he’d take me when I
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was five and six years old on his business trips moving
people across the country. Whether it is nature or
nurture, I’m sure this plays a huge role in my desire to
explore and the peace I feel on the open road.
So after catching a little shut eye at the rest area near
the California-Oregon border, we rolled into Ashland
early in the morning. I checked Trip Advisor for the best
coﬀee in town and while walking to grab my java we pass
a yoga studio that has a class starting in an hour. Perfect!
Walking into a new studio is exciting and feels
moderately adventurous for me. Yoga is yoga, but the
variations of instruction can be quite diverse and it takes
me out of my box to walk into a new class not knowing
what to expect. It is also hard for me to let go of
expectation when I go to a yoga class (yes, I do realize the
irony there). Even though I prefer Vinyasa Yoga (which
involves a “flow” of going through chaturanga dandasana
and adho mukha śvānāsana— plank to downward dog—
between poses), I prefer when I find instructors who are
good at creatively sequencing poses so that you aren’t
constantly returning to a flow every minute. A good yoga
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class feels like being cradled as a baby. All your worries
disappear. In my attempt to be less judgmental, I do try
to have an open mind and appreciate whatever style of
teaching the instructor chooses. Everyone has a unique
gift to add to the world and I do try to pick up on that. I
will admit though that one time in San Diego I did have
to walk out of a yoga class and I will forever feel guilty for
it. It was really bad and I was not in enough of my zen
state to find all the positives in that experience. Luckily,
in Ashland, I was very happy with the class we took and
felt like I was floating through life as I walked out the
door and back into my rolling house.
I had high hopes for Ashland. I loved San Diego, but
the cost of living was getting so high that I hoped on our
travels we would find a place that I would love enough to
move to eventually. Ashland has been on my radar due to
the supposedly hippie nature of it. It was a cute town,
but I didn’t feel like it had enough athletic outlets for me.
After restocking at Trader Joe’s in Medford, we
stopped for the night at Gold Rush Campground. This is
another beautiful Oregon State Park with large grass
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areas, bike paths, and my favorite, blackberry bushes. We
timed it right and the blackberries were ripe and plentiful.
We spent hours picking and eating blackberries by our
campsite.

(I’m warning you, this next part is gross. If you want
to skip ahead to the next paragraph I’ll understand, but it
has to be said because sometimes the things you endure
make the best memories.) While driving up the rest of
Oregon, someone broke our toilet. Basically, the toilet in
the RV has a foot lever that when pushed, slides the valve
to flush the toilet. Somehow the apparatus that slides the
valve broke. We stopped at the nearest Camping World to
repair the part but they say you can’t buy just that piece,
you have to replace the whole toilet and they are about to
close. Well, we weren’t going to sit in a Camping World
parking lot all night to wait for them to open the next day,
which meant having to wait until we got back to San
Diego to fix this. Instead, we do what any cheap and
impatient person would do, we leave the store with our
purchase of plastic gloves.
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In order to use the bathroom, we’d have to manually
open the valve with a glove. I told you, gross! But it gets
better. For some strange scientific reason, if the valve is
not all the way closed (even by just a millimeter) and you
open the driver’s window, horrible potent smells of
nitrogen circulate through the motorhome and start
gagging everyone. We kept the window closed the rest of
the trip!
It was Danny’s birthday that day so we stopped in
Portland to have dinner with my brother at a gastropub.
Like Ashland, I had high hopes for Portland but I just
wasn’t feeling it. We were going to be heading back
through here for a longer stay on our way back down so
maybe it would have a chance to grow on me more then.
We only slept at the campground near Mount Saint
Helens and didn’t have time to explore the volcano, but
the campground had some very unique fauna. There were
a lot of ferns and trees that made you feel as if a T-Rex
might walk by at any moment. However, when we got to
Mount Rainer later that day, we did explore a lot.
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This is one of my favorite national parks and I look
forward to going back there one day to hike the trail that
goes along the entire perimeter of the park (the 98-mile
Wonderland Trail). We opted for the five-mile hike and
were rewarded with beautiful forests, meadows covered in
wildflowers, scenic overlooks, and crystal clear lakes.
Since this is a strenuous hike, there weren’t many people
on it. We thought for sure we were finally going to see a
bear, but no such luck. Considering how many national
parks we have visited and the fact that we try to do the
hikes that get you away from the crowds, you’d think
we’d be running into more wildlife, but I think the fact
that we are so loud hiking with young kids the animals
have plenty of time to get out of our way.
We do eventually see a few bears, but it isn’t until we
get to Vancouver Island and when we do see them we are
driving 50 mph and there’s nowhere to pull oﬀ to watch
them. I’m sure if I do come face to face with a bear, I will
be scared out of my mind, but ever since we met the “bear
lady” on the Perimeter Trail hike in Ouray, I have had this
fascination with seeing one while hiking.
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From Rainier, we stopped in Snohomish to see a
friend from high school who I hadn’t seen in a very long
time. She had two girls Tatiana’s age and lives in a
beautiful area. We had a wonderful three days of
exploring Seattle, playing at the beach, and reconnecting
with old friends.

On the way from Snohomish to the San Juan Islands,
we stopped near Anacortes to go rock climbing. It had
been awhile since we had climbed and I remember the
fear and self-doubt that I was feeling that day on the
drive. They were legitimate fears of not being able to set
the ropes, looking like an idiot, getting lost, getting hurt,
and worrying about managing the kids. Everything that
would cause a reasonable person to go find a good
restaurant and enjoy a nice meal instead. Not me, not
today.
If my mind wasn’t letting me give up, you’d think the
drive to the climbing area would be the limiting factor.
This climbing area was in a state park with a nicely paved
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road, but it was super steep and narrow with large
overhanging trees and telephone wires. Definitely not
designed for RVs. We pushed forward, following the
clues given on Mountain Project to another incredible
climbing area. There was a great pullout at the top for us
to park the RV and let the kids who didn’t want to climb
hang out.
The approach was short and the first wall we went to
was empty. Despite the nerves, I led the climb easily and
was once again rewarded with 180-degree views from
Deception Pass to the San Juan Islands. We also found
another climbing area that we were able to set up as top
rope, which I love because then I get to relax and climb
harder routes without worrying about being able to lead
or having to take the risk of falling. I loved sitting at the
top of the rock setting the ropes while huge, magnificent
bald eagles were flying overhead. We shared the climbing
area with a really nice group of people and as a bonus one
of them was a professional photographer and got some
great footage of us on the climbs.
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Deception Pass is a beautiful area that we didn’t get
to spend nearly enough time in. We did, though, take the
very cold ferry ride to the San Juan Islands. We didn’t see
any orcas on the ride over, but when we got to the island
we took a shuttle to the west side of San Juan Island and
were lucky to see a pod of orcas swim past.
One of the highlights of our travels is stopping at
farmers markets and on the way to the Canadian border
we found the best farmers market. It was a small one in
Ferndale, on the outskirts of Bellingham, but for foodies
like us, it was heaven.
There was a vendor selling “Superior Soups.” You
should’ve seen my kids and I sitting in the grass in the
middle of the farmers market devouring soups called
Mango Gazpacho, Cream of Portabello, Zucchini Basil,
Cucumber Melon, and Ghana Ground Nut Spicy. We
were in heaven. I had forgotten how much I loved soup
and these were some of the best soups I’ve ever had.
They also told us about Drizzle olive oil and vinegar
tasting room that was a block away. This is how you
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know we are weird, my girls were so excited to get to go
sample olive oil and vinegar, but don’t worry, we finished
the day oﬀ like normal people with good old fashion ice
cream!
Walking around a mall is torture for me and I rarely
go shopping for clothes, so if I happen to stumble on
something I really like I’ve tried to be less cheap and just
treat myself to it. It doesn’t happen very often, but when
we were at the farmers market there was a vendor selling
organic shirts and hats with the PNW (Pacific Northwest)
logo on it and one that said: Believe in Mountains. This
caught my attention because I was currently living this
motto. I felt the strength and power of the mountains as
we traveled through Utah, Colorado, Oregon, and now
Washington. I don’t know if I’ve ever spent so much
money on one shirt, but it spoke to my soul, it was
organic, and it was supporting a local business so the
money was worth it. I love this shirt and wear it all the
time, not just because it’s so comfortable and makes a
statement, but because it’s become a conversation starter
and I have met really cool people because of it.
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The first time this happened I was camping in Pacific
Beach, Washington and the people in the campsite
noticed my shirt and it turned out that they were related
to the couple who I bought the shirt from. Then a week
later, in Mammoth, another couple stopped me and asked
where I got the shirt from. They too were from
Bellingham and use to work with the owners of the shirt
company. What a small world!
It was a nice reminder to BUY LOCAL and EXPLORE
MORE!
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Chapter 9

Canada, Eh?!
I’ve crossed the Mexican border many times. It’s
uneventful, a bit chaotic with the zigzag of cones, and
feels slightly dirty. Crossing the Canadian border was
nothing like this. The surrounding area looks like a
destination in itself with beautiful grassy areas to picnic.
It’s quite welcoming and after a brief fifteen-minute wait
(and getting our eggs confiscated) we were onto a new
country.
My expectations may have been too high. If I hadn’t
just gone through a border check, I may not have realized
I was in another country. When you cross into Mexico
there is no question “you aren’t in Kansas anymore.”
Canada felt just like the U.S. and within a few minutes,
we were sitting in traﬃc. Crossing the border on a Friday
at 5:00 p.m. probably wasn’t the best idea. Luckily a
Canadian redeemed my high expectation of the country
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and pulled up next to me while at a full stop on the
freeway, rolled down his window to welcome us to
Canada, and wished us a nice visit. Hmm, this doesn’t
happen often in the States.
Our first stop was Vancouver. I’m not a city girl. It
felt so crowded and overwhelming that I was starting to
rethink why we drove all the way up here. The
campground wasn’t amazing either and was right in the
middle of the suburbs of Vancouver, next to a shopping
mall, Whole Foods, and Home Depot, but it was just
across the channel from Stanley Park. Taking our RV into
the city wasn’t really a practical option, so in order to get
a tour of the city, Gabi and I decided to ride our bikes,
while Danny ran, from our campsite to Granville Island.
This ended up being one of the highlights of our trip.
Vancouver has an extensive network of bike paths and the
one we took led us through Stanley Park, along the
waterfront by Yaletown, past the Stadium and the Science
World, for ten beautiful and exciting miles until we
reached Granville. We grabbed some gourmet snacks and
walked through the farmer’s markets before pedaling and
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running the ten miles back home. I am not a fan of cities,
but Vancouver is beautiful and I love how they designed it
to encourage a playful life.
Another highlight of Vancouver (technically North
Vancouver) was Lynn Canyon Park. It happened to be
raining pretty hard the day we visited, but that didn’t stop
us from doing a short mile-long hike to check out the
famous bridge and waterfall. You literally felt like you
were in a rain forest and if it hadn’t been so cold I might
have expected a jaguar to be lurking around the bend of
the trail. This place is well maintained, has a great
Ecological Center that my kids loved, and a cafe to warm
up in with coﬀee and hot cocoa after being soaked on the
hike.
Like everywhere else, our stay was brief but
worthwhile. My kid’s impression of Vancouver was that it
was just like being in the States, which was good. After
our trip to Nicaragua, they are a bit nervous when I tell
them we are going to new countries. The food and the
bike paths here were plentiful and that was enough to
make it an enjoyable three-day stay. In retrospect, I would
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have allotted three more days so we could head to
Squamish and Whistler. I’m sure that would’ve been
more our style, but for this trip, we had already made
plans to cross over to Vancouver Island and try surfing
with the Orcas.
Crossing on the ferry from Horseshoe Bay to
Nanaimo was less eventful than I thought it would be.
Their system of loading all the vehicles and people on is so
dialed in, it’s almost boring. Even when you drive oﬀ the
ferry and pass by a Walmart, you start to wonder if you
took the wrong ferry. After watching all the promotional
videos that the tourism department of British Colombia
has circulating on YouTube, I guess I had pictured
Vancouver Island being this desolate area with a single
road winding through a dense forest.
By the time we got across the island and arrived in
Tofino, reality did start to meet up with our expectations,
except with well maintained two lane roads. I had been
wanting to see a bear this whole trip and I finally did get
to in Tofino, however, it was at 55 m.p.h. with nowhere to
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pull oﬀ and watch them so the whole seeing a bear thing
was pretty underwhelming.
We had gone all this way so we could surf for a few
days in Tofino, which has done a great job of creating it’s
own little surf culture all the way up here in freezing cold
water. The town itself reminded me a lot of Hanalei Bay
in Kauai, but there was no comparison when you stepped
into the ocean. This was July and the water hurt, even
more than it did in Pismo. I was quite shocked at the
crowds in the water, too. With water this cold you’d
think people would be doing a diﬀerent sport around
here, but I guess there are more crazies like me out there
than you’d expect and we found ourselves sitting in the
lineup with them, waiting to fight for the next set to roll
in.
We’d been told that it wasn’t unusual for orcas to
swim through the lineup and even though it was
uncommon to see sharks, I still couldn’t let my guard
down. I don’t know if it was the freezing water, the fog,
or just being in a new break, but I had this eerie feeling
every time we paddled out until the last day at Cox Bay.
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It was sunnier that day and the water was calm so it
did start to feel more like Hanalei Bay. The only problem
here was that we rented mid to short size boards and this
was definitely a longboard break. It was hard on my ego
letting so many waves pass me by and I tallied up another
point to the Universe for teaching me the lesson of nonattachment (or learn to be more prepared).
I had put way too high of expectations on this part of
the trip and there were too many factors to say why I
didn’t love it here besides the fact that we were traveling
with a four-year-old and six-year-old and that in itself was
a huge source of stress.
There wasn’t much to do at the campground where
we stayed and it was a thirty-minute drive to get to the
heart of Tofino. However, if you wanted to go south from
the campground, there was a nice bike path that took you
straight to Ucluelet, giving Danny a nice spot to run and
me a place to bike. There wasn’t much to do in Ucluelet
other than a nice aquarium, which Jiraiya enjoyed a lot
(although not as much a the taco truck in Tofino,
Tacofino, that he still talks about to this day).
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By the third day, we had had enough of cold water
and mediocre surf so we left a day early and meandered
our way through more of the breathtaking lakes and
forests of Vancouver Island on our way towards Victoria.
Twenty minutes before you get to Victoria, there is a
campground called Gold Rush. We stayed here for a little
under twenty-four hours, but my kids still talk about how
much they enjoyed it there. There was a nature center
and junior ranger programs. The campground had just
put in a new playground with a BMX track for little kids.
There was a waterfall and swimming hole that we played
in (more fifty-degree water!), and there were hikes
through the forest right from the campground. We had a
great time here.
Victoria was not a huge highlight mainly because it
required spending a lot of money to do anything, which
would be a common theme throughout our travels. To
some this may be enough to make the travel not worth it,
for if you go that far and can’t experience it all then why
go, but it’s insignificant for me. You can get so much
experience just being around people in new towns and
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seeing the diﬀerent landscapes that I accept the fact that
we will miss out on a lot of museums, expensive
restaurants, amusement parks, and other various tourist
traps. I would have loved to see the British Columbia
Museum, however, just experiencing the beautiful flowers
around downtown Victoria was worth the stop. I’m not
even a huge flower person, but there are so many flowers
everywhere that I had to take a lot of pictures and text
them to my mom, who is a flower person, just so she
could see how amazing they were. The six hours we
spent walking around downtown and the harbor were
nice. We even found some blackberry bushes along the
water to snack on while we explored.
Our week in Canada came to a close. I will never use
the word regret in describing a place we visit because the
sum total of all the places creates the high value of travel
for me. Instead, I evaluate how much I enjoyed a place on
whether or not I’d return or if I’d recommend it to others.
I’d go back to Vancouver for a day or two but only because
I wish I had gone rock climbing in Squamish, which is
close to Whistler. I would have skipped Vancouver Island
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mainly because there will be many places we pass through
in Washington that compare without the expense of ferry
rides and fuel to drive around the island. And while
Victoria was beautiful, it would never be a destination in
itself for our family.

We landed back in America at Port Angeles. You can
instantly see that this town is struggling to maintain it’s
economy. I’m sure it gets some business from tourists
crossing to and from Canada, but the town is so far north
there just isn’t quite enough traﬃc for the people there to
get ahead. It is also the base of Olympic National Park,
but when we were there the drought was so bad that we
even skipped driving into that part of the national park
since the meadows were brown. The farmer’s market
here, however, was one of the best we had been to. It
wasn’t very big, but we got almost all the food that we
had been missing for the past week since food was either
too expensive in Canada or we couldn’t find the quality
we were looking for.
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This farmer’s market had freshly baked sourdough
bread that locals lined up for before it even opened
because it sold out so quickly. We restocked our fridge
and freezer with organic, locally grown eggs, pasture
raised pork, grass fed beef, free range chicken, and wild
caught salmon. Isabelle, who loves stuﬀed animals, found
the cutest sock monkey that a lady had hand crocheted.
We, of course, loaded our bags with local, organic produce
as well as found some great cheeses at a nearby natural
food market. I liked this town a lot. It was the type of
town that could support itself without being filled with
strip malls and a ton of restaurant or retail chain stores
(although it does have a Walmart).
There was a climbing store in town and I went in to
find out where the local climbing areas were. The nice
boy behind the counter handed me a map and gave me
long directions involving crossing a river, parking by the
side of a road near a sign about a reserve, walking a mile
on the trail, then following the fire road for another half
mile before turning down a scat trail that parallels the
river before arriving at the wall.
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This was another great test on my marriage as Victor
asked me repeatedly where the hell we were going. When
we finally found the wall there was no one there to ask
which climb was rated what so I ended up on a route that
was a bit out of my league, which was fine, it just meant
leaving a draw on the wall and rappelling down (see, I
learned). By the time I got oﬀ that route other people had
shown up to climb and I was able to ask them which
routes were easiest. We had a great time climbing and
got some great photos. This area wasn’t on Mountain
Project app so I was really happy that I had asked the
locals and they shared the info with me.
We were stocked up on food and filled up with
adrenaline, ready to explore the northwest corner of
Washington. So far this state had wowed me with its last
national park, Mount Rainer, and it was about to deliver
again with the rest of Olympic National Park.
Olympic National Park is actually made up of a few
diﬀerent sections that don’t all connect. As we moved
further west we reached the area containing Lake Mary.
Once again we were in the temperate rain forest, very
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similar to the area on Vancouver Island. It was beautiful,
lush, and green, filled with mosses and ferns. Before our
hike, we pulled up to the picnic area and dove into our
recently purchased booty. I prepared the salmon, chopped
up a salad, melted the brie, and washed it all down with
freshly baked sourdough. My family loves this meal and
elbows were being thrown to get their fair share.
With bellies full of warmth and love, we hiked to
Marymere Falls and then jumped oﬀ the dock and into the
lake. After being in the water in Tofino, this was quite a
bit warmer, but we were without wetsuits and the shock
of the cold water was enough to take your breath away
when it hit you. Tatiana insisted on following Gabi and I
into the water and the look of shock on her face as her
head emerged from the jump in was one of the many
moments of this trip that I will never forget. She wants to
be as capable, if not more, as her older siblings, but there
are moments that you catch a glimpse of what a little girl
she still is.
We were really excited to stop in Forks and see La
Push (the setting from the Twilight book and movie
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series). As you drive into La Push, you pass a little red
house with a motorcycle leaning on a mailbox post in the
front yard next to a sign that says Jacob Black’s vacation
rental. The town does a great job of living up to the hype
with large signs saying Welcome Twilight Fans, Treaty Line, &
Vampire Threat Level with an arrow pointing to high. When
we got to La Push it was sunset on a Saturday night. We
rolled past Second Beach and noticed that the parking lot
was overflowing with cars. We continued on another mile
to a campground that was also overfilled with cars and
when we checked the oﬃce for a space available they said
there wasn’t a campsite available anywhere in the area.
They informed us that there was an overflow parking lot
at Second Beach, but when we drove back there wasn’t a
single spot to pull the motorhome into.
It had been a long day of travel from the farmer’s
market in Port Angeles, to rock climbing, to hiking, to
swimming in Lake Mary. We had covered a lot of ground
that day and we were tired.
The interesting thing about the La Push area is that
it’s a national park right inside the Indian Reservation so
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right across the street from Second Beach was a
residential neighborhood and a health care clinic with a
huge, empty parking lot. Perfect I thought. We could
sleep here and if any parking spots open up across the
street we could move over.
Now fatigue does some crazy things to your mind and
in this circumstance, there was no exception. Victor was
against us sleeping on reservation property and couldn’t
just relax and go to sleep. He was practically pacing the
motorhome waiting for a truck full of guys to roll up and
start trouble with us because his brother, in his youth, got
into a fight with some guys at La Jolla Indian Reservation.
Again, fatigue alters your perception and distorts your
reality. I wasn’t worried in the least. We had already met
some locals and they were very nice and in my head, I was
already justifying that if this place was this overcrowded it
must be a good place. I figured if someone wanted to
have us leave I would deal with it then, but for now, I was
going to sleep. Sure enough, the next thing I know I’m
woken up by what sounded like gunfire. As I regain my
senses I realize it is just fireworks, a lot of fireworks.
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Eventually, the show ends and we fall back into a peaceful
slumber. We woke to a beautiful, quiet morning. I was so
excited to see why there were so many cars parked here
that I woke the kids, grabbed some coﬀee, and took oﬀ
hiking with them by 8:00 a.m. (but not before I took the
opportunity to rub it in that no one rolled up to us in the
middle of the night ready to beat us up).
It was dead quiet on the hike into Second Beach. The
hike itself is a short one miler, but it is through another
gorgeous temperate rain forest. We passed a few hikers
coming out of the beach with their backs loaded with
backpacks, sleeping bags, and coolers. I was starting to
piece together that a lot of people camp here overnight
and that is why the parking lot overfills, but I had no idea
the scope of the number of beach campers until I stepped
onto the sand and saw hundreds of tents lined up down
the beach. It’s a thing!
The beach here is beautiful and it happened to be low
tide so we could see all the starfish and other marine life
in the tide pools around the haystacks. I now had a new
adventure to add to my growing bucket list. I wanted to
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camp on the beach, but we had reservations at Kalaloch
(which I had to reserve six months in advance) so we
would put oﬀ camping here for our next trip.
On our way to Kalaloch, we passed through Forks
and more parts of Olympic National Park. There’s not
much to Forks and if it weren’t for Twilight I don’t think
anyone would stop here. However, we did multiple hikes
in the Hoh Rain Forest and Quinault National Recreation
Area. Many of the hikes are interactive and give
descriptions of the trees, the deserted homesteads, and
protecting the ecosystems.
There’s a reason it is so hard to get a campsite at
Kalaloch. It is a temperate rain forest that sits right on
the ocean and the biodiversity here is incredible. It feels
like nature untouched by human hands and the sunsets
here were breathtaking (and that’s saying something
because the sunsets we are used to seeing from when we
lived in the Coronado Cays were some of the best I’ve
ever seen).
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The ranger presentation was incredible. She created a
one-hour power point presentation that covered
practically a years worth of grade school earth science
from plant and ocean life, to land formations and
ecosystems. For a homeschool mom, it was a perfect
example of getting an education while traveling. I told my
kids if they could absorb everything they heard that night
they would have a better grasp of earth science then they
would get in a year of high school earth science.
Our trip down the Washington coast was quick. We
enjoyed our two nights at Kalaloch, combing the beach
and hiking the short trails through the forest seeing
banana slugs, birds, small snakes, and one night in Pacific
Beach.

I was excited to get back to Oregon. We had been
through Oregon the year before and I fell in love with the
state. I love the forests, the hippie vibes, the haystacks,
and most of all the locally grown, organic food.
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We started our Oregon travels in Cannon Beach.
This was our favorite place on our last trip here and we
were happy to be back. I feel like an ultimate foodie here
between the coﬀee at the Sleepy Monk, the bread from
Sea Level Bakery, and the salami, cheese, and chocolate
from Evolv.
We camped a few nights a Fort Stevens. This
campground has an incredible network of biking/walking
paths that were overgrown with ripe blackberries ready
for the picking. Victor and I would go for five-mile bike
rides that would take over an hour because I would be
stopping every five minutes to eat more blackberries.
On our drive to Portland, we stopped at a local farm
and loaded up on the largest squashes I have ever seen. I
had been looking forward to staying at Reeder Beach on
Sauvie Island near Portland but was disappointed with the
camping area. The view of the river was nice, but I had
expected it to be a farm where we could get fresh eggs
and pick fruit oﬀ the trees and this wasn’t the case. The
island was in the middle of a pretty severe drought and
besides everything looking so brown and dry, it was
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extremely hot here. Luckily there was a U-Pick Farm on
the island where we were able to have a great time
picking ripe peaches, blueberries, a few herbs and loads of
vegetables.
We enjoyed spending two days with my brother in
Portland and even though Portland itself is a really big city
and I’m not a city girl, I did develop a fondness for
downtown with its big trees canopying the sidewalks in
front of the University, it’s massive farmer’s market on
the weekend, the food trucks, the abundance of parks, and
my kids’ favorite, Powell’s Books. We love to read and
walking through this multi-level book store was
entertaining.
We finished oﬀ our stay in the city by going to a
movie night in the park to watch Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, before heading to my favorite part of Oregon, the
Colombia River Gorge. Here I’m back in my element,
hiking through the forest. We had loved hiking
Punchbowl Falls so much last year that we had to hike it
again. The trail wasn’t as lush and green as it had been
the year before and most of the blackberries, which we
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had eaten by the handfuls the year before, were dried out.
But I still love this trail with the sheer cliﬀs on one side
and the chain on the other, the few tiny streams we had to
leap across, and mostly, the large, freezing cold pool of
water we swim in when we reach the falls.
Swimming in the pools is no joke. When we arrived
the sun was already past the mountains so there wasn’t
any heat from the sun to warm up with after the polar
plunge (in fact, one boy developed hypothermia so bad
that the firemen had to come rescue him). We also did a
small section of the PCT (Pacific Crest Trail, which runs
all the way from Mexico to Canada and draws thousands
of backpackers every year) at Cascade Locks, which was
exciting because Gabi, Danny, and I always talk about us
one day hiking the whole thing. This section of trail,
which also led to a waterfall called Dry Creek Falls, was
much greener than the Punchbowl hike had been. We
found ourselves deeply immersed again in ferns and a
dense canopy of trees and revealed in the solitude of the
forest here, as we only passed two other hikers on the
trail.
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That night, nature sealed in the intention of the day
with the most breathtaking sunset with colors of pink,
yellow, orange, purple, and blue reflecting oﬀ the
Columbia River.
Keeping up the tempo of our trip, we spent only a day
in the Gorge and a day in Hood River before making our
way to the Mount Hood area. We found a great little
climbing area near the top of Mount Hood called French’s
Dome. To get here you actually follow paved roads for
about ten miles way past any towns or houses until you
reach a small dirt parking area that was filled with cars.
It’s a thing! The approach is a two-minute walk down a
dirt trail and when you reach the bottom there is this
huge dome shaped rock in the middle of the forest with
climbers hanging from all sides of it. We found the easier
routes and had a blast climbing here. The people were
nice, the weather was fantastic, the location superb, and
the climbs were manageable for my limited skill level.
Gabi even got to lead some routes here!
We camped the next two nights at Trillium Lake,
which is near the top of Mount Hood, just on the south
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side. The lake itself is small with a two-mile path around
its perimeter that was great for Danny to run around
about a half dozen times so he could get in one of his
longer runs. What I loved about this place was how
incredibly quiet it was. The lake doesn’t allow motorized
boats on it and it’s a small campground so there was
hardly any noises other than those of birds and insects.
The nights were clear and, again, you could see so many
stars. We played in the lake on our inner tubes (the same
ones I had carried all the way through Utah, Colorado,
Washington, and Canada and had never used). It was
only because it was on the route from Portland to Bend
that I had picked this campground and I felt so lucky to be
rewarded with such a memorable experience.
Climbing French’s Dome was a good boost in my
confidence before we hit Smith Rock. I had no idea what
to expect here. I had only heard stories about it being a
mecca for climbing, which stirred up a combination of
excitement and intimidation for me. The drive towards
Smith Rock from Mount Hood is dry (in fact there had
been a pretty big fire there that they had just contained
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earlier that day) and flat. It was hard to imagine there
was going to be this big hiking and climbing area, but
sure enough, you make a couple turns left and right and
before you know it you are parked in front of a giant
wonderland of rocks.
For the first time ever, I spent the money and bought
the guidebook for the climbs. (I’m not sure it helped.)
There are so many climbs you could spend weeks here
and still not get to all the climbs. It was later in the day
when we arrived so a lot of climbs were already taken and
we needed to find one in the shade.
The heat here was intense and we wanted to get to
the backside of the rock since that part was still shaded.
The hike around would’ve taken too long so I insisted on
us scrambling over a low part of rocks in between two
rock walls. In addition, we had left Danny with the little
kids in the RV and I felt rushed to get a climb in so that
we could get back to them. We should have just roped up
to get over it, but instead, I just charged over, almost
getting us injured (or killed). I made it over safely, but
Victor stopped at the top of the wall and refused to climb
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down without a rope. I agreed that it was too much risk
and gave myself quite a scare as I scrambled back over (I
wouldn't give in and just rope up).
Happy to be back on the ground, we settled for the
first 5.8 route we could find even though it was in the
sun. Gabi wanted to lead it and did a great job. It wasn’t
a classic route, which means it was a little awkward and
challenging in parts, but we were happy to be climbing. I
followed on top rope and when I got to the anchors I sat
for a few minutes and smiled. What makes Smith Rock
so great isn’t just the abundance of climbs, it’s the beauty
of the river that flows through it and the contrast of the
green trees growing along the river bank against the
backdrop of beige limestone.
When we finished climbing, Gabi and I took a short
cut back to the trail by wading across the river. After
baking in the hot sun for four hours, the water felt like an
oasis in the middle of the desert to us and even though
the water was only a foot high, we laid on the rocks in the
riverbed and let the cool water reinvigorate us.
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Of all the cities we had traveled through I had high
hopes for Bend. For how I had heard people describe it, it
sounded like my kind of town with the only downfall
being that it was far from the ocean. Bend was nice, but it
has grown a lot over the past few years and I think the
Bend ten years ago would have appealed to me a lot more
than the Bend we visited.
We were hoping to get a campsite near Bend at
Tumalo State Park but it was full and instead they directed
us to a little town fifteen miles northwest of Bend called
Sisters.
Sisters was not on our original itinerary. I had never
heard of it and when I later explain to my brother how
much I love Sisters he says, “Isn’t that like the quilting
capital of the U.S.?”
I don’t know about quilting but I liked the smallness
of it. Just like Ouray, Colorado, I liked that the
campground was centrally located to town and you could
walk everywhere, but I also liked that it felt as if two time
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periods and cultures were colliding there. It still had a
little hick feel to it, but it also had an artisan feel to it as
well, and like everywhere else in Oregon, everyone was
extremely nice.
We also found the greenest, most luscious hike that
we’ve done on our this trip near here at Sahalie and
Koosah Falls. (It’s actually about an hours drive west of
Sisters.) There’s a hike that takes you around both sides
of the falls and while you hike it you can feel the increase
in oxygen molecules in the air being directed into your
body. It was like breathing with a brand new set of lungs
again and the water running down the falls into the
stream was so clear it made parts of the river a vibrant
turquoise, while some of the calm sections were bright
green from the algae and moss reflecting oﬀ the shallow
river floor.
We enjoyed one more afternoon climbing Smith Rock
before our time in Oregon was over. This time we
managed to get on the popular classic routes such as Five
Gallon and Nine Gallon Buckets, which have hand holds
that are as big as a bucket. These were fun climbs
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because there was so much to hold onto, but they
challenged your senses because they each climbed eighty
plus feet. Taking in the reflection of the tall rocks and
large pines oﬀ the glass-like surface of the river for one
last time, I was overwhelmed with gratitude for being
able to experience so much natural beauty and share these
experiences with my family.

On our way out of Oregon, we made a quick stop at a
lava tube cave to help my kids get over their past trauma
of when, the year before, I had got us lost in a lava tube
that had only one way in and one way out. I realize in
theory this seems impossible but the mind has a powerful
way of distorting reality when fear and doubt are given
the slightest crack to sneak in.
This Lava Tube River in Flagstaﬀ that is about one
mile deep and the entrance is a large hole of rocks that
you have to climb down to get to a smaller hole of rocks
that takes you underground. It gets dark very fast when
you enter the cave. We had started the hike late in the
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afternoon and even though there were a lot of people
doing it, they all were headed in the opposite direction of
us. It was very low in many places and I was carrying
Tatiana on my back (again) so I was paying attention
more to my footsteps than to what we were passing. We
made it to the end of the cave but by now we are the only
ones in the tunnel and as we were headed back we saw a
fork in the tunnel. Which way do we go?
Here’s where the crack in the door starts widening
and fear and doubt encroach deeper. At this point, Victor
is now holding Tatiana because she fell asleep. It’s late
and everyone is hungry and freezing, (the temperature
underground is in the forties and no one has dressed
appropriately). Top it oﬀ with the fact that we only
brought one flashlight and the lights from our phones are
fading fast. I stay put with the kids while my brother and
Victor check out the fork in the road, which ends up only
spinning them in a circle. I tell my brother to run ahead
and check if we are close to the exit and he runs back
telling us it’s caved in. We immediately turn back and
start retracing our steps, only to get completely
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disoriented and eventually just sitting on the ground in
the dark. Luckily we are only here for about ten minutes
before a group comes walking by (with lights) and points
us in the right direction.
The lava cave in Oregon is less intimidating. You pay
and entrance fee and rent large flashlights so you can
actually see where you are going and the ceiling height is
very high so you aren’t having to crouch the entire time.
It took a lot of convincing to get Jiraiya into the cave. It
was probably the last cave I want to do because they are
so cold and there isn’t that much to see, but we did it and
got over our fear.
My soul was happy, no, ecstatic, leaving Oregon. I
love this state, but that’s probably because I only visit it
in the summer when it isn’t raining all the time and,
instead, the trees are reciprocating their energy back to
the world and part of it always seeps back into my being
when I pass through. We crossed back into California
beaming with gratitude, confidence, self-awareness, and
hope that we could continue to elicit these feelings in our
everyday life.
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Chapter 10

Road Trip To
Nowhere
We returned to San Diego in the middle of August. On
our way back from Oregon, Victor suggested we keep
living in our motorhome. Aside from the money, we’d
save by continuing to live this way, we were starting to
see that there were way more upsides than downsides to
living a life of simplicity and freedom.
Now as excited as I was to finally be hearing this from
my soul mate, I also knew I was not going to handle living
in our motorhome in a city. A house at this point
wouldn’t have made it any easier either. The general
return to the rat race and concrete jungle just wasn’t
appealing anymore, but at least by staying in our RV, we
were in a position that we could break free from the
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monotony and grind that living in a city was starting to
create for me.
We were over at Victor’s sister’s house one Friday
night in September and she mentioned her ex-husband
(who is Costa Rican) had just booked a really cheap flight
on Volaris Airlines down to Costa Rica. Maybe it was
because after a month of sitting still in a city I was already
getting stir crazy or maybe it was the two beers I had just
drank, but within an hour of finding out about this
amazing deal, I had booked us a trip to Costa Rica for the
month of May. I guess at the time I figured if we were
going to live in our motorhome we may as well have a
reason for doing it.
As the weeks went by, every time we saved up a bit of
money I’d book us a hotel room (or house/hostel) until
by the end of October I had all our trip paid for except the
food while we were there. I was excited. I loved planning
trips and even though living in an RV in the city wasn’t
my favorite way to live in an RV, we were still having
some great times.
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We’d alternate camping at Silver Strand State Beach,
Mission Bay RV Park, and my favorite, San Elijo State
Beach. Gabi and I continued surfing most mornings and
the kids enjoyed going to work a few days out a week to
do their gymnastics classes or workouts. We were living
in some really beautiful campgrounds, but how long could
we last like this? What was the next step for us?
We had talked about doing a similar trip like we had
the summer before, but the more I planned it, the more I
felt like it wasn’t a big enough goal. I was looking for a
“wow” factor.
At the same time, I had assigned Gabi a project for
Geography where she had to design her own gap year.
She was showing me her report on Europe and I was
instantly obsessed. By the time we got back from our ten
day trip to Joshua Tree and the Grand Canyon over
Thanksgiving week, I had fully developed in my mind’s
eye what our next move would be… We would rent an RV
in Europe and do the same thing we did here in the
States, all over Europe.
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I spent the next month planning extensively. I finally
had focus and it felt good. Now, all we needed was to
save enough money.
I’ve said it many times, I love the business we’ve
created in Coronado, but we know it is time to do
something else. For starters, we’ve been doing the same
job for almost two decades and it is time for a new
stimulus. Even though we are good at what we do and
enjoy it, we can’t see ourselves doing it for another
twenty years. And the biggest reason it’s time to let it go
is that even though it provides enough money for the
lifestyle we are living now, if we decided to move back
into a house, we couldn’t aﬀord to live in San Diego on
our current income.
Victor was working hard doing personal training at
our gym and it was enough money to get us to Europe
and pay for the RV, but we still needed to figure out a way
to make money while we were there to pay for food and
campgrounds. I really believed we could transition our
personal training business to an online business. I
studied what other people were doing online and
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researched as much as I could about the technological
side. We started compiling videos to put online so that
we would have a visual for our program.
Knowing and doing are two diﬀerent beasts. It was a
constant battle between learning and experimenting to
find out what works. From the web design to recording
videos, to programming spreadsheets, to setting up
automated emails, to learning about webinars, to asking
friends to be guinea pigs—it was all very hard. Not only
was it time-consuming and required a lot of brain power,
Victor and I think and operate so diﬀerently, that we hit
heads on every single aspect of getting this new business
up and running.
In creating Island Tumble our personality diﬀerences
perfectly balanced each other, but for some reason, in
creating an online business, our personality diﬀerences
seem to only clash. It was quite ironic (and frustrating)
considering we were trying to build a business based on
the cohesiveness of our personalities together and every
time we worked on it was like driving a dagger between
us.
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It’s not that we both didn’t want it or want to do it
together. We loved what we were creating. We loved
what the finished product was going to be. We just had
two diﬀerent ways of getting there and we each had a
diﬀerent understanding of the steps needed to be done to
get there. We started oﬀ moving our family into our
motorhome in order to simplify life and all we ended up
doing for the next six months was complicating it.
The initial few months presented the challenge of
why. Just like I explained in the beginning of my book A
Playful Life, you can go through the movements of exercise
and get mediocre results, but once you’ve defined your
motivation and specific goal, that’s when the real magic
happens and everything starts to fall into place. Living in
San Diego felt exactly like that. Sure we were saving
money and staying on the outskirts of conformity, but we
still hadn’t defined what the ultimate goal was and in not
doing so, it felt unsettling and unrewarding in many ways.
I needed to define my purpose. Every day I’d ask Victor
what he wanted. He hated the question so much, you’d
think I was poisoning him.
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We are wired how we are wired and for some people,
like me, having an idealistic view on life and believing I
can create any reality I choose comes quite easy. Others
naturally have a more realistic point of view about the
world. They are doers, not dreamers. They are too
focused on the moment to obsess over the why or wonder
if there is something more. In Victor’s case, he is the
essence of Taoism without even trying. I know that
makes us a perfect match, but every so often, stress will
bring out all the diﬀerences and this question was one of
those.
“What do you want? What’s the goal?” I’d keep
asking.
“Do you mean today? Next week? Next month?”
he’d reply. It was just too hard to think past what was
currently in front of him.
Developing our online business provided an analogy
for every scenario we encounter with our clients who
can’t lose weight or get back in shape. We didn’t have a
clear picture of our overall desire. (I start my A Playful Life book
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by telling women you have to find your “why”.) We were wasting
time on nonessentials (too much cardio) and not spending enough
time on the “game changers” (like deadlifting). We weren’t
consistent enough (only working out once a week). We got
distracted (partying all weekend). We weren’t spending out on the
important things (organic meats and veggies).
The biggest challenge was we were great with people
face to face, but developing an online voice through social
media was so uncomfortable and caused us way too much
conflict. We’d go for business meetings a couple times a
week and they would always end with a blow-up followed
by the silent treatment. This was so not us and we knew
it, but we couldn’t break the cycle. We felt like there was
no option but to push through, all the while hoping there
was some big thing that would all of a sudden present
itself.
The progress was slow, tedious, and unproductive.
We’d gain momentum one week and then lose it for the
next week. I was not handling the lack of focus very well.
I had to distance myself from our project and find
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something that I could work on my own—A Playful Life
book.
I knew I could create something diﬀerent, something
that could help a lot of women. Even though working on
my own was much easier and I had a clear vision, it took a
lot of time. I’d find ten hours to work on it one week and
then have no time the next. Between our gymnastics
business, the few online clients we had, homeschooling,
and feeding the family, it took a long time to get all the
elements of the book put together and organized in a
reasonable fashion. Then doubt would creep in.
I’d get to 75% finished and start questioning if it was
any good and so I’d give up on it for a few weeks. Then
one day I’d come back from a run, super invigorated, and
I’d focus all my attention on getting closer for the next
week. Again, at 80% finished, doubt would creep back in
and I’d hide from my words until the confidence built
back up and I’d close the gap a little more. Finally, one
day after many of these cycles of fear of failing and
wanting to fulfill my dreams, I asked for help. I asked a
few friends if they would be my guinea pigs for my book.
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It was hard to finally let others read what I wrote. I
was scared to be judged, even if it was by my friends. I
had to rely on a lot of good books that I’d read over the
years that have got me in the right frame of mind to chase
my dreams and in this particular time of my life I was
scouring through Motivational Manifesto looking for
reassurance that persistence would pay oﬀ and if I create
something that I truly believe in, good things will happen.
At the same time, the universe stepped in to help give me
a little more inspiration.
While camping at Mission Bay, San Diego in
February, we met a really nice family who had been living
this lifestyle for three years now and I’m smart enough to
know that when you meet someone who is successful at
something you want to be successful at, you pick their
brain and take notes. He gave the perfect analogy that hit
home big time, “You see the quart, but in order to grab it,
you have to let go of the cup.”
That was the story of our eight months in San Diego.
Our business provided a cup and Victor was raised to
always be grateful for the cup and hang onto it as long as
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possible. I, on the other hand, appreciated what the cup
provided, but once I saw the quart, nothing else existed.
My idealistic mind will grab an idea and hug it, squeeze it,
beat it, and torture it until it either dies out or comes to
fruition. We knew we had to let go of Island Tumble in
order to create our online business, but we just couldn’t
get ourselves to do it yet.
I read a lot of business, marketing, personality, selfhelp type books, as well as these types of articles online
too. There are a few quotes that always stick with me and
keep my determination high. One is Sean Greeley, owner
of Net Profit Explosion, who says, “Follow the dang
instructions.” He might be promoting his own product in
this line, but I know he’s reminding me to copy those
who are successful. There’s not some magical
combination to getting the results you want. I know this
is true because of myself.
I have a lot of friends that put me on this pedestal
and assume how I look or what I do is a genetic anomaly
and impractical for them, but it’s not. I’ve just followed
the dang instructions for a very long time. I’ve eaten the
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right foods and moved my body intensely and creatively
every day for the past two decades. Which brings we to
my second quote by Dave Ramsey, “Focused Intensity
Over Time.” He sets it up as a cute math ratio in his book
EntreLeadership. I come back to this idea over and over. I
tell people this all the time. If you can’t set aside twenty
to thirty minutes every day for yourself, you aren’t going
to see results (and quite honestly, it takes even more time
than this if you want true health and wellness).
This was happening to Victor and I for quite a few
months. Between work and the kids, we weren’t getting
enough focused intensity. We’d get short bursts, but
having a detailed plan of what we were exactly supposed
to be doing was missing and the consistency was lacking.
Eventually, after about four months of arguing and failing,
things started to click better. I think we got close enough
to the big picture that some of the small details that were
creating huge obstacles for us, started to disappear. Our
vision sharpened. Like a jaguar on the hunt, we stalked
our prey. Every step we took closer to the goal, a bigger
target would show up on the horizon. This time we
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didn’t feel lost. Instead, a motivation grew and the
passion became much more fierce. When you finally
stumble upon the right dream, all your senses become
involved so much that you can see, feel, smell, taste, and
hear it way before it actually happens.
Finishing A Playful Life book helped a lot. Every time
I’d get frustrated and want to quit, I’d go back to writing.
I’d remember why we were doing this, not just to go to
Europe, but to create a life full of memories and
experiences instead of just stuﬀ.
I’d reflect on how far we’ve come and instantly the
passion was back. Every morning I jumped out of bed
with intention brimming out of my pores. I wanted to
train people online, I wanted to be an authority on health
and wellness, I wanted to be a successful author, I wanted
to travel with my family, I wanted to challenge myself
athletically, and I wanted to be a great mom. I pushed
myself hard and loved what I was doing. At the end of the
day I would be frustrated because I wasn’t seeing the
results (money) of my eﬀorts, but I knew what I wanted, I
loved the actual process of web design, writing, surfing,
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climbing, planning travel, and spending time with my
kids, that even though many nights I’d go to bed with
feelings of self-doubt, I’d wake up the next day excited to
kick ass again.
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Chapter 11

Hawaii (Part 1)
Hawaii has always had a special place in my heart. That's
not saying much because I'm pretty sure it has a special
place in a lot of peoples' hearts. What's not to like about
these beautiful isles (other than the food prices)?
As a kid, my mom and step-dad owned a time share
near Kaanapali so I grew up going to Maui almost every
summer from when I was ten to seventeen. I loved going
to Maui and swimming in the pools, snorkeling at
Molokini, and going to luaus. We took Danny when he
was a baby, then visited again four years later when
Isabelle was a baby and Danny and Gabi were 5 and 3. It
was nice, but I was changing. What I wanted out of our
trips was changing. With babies and toddlers, I wanted
something easier, more away from the crowds. So the
next year we tried Kauai on the north shore, 10 minutes
past Hanalei.
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I instantly fell in love with Kauai’s north shore. I
loved the seclusiveness and the cleansing trade winds at
the place we always stayed at in Haena. We returned to
the same place almost every year because it was such a
great place for young kids.
We were such ocean novices at the time. I remember
the first day we arrived at Hanalei Colony Resort and
walked up to the ocean. It was so much angrier and more
violent than we were used to back home in San Diego and
Victor was so worried a rogue wave was going to come
and sweep up his precious angels and carry them out to
sea that he wouldn't let them go anywhere near the ocean.
It’s funny to reflect on how much we’ve changed. Now
we want our kids to be comfortable in the water and are
telling the kids to charge the ocean and face their fears.
We'd always get a ground floor condo so our older
kids could run around and play soccer on the grass in
front while we'd sit on the lanai reading. It was so
convenient to have a place where kids could play and we
could relax while whichever baby we had at the time
napped. It was right on the beach which meant we didn't
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have to pack up a bunch of stuﬀ in order to play in the
sand or splash in the water. In my book, A Playful Life, I
talk about how important minimizing the activation
energy is in order to create successful habits and when it
comes to successful vacations it was no diﬀerent. Making
it easy made it successful and enjoyable.
But then, again, I changed. I wanted more adventure.
More challenge. I didn't want to just sit and read (and I've
never been one to shop or just eat my way through a
vacation). I wanted diﬀerent memories.
When Jiraiya was a baby, we bought our first RV and
started road tripping and camping for our travels. You'll
have to read my book, 1000 Miles of Memories to learn more
about that, but needless to say, I loved road tripping and
all the adventures it created for me over the next two
years. Eventually, my soul craved the warmth and comfort
that Kauai provided and we made a trip back there when
Tatiana was two years old. By then I had taken up surfing
and I enjoyed surfing Hanalei Bay every day. I taught Gabi
how to surf on this trip and our lives were forever
changed from that moment on.
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There were so many parts of Kauai that my soul
craved. The warm water, the green backdrop, the
cleansing wind, the rainbows, running to Ke'e beach,
hiking the Na Pali coast. I loved it here, yet I wasn't
convinced or ready to throw all my eggs in this one basket
and move there. I was worried I’d get bored, that the cost
of living would make me unhappy, that my kids would
miss opportunities. Besides, we were now living in the
Coronado Cays and were completely engrossed in the
beach lifestyle. I had other fish to fry and so I accepted
Kauai as a beautiful vacation destination and let its warm
aloha spirit resonate with me as I searched for larger
experiences on the mainland. I was enjoying our beach
life interspersed with occasional road trips for another
three years.
Oahu never entered my mind. It seemed crowded
and touristy and not my style, but a free airline ticket that
was about to expire persuaded me to take the opportunity
to escape with just Victor for a quick holiday in February
(2016) to Oahu.
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I fell head over heels for the island. Well, mostly just
for the north shore. I loved all the "Keep the country
country" signs and the surf vibe. A mish-mash of
personalities that I could definitely see myself integrating
with.
Victor and I hadn't left the kids in 2 years (and even
then, that was the first time we ever had). It was hard,
but I knew we needed it. Our trip was a short five days.
Just enough time to reconnect and remember why we got
married in the first place, but not long enough to worry
about the kids.
The entire trip surpassed my expectations and that's
saying something since I tend to hold my expectations on
a pedestal that is often above anyone's grasp. We saved a
lot of money and opted to camp while in Oahu. Landing
close to sunset, we stayed the first night at a state
campground close to Honolulu. Being so close to the
industrial downtown wasn’t exactly what I envisioned for
our romantic trip, but it was only for one night and it was
the first time Victor and I had done anything so crazy (as
if camping could ever be considered crazy). But to us, we
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felt like rebel teenagers by breaking the rules of
conformity and living in a tent in paradise for a few
nights.
Camping in Hawaii is quite rustic having only a huge
grass area, a typical minimalist beach bathroom with
toilet stalls, sandy concrete floors full of water, cold
showers, and maybe some picnic tables. Campsite
numbers are marked with spray paint on the side of the
concrete picnic tables, but there is no assigned area
separating where one campsite ends and another begins.
Not that that was a problem since there were only a few
other campers there anyways. We put up our tent,
watched the sunset, and curled up in our cozy tent,
enjoying the sense of freedom this adventure was already
delivering.
Being in a diﬀerent time zone meant we were up way
before sunrise ready to start the day. Using the flashlights
on our phones, we made strong coﬀee with our jet boil,
gobbled up a Kind bar, packed up our campsite, and
headed for the real reason we were here, to surf the North
Shore.
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It only takes ten minutes to escape from the concrete
jungle of Honolulu and be immersed into traditional
Hawaii with sugar cane fields and ranches with horses
running free among dilapidated houses. The raw Hawaii
that I love. No resorts or skyscrapers. Just people doing
their best to survive oﬀ the land and cultivate tradition.
Another twenty minutes and we are driving through
my future hometown, Historical Haleiwa, because I’m
pretty sure I want to live there one day when my kids are
grown. I'm not sure how something can be so quaint and
rural and at the same time posh and upscale but Haleiwa
pulls it oﬀ nicely. I love the mix of mom-and-pop stores
that have been there for ages mixed in with big brands
like Patagonia.
The town was still sleepy when we pulled through at
8 a.m., but we found one surf shop open where we could
grab some wax (because at home no one was selling
tropical wax in February). I asked where we should surf
and they directed us to Chun’s Reef. I knew very little
about the diﬀerent breaks on the north shore except for
the fact that I didn't want to surf Pipeline.
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I looked up Chun’s on Surfline to know what I was
getting myself into and saw the report was orange (which
means good surf) at five to eight foot. Eight foot sounded
a little big for me but I was on the north shore of Oahu
and I was not going to waste the time. From the shore it
looked clean with very little wind disturbing the waves.
They rolled in and crashed hard on the inside, but there
was a calmer channel to paddle out in and that set my
mind at ease (a little).
Paddling out at a new break is always hard. Besides
worrying about navigating my way into a crowded lineup
and feeling out the vibe in the water, I constantly struggle
with wanting to experience all the fun and beauty of new
coastlines, but it means being face to face with all the
diﬀerent personalities the ocean has and that means
facing my own deep fears of getting hurt, being held
down, and risking too much.
It's usually a calculated risk that I feel confident
taking and today was no exception. Sure there were a few
bigger sets, but most looked manageable so I charged.
Victor was not going to sit on the beach and be my
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cheerleader so he paddled out right behind me. With my
nerves on high alert, I paddled right into the lineup, sat
up on my board, caught my breath, and smiled to myself
at how cool it was to be sitting in the clear blue ocean on
the north shore of Oahu.
It's a long paddle out at Chun’s but fairly easy. You
can skirt your way around the left side where the waves
are softly breaking before cutting right to get to the peak.
I remembered my etiquette and let a lot of other people
get their stoke before I charged on a wave. I avoided the
biggest waves that day, but the six footers that rolled in
were too much to my liking to let pass by. I fell in love
with that wave that day—it's big fat base and slowly
peeling peak. Fast enough to fill my adrenaline tank but
slow enough that you can trust it. And the vibe in the
water was pure aloha.
We finished our session and went back to Haleiwa for
breakfast. I had the most amazing breakfast of eggs,
sausage, asparagus, salad with pistachios, and cranberry
walnut toast with blackberry jam and butter with black
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sea salt, which was all washed down with a large cup of
Kona coﬀee. It was foodie heaven for me.
For three days, we surfed Haleiwa or Chun’s in the
morning and spent the days talking, planning, and
reconnecting while walking the beach on the north shore
admiring the talented surfers. One of those days we sat
on the beach watching John John Florence surf ten plus
foot waves while holding a camera and taking pictures of
his brother surfing in front of him. Incredible.
I fell in love with Oahu on that trip and knew I had to
bring my kids here. I wasn't sure how we'd aﬀord it but I
was determined to show them this aloha. The place where
you can sneak oﬀ and find seclusion, but with enough
infrastructure to feel connected when you need it. The
place where quirky is normal. Where the reefs serve up
beautiful A-frame waves as well as barreling pipes. The
place where my shoulders relax, my breath slows down,
and my mind finds peace.
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Chapter 12

Pura Vida
I’m really amazed at how good my kids are getting at
traveling. I remember taking each one of them on planes
as babies and worrying about them crying or complaining
and now they are so good at going with the flow and
toughing it out.
Our flight out of Tijuana didn’t depart until a little
after midnight and it landed in Guadalajara at 3 a.m.,
which meant the kids got less than two hours of sleep on
this stretch. Then we took another three-hour flight to
get to San Jose, so at best we are all moving on about four
hours of interrupted sleep. However, we pushed through
the fatigue, allowing the adrenaline of a new place to carry
us through the long six-hour drive to get to a hotel in
Uvita to sleep at for the night before we continued our
drive three more hours to our first destination in Costa
Rica, which is Pavones.
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By the time we got close to Uvita, it had started to
rain, but not like the rain we are familiar with in San
Diego or even Colorado. This was the type of rain that if
you read about it in a Hemingway book, it would imply
something very bad was going to happen.
I have been very impressed throughout our travels at
how great Google Maps does at getting us to our
destinations even when we are out of cellular range, but
today Google Maps failed us big time. It sent us to
someone’s house up a steep muddy driveway. We had no
idea where we were so we drove to the last hotel we had
passed about five kilometers back. It was another long
windy driveway with the rain pouring down causing us to
have minimal visibility. We got directions from the lady
at the reception desk of the hotel and ten minutes later
we arrived at our hotel for the night. Luckily it was a
small hotel so we were able to park very close to our
bungalow, but even still, the hundred feet it took to get
from the car to the room left us completely drenched.
The only way you could get this wet in so little time is by
sitting front row at a Sea World Shamu show.
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After living in an RV for the past 15 months, being in
our own two-bedroom bungalow in the middle of the rain
forest was so exciting for the entire family. The kids were
quite disappointed that we weren’t staying there longer.
We enjoyed a nice dinner at the hotel restaurant and a
peaceful nights sleep to the sound of rain. I startled
awake the next morning at dawn to the wonderful and
extremely loud sound of howler monkeys. Jiraiya was so
excited, he literally tripped and fell down when he saw
the howler monkeys in the trees while we were walking
back from breakfast. Rested and ready to find some surf,
we headed south towards Pavones.
Pavones is known for being the second longest left in
the world (and being a goofy-foot means I love lefts) so I
am super stoked to be going here first. You have to earn
Pavones and not just by means of being a good surfer.
You have to earn it by driving two hours on rocky dirt
roads, that without four wheel drive, meant going at a
whopping twenty kilometers per hours (we soon would
learn to put the hammer down a little more when we hit
Monte Verde).
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Expectations amaze me. Pavones was in some ways
everything I expected and at the same time nothing that I
expected. I knew it would be jungly, rustic, simple and
that we'd feel a bit uncomfortable, but this was roughing
it more than living in our motorhome. We spent very
little money while we were down here but paid in other
ways.
The hostel we stayed at was on a beautiful piece of
land in the middle of the jungle. I honestly didn't realize
how amazing it was until we got further north in Costa
Rica where the landscape gets very dry. From the
hammock in front of our room we saw toucans, scarlet
macaws, vultures, white faced monkeys, iguanas, dog
sized rodents that looked like capybaras, cane toads, and
such a wide variety butterflies and colorful birds that I
can't even tell you the names of all of them.
But with all that wildlife came a lot of insects,
especially at night. I'm not sure how so many bugs
would get in our room at night, but our white sheets soon
became spotted with black dots from us smashing so
many little gnats, mosquitos, and termites.
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Gabi, who is quite good about toughing things out,
was really disgusted with the number of bug guts she was
sleeping on. Jiraiya, who was so happy to see coatis and
iguanas (& even hoped to see a jaguar) absolutely freaked
out over moths being in the room. The kid would hide
under his covers at night sweating profusely because he
was afraid of the bugs. Now Daniel had a little more
reason to be scared because on the last night, when we
were packing up, he flipped closed the top of his suitcase
and sitting on top of it was a scorpion about three inches
long (he also found a baby one in the house we stay at in
Playa Negra). If you walk outside your room at night you
want to always carry a flashlight so you don't accidentally
step on a snake, which we luckily didn't see. We were a
little freaked out to say the least.
It was hot and humid in Pavones and there is no A/C
in the room. I don’t mind the heat so much, but it was so
hot that the only thing we felt like doing during the day
was lay in a hammock and read. I’d have to muster up
some will power to go in the kitchen during the day to
cook meals for the kids. By the time I finished preparing
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the food, I’d be so hot and sweaty that I’d lose my
appetite.
There aren't many choices to eat out down in Pavones
and since we had a communal kitchen, we cooked most of
our food while we were there. It wore on me more than I
had hoped. It was a fully functional kitchen with a
propane stove, running water (only cold water) and a
large table for chopping (way more space than I have been
cooking in for the past 14 months), but this was tiring. It
just felt really dirty. With no hot water, one dirty kitchen
towel, a cutting board that has seen much better days,
pots and pans (that for the life of me I couldn't get to not
burn every time I used them), and to top it oﬀ, it felt like
a sauna to cook in there that by the end of our six days I
was completely "burned out" on cooking for my large and
always hungry family in that kitchen.
Now, before I tell you how absolutely fantastic it was
there, keep in mind that if you ask us the one place we'd
go back to in Costa Rica this would be it (but next time
I'm bringing my own cutting board, dish soap, and
kitchen towels). We actually do go back the following
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year with only Gabi and Isabelle without bringing those
things and have an incredibly great time (although with
three fewer mouths to feed I didn’t need to cook nearly as
much).
My hair never grows. In the six days we spent here, I
finally felt my hair grow. I could feel my cells rapidly
repairing themselves with all the abundance of oxygen
they were getting.
I felt so at one with nature and with my own
existence. I loved being serenaded with birds singing all
day long. I rarely eat fruit at home, but the fruit was so
sweet that I looked forward to my papaya, pineapple, and
cantaloupe every day. We ate dozens of star fruit that
literally fell oﬀ a tree that must have had about a
thousand star fruits on it. There was a beach right across
the road (road is a very loose term for a dirt road that is
barely wide enough for one car) which was almost always
deserted. The owner was really nice and helpful. The
other couple staying at the hostel were so friendly and fun
to talk to (they were actually on an eight-month trip from
Guatemala to Rio, Brazil and had been traveling oﬀ and
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on for a few years so we loved picking their brain for ideas
on where to go and ways to travel cheaply). The property
also had a rad yoga deck that nobody used so I got to
practice on my own there every day with the sounds of
birds and monkeys as my mixtape. Most nights we’d go
to this cute Italian restaurant to share a pizza or dessert
while I checked our email (since there is no cell service at
the hostel we stay at). But the best part of Pavones was
the surf.
The waves here were better than I had expected. I
was worried I wouldn’t be able to catch them because
they would be too fast, too crowded, or too hollow, but
instead, I was blessed with what I think was the perfect
size and shape on this trip for my abilities. The wave was
fairly predictable in terms of where it broke. Most days it
was fast and powerful, but the hold downs weren’t too
bad and the base of the wave was nice and fat on the take
oﬀ so I had confidence paddling into them.
The vibe was tolerable, with a good mix of locals and
tourists from around the globe. There was a confidence
hierarchy here, with the more confident surfers (mainly
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locals) sitting at the point and the less experienced surfers
sitting in front of the river mouth or further north. On
the bigger days, we sat away from the point just a bit to
give the really good surfers their space.
Between the lifestyle we live and the number of kids I
have, some part of my life is always in chaos. For the
most part, if I can nail one aspect of my life each day I’m
pretty happy and the same goes for when I surf. With
surfing you always have a multitude of factors from the
wind, to the swell, to other surfers getting priority on a
wave, so if I can get one long left in a surf session I am
pretty happy and every day I surfed here I got at least one
decent long left that fueled my stoke.
The holy grail of surfing in Pavones is when the swell
is just right that all four sections connect. Even though
the waves were good, this wasn’t epic Pavones conditions
where all four sections connect, but two of the days we
were here the first two sections were connecting from the
point past the river mouth. Some of the really good
surfers were getting nice long rides.
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On my second day surfing here, I was sitting halfway
between the point and the river mouth, mainly because
the wave coming in directly at the point was steeper and
more walled up then I was feeling up to that day. A lot of
the sets that rolled through were either a dance of wave
dodging or surfer dodging (or both). And then I saw it
coming. Everyone south of me was too shallow to catch
this large wave rolling towards me and the very edge of it
was going to meet me right where I was sitting. I tried to
not project how awesome this could be and stayed fully
engaged in the moment. When I felt fear try to creep in, I
blocked it right away and redirected my energy into every
stroke. I was in. I remember my feet landing on the
board at the perfect angle so that I was almost parallel to
the wave. I started pumping the board up the wave to get
more speed and saw the wave continue to appear in front
of me. I could hear the wave breaking directly behind me
with a thunderous boom, but I kept going. Up and down
the wave I kept moving and moving, passing dozens of
surfers, hungry for a wave like this one. I remember how
a few hooted as they saw that epic wave I rode, I was
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finally going to connect two sections and get a 200-meter
ride. I couldn’t stop smiling. I was on that wave so long I
was commenting to people as I went past.
I knew I probably would never get to ride a wave like
that again, at least not on this trip, but we still had fun. I
enjoyed the diversity of experiences we had in the water
over those six days. We sat at the point and owned it
some days and other days we stayed farther north and
allowed ourselves to be humbled.
Regardless of the eﬀort it took to stay comfortable
out of the water, I loved it down here. It’s a diﬀerent
world. There’s a pureness about being so close to nature
and an added awareness to life when dangers like snakes
and scorpions are lurking around every corner.

From Pavones we headed to the mountains of
Monteverde. This was a complete one-eighty. Even
though the road in was dirt and you passed a lot of poor
villages, when you reach the top, you are immediately
immersed in tourism. From the moment we checked into
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our hotel, to the national parks and the restaurants, you
have to be ready to spend money when you get here.
We skipped hiking the more popular national park
and took a risk at Santa Elena. The way up to the park
was another dirt road, but this time it was very steep.
When we rounded a corner there was a huge truck
blocking our way and we have to come to a quick stop on
a very steep part of the road. As Victor tries to find the
sweet spot with the clutch we end up stalling and rolling
into the fence that blocks the road from the edge of the
mountain. Thankfully a pickup truck quickly came to our
rescue and towed us out of our little predicament. If
you’ve read my book 1000 Miles of Memories, you’ll know
that situations like this were very familiar to me from
growing up riding quads in the desert. We were always
getting our quads stuck in soft sand and not able to
restart them after we dug them out or we’d flip them and
have to tow them back to camp. I had no problem
hopping into the driver seat, putting the van in second
gear and “popping the clutch” when we had enough
momentum. It was an adventure and way more
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entertaining than the nature reserve we were about to
walk through.
I was shocked when we had to hand over sixty
dollars to pay to hike. The worst was that we didn’t see
any animals. At the end of the hike I made use of my
sarcastic personality and said something about the lack of
wildlife they are charging for to one of the workers, who
quickly reminded me how you can tell how healthy their
forest is with the number of butterflies in it. Are you
kidding me? I couldn’t justify paying so much money for a
hike just to see insects.
There wasn’t much to do in Monte Verde that didn’t
require money, however, there was a short trail through
the jungle right next to our hotel room. The trail went
through a dense forest and ironically, we did see a coati
here (for free). And butterflies!
The next day, we reluctantly decided to spend the
money on zip lining. We figured we were leaving the next
day so this will be our big splurge of the trip. I was
hoping for a once in a lifetime experience and I got it. I
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was blown away by the entire operation. There were
thirteen lines that went through or high above the jungle
and the final one was over a kilometer long. I felt like
Diego from Go, Diego, Go that my kids grew up watching
and loved the feeling of flying. Since Tatiana and Jiraiya
were younger, they had to ride with an instructor, but
they, too, loved it and keep asking when they can go back
so they can do it by themselves. With our cells drunk on
adrenaline, we turned west and drove to Nosara.

Food rarely tastes as good as it does after you have
been hungry for a long time. This is probably one reason I
don't eat very often so that when I do eat I enjoy it a lot
more. But eating the first night in Nosara was
exceptionally good. After skimping by in Pavones and
Monte Verde by cooking our own meals (or if we did go
out occasionally it was just small servings), when we sat
down at Burger & Beers in Nosara and each ordered our
own hamburger (and I got a legit IPA) we were elated.
This place has incredible burgers that are so big you can
barely get your mouth around them. One type that we
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tried was with blue cheese and arugula and all the burgers
come with a side of fries but not like the type we are used
to in America. These are whole baked potatoes cut into
fourths and then briefly fried to give it a little crunch on
the outside. The fries could have been a meal by
themselves. Finishing my plate felt like in the movie The
Great Outdoors when John Candy orders the ninety-sixounce steak and has to finish the whole thing to get it for
free. My kids kept staring at me expecting me to get sick
at any moment and begged me to not finish it, but at
these prices, I was not going to waste a single bite. I
honestly can't remember the last time I ate so much and it
actually hurt to be that full, but I didn't care. I was just
glad I wasn't hungry and appreciated the fact that I
probably wouldn't have to eat again for twenty-four hours.
Nosara, more specifically Playa Nosara-Guiones where we
stayed, is a hippie-chic little town. Think La Jolla, San
Diego meets Rosarito Beach, Mexico.
I am a big believer in buying food grown the way it’s
supposed to and driving through this country you see no
shortage of grass fed cows in a pasture, but I can't get
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myself to eat the meat. It's not the problem of how the
cows are raised, it's how it's stored and delivered. There
are stores called Maxi Pali, which is like Walmart, but we
didn't stop at one because last time I did was in Nicaragua
and the quality was, well, like a Walmart and I don't shop
at Walmart in the States. So we ended up getting our
food at mini supers. They are about the size of a 7-11
convenient store back home and have a limited selection,
but carry all the basics you need, which for our family is
meat, eggs, fruit, veggies, butter, beans, and rice.
There's something about buying food in a dark, hot,
dirty store that makes you lose your appetite. I guess I
should be happy that the meat was frozen because buying
our meat in one of the pulperias (a part of a persons
house used to sell food) in Nicaragua involved a variety of
cuts of dead cow hanging from the ceiling & covered in
flies . . . I would become vegan if I lived there.
By cooking our own food when we have a kitchen it
saves us a ton of money, however, it comes with a price
and in both Pavones and Playa Negra it came in the form
of a lot of “Montezuma’s revenge”.
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Having a kitchen was great though because it allowed
me to cook huge meals and meant the kids could eat to
their heart’s content. We always kept beans and rice
cooked and ready to eat (something Danny really
appreciates). I know this sounds hard to believe given the
digestive issues we had, however, we felt really healthy
while we were here because we were eating such a
diversity and high quantity of fruits and veggies. We'd
have a typical Costa Rican breakfast of papaya, mango,
star fruit, passion fruit, watermelon, cantaloupe, and
pineapple. A typical lunch for us would involve sautéing
onion, garlic, ginger, squash, carrots, beets, cabbage all
mixed together with a small amount of meat and a huge
serving of beans and rice, and then we'd repeat that for
dinner. We'd also throw in salads occasionally with
homemade dressings that I’d make by blending lime juice,
avocados, and mangos. The amount of vitamins and
enzymes we were getting from our food was incredible.
Most days for dessert we'd cook maduros, which are
overripe plantains, in butter. These are plantains that are
so ripe they are almost all the way black and when you
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cook them they get super sweet. I am not a big banana
eater, but I ate so many of these while I was here they
were an essential part of my daily diet. In addition to the
cheap beans & rice, we'd buy Masa Harina (corn flour)
and make gorditas as a snack each day. These are like mini
fat tortillas that, once cooked, you cut it in half and fill
with a big slab of butter that melts and gets deliciously
gooey. Between the gorditas and maduros, we would go
through one stick of butter a day! In the States, our food
budget is close to one hundred dollars a day and here, by
purchasing all our food from the mini super and produce
trucks driving by, we spent less than a hundred a week.
After eating only home cooked meals for the nine
days before we arrived in Nosara, getting to eat all our
meals out in Nosara was heaven for our kids. They love
eating out (who doesn't?) and felt spoiled with our daily
meal routine. They would have peanut butter and jelly
with bananas for breakfast while we went surfing. Then
Victor and I would get the best french pressed coﬀee at
True Love Coﬀee. For lunch, we'd get Big Ass Burritos
(literally, that's what they were called) at Shore Break. A
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mid-afternoon snack involved smoothies or Acaí bowls at
the smoothie truck. And for dinner, Burger & Beers. In
three days I spent more than double what we spent on
food for six days in Pavones, but it was so good. I will
definitely return here again with a bigger budget.
The food was just a bonus since the reason we
stopped here to begin with was to surf. At home, I check
Surfline every morning and I have this break on my surf
feed. It always says good on the report. That says
something because San Diego surf breaks very rarely see
orange—the color assigned by Surfline based on the rating.
Blue is poor. Green is fair. Orange is good. And red? Red
is EPIC.
Nosara was in red the day before we got here! I've
never seen red in San Diego. A friend of mine also spoke
highly of this break so I was very curious what about this
spot made it so good and I gotta say, the jury is still out.
Three days at a new surf break really isn't enough
time to get to know a break so I'm not the best judge, but
I do know everyone surfing there was really happy about
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how great the waves were. You certainly can’t judge a
wave purely from the beach. Even a true waterman, an
expert in the perfect combination of swell, tide, wind, and
shape of a wave, will tell you that you have to experience
the wave to truly know what it's like.
When we first arrived at Playa Guiones it was a
negative low tide and high noon. The wind was already
howling onshore (not favorable wind or tide for this
break), and it was hard to imagine this beach had been
rated as epic twenty-four hours ago. We were practically
the only ones at the beach and for a good reason, it was
intensely hot (mid-nineties) although we did find refuge
under the shade of a palapa.
We came back to the beach again after dinner that
night to watch the sunset and it was a whole other scene.
It seemed as if the entire town comes down to surf and
socialize here every night. I felt as if I was missing out, as
if I hadn't got the message from the secret society of
misfit un-conventionalists that this is where you are
supposed to be every evening at dusk. It was really cool.
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There was a huge diversity in people, although way
more Americans than I have seen on any other beach in
Costa Rica. (Though I haven't been to Tamarindo—or
“tamagringo” as its referred to). I was starting to see why
the surf was so good here. With a fuller tide and less
wind, peaks were starting to form and glassy, peeling lefts
and rights were being ridden across towards the
shoreline.
Surfline said the swell was good at four to seven feet
the three days we were there. From shore, it looked like a
lot of white wash that I was a little intimidated to have to
paddle through. When the oﬀshore winds kicked in, it
would cause the wave to curl and wall up. Some days it
was great, but required a little more work and
punishment than I had planned on for epic conditions.
Nosara is interesting because, for a beach break, it
holds a lot of swell, meaning that the wave can get quite
big before the wave starts closing out. What makes this
break so appealing thought, is that it serves up some nice
fat A-frame waves. The nice thing about a beach break is
that there are plenty of waves to go around, which was
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evident in the happy, friendly vibe I felt in the water.
From the outside looking back to the beach, the jungle is
beautiful, and though it is dotted with many more
buildings than we saw from the lineup in Pavones, it was
still a great view.
I liked being able to trust the wave. There are rarely
places in San Diego where I can surf a seven-foot wave
and trust that the wave will hold up and not send me over
the falls or toss me through a washing machine. I liked
that it was slightly challenging. It was a good wave for
my board and my current surfing abilities and pushed me
to take some bigger drops and in return, I felt blessed to
get some nice long rides. I could have used stronger arms
here since it was a lot of paddling, but I'm pretty sure
that's not always the case because when I was checking
Surfline daily before our trip, most of the time it read
orange (good) and two to three foot.
As we left Nosara and headed to Playa Negra, I
should’ve reveled longer in the satisfaction and
excitement of the past two weeks of surfing because I was
about to be humbled.
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Instead of feeling stoked, surfing Playa Negra only
elicited emotions of anger and disappointed, but I tried
hard to force those emotions down deep where they
rightly should be placed.
I'm just not that good, nor do I have the desire to put
in the work to be that good. I'm not at a place in my life
to dedicate that amount of time or the hold downs and
poundings that are required to be that good. And here, at
Playa Negra, I got one more chance though to prove how
mediocre I really am when it comes to surfing.
When we pull up to our house that sits practically in
front of the Playa Negra surf break, there was a contest
going on. And why shouldn’t there be? This wave looks
like something I’ve only seen in Surfer magazine. The
hydrodynamics of the reef causes the wave to pop up at
one point and then quickly curls as it spreads in both
directions to a wide V-shape of white wash. The angle of
the break and the rocks make it so that you really only can
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go right on this wave and the groms in this contest are
having no trouble shredding it. From the sand, and
watching these incredible surfers carve wave after wave,
you’d think this would be a great wave for any surfer to
ride, but you’d be wrong. I knew better.
The best life lessons aren't fun to learn. For the
majority of breaks I've surfed, I've had no problem
paddling to the peak with the other hot heads and claim
my wave. The reality, though, is that those waves were
never world-class waves. I'm almost forty and have three
years of surfing mediocre breaks under my belt. I'm not a
world class surfer. I sat on the beach watching the
takeoﬀ, seeing surfer after surfer carve up these near
perfect juicy waves and was so jealous.
I could take the torture of being a spectator no longer
and I paddled out with Gabi. Obeying my instincts, and
denying my ingrained personality traits, I sat oﬀ to the
side of the lineup watching. I may be persistent and
determined, but I'm not an idiot. First, there are already
fifteen other people in the lineup and the sets are coming
in three waves at a time with large lulls in between
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(which is the only reason I'm brave enough to attempt
paddling out). So out of respect to the surfers who have
already been out here, I wanted to wait my turn. Second,
I want to watch and take notes from a closer perspective
before I end up hurting myself. Gabi, being a much
stronger surfer on a steeper wave, paddles over and sits in
the middle of the lineup to feel it out. The wave is so
much bigger than it looked from shore and sitting here on
the sideline watching the amount of water that's
condensing near the peak pitching up, like a monster
wanting to consume me, only solidifies my initial
hesitation. Why didn’t I just stay on the sand?
Being this tired from the amount of sun exposure
we've had over the past two weeks and having less energy
than normal from whatever waterborne bacteria we
picked up from the tap water is not helping right now. I
need my A game and I'm sitting thinking my B version of
myself is not going to cut it. I can only fake an analytical
and systematic version of myself for so long before my
competitive side has to come out.
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By now about five big sets have come through and I'm
noticing that after the three big waves there a few smaller
ones that start rolling through so I sneak inside a little bit
and give it a taste. There's no one next to me so I paddle,
but there was a moment of hesitation, a second of selfdoubt on whether this was a good decision, but before I
have a chance to process my situation, I'm already
tumbling inside the spin cycle of an ocean wash tub and
ouch, yep, there's the reef. Dammit. I try not to panic, even
though my instincts are telling me I'm about to relive my
Nica’hapoo moment.
A year ago, when we decided to skip Christmas and
teach our kids some appreciation in a third world country
while chasing waves, I had a similar experience. Our surf
guide took us to a break that the locals called Nica’hapoo,
as in Nicaragua’s version of Tea’hapoo. It was only a
three to four-foot day that day, but it was a very similar
break with the hydrodynamics of the water on the reef
creating a fast, curling wave. The only diﬀerence was that
this break was a left (my favorite) and I hadn’t had
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enough scares in my surfing experience to know that I
wasn’t ready for this wave yet.
Here at Nica’hapoo, I too had waited on the outside
reading the waves and the surfers for a few sets to get my
bearings and learn where they were catching. And here, I
let my ego coax me into being brave (or stupid) and
charge. It happened so fast. One second I was paddling
and popping up to my feet and the next second I was
bouncing oﬀ the reef. The worst part was that when I
surfaced, I couldn’t get out of the spot where the waves
kept breaking. I needed to paddle further right where the
wave didn’t break, but the hydrodynamics kept pulling me
into the white wash and I got hammered over and over by
the breaking waves. I distinctly remember stepping on
the sand, barely able to catch my breath, but so thankful
to be back on land.
Back at Playa Negra . . . I surface quickly and check
the horizon. The universe is kind and gives me a flat
ocean to make my paddle back to the lineup where I sit
very wide and watch again. The thing to notice on this
break, though, is that a lot of people fall. At least fifty
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percent of attempts at takeoﬀ end in a board flying up in
the air while the rider gets a free saltwater flushing of all
orifices. I'm done for today but I don't want to leave Gabi
out by herself. She still hasn't caught any but she's on
the hunt. I see the fire in her eyes and know she will not
go in until she attempts one. She's patient and more
methodical than I and the confidence she has on the steep
waves pays oﬀ as she finally picks one out and lands it. I
can tell she is disappointed that she didn't make the
corner but is happy to have had the accomplishment of
landing and the experience of not falling. I know she will
try again while we are here but for now, minus my small
cuts from the reef, we are uninjured and will paddle in,
humbled.
Staying in the house next to us in Playa Grande are
two forty-six-year-old surfers from Southern California.
They have been raving about how great the wave is and
trying to encourage us to keep trying. I laugh how one
guy in the same breath says, “It's the most amazing wave
I've ever been on. It ripped my shirt right oﬀ of me and
held me under long enough to give me a scare.” Hmm,
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maybe in six years I'll have enough experience and
confidence to be searching for those type of surf days, but
not now.
I’m reminded of how John John Florence said he
learned to ride Pipeline by starting out on one to two foot
days, then three to four foot, and so on until he
progressively was able to be out on the biggest days. For
me, starting oﬀ on the five to seven foot days is just too
much, but, who knows, maybe when I’m forty-six I’ll be
ready.
Staying in Playa Negra was not the highlight of this
trip. It was supposed to be a treat to get us in a house for
a few days with A/C so we could recover from so much
traveling, and after being in an RV for so long I knew my
kids would like the space of a house and their own
bedroom to escape to (well, mostly just Danny), but with
there not being (easy) surf for us within walking distance
of the house and it being ridiculously hot here in the
middle of the day, I gotta say, it’s pretty boring here. We
used it as an opportunity to get some work done and read
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a lot, but I was ready to move on to the next location,
Arenal.

The drive into Arenal from Liberia is beautiful. Once
you turn in Ceres towards the mountains, the ecosystem
instantly transpires into rolling meadows and beautiful
pasturelands that are a vibrantly lime green, spreading
into the distance as far as the eye can see. It was diﬀerent
from our approach to Monte Verde because the roads here
are almost completely paved and with panoramic views of
Lake Arenal interspersed between its continuous narrow
twisting road, tight turns, and single lane bridges.
We stayed outside of La Fortuna in a town called El
Castillo. The hostel we stayed at, Essence Arenal, sat
high on a hill with a view of both the volcano and the lake
surrounded by a dense lush jungle. It was as jungly as
Pavones was but instead of being at the base of the jungle,
here you are sitting at the top of it looking down. I
enjoyed the change in perspective.
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We stayed in a glamping tent built on bamboo stilts,
with wood plank floors, and large canvas walls, complete
with a queen size bed and bunk bed. It has a balcony that
overlooks the jungle and the opposing mountainside that
was dotted with wild horses and cows. You could hear
howler monkeys and see beautifully colored birds in the
trees. I'd lie in the hammock staring at the volcano's
dominating presence on the horizon as it rises out of the
ground with a huge girth, then steeps up in the color of
charcoal, reaching so high to the sky that it's top is
constantly being enveloped by clouds. By late afternoon
the peaks have amassed enough clouds to agitate Zeus
into throwing spears of lightning across the gray canvas.
The lighting and rain poured through the night.
From the property of the hostel you can take a fifteen
minute hike through the jungle where it is so dense, you
don't want to stop moving for fear of being bitten by ants
and other insects. The jungle forms a curtain of foliage
allowing very little sunlight to penetrate the trail and I
experience a perfect example of the power of rapid
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decomposition as I step on a log that completely crumbles
under my weight.
One of the great parts of staying here at Essence is
that they have a restaurant on site, but this one is unique.
First, it's a vegetarian restaurant (which I don't mind, but
Victor, being a carnivore through and through, pretty
much starved for two days) where they invite you to help
prepare part of the meal with them each night. Second,
the property has its own farm so most of the ingredients
are literally farm-to-table. They make a single menu each
evening with a diﬀerent theme every night of the week.
The first night we were there was Costa Rican (how
original). To start the experience we all made our own
empanadas. The chef (a sweet lady from Nicaragua who
reminded me a lot of the lady who cooked for us when we
were in Nicaragua—the reason being that they are both
amazing cooks and they both ogled over Tatiana and gave
her anything she wanted) taught us how to flatten the
dough mass into a perfect circle and then filled it with
potatoes, refried black beans, and cheese. Then we had a
vegetarian cream soup made of pasta, squash, potatoes, &
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carrots that was to die for. The main course was our
empanadas served with fried plantains and a mixed green
salad full of fresh herbs, tomato, and avocado. It was so
delicious! My kids were in heaven again and couldn't stop
talking about how great the food was. I overate as much
as I could and then some more to make up for all the
meals I skipped on this trip.
I needed to find a pair of shoes for Tati before we
hiked the volcano, so I walked with Gabi and Isabelle up
the dirt road from the hostel and on the way we see a
wooden sign with the word “Cafe" painted on it. Always
being up for a good cup of coﬀee, we walked down the hill
in the direction the sign pointed. Beside the small “Cafe”
sign it also has a larger sign sayings “Herbs & Art”. I
peek in to see what kind of store it is and an American
girl in her twenties greets me, covering her mouth, as she
coughs and says, "Excuse me. I was just taking a shot of
bitters from a new batch we just made because my
stomach was hurting me."
I'm instantly intrigued. Our family has now all had
“traveller’s tummy” for close to a week and I'm all for
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trying any natural remedy out there. She explains to me
all the benefits of bitters on digestion and I'm trying to
listen attentively but eventually I just say, "I trust you. If
you say it works I'm in." They give me a shot to try out
before I buy an entire bottle. Her tico (a native Costa
Rican) husband recommends I swish it in my mouth a bit
before swallowing it down, after all, digestion begins in
the mouth, right?
"Wowsers!" This stuﬀ is 30% alcohol! I have never
tasted anything so bad. I feel like I'm reliving my twentyfirst birthday, but I don't care, I said I'd try anything, so I
pay for my Gavilana bitters along with a bag of granola
and coﬀee, excited to see the look on Victor’s face when I
tell him he's suppose to drink as much of this as he can
tolerate until his runs go away. I never did find shoes for
Tati.
Cherro Chato volcano sits adjacent to Arenal volcano.
Dwarfed in comparison, it's a much newer volcano and
one we were about to summit. We had hoped to hike the
volcano on a clear day in order to get great views of the
lake that sits at the top in the crater, but today was our
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only chance as we were heading to the Caribbean side
early the next morning. The hike starts on perfectly
manicured grounds of the Arenal Observatory Lodge.
Again, we are asked the cough up fifty dollars in order to
hike (something that still seems bizarre but I hope the
money goes to conservation). The first mile is well paved
and passes through meadows and parts of a farm. We
were told that this was a five-hour hike, but the wide,
easy trails for the first mile duped us into thinking this
was going to be easy.
After about twenty minutes, we reached the true start
of the hike. There's a sign with warnings about being
prepared and in good enough health to hike the trail. It
was a mile long and gained a mile in elevation. Tatiana
was still in flip flops and Victor and I were still feeling
weak from whatever bug we had picked up, but Tati, who
hasn't hiked more than a hundred feet the entire time
we've been in Costa Rica, had assured us that she would
hike up the whole thing by herself. We all laugh at the
probability of this happening and Danny even bribes her
with ten dollars if she can pull it oﬀ.
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The steepness of the climb is immediately intense,
but we settle into a rhythm, eyes fixed on the muddy
network of roots and decaying leaves that make up what
you could loosely call a path. The terrain made it
interesting and engaging, trying to choose the best option
so as to not fall in the mud, getting a good workout with
all the high steps, and using overhanging tree branches to
pull ourselves up the steeper sections. We passed only a
handful of people on our ascent and descent, in fact, for
the first three-quarters of the climb we didn't encounter a
single soul except for a strange looking bird about the size
of a large goose, covered in black feathers with a bright
blue, almost turquoise, beak, that walked the way
velociraptors are portrayed in movies.
The denseness of jungle and the heaviness of the mist
surrounding the trail created an eerie and mystical feeling,
yet I wasn't worried in the slightest bit. Even though I
started the hike that day feeling weak from all my food
running straight through me, I didn't want to miss this
hike (even if it ended up putting me at the doctor’s
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because I was going to push myself to the point of
complete exhaustion and dehydration).
But instead, the weirdest thing happened. The more
I started exerting myself, the better I started feeling. I
love surfing, but it's less systemic. When I surf it's more
about the mental challenge and short anaerobic burst of
paddling, but it comes with long lulls of sitting. When I
hike, it's much more about steady aerobic exercise. I
hadn't realized how much my body had missed it until I
was completely engaged in it again. I really love the
forests of the Pacific Northwest, but they don't even touch
how great I feel immersed in the jungle. I think it's the
warm humidity I enjoy so much because the foliage isn't
that much diﬀerent.
With the clouds pressing down on us it kept the
temperature comfortable and the thunder we kept hearing
in the distance made the experience a bit surreal. I did
question for a moment if it was safe to hike a volcano in a
thunderstorm, the fact that there were no signs of trees
having been struck by lightning, like you see in places like
at Bryce Canyon where warnings are given to not hike
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during a thunderstorm, set my mind a little at ease. One
hour and twenty minutes later we reach the summit. I'd
love to describe the glorious view on top but all we could
see were clouds.
There are many adjectives I use to describe Tatiana
such as spirited, intense, stubborn, persistent, and
independent. Today she was all of those. She climbed the
entirety of that hike. We would oﬀer to help her— to
carry her, to pull her, to lift her, but she wouldn't take any
of it. The look on her face at the top beamed of pride.
We still had a fifteen-minute descent down to the lake
that she did allow us to help her with because the mud
was getting harder to jump across and the final descent
required hanging from branches and crawling backwards
(I loved this part and on mountain project, it would be
considered a 5.3 scramble). Nevertheless, we still remind
each other to this day of Tatiana’s determination and
strong will.
We sat by the lake and let our tired legs recover while
we ate lunch before the grueling climb out and tedious
descent. For time eﬃciency, I threw Tati on my back to
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scramble up the rocks and back onto the volcano’s rim.
Tati could not stop laughing as she repeated over and
over, "Mom, you're crazy!" To which I'd tell her, "Now we
know where you get it from!"
Carrying her down the mountain was like doing a
hundred repetitions of pistol squats and by half way down
my legs were trembling. Victor took turns holding her,
but the slipperiness of the mud and the decay of fallen
logs made the ground fall apart under the weight of his
heavily muscled legs so eventually Tatiana finished the
last bit on her own at a snail’s pace because muddy flip
flops provide absolutely no stability whatsoever.
Of all our travel experiences, this was one of my
favorites. It was worth the extra drive to get to the Arenal
area and anyone who asks my opinion on traveling to
Costa Rica will be getting an earful on how great our
experience in the little town of El Castillo was.
I had no idea how much I would love waking to the
sound of howler monkeys and birds, who get going
around 4:45 in the morning, but there is something
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primal in the experience that makes me feel connected to
my own primitive being. On the last morning, I woke
early to listen to the sounds of the howler monkeys and
birds while reflecting on the fact that our trip around
Costa Rica was quickly coming to an end.

When we reached the Carribean side, I was shocked
that there was pavement all the way to Playa Cocles. I've
built up a lot of expectations, assumptions, and ideals for
this tiny town on the Carribean side of the country.
Six years ago, when I was drowning in diapers, burp
cloths, and swollen feet with a two-year-old and newborn
baby (and three older kids), my sister, her husband, and
their one-year-old daughter took a severance pay from a
downturned economy and invested in a rundown bar in
Costa Rica, thirty miles from the Panama border.
I was so envious. I romanticized how great it must
be for them to live a simple life, surrounded by the jungle,
the beach 100 yards from their front door, and surf
anytime you want. My sister tolerated it well (both the
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living in Costa Rica and my incessant inquiry about what
life was like there) considering it wasn't her dream life.
She'd try to explain the diﬃculty of not having enough
stimulus, not enough choices, not enough to do.
Yeah, but you are living on the beach. Who cares? I would
think.
She doesn't love the beach so that was a downside.
She loves playing team sports and hopping into a soccer
game with a bunch of ticos was crossing some
unacceptable cultural boundaries. They let her play, but
being the only girl on the field can be challenging,
especially when you are better than a lot of the boys. Top
it oﬀ with a toddler and then being pregnant and living in
a small room above a bar that doesn't shut things down
until two in the morning and even I started to get why her
heart wasn't in it.
She stuck it out for a year breaking it up with long
trips back to the States to see our mom and re-energizing
herself through American comforts, while her husband
and his best friend, built “the American dream” in Costa
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Rica. What twenty-something-boy doesn't dream of
opening their own bar? It's literally a party in your front
yard every night! And what better way to work oﬀ a daily
hangover than with a paddle into the Carribean Sea to
catch some waves.
It wasn't the drinking and surfing though that made
these boys so successful, it’s that they are marketing
geniuses. They didn't read How to Open a Bar for Dummies
or study marketing books, in fact, the first time I met each
of them I thought, what a couple of screw oﬀs! But they
applied the two most important principals of business
(my two favorite life principals in fact) . . . passion and
persistence.
Let me clarify something, successful is not the same
thing as being rich (at least in my book). There are many
people who run businesses that make a lot of money, but
if financial wealth is the way you measure success than
you could argue that they aren't successful. In my
opinion, success is being able to live your dreams and
these guys believed so much in what they'd created they
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even have a sign hanging above their bar that says Livin'
the Dream.
I can relate, for so many years my dream was to be
able to take my kids to work with me and work with my
husband. We were by no means wealthy from that choice,
but we were successful in the life we wanted to create.
Now we are in the midst of a new dream. Are we
successful? I'd argue yes because we are still doing it
(although a little money would be nice too).
If success is measured in being able to live your
dreams, I'd wager that almost every successful person
would say their life is hard because passion only gets you
to the blueprints. Dreaming, visualizing, and believing
are the fun parts. It’s the hard work that gets the dream
built.
I loved every minute of sitting in the turquoise plastic
chairs at the turquoise tables under the big turquoise
lanterns hanging from the patio that was creatively built
out of bamboo, cut and stained from the jungle, with
plastic sheeting across the top. I was constantly
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impressed with the great job they had done in branding
the Tasty Waves name and message. The tiki surfer
painted all over the walls, the tiki surfer stickers on the
napkin holders and the hot sauce bottles, the blue stripes
painted on the trees, the energetic, friendly staﬀ, and the
broken surfboard signs with messages like: Free beer, topless
bartenders, and false advertising. Voted best tacos by our mom.
Our tacos can beat up your tacos. Always remember, safety third.
It all says, "C’mon in, let's have some fun.”
They followed the dang instructions all the way down
to having a theme for each day of the week with the key
one being Tasty Tuesdays. No other restaurant had
anything special going on that day of the week so they
capitalized on this by throwing the biggest party every
Tuesday night. These parties became legendary.
I was a little nervous for my first Tasty Tuesday
because they can get a bit out of hand if you let them so
in order to make sure I was responsible and didn’t drink
too much, I brought Gabi and Isabelle with me (what a
responsible mom!). It was great to see what felt like the
entire town congregate at this tiny bar listening to loud
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music and dancing. We had a great time without getting
too crazy!
I am amazed how many places around the world I can
be in and run into complete strangers and somehow, if the
Caribbean side of Costa Rica comes up, they know Tasty
Waves. To have this big of an impact is pretty cool. Like
my sister, I too could only take so much of the partying
scene and lack of amenities, but I admire greatly what
they have done with their tiny slice of heaven in the
jungle. Maybe one day random strangers will meet around
the world and talk about giving up the grind, selling it all,
traveling the world, and who knows, maybe Nomads With
A Purpose will be their common ground!

We finished our Costa Rican adventure with a few
nice easy surf sessions in one of the most beautiful
beaches in the world, Punta Uva.
Many people will never experience the Costa Rica we
saw in that month. The overpriced burritos and crowded
line-ups of Tamarindo pale in comparison to how
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beautiful the rest of this country is. There is so much
nature to immerse yourself in, but you have to live boldly
and skip the resorts. Once you discover the true meaning
of pura vida, it never leaves your soul.
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Chapter 13

Transition Time
June 2016…
Being back in San Diego felt odd. Knowing I was only
here temporarily made it not feel like home anymore. It
was comfortable, but I almost felt like my heart had
already separated from this city and now I was just tidying
loose ends before my long departure to Europe for six
months. I had no idea where our life was heading and it
was hard for me to imagine there being a way for us to
ever settle back down in America’s Finest City.
It’s not that I wouldn’t want to (even though the rise
in population was getting hard for me to handle some
days), it’s more that I knew it was highly unlikely of us
being able to jump back into the real estate market
anytime soon. And with kids who would be needing
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some stability and routine when we finished, I knew that
might mean relocating.
The ten days we were home between trips went by
really fast. In retrospect, we should have just had one big
goodbye party that we invited all our family to in order to
save time and energy, but I wanted to feel a connection
with family members before departing so I saw most
people individually, which meant a lunch or dinner
appointment every day. That much socializing wore me
out. I forget how introverted I am until I’m in these
situations that take me hours or even a day to recover
from, but I needed a sense of closure before I walked on
the plane and the only way I felt like I was going to get
this was in small group settings.
The reaction we received from family was interesting
to say the least. There was a lot of worrying and fear
accompanied by the words, “Be careful.” I think the only
one who managed to bite their tongue and oﬀer the
encouraging words of, “Have fun,” was my dad.
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Our family loves us and I know at the root they really
do want the best for us. But I could feel that our trip
stirred some deeper emotions than just fear of something
happening to us and sadness in not seeing us for half the
year. Whether consciously or unconsciously, our trip was
a manifestation of people’s insecurities. Anytime
someone (even if it’s someone you love deeply) chooses
something diﬀerent than you do, it causes you to question
if you made the right decision. Even though our trip was
in no way a personal attack on decisions others made, it
still felt like people needed to justify why stability and
conservative choices had been made in their own lives. It
was as if they needed to justify what they didn’t do in life
and the risks they didn’t take. I felt a lot of guilt. As if
the people I was leaving behind thought I didn’t love
them enough to put my dreams on hold or to settle into
complacency for the sake of existing close by. And yet
how could any of these feelings not exist? I felt so loved
and knew we would truly be missed.
It didn’t matter what emotions were being stirred or
what psychological impact my choice was having on
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anyone else. We were making a decision to move forward
in life without them and the reality of “what if ” was
staring us all boldly in the face. Awkward and
unapologetic, I said my goodbyes and stepped onto that
plane with unnecessary closure. It was only six months
for goodness sake!
To top it oﬀ, the surf sucked so bad the whole time
we were back in San Diego that I figured it was the
universe releasing me of my last little bit of attachment to
San Diego by telling me, “I can’t always provide for you
and you need to release your dependence on me in order
to find more of yourself outside of my waters.” That or
maybe the surf just always sucks in the beginning of June
like it tends to.
How do you pack up everything you need for six
months in one backpack? Well, honestly, you don’t. You
grab the bare essentials and remind yourself there are
stores in Europe where you can get what you forget or
need along the way. Since we already have to carry a
sleeping bag and sleeping pad in our backpack, there was
only enough room for about three pairs of pants, three
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shorts, three tanks, three shirts, a rain jacket and a warm
jacket for colder weather (both of which packed up really
small), and a few undergarments. That’s it.
For packing so light, we still had a lot when we got to
the airport. In addition to each of us having our own
large oversized backpack, we had to bag check our
surfboard bag, our rock climbing backpack, and our large
eight-person tent (that we managed to squish a set of
pots and pans into). It was only three extra bags, but they
were really heavy and carrying them around LAX was not
fun.
The realization that I was not just going on a vacation
and that I was now a “traveler” arrived within fifteen
minutes of stepping into LAX when my phone vibrates
and I look down, expecting it to be family members with
more parting words of love, but no, it’s Norwegian
notifying me our plane will be delayed by three hours.
We already go there five hours early in order to avoid
driving during rush hour traﬃc and now we have eight
hours to kill. My usual self would be a mess. I’d be mad
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and freaking out, wondering how we are going to sit in an
airport that long and worried about how much it’s going
to cost us if we miss our hotel, etc. But not today. Nope,
this time I put my phone down, smiled, and thought, well,
I have nowhere else I have to be for the next 168 days. That’s a
good feeling.
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Chapter 14

Norway
I've always dreaded flying to Europe because of how long
the flight was, but all things considered, it wasn't too bad.
We slept a lot less than I thought we would, but there
were a lot of movies to choose from so it went by pretty
quick. What was hard, though, was getting through the
next twenty-four hours.
We landed in Oslo at 6 p.m. and by the time I worked
my Tetris magic on getting all our bags and boards into
the tiny car (the kids basically had to sit on their bags in
order to fit) it was close to 8 p.m., however you'd never
know it because it was broad daylight still.
I was already honing in on my traveling skills by
completely winging it for the first day. I reserved us a
house for three nights near Bergen, but not starting on
the first night because I knew we'd be arriving so late and
the drive to Bergen was six hours that I planned on just
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finding a campground somewhere along the way. I had no
idea what to expect and I told myself I'll just figure it out
when I got there.
We had all our camping gear but needed to find
propane in order to cook food. As we drove towards
Bergen we stopped at a few sporting goods stores but
none had propane. I tried to get us about a third of the
way to Bergen and stopped to camp at the first place we
came across. Honestly, it was the first campground we
came across and I’m learning to be smarter about things
like filling up the gas tank before it’s in the red and taking
the first campground you see in a new country because
you never know where the next one will be.
I love adventure travel and sometimes adventure can
come in the form of a new campground in a new country.
It was exciting because it was unfamiliar. I knew it was
going to feel diﬀerent than camping in the States but I
didn't know exactly what to expect. It was close to 11
p.m. and the campground seemed deserted (mostly
because the few people staying there were in cabins and
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asleep already. I mean, it’s Norway, who tent camps
here?).
We rang the bell at the reception, which was just the
owner’s house, feeling bad to be waking someone this
late. Luckily, she spoke good enough English for us to
communicate that we needed a pitch for the night. We
pulled up next to a level spot of grass and laid out the tent
and got to work.
When I went to the bathroom I noticed there was a
sign for cooking and sure enough there was a tiny
campers kitchen with an electric stove. Score! While the
kids and Victor set up the tent, I cooked the beans and
rice that I had packed for this very situation. By now it
was close to midnight and not getting any darker. Other
than the annoyance of the mosquitos, we were all smiles
sitting on a picnic table bundled up in our warmest
clothes, surrounded by forest, under the midnight sun,
eating beans and rice.
We tried to go to sleep, but it was hard. As tired as
we were, it was hard to sleep without it being dark. And
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it was cold. Much colder than we were used to. I think I
slept an hour or two when it was almost dark from 3 a.m.
to 4 a.m., but by 5 a.m I was just too cold. I stumbled
into the car and turned on the seat warmers. Within half
an hour, Jiraiya joined me and then every half hour
another piglet scurried in to find warmth. We were going
to need a warmer plan.
We were on the road by 7 a.m. and found a cute ski
town (all towns in Norway are cute ski towns) to get
breakfast at. Wow! Ten dollars for a tiny little breakfast.
This was our first experience with Norway prices and
quickly realized we wouldn't be eating out much. The
good thing, though, is we found a store with propane
right next to the restaurant as well as an ATM to pull out
a nice wad of cash to have on hand. We were making
good time and were on schedule to make it to the house
by 1 p.m. when all of a sudden we reached a barrier.
Literally. On the highway to Bergen, we came to a stop.
A nice man in a pickup truck told us the road was closed
due to an avalanche. (By his calm demeanor, I realized
this might be a common occurrence here.) He gave us
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directions on how to get where we needed to go, but it
meant three more hours of driving.
Now the lack of sleep was starting to catch up to me.
Luckily I managed to hold on long enough to see one of
the most scenic drives we had on the entire trip. We
ended up taking a very narrow side road that had dozens
of one-way segments . . . a little unnerving because you
had to just hope that if someone was coming on the other
side, they’d stop first. What made this drive really
spectacular was the fifty (yes, as in 50) huge waterfalls
that were so gorgeous it made the lack of sleep and cold
well worth it. Once we got to a larger road I could resist
no longer, I had to shut my eyes as five other pairs did
also. Victor safely navigated us close to the house in time
for me to wake up feeling refreshed and ready to help.
Being in a house the first three nights was one of the
smartest decisions of this trip. It helped our transition
tremendously. It had two beds in blackout rooms so we
rotated who got to sleep in there to help everyone start
adjusting to the light. I only got to use it the last night so
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the first two nights felt strange seeing dusk at 3 a.m., but
at least I was inside and warm.
Starting our trip in Norway might have been a bad
idea because not much compares to its beauty. We drove
a lot over the twelve days we were here and everywhere
you turned was more and more picturesque. Our jaws
were constantly dropping looking at thousand foot
waterfalls, snowcapped mountains, glacier fields, striking
fjords, and rolling hills with pretty houses reflecting back
oﬀ glassy lakes.
Although Norway is expensive, we managed to stay
within budget by shopping at grocery stores and using the
campers kitchens to prepare and eat our meals. We were
here right before the high season started so camping was
cheap. We hiked a lot. We even found two great rock
climbing spots. Norway was amazing and would be very
hard to top.

Bergen was a beautiful introduction to Europe. The
city was immaculately clean, the food was better than
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anything we had ever tasted, and the network of hiking
trails leading right out of the city to mountain top views
was perfect for the way we like to spend our days
(exercising and eating).
One of the first things that struck me about
Norwegians was how active and athletic they seemed. For
starters, their playgrounds are much more physically
challenging than any playground I’ve seen back home. I
loved this. It’s been hard witnessing the gradual decline
in children’s fitness over the two decades that we’ve
owned Island Tumble and seeing that this isn’t the case in
all parts of the world, was inspiring. Second, the trails in
Norway were busy, but in a good way. You could tell that
the people love to get outside and move, regardless of the
cold.
We had a very loose itinerary for Norway and when
we finished our three days recovering and adjusting to life
in a new continent, we had to decide, do we go north or
south. There was a famous hike in the south that
sounded appealing and by going this way we’d have less
overall time spent driving, which appealed to everyone
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after our last extra long detour. However, I really wanted
to see Geirangerfjord and therefore I convinced everyone
it would be much better to head north. It was a good call.
Driving in Norway is a feast for the eyes, although to
our children, it’s still torture when it means sitting crisscross with bags stuﬀed in every nook and cranny around
you, and especially when you are stopped in traﬃc, not
getting any closer to your destination. While stopped,
waiting for a construction operator to wave us along, I
started scrolling through the Visit Norway app that I
downloaded onto my phone and came across a section on
rock climbing. We had our gear with us, but the book I
had said the only climbing was near Oslo (another reason
we contemplated going south instead). The app said
there was a climbing area only fifteen minutes from us.
This became a theme of our trip: Amazing
experiences popping up when you least expect them.
(However, you have to have the intention of wanting great
experiences and be receptive to the opportunities when
they present themselves.)
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We put the coordinates into our GPS and followed
the directions to a dirt pullout on the side of the road.
Like climbers trails throughout America, this one was
hard to find and eventually led us on a narrow trail
through trees, over roots, and up rocks to a clearing at the
base of a large rock wall. My type of trail.
Climbing here was fantastic and the views from the
anchors were everything you could imagine about
Norway. Snow-capped mountains in the distance,
winding fjords filled with turquoise water, and bright
green fields surrounding red barns and white houses.
We found a great campground nearby and stayed here
three nights. Instantly, it felt like home. The camper’s
kitchen was the size of a small house with a kitchen,
living room, and dining room, and being still in the low
season, we pretty much had the whole place to ourselves.
From here we explored the beautiful, yet underwhelming
and overly crowded attraction of Briksdal Glacier. We
rock climbed again and I led one of the most fun and
challenging routes for me yet.
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One day we took one of the most beautiful drives in
Norway on a back road to Geirangerfjord. On the way
there was this beautiful picturesque landscape that I
wanted a picture of. We pulled over on the side of the
road and I ran up to a fence to get as close as I could to
the view. While trying to find the perfect angle and
perspective for this shot, I reached over the fence and
slightly brushed it. Bam! A hundred volts of electricity
surged through my body as I drop my phone on the other
side of the electrical fence. Victor’s ingenuity found a
stick to use to recover my phone and I used more
common sense when taking future photos.
Hiking in Norway is surreal and if you do your
homework, you can find really oﬀ-the-beaten-path hikes
where you often are the only ones on the trail. Hiking
Geirangerfjord was a feast for the senses. The trail was
up high along the ridge of the mountain and paralleled
the fjord. Like every hike we did in Norway, we were
constantly taking in the turquoise water of the fjord,
gorgeous waterfalls, and snow on the surrounding hills.
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Another day we drove three hours to the west coast
of Norway to check the surf at Ervik, which was flat, and
opted instead for a stunning hike along the coast at Ytre
Fure, which is a tiny village of four or five houses where
the people live there just to upkeep the flowers in the
area. The highlight of this long drive for the kids, though,
was getting egg salad sandwiches at a bakery along the
way. This was a first for them and I couldn't believe how
quickly they devoured them.
We finished oﬀ exploring the area of Stryn by doing
the hike that the host at the campground said was her
favorite hike growing up. It started in a residential area,
near the tiny town of Flo. Oﬀ-the-beaten-path was an
understatement as there were no signs for this hike and in
the end, we parked on someone’s lawn and walked up
another person’s driveway to the start of the trail, which
was a steep one-mile ascent. (Yeah, no wonder the two
little ones keep melting down on me.)
Between the time change, the driving, and the hiking,
they were exhausted. Once we reached the steep summit
we were rewarded with two glassy lakes reflecting dozens
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of waterfalls tumbling down the mountainsides and
picturesque cottages dotting the vivid green pastures. We
were the only ones on the trail and I could see why this
was the girl’s favorite hike growing up. It was stunning.
Like nothing I’d ever seen before, nor even imagined
existed.
Heading back southeast towards Oslo, we found a
nice campground overlooking Sognefjord. It was quite a
bit more crowded than where we had just been camping,
but the owners were very kind and friendly and told us
about their favorite hike in the area … Mölden.
This became one of my favorite hikes ever. The hike
just kept going up and up. Every time we reached a
summit another hill presented itself in front of us.
Winding up through forest then pasture and eventually
through barren dirt and rocks with patches of snow, you
thought it would never end. It was quite ironic hiking
again through snow in June and the kids got a kick out of
getting to throw snowballs in summer. There was a lot of
whining and complaining by the two little ones about
tired legs, and hating hiking, and, “Why do we have to
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hike every day?” We took rests often and I carried Tatiana
up the steep hills, reliving my moments fourteen months
earlier when we first hiked up Julia Pfeiﬀer near Big Sur
and I carried her most of the way. I remembered how
hard and beautiful that hike was at the time and chuckled
to myself as I looked at where I was now standing.
After two long hours of hiking up and up and up, we
stood and took pictures beside the eight-foot high rock
cairn that marked the summit of Molden at 116moh
(meaning Meters Over Havoc but translated to english
means Meters Above the Sea). Looking out to the north
you can see miles and miles of snow-covered mountains
of the Jostedalsbreen mountains. We had ascended along
the southwest side of the mountain, being encouraged
along by the numerous thousand foot waterfalls rumbling
down the lush green mountains surrounding the
turquoise waters of the Lustrefjord. To the east of the
cairn, the mountain rises up slightly to it’s highest point
and we walked to the edge to find shelter from the cold
wind.
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I sat on a rock with the kids looking three-thousand
feet down the cliﬀside at the turquoise waters of the
Lustrefjord. Gratitude, joy, awe, bliss. These emotions
overwhelmed me as I gazed across the vast beauty and
raw nature. We only had a few days left here in Norway
and I was already sad to leave. Norway had blown my
expectations. If it hadn’t been for cheap airfare I don’t
know if I would have put this on my itinerary. It seemed
out of the way and too cold for my liking. I had no idea I
would love it so much.
Hiking wasn’t quite doing it for my significant other,
though, and luckily the town of Sogndal had a gym. It
was quite fitting that it happened to be Father’s Day when
he got to finally get in the gym and train again and as an
added bonus he had the gym all to himself.
Norway went by way too fast. Just as everyone was
becoming adjusted, it was time to leave. As we started
our long drive back to Oslo we learned a big lesson…
always stock up on food on Saturdays (a lesson that takes
us many times of starving for a day to eventually
remember). In most small towns, which is where we
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always were, the grocery stores in Europe close for
Sunday. We didn’t realize this Saturday night and hadn’t
bought any food for this occasion. Instead, we had to
spend the day living oﬀ a few hot dogs and yogurt from
the gas stations until we could get to a big enough city
with a store open.

Norway gave us one last dose of its raw power before
we said farewell. We spent the last night camped in the
mountains and absolutely froze as temperatures dropped
below freezing overnight and the sleeping bags we had
with us just didn’t cut it. The two little ones and I slept
in the car and managed to get an okay night’s sleep, but
the others were miserable and we all ended up huddled in
the car by 5 a.m. ready to find warmth somewhere.
Anywhere.
The forecast for Oslo was rain and in the end, we
decided to just hang out for the day and sleep at the
airport that night since our flight was really early the next
morning. Our first experience sleeping in an airport, now
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oﬃcially making us travelers, was surprisingly easy and
somewhat comfortable, although I had no qualms about
taking out a few or our inflatable sleeping pads and
sleeping bags to get comfy for the night. Oslo airport is
extremely clean and safe, the only downside is the
ridiculously high food prices, which we overcame by
eating very little for the eighteen hours we were there and
paying the price for it with grumpy kids (and adults) with
low blood sugar. But, hey, that’s traveling.
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Chapter 15

Ireland
Starting in Norway wasn't fair to Ireland. Where Norway
was awe-striking and impressive. Ireland is quaint and
lovely with rolling hills and trickling waterfalls.
Considering where we are from, California, was in the
midst of a major drought, the green wonderland of hills
and mountains felt exciting and lively. The expansiveness
of the countryside and the narrow roads surrounded by
tall hedges added a layer of mystery and suspense to our
travels. You never knew what might be around the next
bend, but don't be surprised if it's a large tractor.
As lovely as the Irish countryside was, Ireland
provided us with something all travelers must at one time
face . . . discomfort. We quickly had to hone in on our
skills of adaptability and toughness because it rained a lot.
We kept trying to outrun storms but you can't. It rains
everywhere and the further north we drove, the colder it
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got. The campers kitchen in Norway put the ones here to
shame. Most of the kitchen here in Ireland are just a
room with a table, sink, and counter. They are old and
have seen better days. We hadn't realized how spoiled we
were in Norway until we got here.
In an attempt to save money, we skipped Dublin and
headed south towards Wicklow. There aren't many
campgrounds in this area and chose the one closest to
Glendalough. I was shocked at the price of campgrounds
here (forty-eight euros for one pitch plus a euro each to
shower). The kitchens were bare without any burners or
stoves so we had to buy a butane bottles for twelve euros
and they didn't allow you to do your own laundry like in a
laundromat so we paid another twelve euros for the lady
to watch me load the washer and push a button.
After sleeping in the airport we were happy to have a
large open field to pop up our tent and roll out our
sleeping bags. The owners were nice but, like many Irish,
I would soon learn, liked to talk politics and rambled on
about Trump running for President and Gore currently in
Ireland and a bunch of other names that I had no idea
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who they were but I smiled and nodded about. (I was still
upset about the laundry and overpriced propane!)
The positive side, though, is that food is cheap and
pretty good quality. When we landed earlier that day we
were all starving. The shuttle driver recommended we
head to the Petrol (the gas station) for lunch. Gross, I'm
thinking, but at this point, everyone is so hungry and
grumpy that I have to give on this one. I'm shocked when
I walk in and there are fresh sandwiches, a legit salad bar,
and many other semi-healthy choices.
As much as I loved Norway and thought the people
there were nice, they pale in comparison to how friendly
the Irish are. While Norwegians are polite and kind, they
don't go out of their way to start conversations and I got
the feeling they were constantly trying to process my
friendly, yet assertive (and humorous) American
personality.
I had read in one of my climbing books that
Europeans in smaller towns have a preconception of
Americans, but don't actually come into contact with that
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many. In Norway, especially because we were in smaller
towns, I could almost see the gears turning in people's
minds as I would converse with them as they would be
trying their hardest to maintain a friendly conversation
while taking me in and sorting me out. (I’d try to tell
them that even among Americans our family doesn't quite
fit the mold.)
All through our travels I watched as people tried to
put compartmentalizations on me, but in Ireland it was
diﬀerent. Their personalities were just as loud as my own
and their happiness comes through in every sentence. I
have never been around such a group of non-judgmental
people in my life.
I thought it was quite ironic that we went to Costa
Rica right before Norway considering how polar opposite
the two countries are. But Ireland, it felt like the middle
ground of the two.
The first example: cows. In Costa Rica, cows were so
skinny their ribs showed, while here in Ireland, they are
large and stout. Pasturelands seem endless here and I can
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only imagine these must be the happiest cows in the
world.
Ireland is not a rich country, but even in poor areas it
is immaculately clean. They take a lot of pride in creating
"tidy towns". Every house in Norway and Ireland is
perfectly kept on the outside. You never go by a house and
see piles of junk stacked around it.
Just like Costa Rica, driving here is a whole new
experience. Besides the obvious confusion of driving on
the wrong side of the street and shifting with your left
hand, the roads are super narrow. There are a few major
highways and freeways that are nice and wide, but most
of the time we were on small farm roads that were only
one and a half vehicles wide. Not only that, but hedges
and bushes grow right up to the edge of the road, which
meant you were constantly pulling oﬀ into the bushes to
let people pass. One day, we were headed to Incheydoney
beach when a tractor was coming towards us on one of
these narrow roads. Victor had no choice but to pull tight
to the bushes in order to avoid being hit by the tractor.
Instantly we hear a loud swooshing sound and the
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dashboard alerting us of dangerously low tire pressure. A
hidden rock had completely sliced our tire.
In planning the Ireland portion of our trip, we had
planned on touring the entire isle, starting south then
working our way up the west coast and finishing oﬀ in
Northern Ireland, but moving around here is so much
slower than we expected. We skipped the entire
southeast section around Wexford (which I think we
would have enjoyed in retrospect). Since Wicklow was so
expensive, we hightailed it down towards Cork and ended
up in a small town called Clonakilty.
This isn't the type of town you would find if you
Googled Places to visit in Ireland, but I enjoyed it here a lot.
We stayed here for two nights and should have stayed
longer except that we were hopeful for surf and we had to
move further north if we were going to find waves.
The only reason we happened to stumble on this cute
foodie town was that when I was searching inexpensive
campgrounds and Sextons came up and looked more our
style. It was. The owner was a nice old man in his
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seventies. Although, at first I was a bit uncomfortable
here. I'm sure fatigue had a bit to do with it, but the
campers kitchen and bathroom felt very old and dirty. It’s
true, it was old, the pipes and sinks and cabinets may
have been as old as the owner, but when I looked at it in
the morning with rested eyes I realized it was very clean
and well maintained. The kitchen/bathrooms were a
converted barn that reminded me of the house from Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs. Just like Disneyland,
everything was constantly being maintained with a fresh
coat of paint.
The town of Clonakilty was only ten minutes away
and it was a foodie’s paradise. We found an artisan health
food store, bakeries with freshly baked tarts, organic
peanut butter, and or course, Guinness.
Killarney National Park was beautiful but wet. Cold
and wet. We managed to find small gaps in between rain
where we could go explore the area. Starting at the Gap
of Dunloe, we parked, expecting to hike, but instead, see a
lot of horses with carriages parked by the road carrying
people up the Gap. Naturally, I ask Victor to go find out
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how much it costs. Don’t let people tell you that the Irish
speak English, it’s a lie. After repeatedly asking the
owner of the horse and carriage how much the ride costs
and not quite understanding his response, we ended up
somehow following his hand gestures and all climbed in
the carriage to “see if we all fit”. Before I knew it, he’s
climbing in behind us, closing the carriage door, and
yelling, “Giddyup!” to the horse. I really don’t know how
eight of us fit in a carriage made for four. The driver, this
eighty-year-old man, was smushed by the back door
(practically standing on half the family) while clicking,
whipping, and whistling at this poor horse who had to
pull an extremely heavy load.
In between shooting angry glances at my husband for
getting us into this predicament, I hugged Tati and Jiraiya,
who were loving the pony ride, and smiled at how
beautiful the Gap was, even if it was going to set us back
a pretty penny in our budget. Somewhere between the
exhilaration of the wind on my face while galloping down
hills and the guilt I felt for this poor old horse that could
barely pull us on the uphills, I found humor in the
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situation and let my frustration go. We paid our seventy
euros and laughed as Danny says to Victor, "I don't know
much about the world, dad, but I know that you just got
hustled.”
The sad part is that the pony ride only took us
halfway up the Gap. When we returned to the car we
decided to drive through the Gap instead. You can tell the
horse and carriage people don’t like the fact that cars do
this, but the fact was, a lot of other people were doing it
and we just followed suit. Again, it was worth the stress
and adventure as we saw beautiful parts of Ireland while
driving the Gap of Dunloe.

We started chasing surf. After all, we’d just flown
half way around the world, lugging the board bag around
and still hadn’t used them. We were checking Magic
Seaweed for swell predictions and reports multiple times
a day looking for the next swell to come in. There were
many breaks up north by Sligo that looked like they would
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be good in three days so we packed up from Killarney and
headed towards Enniscrone.
We stalled a day on the Dingle peninsula hoping to
catch a day of surf at Inch beach but we were unlucky.
With winds at over twenty m.p.h. and no swell, we had no
choice but to press onward.
We made it to the Cliﬀs of Moher the next day.
Parking a mile north of the cliﬀs in a small dirt pullout
next to a field of cattle, we hiked up to the cliﬀs on a
narrow path that winds its way along the edge of the
cliﬀs. The winds here had to be blowing at thirty m.p.h.
or more. My husband, who is the most grounded person I
know, was having trouble holding his ground that day.
Fortunately, they were oﬀshore winds so they'd push you
away from the cliﬀ edge and not towards the thousand
foot precipice.
Despite the howling winds, everyone was on today,
well at least for this hike. There was no whining or crying
and Tatiana even let her brother, Daniel, carry her for part
of the hike. With a family this big and the constant strain
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I put on them, I've learned to accept that someone is
always going to be oﬀ kilter, so when the stars all align
and we find moments of pure happiness together as a
family, it melts my heart and allows me to not be so hard
on myself for torturing my children with so many life
lessons packed into a year and a half of their life.
The views from high on the cliﬀs are beautiful and it's
certainly worth stopping here to see. I'm sure if the
weather was warmer, drier, and much less windy we may
have stayed longer, but we were cold to the bone and
ironically we were craving some surf.
Driving in Ireland is slow and tedious. It always
takes us twice as long as Google Maps says to get
anywhere and even I’m tired of driving. So when I saw a
campground twenty minutes before Enniscrone I jumped
on it. I figured we could always drive to surf the next
morning and maybe being inland some would cut the
wind.
We ended up staying in this campground for four
nights. We never stay somewhere that long, in fact, the
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last time I can remember ever wanting to stay in a place
for four nights was a year ago in Ouray, Colorado and in
Sisters, Oregon so it said a lot that I wanted to stay here
so long. This campground was small and not crowded,
which I loved. There was a campers kitchen that we
pretty much had to ourselves as well as a TV/game room
to relax in. It was aﬀordable at under thirty euros a night
and it was a fairly short drive to go surf.
The surf report said six-to-nine-feet for Easky and
Magic Seaweed was rating it as four out of five stars,
which rarely happens. We have driven to many surf spots
in Ireland and none had looked like very good surf breaks.
I was skeptical that Ireland had these great waves that I
had read about and heard people describe, but
nevertheless, I got up early and drove with Gabi to Easky.
We stopped by Eniscrone on the way (because six-tonine-feet was a little intimidating for me), but it was an
ugly beach break at low tide. No good.
We kept trolling the coast looking for something
better. When we rounded the corner of the narrow Irish
roadway, I couldn't believe my eyes. It looked like a
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picture out of Surfer magazine. A perfect A-frame peak
rolling consistently to the reef. The wave came to a steep
point, then crumbles from the left, giving the surfer who
caught it a nice, long right. About twenty people were
sitting on the peak, but they all seemed to be getting
waves. Gabi was jumping up and down in excitement. It
really was an amazing wave, and that's saying a lot
considering we're from Southern California.
After going through the long process of putting on all
our layers of blubber, 4.3 mm wetsuits, gloves, and
booties, then waxing the boards up after being stuck in a
travel bag for the last month, we walked out onto the reef,
which was about halfway exposed due to the low tide, and
paddled into the cold, black waters, wishing there was
some semblance of sun in the forecast, but there wouldn’t
be.
I wish paddling into new surf breaks wasn’t so
intimidating for me, but between the nerves of that, not
surfing for over a month, being on a brand new short
board (I suck at short boarding), having to get myself to
take oﬀ and go right, and quickly turning into a popsicle
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in the frigid waters, I got skunked. I couldn’t catch a
single wave. They were just too big. Even Gabi, who can
surf bigger waves than me, couldn’t paddle into this
perfectly shaped wave. It was just too mushy at the take
oﬀ point and too much white wash on the inside. It was
still fun, though. I liked listening to the Irish surfers and
they were kind by trying to encourage me to take the drop
on one of the set waves.
We tried again the next day at Easky Lefts when the
surf was smaller and had a good time. Surfing in Ireland,
or any other part of the world as I am discovering, is all
the same. As intimidating and adventurous as it feels to
me, it’s still energy condensing and being shaped by a
rising ocean floor and surface winds. It’s completely
unpredictable and yet there are constants that you can
count on regardless of where you paddle out. It’s scary
and awesome at the same time.

I wish I could say we stayed in Ballina just because
the surf was so great, but really, it was just the easiest
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thing to do. We were just trying to survive our two-weektough-it-out in Ireland and do whatever we could do to be
as comfortable as possible while staying within budget
was enough.
I don't live this way. I'm always looking to maximize
my experiences and squeeze out every ounce of fun from
the day, but here my bones were too cold to do anything
more than eat and hope for some surf.
For our entire two weeks in Ireland, the temperature
only shifted from eight to eleven degrees celsius (forty
five to fifty degrees fahrenheit) every day and I’m pretty
sure I can count on my hand the number of times I saw
the sun. The overly-friendly Irishmen/women apologized
profusely for the weather and reminded us repeatedly that
we should have been there three weeks before when they
had summer for a whole week.
So while enduring Irish weather in Eniscrone, I
became addicted to the local bakery. Every morning after
surfing I'd go get a scone, a loaf of Irish soda bread, and a
chocolate cake for later. Like most people, I love bread,
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but at home, I can resist its temptation. Here, there was
no way. The scones, the bread, and especially the cake,
was unbelievably good and I enjoyed every bite.
I had just received my manuscript evaluation back
from the publisher and they liked my book, A Playful Life,
but needed a few things to be edited before going
forward. We decided to break budget and rent a house for
the last three nights in Ireland. It would give me a chance
to do my edits and our family could thaw out and rebuild
their qi before heading to Germany.
On the way down to the house we hit Connemara
National Park, slept in someone's garden, got amazing
food at the Milk Market in Limerick, and experienced the
Middle Ages at King John’s Castle.
National Parks in Ireland haven't blown me away, so
when Gabi suggested a two-hour detour to see
Connemara I was reluctant, especially since it was cold
and rainy.
The drive getting there was marked with green rolling
pastures, dark forests, and tumbling rivers. The rain was
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intermittent and, as we neared the park, it looked like we
might get lucky after all. As we rounded a corner, we
looked left where a large mountain rose high above the
rolling hills and was covered with dark rocks at the top.
The tiny bit of sun that peeked out through the clouds
made the freshly wet rock shimmer and appear as if the
mountain was coated in silver. Welcome to Connemara.
We parked the car and loaded up the hiking bags, but
by the time we reached the visitor center the rain was
coming down hard again. We waited it out in the
museum, which was full of informational displays and
exhibits teaching about bogs and their value and purpose
to Ireland and the world. We were all too familiar with
bogs after our last hiking adventure at Carrauntoohil and
I dreaded repeating a hike that wet and soggy again since
it took my shoes three days to dry and I was forced to
walk around freezing, cold Ireland in flip flops.
We were lucky though because the trail was well
groomed and a large part was wooden planks built above
the bog to keep you out of the elements. It was a seven
kilometer hike steadily uphill to the top of Connemara.
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As you got higher the wind began blowing fiercely and at
moments it felt as if you could be blown right of. The
thing with bogs is that they support a great deal of grasses
but no trees, so as you climb you are being rewarded with
expansive views of the surrounding meadows, lakes, hills,
and fjord-like bodies of water. It reminded me a lot of the
view of the San Juan Islands and Deception pass when we
rock climbed in Anacortes, Washington.
From this vantage point, we could also see large gray
clouds in the distance. In San Diego, clouds at this
distance would indicate rain in the next hour, but with
winds at over 30 m.p.h. (again) we had minutes before
the rain would be on us. We quickly took a family picture
at the top and then started running down the backside of
the mountain. Our instincts were correct and within five
minutes of our descent, we were being pelted with hail. I
had never felt hail come down so hard. I remember
running with Jiraiya thinking to myself Why can’t I be a
normal mom and just sign them up for soccer? I felt so bad that
my kids were having to endure this cold and painful hail.
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But just when I was about done beating myself up, it
stopped.
The weather passed just as fast as it had arrived,
leaving us drenched and cold. (Great, soggy shoes again.)
I usually don’t mind putting my kids in these type of
situations where they have to tough out the elements, but
this time I felt really bad. Even though they were soaked
to the bone and freezing, they managed to laugh it oﬀ.
We made it back to the visitor center where there was a
tea room that we warmed up in with hot cocoa and soup.
We spent our last night in a campground located in
someone's backyard with a dozen college-age travelers. I
was very happy that this was our last night tenting it in
Ireland. I had been averaging five hours of sleep a night
for the past week and it was catching up on me. It started
to remind me of having a newborn baby and being so
tired you forget what normal feels like. The next day was
Jiraiya's birthday and he was so excited he woke up at
sunrise. (So much for catching up on sleep.) We sat in
the tiny campers kitchen drinking coﬀee, playing dominos
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and talking. But tired didn't matter. The memories we
were creating on this trip were priceless.
Jiraiya loves food so for his birthday we went to the
Milk Market in Limerick. It was a large farmer’s market
that, luckily, was partly indoors since the rain just
wouldn't let up. I liked talking to the local farmers and
we found delicious food like raw milk and butter,
sourdough boules, local produce, and delicious salami and
sausage. Jiraiya wanted nachos for his birthday dinner so
we loaded up on as many ingredients as we could and
headed down the street to the castle.
King John’s castle is loaded with history and we spent
a few hours watching short films, reading the displays,
touring the exhibits, walking through the remains of the
castle, and talking with the performers. It was the perfect
thing to do on Jiraiya's birthday and he thanked us
profusely for taking him.
Loaded with food and memories, we drove to our
retreat in the mountains for some rest and relaxation. The
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property we stayed at was incredible. There wasn't
another house in at least a one-mile radius.
Being in a house was reflective. In between editing
and proofreading my book, I contemplated all my life’s
questions over the seventy-two hours we were there,
especially whether or not I wanted to move back into a
house. It was great for three days to not be exposed to
the elements of cold and rain, but at the same time, I
could feel the restlessness building inside my bones.
Between the cooking, cleaning, picking up, and organizing
that the spaciousness of a house presented, I was noticing
myself feeling like I was back on a treadmill that wasn’t
going in the direction of my dreams.
I felt gratitude for being able to soak in a hot bath, do
unlimited loads of laundry, have a large kitchen counter to
prep meals on, and a soft bed to sleep on, but three days
were enough. When I landed in Germany, I’d be ready to
get outdoors again. As for when we landed back home in
the States, well, that was too far in the future to think
about yet.
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Chapter 16

Germany
It took me eight days to warm up to Germany. I didn't
want to disrespect it, but at the same time, I just wasn't
feeling it's love. Like a premature breakup, I wanted to
say it's not you, it's me. Maybe I was tired from traveling
or maybe I was trying to accomplish too much and see too
many places.
I was so happy to be out of Ireland, but I also needed
to find my connection with this new land and its people.
Ireland to Germany is a short flight but to go from
your destination in Ireland to your new destination in
Germany was long, very long.
To top it oﬀ, the following day was my fortieth
birthday and I wanted to be somewhere in Germany that
would be special to me, but not ever being here before
meant it was going to be a crap shoot to find what I
wanted. I was too tired to rock climb and I didn’t want to
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be in a big city for my birthday, so we ended up in BadenBaden. I liked the idea of being in the Black Forest and
there’s an old castle ruin that is free to explore so we
thought it was a good starting point.
We took the funicular up a steep mountain and hiked
back down, we had really delicious coﬀee and cake in
town, and drove up, had a picnic, and walked around the
castle. Then we drove all the way to Freiburg for dinner.
The waitress was nice and explained all the typical
German dishes such as schnitzel, white sausage which
you peel the skin oﬀ, farmers sausage which is what you
think of as a bratwurst, and lard on toast (according to
Danny, the worst delicacy he’s ever tasted).
For a day traveling abroad, it was simple and nice.
For my fortieth birthday, it was awful. I went to bed
crying. Expectations really are the secret to happiness
and mine were way too high for this one. I kept thinking
all day that Victor had a surprise for me but the day came
and went and nothing happened.
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Sometimes I do a great job of researching the best
things to do and sometimes I completely drop the ball.
We did a nice hike in the Black Forest, but it wasn't great.
We should've done one that went into the darker parts of
the Black Forest, but we chose an easier route and we got
nice views of the German and French countryside but not
the wow factor I thought we'd get here.
We moved through the area fast and less than fortyeight hours into our Germany segment we had already
covered seven hundred kilometers. We headed to
Kempten, because we needed a guidebook to find the
climbing areas, and ended up camped in the Allgäu Valley
(the western edge of Bavaria). This was better than the
Black Forest to me. I liked the town of Sonthofen and we
enjoyed the farmers market in Kempten.
I again splurged and bought a guidebook for the area,
but even with a guidebook, I got myself into some
predicaments. First, the guidebook is in German so you
have to Google Translate everything. Then, the rating
system for routes is diﬀerent and it doesn't always equate
to what you think it should, meaning a 5+ here in
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Germany should be a 5.8 at home but it may be a 5.9 and
for me leading a 5.8 is significantly easier than a 5.9. Our
first climbing spot in the Allgäu was great at first. When
we bought the guidebook we asked a climber at the
sporting good store for her recommendation on where to
climb. Following her advice, we drove up a windy road
out of town and into one of the many nearby mountains.
Within ten minutes we arrive at a small parking area
along the side of the road, next to a field of cows.
We followed two other climbers over the barbed wire
fence, past the cows and cowlicks, doing our best to avoid
the one-foot-diameter cow patties and the bog pits that
surround the trail, to the base of the rock wall. You can
imagine Victor’s expression through all this!
We found enjoyable easy routes that both Gabi and I
could lead and the view from the top of these climbs were
fantastic with the snow capped mountains, green
hillsides, churches, traditional German homes with
colorful flower boxes blooming, and windy roads passing
through tiny Bavarian villages all set to the music of the
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cow bells that never stop ringing. I kept thinking I can’t
believe I’m climbing in Bavaria!
We had such a great day we tried again the next day,
but this time we ventured to a new spot. With book and
Google Translate in hand, we easily found the parking lot
next to a church in the center of a tiny village.
We geared up and started up the trail. We chose this
climbing area because the path to it was nestled in a
valley between steep mountains. The trail followed a
vertical stream up sharply twisting switchbacks to a
waterfall. To get to the climbing area from here, there
was a scat trail that was so overgrown with weeds and
plants that it was pretty much indiscernible and we had
actually wandered right past it at first. Victor's tail
twitched but since I was leading the way through the
knee-high grasses and bushes he wasn't going to hold me
back.
Right before the edge of the wall, the trail got even
more precarious as it narrowed to about six inches wide
with a sharp drop oﬀ to the left. Fortunately, there was
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rope on the right side to hang onto. But maneuvering
with a climbing backpack while ducking under bushes and
holding onto the rope (all while simultaneously holding
Tatiana's hand because she was too short to reach the
rope) was one of those moments where sane people
would stop and turn back. Not us. We had made it this
far and the wall was only twenty meters from this point
so I had to push through, in all awkwardness, and find the
climb.
As I stepped oﬀ the ledge onto solid ground, I looked
up and saw a mountain goat staring down at us in fear
and confusion. I'm sure his first instinct was to run for
his life, but he also looked at us as if wondering what the
hell we were doing here. I was asking myself the same
thing. Jiraiya, who had thrown a fit about having to hike
again, was overjoyed with this encounter. While Jiraiya
stood mesmerized, Gabi and I scoped out the climbs. No
good. We didn't like how run out it was and the base of
the climb was also so overgrown that it wouldn't be a very
good place for the kids to hang out. We carefully made
our way back to the main trail and enjoyed the views of
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the mountains and waterfall before getting into the car
and driving back to the location we had climbed the day
before. Since the approach was short, Victor stayed with
the kids in the parking lot while Gabi and I went to get in
a quick session on the crag.
We had had so much success with the routes graded
five and six, that I wanted to try the seven. I saw guys do
it the day before and it looked manageable so I went for it.
I remember the guy saying it was “pumpy" which can be
good because a “pumpy" route means lots of big holds.
However, if you overgrip, your forearms tend to get
overworked and fatigue easily. That exactly what
happened.
I got the first two draws in easily but getting to the
third was a challenge. My forearms started to freeze up
and by the time I was head level with the third bolt I
couldn't hold on any longer and fell. When you fall, you
fall twice the distance you are above your last bolt plus
the stretch of the rope. I was about six feet above my last
bolt, which equated to about a fourteen-foot fall. Gabi did
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an amazing job belaying and I fell safely with only my ego
scratched.
I rested for a bit and then tried again this time
making the final move and clipping the third bolt. Now
the fourth bolt presented the challenge. Again I got about
head high of the next bolt before my forearms gave out
and down I dropped another twenty feet again. By this
point, my nerves were shot and I knew I wouldn't be able
to keep climbing and falling my way up this one. There
was a very skilled climber doing a route near me and I
pulled out the damsel in distress card and asked if he'd finish
the route for me so we could top rope it at least. He
didn't mind at all and floated his way to the top with our
rope. It was a great climb on top rope but after
completing it I realized I need to stick to sixes. There was
no way I could have led that route.
I enjoyed camping nearby in Sulzburg. It was
definitely not a tourist destination and we were
surrounded by Germans who only spoke German. We
were kindly greeted with guten morgen and guten tag and
ended our conversations with danke. Fresh bread was a
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delivered every morning to the campground. There was a
restaurant on the premises that served great Italian food
by a Turkish man, who did his best to try and
communicate with us, but in the end just gave us extra
beer. We sat in the crowded restaurant drinking beer and
eating pizza with a bunch of Germans while watching the
Euro Soccer Cup. Good Times.
The only flaw was this campground was a bit
expensive and there wasn’t a campers kitchen so it was
hard to prepare our own food. The eating out started to
wear on me. I think if there had been kitchens like we
had in Norway we would've stayed longer, but by the third
day I had had enough of eating out and we moved forward
to Füssen.
There aren’t many campgrounds in the Füssen area
so we had to take the first one we found. Campgrounds
charge per person and with seven of us, it came out to
over fifty euros a night, which was way over our budget,
but we had no choice. The grumpy old man who owned it
didn’t speak a lick of English, and we had to find someone
in the campground to translate. We found a nice Bosnian
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man who was able to translate and tried to talk the owner
into giving us a family rate, but the old man wouldn’t
budge. It was the peak of the high season, although the
campground wasn’t very full, and for some reason, he
wanted to nickel and dime us for everything. The Bosnian
thought it was because we had Austrian plates on our
rental car and we kept trying to tell the German owner
that we were American, but it was no use. We paid our
money for another crappy campground that was just a
large field of grass with no campers kitchen. It was late
when we arrived and in the time it took us to pay the man
it was almost dark, which meant I had to cook dinner in
the parking lot in the dark, with our tippy pots and pans.
Sometimes adventure comes in unusual ways.
Füssen is famous for the Neuschwanstein Castle,
which draws large crowds of tourist. The hike to the
castle is very steep and when you reach the top you feel
like you are at an amusement park with ticket booths and
vendors selling crappy food. We walked around the castle
and took some pictures, but we really had no interest in
seeing the fancy furniture and tapestries so we passed on
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the tour. We quickly escaped the crowds by finding a trail
that led further up the mountainside. We had wanted to
hike to the top and take pictures of the castle from above,
but that was asking too much of the little ones. The path
we choose was still beautiful and we got great views of
the nearby castle of King Ludwig II’s, as well as the
surrounding lake.
This was as close to Austria as we were going to get
on this trip and we enjoyed the steep mountains of the
snow covered Alps. We climbed one more time in a small
oﬀ-the-beaten-path crag nearby until the mosquitos drove
us away. On the way out, we stopped in a little town for
dinner. It was Sunday, but luckily something was open.
You wouldn’t believe the number of looks we got from the
people enjoying their meals on the patio as we pulled up
with surfboards strapped to the roof of the car and I get
out in full dirtbag fashion covered in chalk with my hair
in disarray. I didn’t care. I was hungry and needed a beer.
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Our next stop was Munich. Again, we got to the
campground late, but this time it was a totally diﬀerent
vibe. This was a huge campground with a smorgasbord of
nationalities. If I wasn’t listening to all the diﬀerent
conversations in other languages, I’d think we were at a
campground back home. It was the night of the final
match for the Euro Cup and everyone from the
campground was gathered on a large patio drinking beer
and eating brats while watching Portugal beat France
without Ronaldo’s help. This was the cultural experience
I was hoping for and if it hadn’t been for wanting to climb
Frankenjura, we would’ve stayed another day.
We wanted to try river surfing in Munich before
heading north. Honestly, it was Gabi’s idea and I had no
idea what it would be like. I hoped that it would be a lot
of similar technique as regular surfing, but regardless, I
was nervous.
We put on our wetsuits, grabbed our boards and
walked through the English garden, which is an incredibly
beautiful park that I highly recommend spending time at,
down to the river. There were about six surfers lined up
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on each side of the river and dozens of spectators
standing on the bridge above the river watching the
surfers as they alternated taking turns throwing their
board into the wave that is created as the river passes over
the rocks, then jumping onto their board, and begin
carving side to side, working on creating enough inertia to
stay in front of the wave. The good surfers would make it
back and forth for twenty seconds or more before
allowing the speed of the water flowing through to carry
them over the rocks, falling into the rapid, and then
floating downstream until they could grab a hold of the
concrete walls and pull themselves out of the river and get
back in line.
The beginners, like myself, were much less graceful.
They’d have to start sitting on the wall on the side of the
river while awkwardly placing the board under their feet
and fighting the current so that it didn’t take their board
down the river before they had a chance to get their feet
perfectly in position. Then they’d stand up on the board
as they pushed oﬀ the wall, hoping to get enough
momentum to get themselves into the wave. With a bit
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of luck and many attempts, eventually, they’d be able to
zigzag a couple of times back and forth on the wave
before losing their balance or speed and being ejected
from the wave and washed down the river.
It was nothing like surfing. We tried a half dozen
times, but each time, when we’d push oﬀ the wall, we
weren’t creating enough momentum to get in front of the
wave. It was more like trying to jump on a treadmill than
surfing. The people in line were supportive and gave us
tons of helpful tips, but in the end, they said we’d
probably just need to spend a day practicing and then
we’d get the timing down. We really didn’t feel like
hanging out all day trying this so I gave it one last final
attempt and managed to make it to the center of the river
for about five seconds before I splash down the rocks and
was carried away with the current. It was a humbling
experience, but an experience none the less. Holding my
head a little lower than normal, I took the walk of shame
back to the car to change. We were in Munich after all
and I was ready to experience more of it.
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The market in the center of Munich was fabulous.
There were close to a hundred stalls selling gorgeous
produce and artisan goods, but we had our eye on beer
and brats. We gobbled them down and then strolled
through the center of town admiring the intricate
architecture of the cathedrals and other historic buildings.
With our bellies full, we left the city and moved further
north to experience one of the main reasons we came to
Germany in the first place.

Frankenjura is the Mecca of climbing in Germany.
We easily could've spent our entire time in this region,
but since we aren't purely on a climbing trip and would
like to experience lots of places, we only stayed in
Frankenjura for two days. Even if you aren’t a rock
climber, you easily could spend your entire time here. It
was that awesome.
The first place we climbed was right next to the main
road with a huge parking lot, outhouse, and big flat area
for the kids to climb. The wall is limestone with lots of
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pockets and holds. The only negative here was that it was
very polished (read slippery) from getting so much use.
We climbed a couple easy routes and then I let my ego
talk me into a harder one. It wasn't as hard as the one I
fell on a few days ago so I felt confident. However,
physically, I wasn't myself. I don't know if it was all the
bad food we'd been eating, the beer, the traveling, but for
whatever reason, I was overly nervous. I was shaking by
the second bolt but I knew it wasn't a very hard climb so I
pushed on hoping I'd settle back into my zone, but I
didn't. The third bolt was at least ten feet above the
second and with that distance between bolts, the crowds
watching, and my muscles fatiguing, it all came to a head
as I free fell twenty-five feet.
Again Gabi performed her belay duties perfectly and
all that was injured was my ego. I rested on the ground
for five minutes and then stupidly tried again. When I fell
I was literally shoulder high with my bolt and all I had to
do was clip in, but I couldn't get a foothold in order to let
go with one hand and clip. I thought that maybe there
was a foothold on the other side of the bolt so I tried
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going left but when I got to the same height I couldn't
find anything. Down I fell this time hitting the wall a
little on the rebound and permanently damaging my
confidence for the day. We still had a great time climbing,
but I didn't lead anything over a five. One bonus here was
that the routes were also so close together that we were
able to move our ropes over and stay on top rope for some
really fun and challenging routes.
Probably from all the adrenaline and cortisol I put oﬀ
that day climbing, I ended up having a very restless night
of sleep. So much so, that when I opened my eyes and
there was daylight coming through the tent I decided to
wake Gabi and go hit the crag. After the death-defying
falls I had taken, I needed to get back on the wall and start
building my confidence back up.
We drove out of the campground at 5:20 a.m. and
we're stoked to find a bakery open at such an early hour.
While sipping our coﬀee and gobbling down an apple
strudel, we winded our way back into the forest to find an
easy roadside crag that we were lucky enough to get all to
ourselves. It was an easy lead climb for Gabi to set ropes
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and from here the anchors were so close together that I
was able to just move the rope to keep us on top rope.
It's great that Germany has so many sport climbing
areas, but why they have to make the bolts so far apart, I
don't understand. Maybe it's to weed out the weaker
climbers (like myself) or maybe it's to build confidence
with the "don't climb it unless you are willing to fall"
attitude. Whatever reason, routes are a little too run out
for my taste and having a guide book for once was
essential to finding climbs for my limited expertise.
We took a quick detour to check out Rothenburg.
This small town is famous for its wall surrounding the
city which you can walk all the way around and get a
birds-eye view of the city and the surrounding
countryside, which is covered in dense trees. The city is
famous for its snowballs—strips of dough layered to form
a ball and deep fried like a doughnut and then topped
with powdered sugar—which we of course sampled, but
were not impressed by. The highlight of this town for my
kids was the armor shop. It sold full armor, shields,
knives, and real swords that you’d see in medieval times.
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We finished our travels through Germany by camping
in the Mosel River Valley. This is where I really began
falling in love with Germany. The area we stayed at was
all locals and they reminded me so much of Victor’s
family, especially some of his uncles. We camped at this
great campground along the river and at night the old
castle ruins above us on the hill would be lit up and look
incredible.
It's not that I wouldn't recommend Germany. I really
think it's the language barrier that made Germany less
enjoyable. It's hard to make jokes when the people don't
know what you are saying. We weren't in cities for most
of our time in Germany so there were few people who
spoke English. Germans keep to themselves and I get the
impression they don't know many Americans so they are a
bit more reserved at first. It took Victor and I a lot of
smiling and hand gestures to get people to lower their
guard and laugh with us. After a week of getting a little
interaction with the native people, I finally got what I had
envisioned in my mind from Germany.
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Right across the street was a tiny pub where I learned
to really fall in love with German beers. They served
them ice cold in six-ounce draft pours and kept tabs by
marking tally marks on your coaster. The locals there
made sure our glasses never ran dry and even though we
couldn’t communicate very well with them in German, we
shared some laughs and enjoyed our nights drinking with
them.
A few doors down was a bakery that we took Daniel
to for his birthday. We asked the owner if he had a candle
that he could put in one of the cakes and instead, he
brought out a mini firework with the pastry. What a
celebration!
The highlight of his birthday though was walking
through the Berg Eltz castle. It’s a castle that is almost in
its original condition because of good politics. It hasn’t
seen war and has been able to stay in the family for over
eight hundred years. We learned a lot by taking the
guided tour and my favorite part was that you had to hike
a mile each way to get to the castle, which made the
setting very magical in the middle of the forest.
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On our way out of Germany, we took the scenic drive
following the Mosel River past rows and rows of wineries
all the way to Trier. We stopped in cute towns such as
Cochem and Bernkastel.

The Germany we experienced was diﬀerent than most
peoples— at least most Americans. Being immersed in so
many smaller towns and campgrounds— oh, how
Germans love to camp, meant seeing a cultural side that
loved their food and their nature, but very few people we
were around spoke English. That left us feeling a little
gipped. Not that I expected them to know our language
(or for me to learn German), but I wanted to learn so
much more about them, to share stories and jokes, and to
know what living in Germany was really like. It’s hard to
cram sports, adventure, and culture into ten days and I
felt like we got a nice overview of this wonderful country,
but it certainly left a feeling of wanting to experience
more. Which means, there will have to be a next time.
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Chapter 17

Luxembourg
We decided at the last minute to squeeze in a day in
Luxembourg. I had read about the great hiking here and
how the hikes go between towns and thought it would be
so fun to be able to hike from one town to the next. Ever
since I watched the documentary Mile, Mile and a Half, I
have wanted to backpack a long distance (or through
hike), but I don't want to do it without the kids, and the
two younger ones can barely handle the four-milers we've
been doing, so I will put oﬀ my dream to hike the PCT
until they are older.
Hiking in Luxembourg is the next best thing. They
have set up the Mullerthal Trail which is made up of three
circles that all connect for a total trail length of 112
kilometers and is often referred to as Luxembourg's Little
Switzerland. Natural paths lead through forests and
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pastures and can be combined with impressive canyons
and bizarre rock formations.
We were only going to be here for one day so I
researched diﬀerent sections of the trail and chose the one
that I thought would be best. We camped in the town of
Müllerthal at a campground right next to the trail. Victor
sacrificed and stayed back at the campground with Jiraiya
and Tati so that I could enjoy a longer hike with the older
three. We wanted to break our longest hike record of
twelve miles, which was from hiking Grinnell Glacier two
years before. Even though this terrain was much easier
than that, it was still going to be a challenge (mostly for
our feet) for us to hike twenty-four kilometers.
The entire hike was gorgeous, but it was the first
eight kilometers section that blew me away. Not more
that half a kilometer from the campground we passed the
beautiful Schiessentümpel waterfall. It isn't a huge
waterfall, but it splits into three tiny falls and is
surrounded by deep green mosses. The bridge spanning
the river looks like something from the Hobbit. The rock
formations along the trail are really what make this hike
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unique though. There was one section where we literally
hiked through the rocks for about five minutes and you
needed a flashlight in order to find your way through.
Even me, who loves adventure, was a bit freaked out
walking through this cave like structure. With only the
light from one iPhone, we had to go very slow so no one
got left behind and shuﬄed our feet so we didn’t trip and
fall since you really couldn’t see more than a few inches in
front of your feet.
Hiking with just the older kids is always so fun for
me and the uniqueness of this particular hike made it
even more special. Since we were only doing about fifteen
miles, Victor had to pick us up in a nearby town. We beat
our old record and now got to sit back in our tent and
enjoy Luxembourg and their lack of toilet paper.
Yep, this was our first encounter of campgrounds not
supplying toilet paper for their customers. We later
encounter this in other countries like the Netherlands,
but it was quite shocking the first time we went to the
bathroom and realized there’s none.
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The next day we found a climbing location near us.
Mountain Project doesn’t always give the best detail on
the exact location, but when we got close we saw a bunch
of other climbers loading up their backpacks and heading
down a trail so we followed them and arrived at another
unique destination. This one deep in a forest surrounded
by large moss covered boulders and streams. It was the
first time to be on sandstone again since Garden of the
Gods in Colorado Springs.
This area was crowded and the most shocking part
was how advanced a lot of the climbers were. There were
sixty-year-old men leading what I could only guess were
5.12 or harder routes. We managed to find one of the
only easy climbs and had fun experimenting on the
sandstone walls.
The most memorable part of Luxembourg was the
local festival we happen to stumble upon while walking
back to our car. They had beer stands, waﬄe stations,
and barbequed meats and it seemed like the whole town
got together to eat, listen to music, and dance. When we
were done feasting with the locals and our bellies could
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eat no more sausage, we turned north and drove to The
Netherlands to pick up our RV.

The change from the moss covered rocks and forests
of Luxembourg to the flat, water covered land of Utrecht
was shocking. We only spent one night here to go
through our belongings and clean out the rental car. The
following morning, we left the kids at the campground
while Victor dropped me at the RV pick up location and
then drove back to Germany to return the car. With RV in
hand, I picked up the kids at the campground and then
met Victor. When I had originally told Victor the plan,
“Drive from Utrecht to Cologne, return the car, get on a
commuter train from the airport to the train station, then
take a train from Cologne to Antwerp,” you’d think I was
sending him oﬀ to battle. He was sure something would
happen to us the second he was not there to protect us,
but sure enough, when he stepped out oﬀ the train, there
we were in our way-too-small-for-seven-people camper,
ready to head to the United Kingdom.
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Chapter 18

Warm Beer?
It's never as bad as you imagine and it's never as great as you
expect it to be. I'm definitely at that point. I was so excited
to motorhome through Europe but the five weeks we
spent in a tent wore me out a lot. We had a lot of great
moments in that tent and even the tough times when we
were cold or uncomfortable weren't that bad. Really,
there wasn't one specific thing that wore me down. It was
more the sum total living in a tent and having the daily
chore of setting up and breaking down. Squishing
everyone in a car with all our stuﬀ. Driving longer than
we should and causing the kids to be hungry, grumpy, and
whiny. Trying to see too much in too little time. Eating
too many poor food choices and too much alcohol.
I remember the first week when we moved into our
RV in April 2015. It was spring and I enjoyed walking to
the bathroom and to the showers. Now, I dread having to
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pee. I'm so lazy to walk a hundred (sometimes it would be
close to 300) yards to the bathroom and showers.
When I was in San Diego, I'd get so excited about
getting to plan the details of the trip. I'd find any chance I
could to sit on my bed and research where I wanted to go
explore. I spent hours planning our loose itinerary. I
knew the cities or areas I wanted to hit. But, while
traveling, I had to research where we'd camp each day and
what specific hike, climb, or tourist site we'd see each day.
This has become too exhausting. It ends up meaning
hours spent looking at a screen instead of taking in my
surroundings. I feel pressure to make a good decision
that will keep everyone as happy as possible and it ends
up just putting too much pressure on myself. Now,
researching the daily plan of action is a chore that I dread.
As a treat on the day after we picked up the
motorhome in the Netherlands, Gabi planned our entire
day visiting Brugge. It was fabulous for me to be
surprised by the food and the architecture. I was a little
bit jealous that Victor gets to be surprised like this on a
daily basis and a bit peeved that he didn’t think being
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constantly amazed with all the newness we were
providing for him was such a treat. (His penance is to
bring me back to Brugge just the two of us one day.)
Brugge is beautiful, clean, and so romantic. For as
much as I love beer, I wish I loved Belgium beers, or
maybe it’s good that I don’t since that would make it
harder for me to not live here or require me to travel here
more often. The chocolate and the waﬄes were addicting
though.

Being in the RV now is much easier though than
being in a tent was. Although it can be crowded, at least
everyone has a place to sit or sleep. We have a place to
store and prepare food, which is huge for our family. I
don't have to walk (what feels like a mile) to go pee in the
middle of the night. Living and traveling in a motorhome
is familiar to us and in that sense it makes it feel like
home. My family is very happy. I post pictures on
Facebook and people make comments on how nice it is to
see Danny smile. Victor is even enjoying this!
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To save money, some nights we just sleep on the side
of the road. This is a huge step for my husband. The first
time we started doing that was in June 2014 when we
took a road trip with our fifth wheel trailer to Lake
Powell. I distinctly remember sleeping in a Whole Foods
parking lot on the way up and on the side of Lake Mary's
Road in Flagstaﬀ on the way down and in both cases he
only slept a few hours because he was so nervous and
worried. About what, I'm not sure, but fear can reek
havoc on the imagination. I think a lot of it was that he is
a rule follower and didn't like the idea that a police oﬃcer
may come knocking on our door at two in the morning
telling us we can't park here, but my attitude was always
to just deal with that when it happens. We weren't being
criminals by parking our RV where we shouldn't. You
can't always find a campground at midnight and it doesn't
make sense to pay for one if it’s just to park for seven
hours. Over the years of repeated exposures the fear has
gone down and now he's the one scoping out good spots
to sleep for the night.
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Just like in Vancouver, Canada, the ferry crossing
from Calais, France to Dover, England was easy and
uneventful. We literally drove right up to the passport
checks, first to get stamped for our exit from France and
the Schengen Area, then to enter the U.K., which did
require passing a few questions such as Why are you
visiting? How long? How much money do you have? How did you
save that much? But once we were approved and stamped,
we drove right on the ferry and were cruising the straight
within minutes.
It’s a quick hour and a half sailing that we easily
passed the time with by talking, playing games, and
eating the chocolate truﬄes we bought in Brugge. The
ferry here was similar to the one we took crossing in
Vancouver to Vancouver Island (and the same as what we
end up using frequently when we get to Croatia). You
drive on the first level and park. Then walk upstairs
where there are huge lounge and dining areas with
comfortable chairs and windows overlooking the water.
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At the ferry landed in Dover, Victor took the wheel
and looked at me with a smile of amusement that I knew
too well meant I hope I figure this out really quickly. Of
course, driving on the wrong side of the road takes some
time to get used to, and this wasn’t as bad as Ireland
where you are on the wrong side of the car and the wrong
side of the road. He adapted quickly and within minutes
we were on the freeway headed towards London.
There aren’t campgrounds in London, so we took the
first one we found thirty minutes outside of London.
Again, we were on narrow roads, with trees scraping the
sides of the camper. If it weren’t for the signs with tents
on them along the way, I’d be certain we took a wrong
turn. We pulled up to a house that seriously looked like
my dad might own it.
My dad, who is a complete genius, has a tendency to
accumulate stuﬀ. It’s ironic because he is the simplest
person I know and certainly where I get my own need for
few creature comforts from. In addition to simplicity, I
also get my idealism from him, but choose to use mine
roaming the Earth prioritizing movement, good food, and
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family bonding, while he uses his accumulation of other
people’s leftovers to tinker, help others, and has the gift of
being able to build and fix almost anything. While his
inability to throw things away makes him seem like
Sanford and Son, his heart is bigger than the pile of run
down vehicles (he’s never sold a car and still has the
tractor and trailers from when he left the moving business
over thirty years ago), nonfunctioning appliances, and
miscellaneous pieces hardware or building material (you
never know when you might need three roof tiles for
something). He will give the shirt oﬀ his back, as well as
a place to live, to anyone in need. And he has the places.
He owns over a dozen properties (all covered with
vehicles and things he may one day need) that he bought
back in the eighties when you could actually pay cash for
them, making him a millionaire in theory, but still
chooses to walk around in duct taped tennis shoes and
beat up sweats. Unconventional is an understatement,
but if the world had just a fraction of the kindness and
selflessness that he possesses, it would be a much happier
place.
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This wasn’t the first time for us to pull up to a house
with excess stuﬀ sitting around it and joke Does my dad live
here? When we rented the house in Ireland we were sure
it was a house owned by my father. Besides having
broken motorcycles and stockpiles of building material
strewn around it, it was not quite all the way finished on
the inside and reminded Victor of the first time I took him
to my dad’s house and he was surprised that, inside one
of the huge windows overlooking the valley below, was
the frame and valance for vertical blinds, but with only
three verticals hanging. He didn’t quite understand that
this was my dad’s way of making a note to himself that
one day he should order the other hundred to fit the
window.
Pulling up to the campground in England, again we
chuckled at the amount of run down stuﬀ scattered
everywhere. Surrounding the house was a very large
grass area with a dozen other campers parked on it. The
man was nice and accepted our Euros as payment since
we had no pounds to pay in and he didn’t take credit
cards. The highlight of this campground was the dozen
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cherry trees that were ripe and ready for picking. We ate
cherries to our heart’s content and prepared ourselves for
a month tour of the United Kingdom.

After being in more remote and less populated areas,
it was striking to be sitting in traﬃc trying to get into
London. I had no idea where we were going to park when
we got there so we started a few miles outside where we
wanted to start walking and began zig-zagging up and
down streets hoping something would present itself.
Nothing did. After an hour of Victor and I bickering
Where we are going to park?… How the hell did we end up in
downtown London in an RV?… Why hadn’t you planned this
better? We found the zoo. The London Zoo has RV
parking (if you are going to the zoo, which we weren’t,
it’s a little cheaper than if you are just using it for
parking).
After navigating the narrow streets of downtown
London in a twenty-two foot camper, walking and riding
the bus through the streets of London to all the
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attractions we wanted to see, was going to be a breeze.
The night before we had downloaded an app that allowed
you to map out your route in London and gives you the
distance and times it takes to get to each one by either
walking, riding the bus, or the metro.
I really wanted to take the kids on the double decker
buses in London and for only five pounds you can buy an
all day unlimited pass. This was so great for us because it
turned an ordinary day in a city into a scavenger hunt-like
adventure. If you are from a city like ours and aren’t used
to using public transportation, figuring out the system can
be a bit overwhelming and intimidating. I, however, loved
it.
We’d check our London app for the first location,
then look for the nearest bus stop on Google Maps. If the
next location was less than a mile, we’d walk it, if it was
longer, we’d check Google Maps for the number bus we
wanted and hop onboard. We must have walked six miles
that day. We spent ten hours like this- hopping on and oﬀ
buses and walking the beautiful city streets. I was so
proud of how tough my kids were that day. Not only did
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we see most of the key buildings in London, but we did it
on one of the hottest days of the year in London.
It was a scorcher with temperatures in the high
eighties. For most of our trip through Europe, we froze.
But ironically, the day we spent in London was one of the
warmest of the entire trip. Completely out of the norm
for this country and something we should’ve appreciated
more considering how much rain we were going to be
experiencing for the next five months.
We enjoyed sitting on the top deck, taking in the
masses of people going on with their day. A few of the
buses even had air conditioned, giving us thirty-minute
escapes from the heat. I can appreciate the historical
sights, the beautiful architecture, the endless possibilities
of shopping, eating and culture, but overall, it's just too
dirty and crowded for my taste. We managed to squeeze
in Platform 9 3/4 at King’s Cross Station, Piccadilly
Circus, Buckingham Palace, walked through Hyde Park,
saw Big Ben, Windsor Chapel, the London Eye, Tower of
London, Tower Bridge, the Millennium Bridge, listened to
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music on the Thames, and still managed to find a pub
with a decent IPA.
When we left London it was late and we just wanted
to get out of the city. We headed south, but the main
freeway was closed, so they had diverted traﬃc through a
bunch of small towns and windy roads. By now it was
close to midnight and I could barely keep my eyes open.
As I rounded a corner I saw a bunch of semi-trucks parked
on the side of the road. I pulled in right behind them and
went sound to sleep. When I woke up in the morning,
refreshed and excited to see what adventures England had
in store for us, I saw that Victor looked really tired.
"You didn't sleep much?" I asked.
"How could I when the RV was being shaken every
minute by a car racing by. I thought the motorhome was
going to tip over or someone would drive into us!"
The parking area here was only inches from the main
traﬃc and since all the freeway traﬃc was being diverted
down this road, he was right, it was a lot of cars all night
long. We hadn't parked overnight anywhere like this since
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we did those two nights in front of The Shores in
Coronado and I had sworn never to do that again. I had
just been so tired from tromping all over London that I
was too tired to worry. I do remember thinking for a
second before falling asleep of all the what ifs that could
happen, mainly worrying that a semi-truck would crash
into the back where my kids were sleeping, but I
rationalized the odds and pushed the fear away.
I enjoyed London, but I was happy to be out of the
big city and in the countryside again. Driving south we
decided to take a quick detour to see Stonehenge.
Coming from the east, as we were, is a really beautiful
view of the monument. We started following the signs
towards the entrance when it dawned on me that they
may charge you to see rocks. Pulling into the parking lot
confirmed our late hunch and fifty pounds to see a bunch
of rocks at a distance of a hundred feet away wasn't worth
breaking budget for. Anyways there was a dirt road pull
oﬀ where you could stop and take pictures of the rocks
from three hundred feet away for free and that was good
enough for us.
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We didn't have a firm agenda for where specifically we
wanted to end up in the southern part of England and
took it one stop at a time. Salisbury was close, and since
we still hadn't eaten breakfast, we figured there was
probably a good place to get some there. As we drove
through the Main Street (which I don't recommend doing
with an RV) we spotted a bakery that sold “the best
Cornish pasties” and seeing as I've never had a Cornish
pastie, I figured it was time to change that. We purchased
bags full of pasties and croissants took our loot a few
blocks south to eat in front of the beautiful Salisbury
Cathedral. I'm not one who searches out cathedrals to
visit, but the architecture of this church blew me away.
The amount of detail in the statues, spires, and arches
was incredible.
After eating our deliciously doughy and calorically
dense breakfast, we opened our Outbound App on our
phone and saw there were two hikes that were about an
hour from us.
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The first hike was called Old Harry Rocks. I would
never recommend this as a destination, but if you are
stuck in the south of England with nothing else to do, it’s
a good way to waste an hour. There was one interesting
part of this hike, which is when you get to the ocean,
there is a narrow ridge that you can walk on to get out
further towards the Old Harry (moss covered) rocks. I
don’t get nervous very often, but walking this six-inch
wide ridge with sheer drops on both sides was intense. I
only allowed Gabi and Isabelle to do it with me and we
quickly posed for the picture and then walked the balance
beam back to safety.
Everything costs in England and we didn't want to
pay for more parking just to do a mediocre hike. Victor
suggested we find a campground close to it so that we
could just walk from our campsite to do the next hike.
Brilliant!
There just so happened to be one right at the start of
the Durdle Door hike that we wanted to do. Because it
was the high season, we were required to stay two nights
and as much as I didn't want to stay because it wasn't
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cheap and there wasn’t much to do, I subconsciously was
relieved to be slowing down for a day. I figured it would
give me a chance to do some editing to my A Playful Life
book.
It ended up being just what the doctor ordered. We
all got some rest and relaxation. The hike to Durdle Door
was short and enjoyable and the surrounding hillsides
were enjoyable for Danny, Victor and I to run. We found
our groove again and we're ready to explore when we left
two days later.

The original plan on going south was to make our
way to Cornwall to surf, but Surfline said it was flat there
and I didn't want to waste that much gas and driving if we
weren't going to find waves.
Our back up was to go to Bath and see the Roman
ruins, but that would’ve been another fifty pounds, so
instead, Gabi recommended we check out Oxford. It
happened that we arrived in Oxford on graduation day,
which meant it was a little more crowded and some of the
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buildings were closed. I had a full ride to San Diego
State University and no desire at the time to leave San
Diego since I was dating Victor at the time, so I never did
the college tour thing in the States. It was quite mind
blowing as I walked around my first “real” college
campus. Granted this is not your typical college campus,
but the beauty of the architecture and surrounding nature
with spacious lawns, a meandering river, and hanging
branches oﬀ willow trees made our experience quite
enjoyable. Not that I’d want to send my kids to college
here, but I could definitely appreciate the prestige of being
able to attend and live for four years in this mini bubble
of history and beauty. I was only more blown away when
we visited Cambridge a month later.

We had only been here four days, but I was done with
England and needed to escape to Wales. I had a hunch
things would be a little diﬀerent there and I needed to
regain my bearings before we hit northern England.
There was just one last stop on our way out and that was
The Cotswolds.
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The Cotswolds refers to a large area and not just one
city and we ended up not hitting the part of it that we had
wanted, but instead stumbled upon a quaint little town
where we grabbed mediocre food and walked the hundred
yard stretch of houses and a church that make up the
entire village. It was pretty, but stuﬀy. In this tiny
village, there was a small bakery that had set up their left
over cakes outside for sale. It was an honor system where
you take what you want and leave payment in a mailbox.
Above the mailbox is a video surveillance camera. This
pretty much sums up England.

To go into Wales from the southeast you have to
cross this long magnificent bridge. We were crossing right
at sunset and the colors reflecting oﬀ the clouds and
water were breathtaking. We stopped to pay the toll and
the toll booth operator, who was the kindest lady, started
a five minute conversation with us about where we
should visit and that she was going to California with her
husband in the fall. She told us all about how she was
flying into Los Angelas and going to San Francisco and
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then leaving from Vegas. She wasn’t the first person to
tell me about their similar itinerary and I hope one day
with my blog I can help Europeans who visit our beautiful
country explore better parts than just those three cities.
Regardless of her travel plans (and my idea of what she
should see) she gave us great tips and was overly nice
about welcoming us to her country. Instantly, I fall in love
with Wales.
We restocked our food supply at a Lidl and drove up
into Brecons Beacon to find a place to sleep by the side of
the road. This time we found a pull oﬀ that was away
from the road and we all ended up sleeping until nine the
next morning (thirteen hours total!).
Feeling rested and reinvigorated we drove to a
visitors center to get information on hikes (or walks as
they refer to them here) in the park. It was raining but
was suppose to clear up by night time. The hike I really
wanted to do was Pen y Fan, which was the highest peak
in the park, but the views were impeded by the fog and
rain clouds so we spent the day waiting out the rain
playing board games hoping conditions would improve.
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By five in the evening the rain had stopped, but the fog
was still heavy. I decided to let this one go and we drove
down to another hike I had wanted to do that was at a
lower elevation.
We started the four falls hike at six in the evening,
which meant we had three and a half hours before
nightfall to get the hike done. The sign at the start said it
took three to four hours to complete. I was nervous. I
didn’t want to be in another situation where my kids were
scared and worried so I hurried them along the trail while
Victor kept giving me the look that I knew all too well,
Are you sure this is a good idea?
Luckily, all the sitting around that day paid oﬀ and
the little ones hiked at a great tempo. We were able to
hike to all four waterfalls and make it back to the RV
before it was completely dark. We slept in the parking lot
and then explored Carreg Cerren in the morning. This is
a smaller castle with only part of the walls left intact, but
it has a dungeon that you can walk inside that made it
unique. Jiraiya was freaking out about reliving our cave
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experience, but we eventually got him to walk the two
hundred yards underground to the end of the dungeon.
We finished the day camped in the Gower peninsula.
If it weren’t for the wind and rain, this could have been
one of our favorite locations on the entire trip, although
getting in and out of here can be a nightmare. Like
Ireland all over, the roads are narrow with tall hedges on
both sides, with the smallest turn oﬀs to allow cars to
pass. I am thankful every day while driving here that I
grew up riding quads and dune buggies and I’m confident
that this has allowed me to adapt quickly to navigating
oversized vehicles on undersized roads. Luckily the
Welsh are kind-hearted people and don’t seem to mind
having to pull over into hedges to let me pass.
We camped in Llangennith and instantly fell in love
with the surf vibe here. There were over a hundred
campers spread out over the huge grassy lawn that
extended right up to where the wind swept dunes were. It
was very Oregonesque, which only made me love it more.
It was an average beach break, but the beauty of how
family friendly it was made camping here a delight.
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Danny loved running the hills past all the sheep and the
two little ones enjoyed running around the sand dunes
and playing on the playgrounds. The only reason we left
after two nights was because we ran out of food.
There were restaurants here, but not healthy options
and the closest town, which was still a mile walk away,
only consisted of a church, an inn, and a surf shop. At
least they have their priorities straight. One of the guys
working at the campground recommended we try
Freshwater West to surf. He was an incredible artist, and
before we left, he took the time to talk to Isabelle about
drawing and look through her sketch book.
Freshwater west is vagabonding heaven. I didn’t
realize places like this still existed. It’s almost impossible
to pull up and free camp at a surf break in California.
When we arrived it was almost sunset and too cold to get
in the water, but if we had known that we would be
missing the best conditions for the next few days, we
would’ve been braver. Instead, we camped in the dirt
parking lot with a dozen other vans and waited out the
rain, hoping conditions would miraculously improve, and
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ready to jump in the water at a moments notice. It took
three days of waiting before conditions became even
mediocre and to pass the time, we headed into the nearest
town of Pembrooke to explore.
Here we actually bit the bullet and paid money to
tour the castle. This one was completely worth the thirty
pounds it cost to go in because much of this castle is still
standing. (If you’ve ever seen the movie Me Before You—
it’s that castle.)
Walking the cold, dark hallways from one section to
another made me appreciate not having to live in that
time in history. We were luck to visit the castle on a day
when they were giving a presentation on falconry. It was
very entertaining and educational for us all, but it had the
most profound impact on Jiraiya, who now only wants to
grow up and become a falconer. The best part of this
presentation was when they invited all the kids to line up
and lay on their backs on the grass while an owl flew
overhead and swept down so close to them that the wing
brushed Danny’s face. I’m not sure that would fly in
America.
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Snowdonia National Park was our last destination in
Wales. It was hikers heaven, but don’t show up without
dinner reservations. You don’t come here looking for
comforts, you come to be immersed in the beauty of the
park, where rolling mountains extend in all directions and
you need a topographical map if you start venturing too
far. The camping here is quite rugged. The campgrounds
are people’s farms, and some have electricity, but the
bathrooms are typically very run down.
Our first hiking experience here was Cadair Idris. We
did this one as a family, but the six mile like was a lot to
get the little kids to do. We had packed a lot of snacks
and took our time allowing them plenty of rest time, but
by the time we finished this hike six hours later we were
starving.
We went into the next town looking to get dinner and
struck out. For how primitive the camping is here, I
couldn’t believe how upscale the restaurant scene is. It
was as if everyone with disposable income spent it on
eating out. We must have walked into half a dozen
restaurants asking for a table and they all looked at us
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appalled that we didn’t think to make reservations. We
tried the next town, but no luck. The only “treat” we
were able to find was an IPA that they served at room
temperature. When I asked “Why do you serve it warm?”
the grumpy old man behind the bar told me, “Because
that’s how it’s supposed to be served!” I left the
disgusting beer on the counter and settled for another
homemade dinner of chicken and salad.

The next day we climbed the Slate near Llanberis.
This is a much better town with a few markets and
aﬀordable restaurants. I’m not sure why the high demand
for eating out in Wales, other than the Welsh cakes,
because the food here was mediocre and reminded me of
eating at a cafeteria. Nevertheless, most of the people
were very kind and their country is beautiful!

For the next week, we got to experience an entirely
new way of hiking that involved scrambling narrow ridges
with sheer cliﬀs on either side. Exciting! Our first
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adventure like this was summiting Tryfan. We camped
the night before at the base of this mountain. Gabi had
found this hike on a blog and the directions were a bit
vague on which path or route you should take to get to
the top. After asking fellow campers for some beta, the
consensus was to just keep scrambling up. We started
early the next morning and followed the trail for the first
mile, avoiding bogs, until we got to the base of the rocks.
There wasn’t exactly one trail to follow, but rather a few
patches of dirt that looked worn from previous hikers that
we’d follow until it would disappear, at which point we’d
just start scrambling up the rocks. We continued on like
this for another hour or so. At one point we were on a
path that absolutely could have been used to film Lord of
the Rings, but it only lasted for a few minutes before we
were right back on the rocks scrambling. Being part
mountain goat, I loved this hike. Being a compassionate
mom, I was so worried about Danny and yet proud at the
same time. He had a huge fear of heights and was facing
his fear one hand hold at a time.
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The summit of this hike is marked by two famous
rock pillars, Adam and Eve, and it is tradition to stand on
one and leap across to the other. It is only a three or four
foot jump, but if you miss, well, it wouldn’t be good. It
took me a few moments to get my nerve up to make the
jump. It’s really more of just a large step, but your
perspective changes dramatically when you look down on
the abyss below you. Your natural instinct is to push oﬀ a
little harder to ensure that you get across, but then you
worry about falling oﬀ the far side.
Scrambling back down the rock faces was a bit harder
than going up and took us a long time. It was a great
adventure and everything I had hoped for when I first got
this crazy idea of touring through Europe in my head.
Luckily, it wasn’t the only climb like this.
The Lake District, while it can be quite yuppy and
crowded for my taste, has a few great scramble hikes that
we were able to enjoy, one of which scared the shit out of
Victor. For this one, we actually skipped the famous more
dangerous route to Blencartha via Sharp Edge and took
the shorter rockier path of Hall’s Fell. It’s amazing what
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the mind can perceive and as crazy as I may seem, I never
put my kids in a situation that is truly risky. For the last
mile of this hike, there is a narrow path you can walk or
you can choose to scramble the rock ridge. You are up
pretty high and looking down (you should never look
down) at the vastness of space below you can make it
seem sheerer than it actually was. I kept a hand on Tati
the whole time and Gabi watched Jiraiya while Victor
forced himself to the top. He’d tell you now that it would
require a lot of eﬀort to fall oﬀ the rocks here because
even though you are up really high, the actual angle of the
rocks you are scrambling over are very low. (Angel’s
Landing in Zion Nation Park is much more dangerous,
but because you can see so far in every direction on this
hike, you feel very exposed.)
Tati and Jiraiya ended up loving the hike and Victor
eventually forgave me for taking him on that one. To
make it more enjoyable for the rest of us though, he
stayed back at the campground with the little ones while
Danny, Gabi, Isabelle, and I hiked Helvellyn via the
Striding Edge and Swirral Edge Striding Edge. Just like
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the previous two hikes, it had an awesome ridge of rocks
that we were able to scramble before reaching the summit
where you got panoramic views of England’s Lake
District. This hike was actually quite crowded, but what I
will always remember about this hike was the
conversations I had with my three older kids.
I love that I’m raising dreamers. They are years
beyond their peers in the way they can process the direct
correlation between desire and eﬀort. Honestly, in some
ways you’d think I’m making them lazy, but what I am
trying to convey to them is that all choices come at a cost
and it’s important to not just aimlessly work for
something. Since they are pretty much always around
me, hovering on my every “adult” conversation, they
know making a living isn’t easy and that if they want to
make a living at something they are passionate about it’s
going to take even more focus and persistence than what
is required to just show up at a job and get paid.
On this particular hike I remember talking a lot about
wants and goals. Where they would like to live
eventually. Danny giving me his five year plan as an
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author and runner. Gabi scheming how we can travel
more and still surf often. Isabelle, my quiet soul, kept the
conversation lighter with talk of maybe having a dog one
day. The we’re in it together mentality is strong among us
and I am constantly trying to gauge where these three
kids are mentally at in their own journey. My insight
from talking to other parents is that this is not a common
occurrence in most families. There are rules and
expectations more to the “that’s just the way it is”
lifestyle. It probably works better than my I really like
adventure and love my kids and I’ll do anything to be able to
combine the two lifestyle. But hey, it works for me at this
point in my life.
With tired feet and a warm feeling in my soul, we
finished the hike and turned our focus to Scotland. The
only problem, Scotland didn't give itself a chance. I really
wanted to spend more time exploring there, but between
the rain and the midges, a week was all I could take.
When we crossed the eastern border, we stopped oﬀ
in Pease Bay to try and get a stoke and say we surfed the
North Sea. In our old 4/3mm wetsuits, the surf was
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almost too cold to even enjoy and it reminded me a lot of
surfing in Tofino the previous summer. If we hadn't been
carrying around our surfboards I would have skipped this
one since I'm learning quickly that I'm not a cold water
surfer.
It might have been better if we had a warm house or
hot shower to go in after, but a cup of coﬀee was all I
would be able to settle for. The Scotsmen in the water
were nice and looking back at the hillside fields filled me
with awe in how diﬀerent a landscape it was here, as well
as an appreciation for all the diversity of life, nature, and
cultures we were getting to see on this trip.

We ran out of propane in the RV when we were half
way through our month in the United Kingdom, which
meant our fridge and stove did’t work. We tried to get
more propane but in the U.K. they use Coloured Gas
(how that is diﬀerent from the propane we use I’m not
sure) so they couldn't swap gas containers with us.
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The fridge can work oﬀ electricity when we have hook
ups or the car battery when we are driving, but that's not
enough to keep more than a days worth of food in the
fridge. Instead, we had to resort to cooking with butane
canisters like we did when we were tenting it. It was such
a pain to cook enough food for the entire family on two
little burners, plus, it's literally a balancing act getting the
pans to sit in the burners without falling. We should’ve
recorded us holding towels while cooking, ready to catch
the pan every time it started to fall oﬀ. I hear Victor’s
voice in the back of head telling me I told you we should have
bought the extra stands for the burners! When Victor went to
REI to buy them, the sales person told him these burners
were great, but we really should get the stands to support
them and make them less tippy. They were an extra thirty
dollars each and at the time they just seemed
unnecessary.
It's been quite amazing at what I've been able to
throw together using only those two burners and a tiny
fridge that can only hold a days worth of food. We’ve
become very eﬃcient at working as a team, and even in
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such tight quarters and constantly on the move, we make
time to throw together delicious meals of spaghetti sauce
with veggies, curries, soups, and salads. Almost every day
Gabi and Isabelle cut up our salad, while Danny does the
balancing act of cooking meat on our ridiculous
contraptions of a stove. An important part of each day for
us is sitting down and eating big meals together. Victor
likes to remind me that the kids will always come back
home for my meals.
The hardest part of not having a campground,
though, has been doing dishes. We are always short of
water so I’ve resorted to heating up water in two pots and
using one for washing and one for rinsing. It’s a lot of
dishes to do in this fashion and the worst is when I try to
do it while driving! Victor gets excited when we pull into
a campground because all campgrounds in Europe have
dish washing areas (I wish campgrounds in the States
would do this). Who would’ve thought one of the
luxuries in life would be a sink?
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Again, I did something I never used to do. I bought
another rock climbing guide book. I got tired of just
winging it every time we got to a new rock climbing area
and then having to redpoint (guess) which route looked
easy enough for me to lead. So when we stopped to buy a
propane canister at an outdoor store and I saw this
climbing guide for Scotland, I went for the splurge.
Ironically, it rained so much while we were in Scotland
that we didn’t have much use for the book, but we did
find one hidden jewel, Benny Beg.
Benny Beg is the smallest bolted wall I’ve ever seen.
It is barely thirty feet high, with about twenty routes, all
less than 5.9 in diﬃculty and our first encounter with
midges. Midges are fierce. They are like demonic
mosquitos and when they bite you, it feels like a tiny
pinch (and they bite a lot). Whereas mosquitos may get
you once or twice and have a few flying around you at any
one time, midges fly in herd of the hundreds and hover
around constantly. They are not fun.
Climbing Benny Beg was just what we needed to
build our confidence back up. The best part was that
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there was a big dirt parking lot right at the base of the
climbing area, which meant we could climb when we got
there in the early evening, sleep in the parking lot, and
then wake up and get in a few routes before the rain
arrived. There was even a one mile trail that went around
the farm field that sat next to the rock wall so Danny
could get a run in. You will never find a travel guide or
blog telling you to go to Benny Beg, but stopping here will
always be a highlight of our trip, especially the Scotland
portion.

A trip to Scotland isn't complete without visiting the
highlands. We started near Fort Williams in Glenfinnan,
which has been made famous for its viaduct that is seen
in the Harry Potter movies as well as the loch where they
film the lake scenes in Harry Potter: Goblet of Fire.
The rain had started already so I only took the three
older kids with me to walk the half mile to take pictures
of the viaduct. In the short ten minutes to get there, we
were already completely soaked and decided we may as
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well enjoy the scenery and hike the two mile loop to the
train station and back to town. We got incredibly soaked
and had to step on so much mud and across multiple
running streams, but we had a blast. The views of the
loch at the summit of the hike were gorgeous, even in the
rain, and I was quickly seeing what makes the highlands
so popular.
We continued on towards Isle of Sky, by driving from
Glenfinnan to Mallaig, which is one of the most beautiful
drives in the world in my opinion. We must have seen
close to a hundred waterfalls tumbling down the green
mountainsides.
To get to Skye from this route, you have to take a
ferry. It was late in the evening already so we decided to
get as close to Mallaig as we could and then find a
campground. We really didn't want to spend the money
on a campground but since we had vagabonded the
previous night at Benny Beg, we needed to find
somewhere to dump our toilet cartridge and we hadn't
come across any public bathrooms.
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If you are unfamiliar with European toilet cartridges
in campers, you are missing out on one of the grossest
ways of disposing of human waste. In the U.S., we have
holding tanks that are emptied by attaching a hose from
your RV to a sewer hole, but in Europe, the toilet has a
cartridge (basically a five gallon plastic box) that must be
manually taken out and dumped into an outdoor toilet. It
is horrible!

Three miles before reaching Mallaig we saw a
campground sign and turned oﬀ down another narrow
windy road. Sure enough, only a mile later, before even
reaching the campground, we pass a public toilet block
sitting on the edge of a cliﬀ overlooking a bay that had ten
other RVs parked in it.
My jaw drops and my mind is blown. I can't believe
how lucky we've been at stumbling upon hidden gems (in
this case a smelly public toilet to dump your poo). If it
weren't for the weather, this place would have delayed our
departure to Skye. But it was still raining. We made
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dinner, watched a movie, and snuggle to the sound of
water dripping through our front door. Literally buckets
of water would drip through a crack in the front door and
onto the first step and then run out. It was annoying and
yet became as common a sound to us as Jiraiya’s constant
whining.
We knew we were hitting Skye at the wrong time, but
we were already too far north to avoid the rain, which was
forecasted to last another three days. The Isle of Skye is
beautiful, although so are a lot of places we've been.
What makes Skye worth the trip is the unique landscapes
and rock formations. We saw, or partly saw due to all the
fog, five of them… Fairy Glen, The Quairaing, Old Man of
Storr, Fairy Pools, and The Saddle.
They all provided an adventurous journey of
tromping through bogs, leaping over creeks, scrambling
up rocks, sliding down rock scree, walking past thousand
foot waterfalls as well as dozens of smaller falls flowing
into beautiful pools. We were completely immersed for
forty eight hours in Scotland’s magical display of raw
nature (and incessant rain— seriously, it never stops
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raining) and were constantly in awe of the powerful green
landscape that surrounded you everywhere you went.
Technically, the last one hike we did, The Saddle, was
about thirty minutes outside of it Skye. It was our
hardest hike ever.
Scots (and English and Welsh) don’t measure their
hikes in terms of miles or kilometers (maybe due to the
amount of scrambling most hikes require). Instead, they
measure their walks in terms of time. The Saddle was a
six to eight hour walk. It was no walk.
We knew the younger two wouldn’t be ready for this
one, so we left them on the side of the road in the middle
of nowhere and started the tough ascent for an hour
straight up into a blanket of fog. I’d love to tell you the
views were amazing and that you could see for miles into
the distance, but we couldn’t. There was a layer of clouds
that hovered over the top of the mountain the entire time.
We could, however, see everything below us (including
our motorhome, which eventually became a tiny speck in
the distance when we neared the top of the ridge).
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Luckily, we weren’t the only ones on the trail or we
definitely would have got lost among the numerous
mountains with trails leading oﬀ in multiple directions.
Most hikers in the U.K. carry topographical maps in order
to know where they are, but, of course, we didn’t.
We had seen two men hiking behind us when we
were about a half hour into the trail and when we got to
the first fork, we waited, so that we could follow them
and not get lost.
The scrambling portion along Foran Ridge took over
two hours. Going up wasn’t too bad. Although it took
some upper body strength, coordination, and not being
afraid of heights, it was pretty safe and would require a
huge eﬀort to fall oﬀ either side. However, maintaining
that much focus on every footstep and handhold did get
exhausting and only being able to see fifty feet in front of
you made it feel even more precarious. We reached the
summit and took a photo standing on a pillar at the top.
The lack of visibility made it slightly less exciting and I
remember thinking Shit! We’ve got a long way to go still to get
back.
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This hike went in a U-shape and when you get to the
top of Forcan Ridge, you have to scramble down rocks on
the other side to continue your journey. I have a lot of
confidence in my kids’ abilities and rarely put them in
situations that I don’t think they can handle, but nothing
we have done elicited as much fear for me as this down
climb.
It wasn’t all scary the way down. There really were
only a few spots (one in particular) that made me worried
a lot as we had to maneuver from one ledge to another.
I distinctly remember the fear I felt at one point of
the down climb as we had to turn and face the rocks and
slowly lower ourselves down a vertical face by doing an
eccentric pull up with feet dangling while finding
handholds to get us down to the next level of rocks. Why
didn’t I bring a small rope? I kept thinking. My girls rock
climb with me often so being in these situations, I knew
they had the skills for it as long as they didn’t slip, but
Daniel, he hated rock climbing, and the way he handled
himself under this pressure made me very proud. He
didn’t panic. With nerves on high alert and shaky arms
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and legs, he focused on finding good hands and feet and
lowered himself to safety.
Once on smoother ground we followed the feint trails
over another mountain and then skirted right under the
next ridge until we started the descent down a wet, boggy
path. Remember, it is always raining here and from a
physical standpoint, hiking down a muddy trail for over
an hour was a workout on the quadriceps to say the least.
You had to be so surefooted and step lightly to make sure
you don’t slip that by the time we reached the bottom, we
were exhausted.
The final stretch of this hike required crossing a river.
There were large stones to step on and the girls and I had
just reached the other side when we heard a big splash.
Daniel’s legs had reached their limit and he had stepped
on one wet rock too quickly. Instantly he had fallen full
body into the river. We all laughed it oﬀ and headed for
the road to find our camper.
I let the kids walk ahead of me and watched them
laughing about how funny it was that Danny was now
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soaked head to toe. I took a moment to smile at the
incredible memory I had just made with my older three
children. They were troopers. They never withdraw from
a challenge and had a persistence that makes me so
proud.

Since we’ve returned home, I’ve met a few Scots. I
always congratulate them and tell them You are the heartiest
people to be able to live in Scotland. I love how beautiful your
country is, but I couldn’t handle it.
It’s beautiful. It’s stunning. It’s gorgeous. Like
Wales and Ireland, it has wonderfully nice people, but
between the rain and the midges, I had to escape back
south to England.

We carefully planned our trip so that we could
maximize our ninety days allowed in the Schengen
countries. The time spent in Ireland, the U.K., and
Croatia were to get us out of the Schengen country and
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we needed to find a way to last in the U.K. for one more
week.
On our way back to Dover, we stopped to rock climb
at Giggleswick, Harper Hill, and Horseshoe Quarry. I was
quite fond of the small town of Settle (mostly because I
found a health food store here that sold peanut butter)
and enjoyed the limestone pavement while driving the
tiny backroads of the Yorkshire Dales to Mulham Cove,
another area made famous by the Harry Potter movies.
Our last stop was in Cambridge and this college town
impressed me even more than it’s Oxford counterpart.
We enjoyed eating Chelsea buns, walking through the
Fitzwilliam Museum, and the beautiful canal running
through the center of campus. The funniest part though
was the cows sitting next to a ping pong table under the
shade of a weeping willow.
A lot of people visit the United Kingdom, but few
rarely leave London. There is so much to see here that its
hard to fit it all in (even if you have a month to kill), but I
tell anyone going to the U.K., see London but make time
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to explore the other beautiful areas like Snowdonia, the
Lake District, Yorkshire Dales, and Isle of Skye. The
hidden gems you will find in nature are what made
visiting this island so special.
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Chapter 19

Switzerland & Italy
We drove straight from Calais to Switzerland, stopping to
sleep at one of France’s beautiful and clean picnic areas
that are found all along its overpriced toll roads. We had
planned on arriving in France Saturday afternoon with
enough time to find a market and stock up on food again
(grocery stores are closed typically on Sundays), but we
were delayed six hours in Dover because there was a
storm that was causing ten to twenty foot swells, making
the crossing over to Calais very slow and delaying the
later voyages that we were scheduled to be on.
France’s toll roads go through mostly farmland, so
there weren’t grocery store options along the way. We
ended up having to buy salami, cheese, and crackers for
dinner from the gas station. The next morning was no
better.
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We had a lot of ground to cover, so we only stopped
in Strasburg for a few hours. The canals and cathedral are
beautiful and we enjoyed a delicious lunch of tartes
flambé before finishing the drive into Switzerland.
By the time we arrived in Bern it was almost dusk.
After only eating a small lunch, we were starving and
ready to throw down a huge meal. We parked near the
center of town and walked across the bridge into the
fabulous city. Bern is everything you imagine a European
city to be, from the cobblestone streets to the quaint
village houses, but the high price of food is something I
could never have imagined.
I walked up to a few diﬀerent restaurants to take a
look at their menu and after quickly converting the price
from francs to dollars, I realized a small entree was close
to forty dollars each! We had just spent a lot of money to
cross on the ferry and to drive through France (seriously,
the tolls just to get from one side of France to the other
are about one hundred dollars). I was not ready to drop
two hundred dollars for dinner. In the end, we found the
cheapest curry restaurant we could and ordered two
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curries thinking this would be enough if I supplemented
it with the rice we had in the RV.
By now it was pretty late at night and it had taken a
long time for my order to come out. We walked back to
the camper to cook more rice to add to the meal, but
when I opened up the bag with our food I was shocked. I
had just spent eighty dollars for what ended up being
about a cup of curry. There was no way we were walking
back into town and waiting another hour, nor would we
spend that much money. We shared what we had, which
meant Victor and Danny pretty much ate nothing and
hightailed it out of Bern, hoping tomorrow would bring
cheaper food.

We slept with growling bellies at a rest area just
outside of Interlaken and woke up to a wonderland. It
was like being back in Norway with the green rolling hills
backed by steep mountains and waterfalls. I was so happy
to be back in my element. We found a Lidl near
Interlaken and although their prices were significantly
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higher than the prices of other Lidls, they were much
cheaper than eating out and we were able to eat like kings
again.
Our first hike in the Swiss alps was to Oeschinensee
Lake. After spending a month in the U.K. and only seeing
the sun a few days, I was so happy to be in seventy-degree
weather without a cloud in the sky. For the four days we
were in Switzerland, we had perfect weather. Add in the
fact that Switzerland is incredibly clean and friendly and I
was wishing our budget was bigger so we could stay here
longer.
My perfect weather is a bit warmer than most of the
family’s, especially Victor’s. I’m sure he was tired too
from the amount we had been driving for the past week,
all the nights spent vagabonding, the lack of food, and
now a little extra heat, but added all together meant he
was not enjoying this hike.
It was a stout two-mile hike up to the lake and,
although we didn’t pass many people on the way up, it is
certainly a popular place to go to seeing as there were a
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few hundred people scattered around the lake and resort
which sits here a the top. (A lot of people must choose to
take the cable cars to get here).
One of my favorite pictures from our entire trip is
when I capture all five kids hiking past the numerous
cows that are lying in the fields underneath the grandiose
Swiss mountains.
Although free camping is technically not allowed in
Switzerland, we did find a small pullout by a river where
we took our chances and slept for the night without a
problem. The next day we woke to a gorgeous Swiss sky
and warm weather, ready to tackle one of the most
famous hikes in Europe, and what will be one of my most
memorable days of our entire trip, Eiger mountain. Not
climbing the face of it or anything, but the entire Swiss
experience is what I will always hold close to my heart.
After hiking Oeschinensee the previous day, Victor
and the two little ones wanted nothing to do with more
hiking. This made a great opportunity for me and the
older three to do a much longer hike. Victor dropped us
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oﬀ at the train station in Grindelwald, a famous town
nestled in the Swiss Alps and the base of Eiger, Jungfrau,
and Mönch.
This hike was epic. We took the train about half way
up before starting the quad burning climb to the base of
Eiger. The views overlooking Grindelwald were fantastic,
but it was the hike down the backside toward Mürren that
was most striking for me. There were mini avalanches
falling oﬀ Jungfrau and the falling ice echoed through the
valley as we followed the trail through the forest, passing
a group of adrenaline junkies dressed in their wing-suits,
preparing to jump oﬀ the edge of the cliﬀ and hopefully
landing safely in the large, green pastures below. Our tenmile hike ended in the beautiful village of Wengen where
we then took the train down to Lauterbrunnen where
Victor picked us up.
The next day we found a great, family friendly
climbing area in Interlaken and met our new Spanish
friends. This climbing area was the complete opposite of
my experience in Germany. Here the bolts were placed so
closely together that it gave me such a big boost in
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confidence that I ended up attempting a climb that was a
little too much above my abilities. It was two pitches.
The first was extremely easy and deceived me into going
into the second pitch that was significantly harder. I got
about three-quarters of the way up and got stuck. There
was a guy climbing a route right next to me, and by the
way he floated up the climb, I could tell he obviously had
a lot more experience than me. He locked his rope into
the anchors and then rappelled down but paused when he
was level with me.
Mosquetón. Mosquetón. He kept repeating the same
word as I continued to stare back with a blank look on my
face. I grabbed a quick draw, but he shook his head. I
kept looking at my harness trying to figure out what the
heck a mosquetón was and then he said something else
and instantly a light bulb went oﬀ.
Wait! I know this. He’s speaking Spanish, I thought.
“Victor! Victor! He speaks Spanish,” and just like
that my husband came to my rescue with his bilingual
abilities. I gave Aritz a locking carabiner and he helped
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me to my next bolt before I descended down to the
bottom and let Gabi show me up and finish out the climb.
We became friends with Aritz and his girlfriend,
Monica, who was belaying him from the bottom, and
visited them three months later when we traveled
through Spain.

On our final day in Switzerland, Gabi and I did our
first true multi-pitch climb in the Grimsel Pass. If you are
going to learn how to multi-pitch, I’m not sure there is
any better place than this to practice. It was eight pitches
but at a very low grade. Honestly, it was more like a
scramble than rock climbing, but it gave us something to
do for three hours and the views of the surrounding
mountains and glaciers were insane. I liked that you
could hike oﬀ the top and not have to worry about the
long rappel down. We took our time, eating blueberries
along the trail and rinsing oﬀ in the cold, refreshing
stream.
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Before leaving Switzerland, we took a quick detour to
see the Bellwald Bridge. It’s a huge suspension bridge
that takes you from the main road to a tiny village. Again,
we were unprepared. It was hot and we were out of
water. There were a few restaurants in the town and we
sat down at one to order drinks until we realized it was
about ten dollars for a coke. I wish I had taken a picture
of the server’s face when I told her we’d split one. We
ended up getting two, but still, I doubt she’s ever seen
seven people walk in and split two cokes.

We had to cross the Alps to get to Italy. The
motorhome crept slowly up the steep, windy roads and
we had to pull over once on the descent in order to let the
brakes cool oﬀ. It was shocking to see how many cyclists
train on these extreme roads!
Our first stop in Italy was Arco. If you aren’t a rock
climber, you probably have never heard of this town. It
sits at the top of the Lago di Garda (Lake Garda), which is
just a bit east of Lake Como and Milan. We chose the
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scenic drive on the west side of the lake, which ended up
being a white knuckle drive with angry Italians honking
and speeding by as we drove through tunnel after tunnel,
barely fitting through or not hitting the numerous
delivery trucks coming in the opposite direction. For
once, the view was not worth the stress and next time I
will be taking the larger road on the east side. There will
be a next time, however, because Arco was incredible.
It just so happened that we got there when a rock
climbing competition was going on (although, even if
there wasn’t, I think I still would’ve fallen in love with
this place). Arco is made up of two long cobblestone
streets lined with stores. To give you an idea of how
popular climbing is here, there are about twenty rock
climbing stores here.
Besides the strong climbing culture, the food was
incredibly good and aﬀordable, but what I liked most was
that the campground was only a half mile out of town and
sat under a huge rock dome that reminded me of being in
Zion National Park (one of my favorite places).
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One of the locations we climbed at here was about a
mile away from the town. To get there we walked
through a very old village, past vineyards, and through
olive groves. Climbing is so popular that there are huge
signs with the names and grade of every route on the
wall.
Once we got our fill of gelato and pizza in Arco, we
drove north a few hours to the Dolomites. I was really
looking forward to this area mostly for its fame in the
climbing world, but also just because it was high in the
mountains.
I expected beauty but this area surpassed all my
expectations (which says a lot since by now you know
how high they tend to be).
Our first destination in the Dolomites was Sella Pass
since there was a good climbing area there (and by good I
mean easy enough for us since many of the areas here are
way past our abilities) that I was excited to do. The road
up to Sella Pass is extremely narrow with a long series of
switchbacks. I had been doing most of the driving lately
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and was noticing that the camper just didn’t have much
power anymore. I’d keep downshifting to second, and
even first at times, to try to hold my speed since there was
a ton of traﬃc going up and down this mountain. The
other problem was there were huge tour buses on this
road and at one point I was pinned to the guardrail as the
bus squeezed by me with only inches between the sides of
our vehicles (the other side of the bus was only a few
inches from a massive wall of jagged rock too).
I was really excited to climb and explore the pass, but
after the stressful drive up my nerves were shot. Then,
when we get to the top I was completely shocked that
there was no place to park. It was Sunday afternoon and
so crowded that the parking lot and sides of the road were
lined with cars. I get over the pass and realize that if I
don’t turn around I’ll be stuck going down the other side
of the mountain to Canazei and would be skipping
climbing. So I block the road and do a three-point (ok,
ten point) turnabout. All of a sudden the gas gauge drops
to empty and I have no engine power. Luckily, I’m at the
top of the summit and pointing back down the way I had
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come up, but I really don’t want to drive all the way down
that narrow windy crowded road with a vehicle that can’t
accelerate. I remembered seeing a small house/cafe right
before I reached the top and that it had a dirt driveway.
Against Victor’s wishes, I turn down the dirt road to give
myself a chance to come up with a better plan.
The dirt road ends at the house where there is
enough room for a dozen cars to park while they go into
the restaurant. The lot is full and my only option is to
block the parking area temporarily while we ask for help.
The owner speaks a little English but is so slammed with
customers that she really can’t help us much. In the
meantime, I try calling roadside assistance, but their
suggestion is to drive it down the hill to Canazei. It’s
Sunday, so of course, nothing is open and driving to a
garage only to sleep there until morning didn’t sound like
a very good plan. So I started by turning the RV around
just so we were pointing in the right direction, but when I
couldn’t get the RV to accelerate enough to drive up the
tiny mound of dirt that I’d need to get on top of in order
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to have enough space to swing the back end of the
motorhome around, I knew we were in trouble.
We do what any sane American who’s first time it is
in the Dolomites would do, we leave the RV where it is
and go explore.
The exploring part was great. There are trails going
oﬀ in many directions and hundreds of small boulders to
scramble over. Before we know it, though, we are lost.
Technically we knew where we were and could see the
house by where we were parked, but we lost the trail and
ended up spending an hour getting scratched up walking
through shrubbery and climbing over very large boulders
to get back.
After a few hours when the crowds die down, the
owner of the restaurant comes out and oﬀers to call a
mechanic, who says he will be happy to come up and help
us, but not until 8 a.m. the next morning. The lady was
kind and said it wasn’t a problem to sleep there.
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We start to settle into our RV, ready to relax for the
night, when all of a sudden we hear honking and look out
our window to see this angry old Italian man waving his
arms at the motorhome. Shit. I send Victor out to
neutralize the situation because let’s face it, everyone
likes Victor. But his charms don’t work when you speak a
diﬀerent language. I go out to try and help but it’s no
use. This guy is pissed and I’m looking around to make
sure he doesn’t have a gun nearby because he seems like
the type that would shoot first and ask later.
This man is the actual owner of the property and is
furious that we are blocking his access to his cows and
possibly taking away business from his daughter (the one
we thought owned the place) and her family. Culture is
obviously diﬀerent here and I can see that she really has
no say with her father. I think she explained to him that
the mechanic was coming in the morning, but very few
words were exchanged on the matter. Her husband
assured us that we were fine to sleep there overnight, but
the father kept cursing and throwing hateful glances our
way while he herded his cows and collected their milk.
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When he finished milking, another daughter took the
kegs of milk in the car and away, probably to a local store
or cheese maker (the same process occurred early the next
morning with the father herding and milking and then the
daughter driving away with the milk).
So here we are camped out in the most beautiful
campground you could imagine. Places like this don’t
exist in the States. First, I love Colorado, but none of its
mountain ranges come anywhere close to the dramatic
landscapes of the Dolomites. Second, there isn’t a single
house anywhere to be seen, except for this rustic twostory home that the owners converted the bottom floor to
a restaurant with outdoor seating and a very homely feel.
There’s a trail for hikers and climbers that leads directly
from this house and if you want to talk about the number
one rule in business, location, location, location, these
guys have nailed it. But what makes this place really
unique (compared to America, not Europe, because you
see this everywhere in Europe) is the dilapidated barn
next to it with a dozen cows grazing out front.
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I tried not to sleep that night. Not because I was
afraid or anything, but because I wanted to just stare at
the gorgeous mountains that were collecting clouds full of
lightning around their peaks. I was in awe and tried to
take in appreciation as much as I could.
The next morning, Gabi and I headed to climb,
assuming it would take a few hours to fix, but we were
only halfway up the first route and Victor was calling me
saying we had to go now. The mechanic sprayed
something on the engine to get it enough power to get
down the hill and then fixed the problem at the garage. I
think it was something crazy like a cable came undone,
but sometimes things get lost in translation.
I really wanted to climb still so this time we were
smart about it and left the RV parked in town and hopped
on one of the busses that drove to the top. We had a
great day hiking and climbing then finished it oﬀ with an
Italian feast of pizza and wine.
The Dolomites should be on everyone’s bucket list.
Even if it’s just a twenty-four hour stay like ours was,
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there are few places in the world as spectacular a display
of nature as here. The contrast of the grayish-beige rocks
jutting straight to the heavens against the light green
meadows and dark green pines will be ingrained in my
memory for a lifetime.

Our first trip through Italy ended with a day in
Venice. Venice was surprisingly easy because there is a
camper stop right outside of town that is inexpensive to
sleep at and you can leave your RV parked there with
some security measures (since Italy was the only place we
visited where I was a little bit nervous about getting
robbed, but in the end had no problems at all). From
here it was only a one-mile walk through a park to get to
the bus that takes you straight into Venice. Really, this
was too easy (& cheap).
Venice didn’t float my boat (pun intended). I read
blogs that said try to get lost, so I did. We put away our
GPS for a while and roamed up and down Venice’s
spaghetti-like alleyways and over dozens of canals.
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There’s not much to do here though if you don’t have a
lot of money to drop on food or boat rides and so in the
end, one of my favorite things we did was to just sit on a
dock with our feet hanging over the edge and people
watch. I checked Venice oﬀ the bucket list and was glad I
had seen it, but I’m not in a hurry to go back unless I
have some money to throw away.
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Chapter 20

Croatia
I never thought I'd make it through twenty-five days in
Croatia. When I first crossed the border I was worried,
not about safety or comfort, but boredom. If it wasn't for
needing to spend some time outside the Schengen
countries I never would have come here. My brother told
me I'd love it here, but I was skeptical. After all, he
partied big time and as much as I need a glass of wine or
cold beer every day, that's about where my partying side
ends.
I saw the photos of beautiful Croatian beaches, but
there are no waves for me to surf and lying on the beach
suntanning just isn't my thing. I had read blogs about
how great the national parks were here and was planning
on breaking up this dreadful stint of our trip with long
days on the trail, but as soon as we entered the country
and I felt the heat, I knew there was no way I would be
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able to convince the little kids to hike steep mountains in
eighty degrees weather.
Luckily, I had a lot of work I needed to catch up on
and planned on using that as my crutch to get through.
And that's exactly what I did … at first.
For as adventurous as I like to be, some places take a
while to grow on me. The first time I went to Kauai I
hated it. There were geckos crawling on the table and in
my room and it's so pitch black at night that I was scared
of something attacking me. Now, Kauai is one of my
favorite places on Earth. What confirmed my biggest
fears at one point in my life, now bring me the most
happiness … nature and solitude.
Arriving in Croatia at dusk meant we needed to find a
place to vagabond for the night. One of the perks of
Croatia is that its infrastructure is newly created, which
meant really nice toll roads with huge rest areas that we
could park at overnight to sleep. The only downside is
that these roads aren’t very close to the places we wanted
to spend our time at by the sea, so they are only good for
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when we drive in and out of the northern part of the
country.
From talking to other climbers on our trip I knew
Croatia had a lot of climbing, but I just figured I'd look it
up when we arrived. It just so happened that the day
before arriving in Croatia I came across an article in
Climbing magazine about a family from the States who just
spent three weeks climbing with their kids in Croatia.
They had spent most of their time at Paklencia National
Park because it had a ton of limestone climbing.
When we first pulled into Paklencia National Park my
jaw dropped. There literally is no approach. I had never
seen nor imagined such a place. You literally drive up a
paved road, park in a parking lot and walk a concrete
pathway through a valley that is surrounded on both sides
with bolt lines. In the first section of the valley, there are
huge trees for shade, picnic tables to eat at, and even a
store to get snacks, soda, beer, and a climbing book
(which we bought again). The actual walls were low
angle with positive edges (meaning easy to hand holds for
intermediate climbers like ourselves). On one side of the
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valley, we stood along the creek bed, belaying under the
big trees, making it feel very connected still with nature.
It was good that we got there early and got on the routes
we wanted so we didn't have to join the queue in the
middle of the day waiting for routes to open up. I've
never seen so many climbers congregated together in such
a condensed area, yet, it was almost comforting being
surrounded by so many like-minded (and similar skill
level) climbers. I felt a sense of community here even
though there were many diﬀerent languages being spoken
around me.
From Paklencia, we headed south to Split. We had to
get the motorhome repaired after the incident in the
Dolomites and we would be meeting my brother in two
days. The closest campground to Split was one of those
resort style campgrounds that had a Club Med feel to it
(not really appealing for an adventurist like me). In fact,
the first day we got to Split I resisted hard on coming
here. We were used to vagabonding a lot over the past
months and a fancy resort like campground was not what
I was used to. I assumed it would be crowded, touristy,
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and overpriced. We drove thirty minutes south trying to
find some other alternative and after sitting in a parking
lot sweating and crammed into way too little space, I
caved and decided to try the touristy spot. I had no idea
how much I had been craving comfort until I allowed
myself to experience it.
We stayed here three nights because my brother was
just oﬀ his yacht week of partying and had a day before he
was oﬀ to Iceland. My kids loved staying here and even
though it was hard for me to make the mental shift to
accept that we may not be able to vagabond in Croatia, I
too loved how good some resort like amenities were. No
longer was I having to do dishes with two small pans. I
had fresh clean clothes. Food was available everywhere.
The water was great to swim in for the kids. No needs
went unanswered.
Victor and I agreed to shift our budget so we could
stay in the huge resort style campgrounds. It helped a lot
that we were arriving right when the high season was
ending so it ended up being a little more aﬀordable. This
one decision made all the diﬀerence!
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These fancier campgrounds are awesome. Everything
you need is here and it really felt like a treat to have a
beach close to our campsite, super clean showers (with
unlimited hot water), a restaurant that made delicious
pizza (this is the first place we experienced fried eggs on a
pizza and immediately became addicted), a bar
overlooking the water (this was my oﬃce for most of the
days drinking Americanos and red wine depending if it
was before or after noon), a kids club to do arts and
crafts, and a grocery store all on site. It allowed us to
experience a whole other side of Croatia that we may have
missed if we had just slept roadside.
From Split, we made our way down to the Peljesāc
Peninsula. In the three short days we were here, I
established a very comfortable routine. Get up, walk to
get bread and groceries for the day, go for a run, sit in the
reception room that overlooks the sea and get a few hours
of writing in, go for a swim, then walk to get gelato.
The campground and the surrounding town of Orebić
were set up for being active and having access to really
good food. It had a surfing vibe that I loved, except that it
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centered windsurfing and kitesurfing, neither of which I
knew how to do. Of course, I did give it a try (without
paying for lessons like normal people would do) and all
that happened was I got blown out to the middle of the
sea and had to be rescued by this nice German family on
their yacht. They were really sweet and wrapped me in
plush warm towels and drove me back to shore. It was a
humbling experience, to say the least.
Even without a sport to entertain me, I still liked
staying here at Antony Boy. The campground actually had
a good wifi signal for me to work. The bathrooms were
incredibly clean and we had a whole area of the
campground to ourselves. I had two great trees for my
hammock and we'd get a delicious local wine to sip while
staring at the stars. But, as with everywhere in Europe,
the weather was fickle and for some reason, I couldn't let
myself just enjoy comfort and predictability. I thought I'd
miss out on something else that I was supposed to see in
this hot dry overpriced country.
Overall, I was still not a fan of Croatia. If it weren't
for trying to abide by Schengen rules, we'd have left. I
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know a lot of people love it here, but those people are
called tourists, and I'm not. I'd need a much bigger
budget to enjoy this place. I'd need to be able to aﬀord
the excursions and going out to eat. As it is, I'm guilt
ridden for lying about the number of kids I have at
campgrounds.
Don’t get me wrong, it's not all bad. The
campgrounds are much nicer than the ones we’ve stayed
at in Europe. The problem is that I just didn’t know
exactly what I was looking for in Croatia. Everywhere
else I let my sports—either surfing, rock climbing, or
hiking define my experience and expectation. Here, I
really didn’t have those crutches and had to rely on being
able to work or cook really good meals for my
entertainment. Both things that I love to do after I get my
adrenaline fix for the day.
We spent a lot of time moving and driving looking for
places I liked to stay at, but I couldn’t escape the feeling
that I was missing out on something important to see in
Croatia. The irony was that my grandma, who traveled a
lot in her life and tends to enjoy similar places as me,
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really encouraged us to make it to Dubrovnik, but I just
couldn’t get myself to drive any further south.
Across from where we were staying in Orebić was the
island of Korćula, a town they refer to as “little
Dubrovnik”, that was nice to see for a few hours, but still
too touristy for me. So when we got to the point where
we had to decide on turning south to Dubrovnik or make
our way back north towards Split, where I was happy and
comfortable, we went north, knowing that meant I would
probably never see Dubrovnik since I doubted I’d ever
return to Croatia.
We did take a quick detour over to the island of Brać
so that we could see the famous Zlatni Rat beach. This
too could’ve been skipped, however, if we had, I would’ve
missed out on one of the best experiences I had in Croatia
with the adrenaline filled hour I spent jumping, sliding,
climbing, and falling oﬀ the giant inflatable obstacle
course floating in the Adriatic Sea.
It’s amazing the diﬀerence in rules and litigation in
Europe versus the States. Here in Croatia, you hand over
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your money and fend for yourself. If someone knocks you
over or rolls your ankle because they are drunk while
using the obstacle course, there’s no blame game played.
As much as I could appreciate the rules of engagement
that we have in the United States, it was really fun to just
let loose with a bunch of kids (and drunk adults) in the
cold Adriatic Sea and just have some fun.
After getting my adrenaline fix, we took the ferry
back to Camping Split so I could once again be saturated
in comforts like familiarity, clean showers and toilets, a
cool breeze, a bar serving ice cold beer on tap, a
restaurant with fried egg and bacon pizza, and a mini
market where I can easily buy any food supplies my family
needs.
We stayed here for four more nights, which was
unheard of on this trip because we never stayed anywhere
so long. But there was nowhere else worth going and we
still had almost two weeks to endure, so we settled into a
surprisingly enjoyable routine. I'd get up and walk to my
"oﬃce", which is what I called the bar that was perched
over the turquoise waters surrounding the campground.
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I'd drink my espresso and start typing away, trying to get
one step closer to my dream of creating a nomadic career.
I'd feverishly switch between writing blogs, editing A
Playful Life, and creating 1000 Miles of Memories. As the
sun traced its way across the sky, I'd switch from espresso
to red wine and continue plugging away at this crazy
vision of travel, wellness, and play.
We were finally sitting still long enough for Victor to
get involved too. Never mind the incessant nagging on
my part to step it up and be more productive. Everyone
develops at their own pace I'd repeat in my head what my
brother reminded me of when I spoke to him last. I'd try
to remind myself that the same qualities that I nurture in
my sons, I ridicule in my husband, but I never said I was
perfect. I am definitely a work in progress too.
To break up the work, I'd walk a quarter mile from
the campground to get my produce from the lady smoking
a cigarette who didn't speak a lick of English, but smiled,
grunted, and pointed at what I should buy. A hundred
kunas later ($15), I'd be on my way with more fruits and
veggies than I could comfortably carry. I'd then wander
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the other direction to get my fresh fish from the fish lady,
who didn't smoke while selling her product, but was
constantly cutting, filleting, and grabbing raw fish. Her
English was great and she’d spend half an hour telling me
the best ways to prepare all the diﬀerent fish she thought
my kids would like. Last, I'd walk into the market to grab
freshly baked bread, mineral water, and this eggplant dip
that my kids have also become addicted to (all for a few
dollars). We played, ate well, and stayed well under
budget here.
By the fourth day we decided enough is enough and
we needed more movement. I was rarely sleeping at night
because I just wasn't getting the activity level I was used
to. Sure, I'd swim a bit in the freezing cold sea and I'd go
for a run trying hard not to breathe in the constant
cigarette smoke that seems to follow me everywhere I go
on this continent. I wanted to stay until I got a certain
amount of work finished, but who am I kidding, I’ll never
be happy with the amount I get done because I'm always
demanding a higher level of productivity. I doubt I will
ever come back to this country even though its residents
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are extremely kind and the water is insanely clear. So I
figured, I may as well go and see what else I can explore
while we still have the time.
We made the trek inland to check out Plitvice Lakes
National Park. I was reluctant to spend money at another
national park and was getting a little tired of how
expensive it was to do anything in Croatia (each national
park in Croatia cost about fifteen dollars per person).
Considering it cost less than a hundred U.S. dollars for
our family to go to all the national parks in America for a
year, going to nation parks in Croatia seemed like a big
expense. Any type of tourist attraction (even if it's just a
long walk around a tiny city like Ston) is going to cost
you. Campgrounds and ferries charge per person so if you
have a big family, things add up fast. But then I caught
my family saying things like this is like Costa Rica, but cleaner
or I feel like I'm in Mission Bay (our home turf) and I realized
those tourist dollars and taxes have created an incredible
infrastructure that is clean, safe, and provided me comfort
and peace of mind that you don't always get when you
travel.
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Plitvice Lake is Croatia’s most famous national park
and a popular stop for tourist buses due to its numerous
waterfalls and beautiful turquoise lakes. It was ridiculous
the number of tourists and how many cameras each
person had. Seriously, at some spots, people would stop
and take a picture of the same waterfall with three
diﬀerent cameras! The annoying part is that a lot of the
path is a narrow boardwalk, which means if the person in
front of you stops to take a picture, you have to stop and
wait for them to take the picture.
Despite the crowds, it was worth the drive and the
expense to see this beautiful park. We walked the entire
thing and it really is a unique experience to see that many
waterfalls and such clear lakes in such a small amount of
space. It also helped that we got there early and walked
the entire thing, allowing us to find a few places on the
trail that weren’t crowded.

We finished the last week of our Croatia stint on the
northern side of the country. Our first stop was the island
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of Krk and a more active area than we had been to so far
with some running paths and mountain biking trails.
Since we were visiting in the oﬀ-season a lot of the stores
in the campground were closed, but one that was open
was the wine shop where every day at lunch and dinner
time, the campground guests would line up and fill their
liter plastic bottles with wine on tap for a few dollars.
Our second stop was near Rovinj, on the Istrian
peninsula. Choosing a campground based oﬀ of Google
Maps is always a crap shoot. The first night we ended up
at an overly priced one that really didn’t fit us and kind of
snowballed into a mess.
If you ever wonder how fast you can take a perfect
marriage and mutilate it so bad that no one wants
anything to do with it, drive around the world in a tiny
ass RV with a lot of kids and no job. I know where I went
wrong, but I wasn't going to budge. I knew my husband
wasn't cut out for this. I made a conscious choice when I
planned this that it may come down to my trip or my
marriage and I knew I'd choose the trip. I needed it. I
wanted it. The trip that is.
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Victor and I started dating when I was seventeen.
From the day we started dating, we were rarely apart. We
opened our business when I was twenty and had Daniel
the week after I turned twenty-two. We’ve been busy, to
say the least. But we have a unique relationship because
of it. We have been together so long and have shared so
many of our experiences together, that for a long time it
felt like we were one in the same person. We were close
and when we wanted the same thing, a business and kids,
it was easy. I don’t think we had a single fight for our first
thirteen years of marriage.
And then, we were done having babies. Sure we still
had to raise them, but I was no longer constantly
pregnant and breastfeeding. We started developing our
own individuality, our own sports, our own desires, and
we were getting older. Not to say that we are old, but
with age, you start to be less tolerable, less patient. You
know first hand how fleeting time is and you don’t want
to wait until you are any older to start trying new things.
In our case, it was the jiu-jitsu/surfing conundrum.
While I was still overwhelmed with Tatiana as a baby,
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Jiraiya as a toddler, and three older kids to homeschool,
Victor was starting to recover from adrenal exhaustion
and began doing jiu-jitsu. It was a natural fit since he was
a wrestler in high school and a big part of his adrenal
exhaustion came from overtraining in the weight room.
Now he had another outlet for exercise and he loved it.
As for me, I took it personally. I felt like he got to go
play while I was sacrificing so much with the kids. It took
a long time for me to process why I was getting so upset,
but in the end, I just needed to find my own sport to go
play. Two years later, I grabbed a surfboard and taught
myself how to surf (and shortly after, to rock climb).
Fast forward a few more years, and now we’ve swung
the pendulum the other way. Now, I’m the driving force
behind a life centered around play. The problem is, it’s
not Victor’s favorite form of play and it’s forced him to be
out of his box and confront many fears. Most people
would give up, but he loves me and isn’t going to sit at
home while I go play all over the world.
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We even brought his gi with us to Europe, but Victor
is shy and walking into new Jiu Jitsu schools around the
world is too intimidating. Not to mention, just really
hard to coordinate with the amount we are moving.
We are all wired how we are wired and sometimes it
makes no sense why we find our soul’s counterpart in a
person who seems so diﬀerent from us on the outside.
I’m sure this is where nurture steps in to shake things up
a bit. We are a bit like the Dreamworks movie The Croods.
My man is Grug, a caveman through and through. Be
careful. What if? Don’t trust anything. I can’t say for certain
if it’s purely nurture or nature, but Victor thrived in his
cave. I’m more like Guy in the movie. The dreamer. The
risk taker. The doer. Always following the light to
tomorrow. It’s a weird dynamic and most of the time it
works really good.
However, relationships require compromise and I
can’t expect him to adapt overnight just like he can’t ask
me to live in a cave. We are working on it and besides,
it’s not just us who have to change. It’s a much diﬀerent
world now, both for good and bad, and I think we all are
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having to find our own way of evolving into this new type
of information age that we live in.

I know deep down Victor likes (not loves) this trip,
but his brain is working so hard on adapting to the
constantly changing environment that he doesn’t have the
energy to process the parts that are good, fun, and
rewarding. In his mind, he is constantly looking for the
saber tooth to jump out from behind the bushes and
won’t allow himself to sit under the palm tree and drink
from the coconuts.
In his defense, most dads would have a really hard
time being in such tight quarters for so long. He knows
he's not valuable like this. Men need to feel valuable. A
man would never spend all day at work if it wasn't for the
extreme satisfaction of walking in the door at the end of
the day and laying the bacon down on the table for their
family. We all need to feel needed and wanted.
Traveling like this brings out none of those. Sure, I'm
glad I don't have to dump the toilet cartridge and I'm
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really glad I don't have to read Jiraiya about the same
animals over and over again. And let’s not forget that he
stays back with the little ones so I can hike, which
definitely wins him big points. But there’s a sense of
something missing for him, namely… money.
I really thought let me show you how amazing it is to wake
in a new city every few days and climb tall rocks and hike until
your feet hurt and you'll see this is the best life ever. I don't
know which is crazier, the fact that I thought he'd see the
light in the darkness or the fact that I still love what we
are doing.
Damn Croatia. Actually, damn the Schengen alliance.
If we had been able to stay in romantic cities like Arco,
Interlaken, and Brugge longer, we'd have been able to
push these minor diﬀerences and inconveniences under
the rug. Instead, we are stuck in a country that pretends
to be fun by forcing you to stay at resort campgrounds
(some with their own wine on tap) and acting so friendly
with their near perfect English. I'm tired of being
surrounded by bread and fat Germans in speedos. You
think you can escape to the beautiful national park, but
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that can't truly be enjoyed because Unesco has to give it
the title “world heritage site" and every camera-carrying
tourist in Croatia show up to walk a three foot wide path
and stops to take a hundred pictures of the same damn
thing (some of whom take the same picture with five
diﬀerent cameras).
I tolerated this country while I was working a lot, but
that created its own spiral, and in the end, it let my
demons escape. I’d get angry for not having a husband
who was more industrious. I was tired from using my
brain for so many hours. I was sad that I wasn't getting to
enjoy my kids. And I was jealous that I didn't have the
money to see this country for its great qualities.
So here I am with my marriage halfway through the
shredders. I know exactly how I can pull it back out and
tape it up, but I'm not sure I want to. I mean, I love my
husband, I do. We are soul mates. But to repair this I’d
have to give up so much of this playful life I've worked so
hard to create. I'd have to travel less, climb less, surf less,
hike less. I could do it. I could go back to being a
housewife. I was really good at, in fact, for a long time.
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My counters were always sparkling. The dishes were
properly loaded the second someone stopped eating.
Every toy had its own labeled box. The beds were made
every morning. I had a washer and dryer for goodness
sake! (Oh, how I love freshly washed clothes.) I could
set up my homeschooling table again and type up
syllabuses for the kids each in their own color-coded
notebook. I'd have one year to teach them all in school
(Danny a high school senior and Tati in first grade). Yeah,
I can do it again. It doesn't have to be permanent. I could
give it one year of full eﬀort. No half-assing it. I'd be
wanderlust-free for a whole year.
Except, it's not going to happen. I've been converted
to the dark side and there's no going back. Why doesn't
my husband love this again? Hmm... there has to be
another option.

And so we shoved the anger and fatigue under the
rug and made it to our last campground in Croatia, but
this time, we picked a good one. From our campsite it
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was a forty-five minute walk along a paved sidewalk
overlooking the Adriatic Sea to get to a beautiful climbing
area and only another five minute walk into the town of
Rovinj. There were great seaside restaurants along the
way where we could stop for a drink or get a burger.
There was even a trampoline in the campground that we
all played on. We rented bikes and rode to town for the
best gelato ever. And the sunsets here equaled the
incredible sunsets we had become jaded by while living in
the Coronado Cays for two years.
If I did return to Croatia, I would be able to save a ton
of time driving because I wouldn’t go further than this
point (it was only an hour from the border). It felt like
living in Mission Bay, San Diego, but with fewer people
and more trees (and I love living at Mission Bay).
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Chapter 21

Half Way Day
We’ve reached the halfway point in our travel through
Europe and I've noticed the presence of haters mainly in
the form of very few likes anymore for my posts. At times
it makes me angry mostly because that's the whole reason
Facebook exists is to validate your self-worth through
approval by your peers in the form of a thumbs up button.
Ridiculous when you think about it. At times I feel like
retaliating by keeping my photos to myself and then I do
something exciting and I get that overwhelming feeling of
wanting to share my excitement with the world or at least
the few dozen people who comment on how much they
enjoy seeing my photos. To me, posting is a way of
storytelling, because even though I'm writing this book, I
don't make time for it every day and through my posts, I
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can connect experiences and locations. I'm sure that the
increase of haters is due to jealousy and I can understand
why. Facebook only paints the positive side. It doesn't
show the temper tantrums, the fighting, the yelling, and
the nagging that goes on on a daily basis when traveling
this way with five kids.
But there was one person in particular that I wasn’t
getting the likes and comments from and that was my
mom. When I was a kid, my mom was the ultimate
soccer mom. She went to all of my games and was there
cheering for me with every goal I scored. Even when I
was almost forty years old, playing indoor soccer for the
first time in two decades, she was there at my games
rooting for me.
If there is one line that sums up my mom’s role in my
upbringing it was I’m proud of you. She told me it often
and although I never got straight As, played my heart out
on the soccer field, or opened a business at twenty years
old for her, I liked the words of aﬃrmation from her.
Now, while I’m doing something equally commendable,
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she wasn’t saying how proud she was of me. Something
had changed.
There are a lot of similarities between my relationship
with Victor and my relationship with my mom and that is
expectation. These two people have always been my
biggest fans, yet I hold them to a standard that is often
unattainable. It’s unfair because I know they are trying
their best, but because I feel so close to them, they are
also the people I open up to the most and too often that
comes in the form of anger and hurtful words.
I know my mom has had to make a lot of hard
decisions in her life, and being a mom myself, I know you
can’t always choose what’s best for your kids. Sometimes
you have to choose what you need first. Decisions are
never black and white and it’s up to us to practice
compassion and find love in the gray areas.
What’s crazy is that even though my mom disagrees
with the lifestyle I am providing for my kids, it’s allowed
me time to learn more about all the places I’ve gone
wrong, and in doing so, I’ve found so much more
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forgiveness for my mom. (And by the time we get back
home, my mom finds forgiveness for me too.)

The ups are amazing, but the lows are heartwrenching. I question daily why I'm putting my family
through this. Am I a mean mom for not giving them
normality? Am I a bad wife for expecting my husband to
adapt as easily as myself to life on the road? Am I selfish
for wanting to play and have fun? Yes, yes, and yes.
But like all storms that pass, so do the hard moments
and they bring with them sunny skies and rainbows—
plenty of joy, laughter, and happiness that I forgive myself
for my imperfections and remind myself that I'm a great
mom for teaching my kids to think freely, to see the world
with kindness, compassion, and awe. I'm a great wife
because I've given my husband experiences and depth to
his life that he never would get without me. My
selfishness has shown my kids the value of taking care of
yourself and that it's never too late to try and learn
something new. We only get one chance at life and we
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have to follow our hearts and do it with passion and
intensity.
Tomorrow is the eighty-second day of our Europe
trip. But as Gabi has reminded me, Is the glass half full or
half empty? We get eighty-two more days to experience
other countries and cultures and make these days even
better than the rest. This trip wasn't handed to us and we
didn't get this by some luck or fortune. Every step of this
trip was hard earned. Every penny was saved by
sacrificing and choosing to not spend it, to consume less,
to need less, and in doing so, to experience more, to feel
more, to see more, and to wander more.
I've enjoyed these eighty-two days tremendously. I've
seen fjords and glaciers in Norway, surfed a world class
break in Ireland, taken some big falls in Germany,
scrambled the highest peaks in the U.K., and hiked past
some of the most famous peaks of the Swiss Alps. But
I've also screamed at my kids way too many times and
gone to bed mad at my husband on a regular basis.
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We often look at life in black or white, travel or don't
travel. There is a shade of gray that I want to improve on
in these next eighty-two days. I hope to find a way to
move slower so that I put less strain on the little kids. I
must find a way to expect much less from my husband
and forgive him for not being the world traveler I want
him to be and instead accept him for the kind father and
loving husband that he is. And I need to continue letting
go of fear. Fear of what the future holds. Fear of not
being the best. Fear of not being liked (or of getting
likes). Because in the end, all of what I know right now
will change.
We won't always live in a tiny RV and wake up every
day in a new romantic city or drive through a medieval
town. We will have to wake up and go to work again and
sit in traﬃc and have hot showers every day. My kids
won't always be under the same roof and finishing each
other's sentences or quoting movies together. One day
our tight-knit family will have spouses and grandkids and
in-laws and we will just get together for dinners and tell
stories about how Jiraiya hogged the bed, mom was
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always yelling at dad when he was driving (and climbing
and cooking— and pretty much everything), and Tati
being bipolar all the time. When those stories come up
ten years from know I don't want to feel regret that I
could've done a better job. That I could've been nicer to
my husband, more patient with Jiraiya and Tati, and more
engaged with Danny and Isabelle. I want it to feel right.
Ten, twenty, thirty years from now, I want to smile with
contentment knowing I did this trip the best I could.
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Chapter 22

Italy to France
Seven days from the Adriatic Sea to the Atlantic Ocean,
that's all it took. We probably went too fast. Well, I'm
positive we went too fast, but we were itching to surf …
bad. We had originally intended to spend ten days going
south through Italy and another week in southeast
France, but the thought of driving more than we already
had to to get to the Atlantic coast was too overwhelming.
We enjoyed seven power-packed days getting across.
First, we hit Florence. I know we didn't do it justice
because we skipped all the expensive museums, with the
two little ones there wasn't a chance we were going to be
able to get to enjoy the museums anyhow. (Gabi and I are
already planning an Italy do-over so we can make up for
all we are skipping.)
Instead, we walked and ate our way through this
historic city. We must have covered eight miles walking
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the long way up to St Michaels Square and taking a wrong
turn on the way down, zig-zagging up and down alleyways
to get pictures of all the key architecture and searching
out the top restaurants for gelato, paninis, pizza, and
chocolate.
Before arriving at the famous Cinque Terre, we
stumble upon a great rest area in the forest of Tuscany
with an entire area just for RVs to park with water, dump,
and electricity for free. We pulled over to catch up on
dishes, make a huge pot of spaghetti sauce, and go to
sleep in the Tuscan hills.
Day two we spent hiking the Cinque Terre. Well, not
all of us. Since this had been one of the things Gabi and I
looked forward to most on this trip, Victor decided to
sacrifice and stay back with the two little ones at the
campground near Deiva Marina so we could enjoy the
hike and the towns. It was much appreciated and we did
get to enjoy the entire experience a lot.
The Cinque Terre, as the name says, is five small
fishing villages on the cliﬀs overlooking the
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Mediterranean Sea and are only publicly accessible by foot
or train. Imagine the Big Sur coastline in California, but
with villages of cobblestone roads and vineyards growing
on the hillsides.
When you first get to the train station you have to
buy a ticket to get to the town of Levanto. Here, you buy
a train ticket that lets you ride to each of the five towns
that make up the Cinque Terre and a ticket that allows
you to hike the lower trail between the towns. With
tickets in hand, we rode the train to the first town of
Monterosso to begin our hiking and eating adventure.
There are few places in the world like this. From the
second you start walking the first trail from Monterosso
towards Vernazza you know you this is going to be
unique. It’s all just so old, and yet, so vibrant at the same
time. The path climbs up and down, under trees, over
cobblestones, past rows and rows of vineyards, and beside
stone houses that have been standing there for
generations.
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At times you are the only one on the trail as far as
you can see, at other times, gorgeous views of the
shimmering sea and pastel building cause traﬃc jams and
all of a sudden you are surrounded by a half diﬀerent
languages being spoken.
Like so many places we’ve seen on our travels, we are
in awe over the pristine beauty that we are so lucky to be
immersed in, and yet, feel compassion for the intensity
and hard work it must take to carve out a life with so few
options and so much hardship.

We started oﬀ day three by rock climbing at a bolted
area that was right behind the campground. It was a
beautiful location set in the forest with nice quality rock.
We had no beta on the climbs and had to redpoint it
(basically guess the diﬃculty). The climb Gabi got on
was intense. It was about seventy meters high but just
slightly overhung the whole way up (thankfully it had
nice positive holds). I'm pretty sure it was a European
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grade six (her first grade six lead if so) and was quite
impressed how well she handled herself on the lead once I
got on the route and led it.
I wanted to squeeze in one more experience in the
Italian Riviera and saw that the town of Camogli was
supposed to be nice. It ended up being a pain in the ass
to get there though. You couldn't drive the motorhome
into the city so we parked in a town nearby and walked
forty-five minutes on a busy narrow street to get there.
The town was quaint but nothing compared to the towns
of the Cinque Terre from the previous day and the food
was mediocre. We finally tried focaccia but were only
mildly impressed. We had already grown accustomed to
the thinly crusted Italian pizzas and this was too doughy.
We finished oﬀ this slightly stressful day by trying to
find a place to vagabond by a climbing area in Finalborgo.
The only problem was that we needed chalk to climb the
next day, so we had to get to the climbing store before
they closed at 8 p.m. We made it with thirty minutes to
spare but driving into this town on a narrow road and
finding a place to park was pushing Victor and I to our
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limit in patience and energy. We literally ran to the store
because the kids were starving and we have no food left in
the RV and the grocery store also closes at 8 p.m. We find
the chalk and I sweet talk the guy ringing us up to let me
take some photos of the climbing areas nearby so I have a
little beta on where to climb the next day. He reluctantly
helps me out and gives me directions to two diﬀerent
areas, one that is good for morning climbing and one that
is good for afternoon climbing. We thank him and run
back to the RV to try and drive to the grocery store before
it closes.
Google Maps says we have to go down a road that, in
our rush, appeared way too small for the RV to fit. So
instead, I try to go the other way thinking I could go
around. Keep in mind it's now completely dark and I'm in
a new town which I'm completely unfamiliar with. I sped
up the road five minutes only to see it too get narrower
and narrower until I'm on a bridge that says no trucks
over three tons, which I still cross only to realize that's as
far as I'm going to get. Argh! I ten-point-turn around,
drive back over the bridge that only has an inch clearance
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on each side, and speed back to where the road was. In
our haste, we hadn't seen the other one-way street that
took us past the town along the river. We somehow
manage to get to the store five minutes before it closes
and race through grabbing as much as we can before the
registers close. By the time I get back in the motorhome
I'm done. I'm exhausted. I have hungry kids. And I've
been in this situation enough to know I need to find a
campground.
We track one down ten minutes away. Again driving
down narrow streets with tight turns. I remember seeing
that the prices of this campground were expensive so I tell
the three older kids to hide and I lie and say we only have
two little kids. The guilt sucked but we were only
sleeping there, doing a few dishes and then driving out
early in the morning. The questioner in me just couldn't
justify spending an additional eight euros per person for
three more people who aren't using up any extra
resources than the four of us who were paying did. I felt
bad, but not that bad.
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With everyone finally fed and rested, we were now
ready to go climb. Well, I don't know if I got much rest. I
spent about two hours after everyone went to sleep
researching where we should go. Monica, who we met
climbing in Interlaken, texted me pictures for the climbs
in the area but she overestimated my abilities and most of
the areas looked too advance. Dread-head from the
climbing store had given me the two areas but I couldn't
remember which was good for morning and which for
afternoon. There was the center of Finalborgo which was
supposed to have a thousand routes, but in the dark I
didn't see anything when we drove past.
In the morning, I just winged it and took us to the
area that had the most grade five rated climbs. We
couldn't drive the RV up the narrow road so we left it on
the main road with Daniel guarding it. I was really
nervous leaving him there but Victor felt comfortable
with the situation so I tried to not worry. With the little
ones with us, it took an hour to hike up the steep road
and then a narrow steep trail to get to the climbs. Our
eﬀorts were rewarded as the views from this height were
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breathtaking. From this vantage point, you could see over
all the Italian wineries that lined the Tuscan hillsides. In
addition to getting such incredible views, the climbing
was perfect for our skill level. Gabi and I got to lead one
route that was about a hundred feet high with super fun
moves and had a great flow to it. Victor, on the other
hand, was about ready to give up on the sport. He was
tired and didn't have the energy reserves to be able to
overcome his fears and challenge himself. After all,
between the complaining from the younger two, the fast
pace we were traveling at, and the constant new
situations, he was tapped out.
When we had had our fill of climbing we took the
long trek downhill and went back to the town. I had
wanted to show the kids how cute it was since they didn't
get to see it the night before.
Of course, when we got to the town it happened to be
siesta time so half the stores and restaurants were closed.
There was one restaurant that we saw on Trip Advisor
that said it as still open so we headed down a tiny
cobblestone alley trying to find it. Unfortunately, when
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we walked in they said they were closing so we couldn’t
eat. We turned around and started looking for an
alternative. We weren’t more than a hundred feet away
before an Italian lady was chasing us down oﬀering us the
leftover quiches for the day. You could tell she felt bad
that she couldn’t serve us a full meal, but the kindness
she showed in oﬀering us a slice of her delicious craft was
wonderful and made a huge impression on our family.
We finished the day the same way as we had the past
four, by driving more than we should have. Tonight I was
determined to save money and insisted on vagabonding.
We were now inside the French border and even though
the toll roads are frustrating because they are so
expensive, they come with really nice rest areas. We
pulled into one that was forested with picnic tables and I
opened up a bottle of wine and started making a huge
dinner roadside.
It brings me a lot of joy to be able to do this. I think
that night we had sautéed chicken and zucchini with
salad, bread and butter, and olives. Not a bite was left. I
had planned on driving further but since this rest area
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was so nice Victor asked, “Why move?” I agreed. As I lie
down to start unwinding, I see the blue police car pull up
next to us. I knew they were going to roll us, why else
would they be here we weren't breaking any laws. Victor,
who was sound asleep jumps up and opens the door. In
broken English the police oﬃcer says we need to go ten
kilometers down the road. I'm not sure why we couldn't
sleep there. It was a rest area with a huge gas station and
restaurant. Not wanting any trouble, I got in the driver’s
seat and decide to cover some ground while everyone was
asleep. An hour later, I see a rest area that was filled
with semi-trucks. I pulled in tight between two big rigs
and let the hum of diesel soothe me to sleep. Waking the
next day refreshed and ready for more adventure.

Day five we headed for Les Calanques. We had
wanted to climb in Ceuse and Verdon Gorge but I didn't
have the energy to drive into the mountains and Les
Calanques was on the way and sounded beautiful. We
went straight to the campground to make sure we got a
spot because we wanted to be able to leave the younger
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two with Danny while we walked to climb. Oh, what a
walk!
My climbing book that I brought from the U.S. said it
was only a kilometer to town and then forty-five minutes
to the first climbing area. Not for us. It took an hour just
to get from the campground to the start of Les Calanques
National Park. It was constant hills—up and down. Once
in the park, it leveled out for five minutes and then the
hills started back up and up and up. It was already eightyfive degrees and we were chasing shade as it was now
high noon. Another hour in and we get to a point where
the trail goes away from the water and down a gorge. The
map I had was a very rough drawing that I kept trying to
cross reference with my GPS location on Google Maps.
Going down the gorge seemed like it was going to take us
too far north so we tried another trail, but after thirty
minutes I knew this was completely wrong. We were now
on the other peninsula.
We sat down and ate a snack while taking in the
unbelievably gorgeous view. The Calanques are made up
of white limestone rocks that jut into the Mediterranean
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Sea like fingers and form mini fjord-like inlets of water.
The water is so calm and clear that it looks almost green
in some places. Backed by the sharply rising white rocks,
these inlets reminded me of something out of Peter Pan.
I looked at Google Maps again and this time I was
able to zoom in enough to locate the tiny trail we should
be on. Bingo. We had our coordinates but they were
another thirty-minute hike away. We lugged our heavy
climbing bags back on our sweaty backs and started uphill
to the trail we had abandoned an hour ago. This time we
followed it down the gorge, scrambling down boulders
and rock scree until we reached the beach we were
looking for and the obvious rock pillar that was bolted
next to it. Climb on!
The location was beautiful and we were finally in the
shade, but now, I was back on a really drawn out climb
(like in Germany) and the rock was extremely polished
(slippery). Visions from Frankenjura started swirling
through my mind. There were about ten to twelve feet
between bolts and even though I eventually found good
hand holds and a few rocks that my shoes would stick to,
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I couldn't shake the what if feeling from my head. Gabi
was leading the route right next to me, both routes only
rated a 4+, which was technically much easier than what
we had been climbing, but with the bolts being run out
and the immense exposure, we were both feeling like we
were climbing 6+. We managed to get our two routes set
up and took turns top roping. Victor was tired, hot,
hungry, and again had no reserves left to get him up the
wall. He belayed his three girls but had no interest in
attempting these climbs.
I loved the climbs on top rope and enjoyed the surreal
experience of climbing in the south of France overlooking
Les Calanques, but looking over at my husband’s sullen
face I could take it no more. I didn't understand how he
couldn't see the beauty in it all. How the reality of where
we were and what we were creating for ourselves wasn't
enough to oﬀset a little hunger, thirst, and fatigue. We
argued the entire walk back. Me trying to convince him
that my zest for life and adventure was the better way.
Him only hearing me say, "you suck, you suck, you suck”
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while I kept trying to hold back the tears so my girls
wouldn't see how much I was hurting.
We had had these conversations over and over
throughout this trip but now it was getting to be a daily
routine. Me trying to play shrink and figure out why he
couldn't adapt faster, why he got overwhelmed so easy,
why he didn't know what he wanted from life. The kids
felt it. The older ones would call us on it and the younger
ones showed it in their behavior. Be who you want your
kids to be, right? Well, I'd been doing a good job of
showing them how to be bitter, angry, and resentful. I
thrived on what we were doing and Victor, well let's just
say he didn't. It seemed like the longer we did this the
further our souls drifted apart. I kept saying it was okay
for us to have our own likes and passions and that we just
needed to find a few key places where we overlapped and
we could "meetup" there. I knew I didn't need to live like
this forever but I would need to make travel a huge part of
my life still when we got home. I loved traveling with my
kids and knew I could get a lot of joy from just traveling
with them (the older three that is).
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Yeah, I felt a little guilty about wanting to leave the
other two but I also realized I only had a few more years
with the older three before they went and created their
own adventures and I'd have time to do these things with
the younger ones too one day. This was hard on Victor.
I can specifically remember sitting around a campfire
about seven years ago with my sister and her husband
saying how I loved spending every minute of the day with
Victor. Up until then, we were always together. We
worked together, raised the kids together. It wasn't until a
year after Jiraiya was born and Victor went through his
adrenal exhaustion debacle that we started doing more
independent roles and activities. Through this trip, he
asks me if I always knew I wanted to travel the world or if
I was always so unconventional but I was seventeen when
we met. I had no idea. All I knew was that coming from
a divorced family and feeling like I missed out, I wanted
to create a big family to feel loved by. Victor was really
good at that. I'm always preaching "intention" but it was
never my intention to be such a wild soul that I'd
eventually drive a stake in my own marriage. It was so
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gradual but so overpowering that by the time I got back to
the campground that day, I started thinking there may not
be hope for us. It may be too late. There are too many
layers of diﬀerences of anger of resentment to overcome.
I remember back in school I’d get to leave when my
class did math and I'd go do my math either in another
room or with the next grade because the math was just
too easy and I'd be so bored. I feel like that now with
going back to a conventional lifestyle and Victor knows
that about me too. I say I'll be fine but he loves me too
much to let me only be fine. He wants to see me thrive
like I do now. And I know he's trying really hard. The
problem is I'm growing at an exponential rate and he's
growing at a linear one and that gap keeps widening. As I
reflect back on the week we've had (not to forget the past
year and a half) and think about how far he's come and
how much of a stretch of character it's been for him, I
start to find more sympathy, more compassion, and
maybe some forgiveness in there.
But what really kicks me in the ass and sets me
straight is my kids. I've had it all wrong. I've been
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looking at my kids and seeing what I perceived as the
negative qualities they have of their father (I tend to see
the fear my boys exhibit, the passivity Daniel has, the
quietness Isabelle carries, the compassion Gabi has, the
way Tati loves to watch movies) and how those things
make me mad when they are exhibited in a man who I've
convinced myself is too scared, too passive, too quiet, too
nice, and too lazy. Today, however, while driving, I
stopped and saw how I love that Daniel gives in to Gabi
because he knows his relationship with her is more
important than being right; how Isabelle's quietness fills
her tank, allows her to smile more, and connect with a
genuine compassion when she is ready; how Gabi can
sense when I'm at my limit and knows how to step in and
help out or share stories with me to calm me down; how
Jiraiya's fear keeps him safe because if he was a boy
version of me I'd have gray hair from him taking too many
risks and how he is so happy to just lie down and cuddle
with me; and Tati’s—well, with her, I feel like I'm just
looking in the mirror and the fact that we call her “bipolar
sunshine” reminds me that my qualities aren't so great
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anyways. Maybe the absolutes I try so hard to defend
don't have to be so strict. Maybe I can find more gray and
maybe I can learn to be bored in math class. Whatever
comes of this I know I'd never be okay if I let my
wanderlust ideals overpower my greatest purpose in life
and that's to create a big, loving family. Seven unique
souls all coming together under one roof to share a meal
and laugh. Who cares if our roof rolls on four wheels?!
What matters most is the energy my kids feel while under
the roof and it's time I warm it up again.
Day six, we hiked together. We parked near the
university and walked an hour down to a smaller beach in
Les Calanques. Hiking here felt like walking through
Neverland and at any moment you expected Captain
Hook’s ship to sail around the bend and set anchor in the
bay. We swam in the clear turquoise waters and all took
turns jumping oﬀ ten-foot rocks. I can't remember the
last time we had so much fun as a family.
Tati and Jiraiya did their fair share of pouting,
complaining, crying, and whining, but we rolled with it
and ignored as much as we could and were firm when we
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had to be. Victor and I backed each other up and the big
kids tried harder to step in and oﬀer some distraction
(usually in the form of superhero talk). I saw glimpses of
what makes our family so strong that day. I saw the
friendships my kids share with each other. I saw their
smiles as they ate my roadside dinner of meatball,
zucchini, onion, and bean soup. I laid on Jiraiya's chest as
he fell asleep and thought how crazy it was that it felt
almost identical to Victor’s chest, just much smaller.
Victor calls me an ice princess, but I think today I melted
a little.
Day seven found us in the French Pyrenees. I'm so
happy here. I feel like I'm back in Norway or Switzerland
again except this time I am surrounded by amazing food
that I can aﬀord. I love to eat and I love when I can get
fresh foods that are locally grown straight from the farm
and well sourced meat. Today was an exciting food
experience for me. First, we stopped at a bakery on the
way up into the Pyrenees. We got a dozen pastries and
four baguettes for only twelve euros! Then we stopped in
this cute ski town in the Pyrenees called Luz-Saint430

Sauveur. We got sausage from the butcher, then across
the street, we got fromage, salami, and wine, then we
went down an alley and got all our produce from a farm
stand made out of a garage, last we went into an artisan
shop and got a chocolate bar and fondue. It made me so
happy to buy from local merchants and to know the food I
was buying hadn't been shipped across the sea or
continents.
Feeling prepared to feed my family well for a day, we
continue up into the Pyrenees to a tiny town called
Gavarnie. It is a Unesco World Heritage site for its
cirque, a large glacier shaped bowl, that resembles an
enormous amphitheater covered in hues of green with
waterfalls running over its sides. The entire experience of
staying here was incredible.
First, there is a huge area for RV parking that only
cost eight euros for twenty-four hours which meant we
now had a safe, cheap place to crash tonight and it had
incredible views and not a single other person parked
there. Second, there was a great eight-mile hike we
wanted to do here. The hike started right in town and
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followed an easy trail all the way to the base of the cirque.
Then on the way back we took a smaller trail that ran
along the side of the mountains looking down over the
valley and town of Gavarnie. The rock here makes this
area really stand out and reminded me of the granite walls
contrasting the green forest and meadows back in
Yosemite. Today was one of those days that make the bad
days worth it. Our family was on today. There was little
complaining. Victor and I didn't fight. Instead, we
walked holding hands taking in the magnificent beauty of
our kids walking a trail together, laughing, telling jokes,
and sharing stories. I know it was me that was the pivotal
role. I woke up with intention to forgive my husband for
not being a traveler by nature, to be patient and
nurturing, and to give my kids something I never had …
happy parents who loved each other. I'm positive I will
forget to do all these things some days and fatigue will
oﬀset intention, but I know the connection I share is
powerful and will get us over the hiccups.
Transformations don't usually occur overnight. They
happen over time.
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After two-thousand kilometers of driving over the
past week, I am not the same person I was leaving
Croatia, nor was I the same person as when I arrived in
Croatia a month before that. Somewhere between
standing under the Duomo in Florence, hiking past
cliﬀside vineyards in the Cinque Terre, climbing at twothousand feet above the sea in Finale, swimming in the
turquoise the water in Les Calanques, wandering the
trails of the French Pyrenees, and shopping for my daily
sustenance from local merchants, I developed more love
for my family, more appreciation for the beautiful world
we live in, more gratitude for the life I've worked so hard
to carve out, and more confidence in who I am and the
choices I've made. I’m reminded of one of my favorite
quotes,
“I am not the same person having seen the moon shine on the
other side of the Earth.”
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Chapter 23

Hossegor, France
We happened to get to Hossegor at the same time as the
championship tour of surfing. I don't follow the World
Surf League so I had no idea when it was or who was
leading it, but I know it's a big deal to my daughter.
There are spectators and participants and I am the latter.
That's not to say I'm superior in any way, it's just that I am
a doer and I really don't find watching sports that fun.
However, because I do surf, I can appreciate the incredible
skill, talent, and hard work that these professional surfers
possess. That, and I want to spoil Gabi.
I ask my daughter to give up a lot of things that girls
here age depend on to fulfill their self-worth at an
awkward age and she handles is well. So well that I may
actually not be traumatizing her with this lifestyle and she
may actually benefit from the fact that she has been able
to develop who she truly is based on her own opinion of
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herself that wasn't created or scarred by the opinion of her
peers. Nevertheless, she's still fifteen, loves to surf, and
thinks professional surfers rock and therefore I will help
her get photographs and signatures from these surf
gods.
The first day in Hossegor, we were walking on the
beach and we saw huge cameras lined up down the beach,
so naturally, we sat down by one to see who they were
photographing. Sure enough, John John Florence walks
out of the water and sits down a few feet from us.
Knowing this is going to make Gabi so happy, I embarrass
myself and drag her over to him to get a picture.
However, in the process of trying to joke around with
him, I completely come across as a stalker when I
mention, “watching you surf in front of your house last
year.” Gabi shoots me a look saying “Seriously? Stalker
alert!”
When Victor and I had been in Hawaii earlier that
year the same thing had happened. We had been walking
down the beach on North Shore and someone had a big
camera on the beach photographing two surfers in the
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water. The surf was pretty big that day and one of the
surfers was holding a camera while surfing and taking
pictures of the other surfer while they were both riding a
ten-foot wave. We had watched View From A Blue Moon
earlier that year and guessed it was probably John John
Florence filming his brother. Naturally, we sat down on
the beach and watched, mesmerized by how talented they
were. When they were done surfing, they ran right out of
the ocean and straight into their house so I didn’t want to
bother them asking for a photo. But having Gabi here
with me, I wasn’t going to let her miss the opportunity to
take a picture with the future World Title holder.
Later that day, while walking in town, we run into
Jordy Smith and she gets a pic with him too, then the next
day with Carissa Moore. It was very exciting for her and I
was so happy that I was able to give her an experience
that she’d remember forever.

It's the strangest feeling to be somewhere you've
never been before and to instantly feel like you are at
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home. I have been transported back to my old lifestyle
and my old routine. I get up and surf, spend a few hours
recovering from the exertion, then a few more hours
writing, and finish my day sharing a meal with my family.
For this trip, I had left the surf planning to Gabi. I
was happy to surf anywhere and the fact that she was
more passionate about it than me would ensure that she
found the best spots for us to hit. I vaguely knew of
Hossegor but not much more than the name. Since it
brings in the pros for the world tour I assumed it was out
of my league and for the most part that’s true. The North
breaks are more intense than I can handle, but La Sud
(the south) is heavenly. It has been so long since I'd
surfed and the few times we got in the water in Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales were barely enjoyable enough to
count, that I was worried I may have lost my surfing
skills.
Being away from the water so long was enough to
make me think that maybe I’d lost my addiction too.
Maybe I didn't need surfing. Maybe I wasn't as attached
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to it as I used to be. Maybe I could have a healthy
relationship with the sport.
No, it's not possible. At least not for me. It took one
surf session to bring back all the intensity, all the joy, and
all the heartache that this sport feeds my soul with.
I love the nervousness I get before I paddle out. I
love the way my hand glides through the water when I
start paddling. I love the smell of the salt water as it
splashes my face. I love the shock of the first turtle roll. I
love sitting in anticipation. I love the pressure I put on
myself to not mess up. I love the anticipation of paddling
to catch the wave. I love the connection of energy when
the wave grabs you. I love the speed of dropping in on a
big wave. I love the adrenaline I feel while racing down
the wave. I love when I get a corner and have time to
cruise up the face. I love when I exit out the back of the
wave and fly oﬀ my board for a moment. I love paddling
as hard as I can to not get crushed by the remainder of the
set. I love the breathlessness from paddling through the
breakers. I love the peace of waiting between sets. It’s all
so addicting.
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But, in a moment, all of that can change. I keep
searching left and right trying to find Victor in the lineup.
It's crowded but I know if he was here I'd feel it. We have
a shared energy field that pulsates when the other is
nearby. I think maybe he got out because we had been
arguing the day before and we still haven't made peace
yet. And then, I see him on the beach waving his
surfboard in the air, flagging me to come in. I'm so
confused. He is standing with two men that I don't
recognize and I'm thinking Are they professionals that he
wants me to meet? Why else would he be calling me to get out?
But, it only takes a few steps up the sand for me to see the
blood covering his face. I run up to help. As I get to him
I see his face has been sliced deep in two places and his
eye is swollen shut. The two men are trying to call for
help but I don't know what that exactly means.
In the States, I wouldn't have hesitated to drive him
straight to the hospital or call an ambulance, but I'm
confused here what the typical protocol is. It's slow. It's 1
p.m. so doctors are closed for siesta time and the nearby
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medics are working the professional surf contest and are
unavailable. I still don't understand why we aren't just
going to a hospital but I assume the French men know
better than I. Another French man, Jean-Marie, has
oﬀered to drive us to the doctor fifteen minutes from
town. I'm in a daze. I'm getting in a car with my
husband, who looks like he has just finished an MMA
match and may lose vision in one eye while leaving my
kids in an RV at the beach in France.
The nearby doctor takes one look at Victor’s eye and
sends us to the hospital in Bayonne, thirty minutes south.
I'm beating myself up for not stepping in sooner.
Everything takes a long time here but, eventually, a doctor
sees him and takes really good care of him. She stitches
him up, sends him to get a CT scan, which confirms that
he has broken two bones in his skull, sends us to an eye
doctor who says there is no damage to the eye but wants a
follow up two days from now, and then to the face doctor
to look at the bones. Through all of this, our saint, JeanMarie, has stayed by our side chauﬀeuring us around,
translating where he can, and acting like a friend that
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we've known all our life and not some stranger who
happened to be having a beer on the beach when the
universe decided to reset our lives.
Signs are everywhere. I believe this. Victor and I have
had our ups and a lot of downs on this trip. It's hard to
go on a trip of personal discovery with five kids who need
a lot of attention and food and who you want to connect
with on a regular basis. It's a little hard to reflect on the
meaning of life, what your dreams and aspirations are,
and how to piece it all together when one kid needs to be
read to, one wants to be heard, another is hungry. Really,
who has time these days for personal growth? But I'm
obsessed with it and so I ask Victor to read one of my
favorite books, The Zahir. I think it helps because then he
can start to see where I am coming from when I talk
about personal growth and finding yourself. Again, we
don't have a lot of time to talk between traveling and kids,
but when we do, it usually goes something like this
"What do you want?" This is me inferring what is your
goal in life? What drives you to get out of bed? What excites you?
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What are you so passionate about that you will work on even when
you are exhausted?
"Umm, you,” he always replies, but I'm not flattered.
I’m looking for an epiphany, a desire, a focus. Something
that not only is a job or career but encompasses a lifestyle
and a vision for the rest of our life. I keep trying to prod
at where we are going to live when this trip is over. How
are we going to make money? I know the current
business we left isn’t going to cut it when we get back
and, to me, we had a great opportunity over the past few
months of traveling to gain traction on creating that new
business, whether through nomadswithapurpose.com or
whatever else he could envision. I was game for anything,
I just wanted the what and why and then I could focus on
the how.
In the end, I push too hard and finish with, “You’re
lazy.”
We don't talk the entire next day which is hard to do
in a tiny motorhome but the kids provide a good
distraction.
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He makes me coﬀee the next day and I know he's
hoping I slept the anger away and we can just let things
blow over, but I can't let myself. We watch the surf
contest in silence and then paddle out and sit far from
each other in the lineup, something we never do. And
next thing I know I'm sitting holding his hand in a
hospital room praying for him to be okay, asking for
forgiveness for wanting so much, and still feeling grateful
that I have his hand to hold and I can show him how
strong my love for him still is.
In The Zahir, author Paulo Coehlo steps oﬀ a curb and
is hit by a scooter and spends a few days in the hospital
which becomes the starting point of his transformation. I
am dismayed by the parallels of this book to my life and
am certain this event will forever change the relationship
between Victor and I. I wish the cost of the lesson had
been less because I hate to see him in so much pain and I
know he is going to hate having scars on his face from
this, but I am also appreciative that the price of awareness
didn't come from loss of life. We all have scars, some are
just more visible than others.
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The hardest challenge is to not let the fear of being
cut allow you to shirk away from experience. It's easy to
be scared and tell yourself it's safer to keep your feet in the
sand, but that would go against everything I believe in. As
Coehlo writes in The Zahir, “That is why it is so important
to let certain things go. To release them. To cut loose.
People need to understand that no one is playing with
marked cards; sometimes we win and sometimes we lose.
Don't expect to get anything back, don't expect
recognition for your eﬀorts, don't expect your genius to be
discovered or your love to be understood. Complete the
circle. Not out of pride, inability or arrogance, but simply
because whatever it is no longer fits in your life. Close
the door, change the record, clean the house, get rid of the
dust. Stop being who you were and become who you are.”
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Chapter 24

Spain & Portugal
Nature didn't give Spain a chance. After what was a
festive night of tapas and wine on The Boulevard in San
Sebastián, we headed toward the northwest corner of
Spain, to Galicia. Technology, via our Magic Seaweed
App, motivating us to move faster than we should as we
were trying get there in time for a good swell.
We stopped to stretch our legs in the small town of
Celorio. Not your typical tourist destination unless you
are walking the Camino de Santiago and then you may
know the town as a resting stop for a night. The only
reason we ended up here was because Gabi had been
scouring the web for best surf breaks in Spain and came
across a blog which recommended surfing Playa San
Martin. We parked in Celorio and then Gabi, Isabelle, and
I headed oﬀ down a dirt trail (which is part of the
Camino) past tractors, fields, and even an old ruin, until
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fifteen minutes later we arrive at a cliﬀ overlooking a
secluded cove. We had the beach all to ourselves. I’ve
seen a lot of beaches, but this may be the most
picturesque one we’ve stumbled upon.
We hadn't timed it right, as the wind was howling and
blowing out the little surf that was rolling in that day, but
it didn't matter. Sitting in the ocean all alone, looking
back at the hillsides of farmland and beautiful rock
formations, I was happy and couldn’t shake the surreal
feeling of sitting alone in the water staring at the lush
Spanish coastline. It was hard believe I wasn’t in some
tropical destination. Oh wait, the water is still cold.
We should've found a campground nearby and stayed
in the quaint villages of Asturias, but we kept looking at
Magic Seaweed and seeing four stars for Playa Traba and
decided to push on. With Victor out of commission, I had
to do all the driving. Which I didn't mind, but it meant
we had to take more breaks (I didn't take enough). I
pushed until close to midnight before I had to give in to
heavy eyelids and found a free camper’s stop high in the
mountains of Spain. I wanted to get to Traba early to try
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and catch the surf before the wind picked up so I set my
alarm for 7 a.m. (since the sun doesn't rise until 8 a.m.),
brewed coﬀee while I ran the engine to get the ice to
defrost from the windshield (yep, still cold everywhere we
go) and made it to Traba by 9 a.m.
After driving through forest and then cultivated
farmland with tiny villages dotting the coastline, we
arrived at a large bay backed by sand dunes. There were
only a few other vans/motorhomes parked here. Pinch me,
I'm dreaming I’m thinking to myself as we pull in. This
place was everything I imagined. The only downside at
first was it was freezing and the sun hasn't cleared the
mountain so putting on a wet wetsuit was painful, but
there were only two surfers in the water and the waves
were firing. As perfect as it was, I paddled out carrying
something I was unfamiliar with … Fear.
I only had one quick surf session since Victor’s
accident, which had been a very small day on a predictable
break. This wave that we were paddling out to was
diﬀerent. It was big and mushy at first and then broke
fast. In my head, I was thinking I would be reliving my
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experience at Playa Negra in Costa Rica with the fast
hydrodynamics (this was nothing even close to that
wave). I wasn’t worried about the reef here. Instead, I
kept picturing my board slicing my own face. Doubt
started clouding my judgment, skill, and confidence. I
couldn't get myself to commit. I felt like Maverick in Top
Gun. It's no good. Somehow I managed to catch the only
left that came through that morning, but I walked back on
the sand sad and disappointed.
Maybe it was the wave, maybe it was just fatigue
from driving so much, but for whatever reason that I
couldn't surf that break, it hurt. I felt like the universe
needed to teach me a lesson, but I couldn't decide what of
the many possible lessons it wanted me to get. I chose
the lesson of detachment and told myself to not have so
much wrapped up in surfing (never mind that we've
lugged these surfboards all over Europe, just broke budget
to buy a third board for me and that the whole trip was
centered around surfing Spain). Surfing doesn't define me, I
reminded myself. But I really wanted a wave. I tried
again but no luck. The tide had changed and now it was
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even more mushy and unpredictable. So I did what all
smart women do when they know they've been beat, I
opened a bottle of wine and sat in the sun while my kids
played on the sand dunes and just enjoyed how incredible
it was to be on the savage coast of Spain with only a
handful of other people around with the sun shining on
my skin, finally warming up.
That is, until 5 p.m. when the storm rolled in. This
vagabonding spot was great, with toilets, water, and
showers (granted they were cold), but we were low on
food and it was about to start raining for the next day or
more so we drove an hour south to the next break in
hopes of finding a similar free camping area on the beach.
No luck. We got lost and ended up driving down this
really steep, one lane road. It was late so we pulled into
the first campground we found.
The next day the rain started and I knew I wasn't up
to dealing with more rain and cold. The forecast said ten
days of rain for the area and even though Surfline said the
surf would be okay throughout the week, I wasn't going to
let it sway my decision. We are going to make a run for
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Portugal where the weather was mid-seventies for the
next ten days.
It was a long drive and actually, the first two days in
Sagres, it did rain oﬀ and on. But then it stopped and the
sun came out and I was instantly transported to feeling
like I was back home.
One of the many popular free camping areas in
Portugal is the beach Praia do Amado. If it weren't for the
fact that a train wasn't whistling every hour and there
were no buildings anywhere around, I’d swear we were
back home at San Elijo State Beach. We pulled our
motorhome right up to the cliﬀ that overlooked the surf
break.
Portugal, in general, is vagabonding heaven, but this
spot, in particular, was extra special due to the fact that
you felt way oﬀ-the-grid sitting on the Algarve coast with
miles of undeveloped coastline and an abundance of
waves ready to be surfed. There were a few food trucks
here so you had options for food if you needed it,
although, for once, we had come prepared with plenty of
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our own healthy food, ready to get some R&R, and feed
ourselves good food. After driving so much, it was nice to
finally get some much-needed recovery.
We enjoyed three nights here before I couldn’t stand
my hair being so dirty from running the trail along the
cliﬀ and surfing. I needed a shower.
My favorite part of camping in Portugal, other than all
the free camping areas, was the grocery stores,
Intermarché. Besides selling food, they usually had an
area with camper services (dumping waste and refilling
water) and, my favorite luxury while traveling, laundry.
Leaving Praia do Amado, we stopped at an
Intermarché and restocked our pantries while getting our
clothes nice and fresh again. The shower had to wait one
more day though because first, we wanted to hike part of
the Algarve coast.
We spent the night in Odeceixe, another free camping
area and a great place to surf. In the morning, the three
older kids and I took oﬀ from our campsite on the Rota
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Vicentina trail and hiked to Zambujeira do Mar where we
met Victor at a campground and finally got showers.
Zambujeira do Mar was supposed to be a really cute
town, but it was so deserted this time of year that we
ended up moving on without really exploring the town.
In addition, tourism was low at this time, which
meant few surfers (or none) in the water at the less
popular breaks. Normally that would be a good thing, but
two girls paddling out into a new surf break by ourselves,
especially along this coastline of jagged cliﬀs and rocks,
was too intimidating. We trolled the beaches from
Zambujeira to Sines trying to find a break that seemed
manageable and had at least one other surfer in the
lineup, but we got skunked. It was too big or too windy
or too rocky or just too scary. When we hit Sines, we
finally found beautifully shaped waves with other surfers
but Magic Seaweed’s Stormrider Report said the beaches
here were heavily polluted with industrial pollution from
the refinery nearby and I didn't want to take the risk so
we made a big jump and drove all the way north to
Ericeira. This was supposed to be a great surf town and
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the surf report read three-to-five foot so we crossed our
fingers and drove two hours.
We started at Ribeira de Illaus. This place is so cool.
There is a large field where a dozen other vans and RVs
were camped for free and next to the parking lot there
was a brand new restaurant with toilets and showers.
When we got there the surf was still too big, besides, it
was close to sunset and after driving most of the day
trying to find surf, I wasn't about to go paddle out and
drown. I went to my fall to. I opened a bottle of wine,
grabbed cheese and olives, and sat on the cliﬀ with Victor
and Gabi and watched people get crushed and humiliated.
The next morning the surf was a little smaller so I
put on my dry wetsuit and paddled out with Gabi. It took
less than a minute though to realize this was still too big
for me. Surf report said two to four-foot but this was
easily in the five to seven-foot range and the harder part
was the hydrodynamics here again. It was also a right and
between the size, the speed, and the direction, there was
no way I was up for this. I was a good mom though and
sat in the water dodging waves so Gabi could get a chance
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to surf a few of the more manageable ones that came
through. When the cold finally got too much for me, I
gave her the nod that said I was going in and paddled to
shore with a smile on my face—so proud of myself.
Vacationing is about relaxing and rewarding yourself.
That is not why people travel. Traveling is all about
growth. If you are a traveler, you are searching for
meaning in your experiences and depth of your being. I
remember a time when not being the best or even an
average surfer bothered me. I remembered what it felt
like to paddle out with a chip on my shoulder trying to
prove I was good enough. I didn't have that this time. I
still loved surfing. I just knew what I loved to surf and
this wasn't it. It's like sitting down for Italian food and
being served sushi. That's not what I was in the mood
for. But I also realized how cool the relationship Gabi and
I had because of surfing and I wanted to be there for her.
I don't know many moms who would paddle out in such
big waves just to sit there so their daughter felt safe
enough to go push herself. I was growing up. I had
paddled out, got skunked, paddled in, and felt content. It
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was kind of strange for me to walk up the beach without
anger, frustration, or disappointment after a scenario like
that. Gabi thanked me for taking her out and as much as
she wanted to stay there and keep practicing, she knew it
was only fair to find me waves.
We asked a local surf school where softer waves were
and he recommended Peniche. We were eventually going
to go up there since the Men's WSL Pro Tour had just
started the contest there that day, so we decided to drive
the hour and try to get me some gentle surf.
Peniche delivered. Peniche is unique because it's a
little peninsula that juts out into the Atlantic. The nice
thing is it picks up swell from both sides and typically has
good wind direction on one of the sides.
They were holding the contest at Supertubos and I
didn't want to surf that anyways, but the north side had
two protected coves where the swell rolled in much more
gently. On one side there was a break that sits over a reef
and I fell in love with this wave. On mid-to high-tide it
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was a consistent peak with an easy takeoﬀ that broke
gently to the left.
The cool thing is we could vagabond in the parking
lot at the beach and there was a market only five minutes
away. The bad thing was there were two bars in the
parking lot that partied all night long. The good part
about that, though, was all those partiers slept in,
meaning if we woke up early, we had the break all to
ourselves (which was a big deal because surfing in
Portugal can be very crowded).

If you ask Jiraiya where his favorite place was, he’d
say here in Peniche, Portugal. There wasn’t anything that
special about it here. I think he just liked the fact that we
were camped right on a sandy beach with a lot of room for
him to run around and play fight. We also were finally
getting great weather and not having to drive for five days
lifted everyone’s spirits. He also really enjoyed watching
the pros because it gave him a connection with his sisters
and he loves hanging out with them.
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One of the best parts of Portugal for him was getting
to eat so much. Food in Portugal was really inexpensive
and though we still didn’t eat out, we were able to buy
and make a lot of really great meals. I distinctly
remember one of the days we were starving after sitting
on the beach, watching the pro contest all day, and
running into the grocery store, grabbing all the
ingredients I needed to make a big meal. Like most
nights, I started with opening a bottle of wine and setting
out cheese with olives while everyone pitched in to chop
and cook as we joked and shared stories. This is missing
for many Americans, and through our travels, it has now
become an integral part of each day for us. I remember
that day (and many like it) because it’s in that one hour of
the day that everything makes sense. All the fighting,
bickering, whining, and fatigue gives way to laughter,
smiles, and connection.

We were having fun watching the WSL contest and
getting in some good surf sessions of our own, but the
lack of sleep again started wearing on me. I was very torn
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on whether to stay longer or move on. I guess this is the
equivalent of first world problems for travelers, but I
seem to always be conflicted about staying longer in a
place or moving on. I tend to push on too fast and in the
end, I make myself more tired. I often contemplate
between continuing this lifestyle versus settling back
down in a house in one permanent location and I’m
realizing that there is a middle ground I need to find of
just traveling slower.
The deciding factor was when it started to rain and
the weather report predicted a week of rain. We knew we
would probably miss watching John John Florence win the
WSL World Title if we left, but I was ready for a change of
scenery (he ended up winning by the way).
We ran away from the Portugal rain so fast, we forgot
to get a postcard. Before we left, my stepmom, Caprice,
gave the kids the coolest gift … fifty dollars to buy
postcards during the trip to send back to her as a memory.
I can always count on Caprice. She has always been there
when I’ve needed her. She became my second mom when
I was only six and supported me through all schooling,
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having babies, and especially now, in this crazy adventure
I call my life, she is the one person who takes the time to
show that she really cares and understands why we are
choosing this path. When we come home and need a
place to stay in San Diego, she always opens her door
wide for us, even though our “Robledo tornado”, as she
often refers to us, adds chaos and mess to her organized
life. I would not be the person I am without her guidance
and compassion. Besides supporting our travels, she has
helped me with each one of my books by proofreading
each one, oﬀering advice how to improve them, and
support in promoting them.
Her idea of having the kids mail her postcards so that
she could hold onto them for us as a memory was pure
genius. She knows I would never be organized enough
myself to save mementos from our travels (other than this
book) and takes it upon herself to oﬀer my kids
something I can’t provide.
We were bummed not to have a postcard from
Portugal. It just went to show how much we weren’t
tourists. I honestly don’t know if we ever went by a spot
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in Portugal that sold them. We had hoped to hit Lisbon,
but the day we drove past it was raining so hard there was
no way we were going to do any sightseeing.

From Portugal, we returned back to the northern
edge of Spain hoping to explore more of Asturias and
Cantabria since we had driven through it so fast the first
time. This time when we got to Celorio, we took the
whole family walking down the Camino so they could see
the beautiful beach we surfed at San Martín. We camped
out at a few other beautiful beaches along the coast, but I
didn’t get to enjoy them because I got hit hard with the
flu.
I rarely get sick, but when I do, it’s usually bad. I had
been very sick for the last two days and barely able to get
out of bed, which almost never happens. It just so
happened that we were only an hour away from Castro
Uridales, where the nice couple we met while rock
climbing in Switzerland lived. They invited us over for an
incredible authentic Spanish dinner.
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It started with wine, beer, cheese, bread (all of which
were such high quality they could’ve been the entire meal
in themselves). Then we had meat patties, fried eggs, a
huge salad, and sautéed mushrooms. The food was so
good and you could tell it was all from really good
sources. We loved our French baguettes and croissants,
but the food in the Basque Country was the best that we
came across in all our travels so far.
They were kind enough to take us into their home for
a night. I appreciated it so much. A hot shower and
shelter from the elements were just what the doctor
would’ve ordered. I’m convinced I picked up something
in the water back in Portugal since I was the only one to
get sick, but who knows. It easily could’ve been that my
immune system had taken a hit from all the stress of
fighting, long drives, and sleepless nights.
Sleeping in a real bed after a hot shower and warm
meal made a huge diﬀerence. I wasn’t completely
recovered, but at least I could get out of bed and walk
around a bit.
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The next day was Tatiana’s birthday. After touring
Castro Uridales with Aritz, we explored more of the
beautiful Basque country before ending the day free
camping at another incredibly beautiful beach.
It was the one of the prettiest we’ve been to because
there is a huge 1500 meter rock on one side and a dense
forest surrounding the other sides. I wish I could have
enjoyed it more except I was freezing cold. Technically it
was only sixty degrees out, but there was so much fog and
moisture in the air that it made my bones so cold. It
reminded me a lot of being on the Oregon coast.
The next day we met our friend Aritz and he showed
us his hometown of Dima, which is a very small town
(population of about 5,000) in the Basque Country of
Spain. We’ve been in Europe for so long now that coming
across these quaint, cute villages aren’t as shocking
anymore, but if this was your first time in Europe you’d
be so blown away by the old stone buildings, the
immaculately clean towns, the people sitting outside cafes
and bars watching life pass by.
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Aritz really wanted to show us the local climbing area
so we followed him a few miles out of town and parked
next to what seemed like an old deserted church. He
explained to us how that church has been used for
hundreds of years as a village meeting hall. Every Friday
the villagers would come together here to share food, do
business, and settle any disputes.
There was a wall next to where we parked with a few
easy climbs bolted on it. While Gabi and I were on the
wall climbing, two men stopped near the church to have
breakfast. Aritz introduced them to Victor and showed
him their traditional breakfast of chorizo, cheese, and
wine from a boot. They stored the wine in a leather bag,
which they called a boot, and it tasted surprisingly good
(according to Victor).
When Gabi and I finished climbing, Aritz, who is a
really good climber and has set many of the routes in the
Basque Country, wanted to show us a cave that was
special to him. Setting routes is not only physically hard,
because you have to hang on the wall while drilling into
the rock and cementing the bolts in, but it also costs a lot
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of money for the hardware that the setters have to front
that themselves. Add in that the fact that it’s very time
consuming and you can imagine it takes a special person
to devote themselves to a thankless job.
Where Aritz was taking us to was an example of this
but on gigantic proportions. After our previous
experiences with caves we were all a bit hesitant, but he
was very excited to show us this cave and since it involved
climbing we figured it can’t be too dark. The trail up the
mountains towards the cave was beautiful. There were a
few large farmhouses surrounded by cow pastures, but
most of the mountains were covered with gorgeous trees
and gray slabs of rock. We passed a few climbers coming
down and watched as Aritz shook hands and hugged his
fellow climbing friends. I liked seeing this interaction
because it reminded me of the importance of community
and belonging, something I worried we may lose if we
spend too much timing being nomadic.
The cave was spectacular. It was more like a
hollowed out dome about sixty feet high in the center
with stalagmites hanging from the ceiling. There were
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bolts screwed into the wall and draws hanging from the
ceiling. The best climbers would take over an hour to
climb from one side of the cave to the other following the
arch of the cave ceiling. It was the type of climbing that
was reserved for only the elite climbers as it required an
abnormal amount of skill and strength. The technique
involved to be able to hold yourself and rest while
inverted meant using hands, feet, and especially knees, in
awkward and uncomfortable positions. Aritz had
personally spent over a year cleaning moss and algae out
this cave in order to make the rock accessible for climbers
and to set bolts for some protection. I’m glad I had a
little experience in climbing so that I could appreciate
how truly advanced this climbing was. No wonder it was
so easy for him to rescue me when I was climbing in
Switzerland.
Walking down from the cave I felt a lightness that I
was so familiar with any time I was in a situation that
made me happy that we took a risk and opened our lives
up to meeting new people. It’s the moments in our travel
when I know I am right where I am supposed to be in the
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world and that life is wonderful. I was also very thankful
that my husband spoke Spanish and was patient enough
to translate for me. Right before we got back, we came
across a fig tree and had a great time picking and eating
figs. It always feels really good being able to pick your
own food right from the ground.
When we got back to the RV there was a note on our
camper that said, “Hi- Are you the climbers from Cali?
We live 1/2 mile down the main road (turn right). If you
feel like a visit we are home. Ruth & José.” My first
instinct, fellow Americans who want to share stories. We
should go say hi. Victor and Aritz weren’t on the same
page. They were coming up with all the possible psyco
scenarios that this could be. Seeing as Aritz was from the
area and even he thought it was strange made Victor even
more hesitant to follow my instinct. Aritz came up with a
good Basque solution, let’s go get a beer in town and ask
around to see if anyone knows who these people are.
Sure enough, the bartender (who Aritz has known for
twenty years) knows Ruth and José and says they are
American and are very nice people (see, my instincts were
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correct … after all, it was in a girl’s handwriting). We
finished our delicious beers and pintxos (appetizers) and
headed back up the hill. I was really proud of Victor. He
didn’t fight me once on this. He was starting to feel the
power of trust and opening yourself up to possibilities.
This one paid oﬀ big time.
We pull up next to this large rustic looking farm
house and ask, "Are you the crazy people who left a note
on our camper?"
We tell them that we checked them out first at the
local bar to make sure they were okay, to which they
laughed. We instantly loved these people. Ruth and I are
cut from the same cloth … lots of energy and enthusiasm.
As we start sharing stories, I felt like I’d known her my
whole life. We talked and laughed for hours. They
instantly won over my youngest two by turning on the
Disney channel in English (something the kids have been
without since we moved into the RV a year and a half
ago).
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They lived in a traditional Basque farmhouse that
belonged to José’s parents, which they inherited when
they passed. Ruth was originally from Pennsylvania, but
they had been living in Florida before they moved back to
Spain ten years ago. The transition had been hard but
now they loved their little slice of heaven in the Basque
Country. They were surrounded by forest and mountains
and had plenty of space for fruit trees and gardens. It was
so neat for us to see the inside of such an old house. It
reminded me of a smaller version of the many castles
we've been through on this trip. The front door was solid
wood and split in half, creating a welcoming feeling by
leaving the top half open and inviting. Everything was
spacious and large but with that open feeling also meant
drafty and cold. The walls were all brick and the floors
were beautiful hardwood that creaked quite loudly when
you walked on them in the middle of the night to go to
the bathroom. I liked how everything was about function
even the extremely large hallway which, at one time, was
used as the dining area. For the most part, it was
designed symmetrical which was even more pleasing to
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the eye. They had a cozy living room upstairs where we
all cuddled under blankets and watched Captain Fantastic,
which, had some ironic similarities to our family’s
lifestyle. They served us the most amazing spread of
salami, prosciutto, cheese, quince jam, olives, pickles,
omelets, mushrooms, and bread. It was fantastic. We
had hot showers and I spent the night with Tatiana in the
house in a big comfy bed with a warm down comforter. It
was heavenly, except for the part where I relapsed halfway
through the night and started running a fever with chills
again. (I don't think the beer and glass of wine were a
good idea). The next morning I was a wreck again from
being sick and as much as I really wanted to overstay my
welcome, the control freak in me couldn’t get myself to
let down enough in someone else’s home while I was
feeling this bad.
With a baggie full of bird breasts that José had
hunted, we graciously said our goodbyes, hoping our
paths would cross again in the near future. While driving
back to France we sautéd the bird breasts in olive oil and
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Tatiana gobbled them up. Since that day, she constantly
talks about how much she wants to become a hunter.
Leaving Spain taught us the lesson that it’s not how
long you know someone that makes the greatest
impression, it’s how your spirits interact.
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Chapter 25

France to The
Netherlands
We froze the last two weeks of our trip. I distinctly
remember sitting on the beach (fully dressed) in
Hossegor on November 2nd, the sun shining down on us,
not a cloud in the sky, just sitting in the sand soaking in
every last bit of warmth I could and saying to Victor, "This
is it. This is the last time we will be warm until we get
back to San Diego." Sure enough, the clouds and rain
rolled in and we started our ascent north. Our final leg of
an epic trip. We figured we could take our time over the
next fourteen days and explore some cities on our way.
Before leaving Hossegor, we sold Victor’s board that
almost took out his eye because when he went to finally
surf it in Peniche, after his injury, it hit him in the head
and we oﬃcially renamed it the “killer board” and told
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him he wasn’t allowed back on it. His Townsley board at
home was waiting for him, ready to shred.

Our first stop was Paris. Like I’ve said many times, I
am not a city girl, but I was excited to see Paris. After all,
I had loved all the other places we saw in France and
hoped Paris would match the warm welcome, good food,
and natural beauty I have grown fond of.
On the drive from Hossegor to Paris, we took a quick
detour to see Dune du Pilat, the largest sand dune in
Europe. It is a beautiful area with dense forest on one
side and the expansive Atlantic Ocean on the other. We
had a blast running up the dune and then rolling down it.
If you are in southwest France, it is worth spending a day
in the area.
Paris didn’t disappoint. Everything about this city
screams romance. It was surreal standing under the Eiﬀel
tower to watch the light show at night, walking under the
pyramid and down into the Louvre, and standing beneath
Notre Dame Cathedral.
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Paris has some of the most amazing food, it was too
bad we didn't have a bigger budget to sample more of the
food. Our absolute favorite was the hot chocolate at
Angelina’s. What I will remember most about Paris,
though, was the walking. We walked so many miles here.
Even though we were freezing cold when we were in
Paris, we still walked everywhere we wanted to go
because the bus and subway cost would have added up
too quickly that we figured if we just kept walking we'd
stay somewhat warm.
The first day we had taken the bus from the
campground to the metro and then walked down the
Champs-Élysées and the along the river to the Eiﬀel
Tower. But to ride the bus back to the campground
would’ve cost thirty euros so we decided to make an
evening out of it and walk the two miles back to the
campground. It was a lot to ask the two little kids
considering it was about forty degrees out, but we made a
few stops at some chocolate shops to keep their spirits
and sugar levels up. At one of the shops we met the
sweetest lady. When my younger kids walk into a store
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they often develop a bad case of the gimmies. So in this
instance, I had made them stay outside while I went in to
pick the chocolate. I loved how she reprimanded me for
leaving my kids outside the store and quickly invited
them in, gave them samples, and proceeded to make
engaging conversation with my children about their
travels.
Earlier that evening, when we had been looking for a
place we could aﬀord to eat dinner at, we stumbled across
a high end meat market that specialized in hams
(ironically Spanish hams). The owner was nice and
welcoming and served us a wonderful meal of chorizo,
cheese, risotto, and bread.
When planning our trip through Europe, we were
barely going to stop in France. For some reason, people
made comments that “the French are assholes” but
nothing could be further from the truth. Everyone we’ve
met in France has been incredibly nice. We were
constantly being greeted with, Bonjour! Bonsoir! Merci
Beaucoup! I will always love Spain for its food, Norway for
its nature, and France for its people.
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Paris and the surrounding areas are so beautiful in
the fall. I had no idea how pretty it would be with the
leaves changing color and trees everywhere. It was so
gorgeous that Gabi even started running with me just so
she could see more of the city. It's a very active city with
lots of other runners and bicyclists also enjoying the
scenery and brisk weather. I look forward to getting to
come back one day with just Victor and getting to
experience the full romance of this incredible city.

When we arrived in Ghent it was drizzling again so
the older three kids and I did a brief one hour walk
through the city to take pictures of the amazing
architecture here. Belgium gets very little attention
compared to the more romanticized countries like Italy,
France, and Spain, but we found the country quite
pleasing. The people are very nice and the cities are
beautiful and clean.
We finished our travels in the Netherlands by gorging
ourselves on delicious pastries, which tend to be apple
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and nut based (two of my favorite combinations). I
especially enjoyed Delft, and if it hadn’t been so cold, we
would have stayed here much longer.

The people here in

Holland are very kind and at one of the campgrounds we
stayed at, the owners gave us an ornament size pair of
ceramic clogs as a gift to the first Americans they had ever
met.

I must have missed the best parts of Amsterdam. We
walked what felt like a lot through the city, but nothing
wowed me here. It could be that I was too cold to
appreciate it. Even though the canals and architecture
were pretty, those were both things you could find in
smaller Dutch cities.
I expected more (but maybe it was just because I
wasn't into any of the activities that make Amsterdam so
famous). We had four days to kill in the area so one day
we tried to escape the cold by going indoor rock climbing,
which was a blast, but not warm by any means. (It’s a bit
hard to heat a gym with seventy meter high ceilings.)
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Another day we visited Zaanse Shans. I loved this
historical town from the cute shops and quaint houses to
the big windmills and glassy canal running through it that
reflected picture perfect houses on the newer side of
town. However, the bakery we found across the bridge
was absolutely the best part of the area.

In ceremonial fashion, I asked to watch The Secret Life
of Walter Mitty on the last night in our camper. It's one of
my favorite movies mostly because I think it represents
the same transformation I think Victor has had by being
married to me. Before he met me he had only been on a
plane once and it was only to go to a wrestling
tournament in Las Vegas for a weekend. Most of his
family and extended family live within a five-mile radius
of each other. When I think how far he's come and how
much innate fear and reluctance to change he has
overcome, it really says a lot that we pulled this oﬀ. But
it’s the motto of Life magazine (in the movie) that will
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always be nagging at me, "To see the world, things
dangerous to come to, to see behind walls, draw closer, to
find each other, and to feel. That is the purpose of life."
I realize my struggle is that I'm starting at the front
end of this quote. To see the world, overcome danger,
discover the unknown, then connect, relate, feel and love.
Victor will tell you it works the other way.
Once the connection has been made and the
closeness secured, then we are ready to test uncharted
waters. Neither of us is right. We are just wired
diﬀerently and learning to compromise will always be the
challenge. Living out of a camper was hard (harder than I
expected). I know I will get this question a lot when I
return, "Would you do it again?"
Absolutely!
But I'd do a few things diﬀerently, of course. I'd move
a little slower. I'd stay longer in warmer areas. I would
have been more patient with my husband. But that's
about it.
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I love what I saw, the mountains we hiked, the rocks
we climbed, the waves we surfed, the cities we walked
through, the people we met, and the incredible scenery
we've been surrounded by. I've been forced to be tough,
uncomfortable, persistent, self-reliant, and grateful every
day for the past six months. I have been humbled by
nature, sickness, and seeing my best friend injured. I
have brought out some of the best and worst qualities in
my kids and feel good about the relationship they have
developed with each other, with Victor and I, but most
importantly, with themselves. They are thinkers,
questioners, feelers, and appreciators. But, if someone
were to ask me, "Would you recommend this trip to
someone else?" I will say absolutely not. It's too much.
It takes too much intensity, organization, stubbornness,
action, and energy to pull this oﬀ.
The transition out of the camper was one such
example. I had planned on giving us two days in an
apartment in Haarlem to give us a chance to recover and
pack. But with the inclement weather we had been
having, I was tired of feeling trapped inside the camper
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and couldn't ask the kids to freeze walking around cities
anymore. Besides, there wasn't that much left to see so I
broke budget and splurged on an apartment for four
nights.
You know the feeling you get when you have to make
a tough decision and once you choose you immediately
know in the pit of your stomach if you chose right or
wrong? From the second I hit “request to book” on
Airbnb, I felt light. I knew this was going to be really
good for our family.
Moving day really summed me up though and a
normal person would have just thrown some money on
the situation to make the move easier, but I liked the
sense of adventure about it, the bragging rights, and all
the metaphorical implications that came from this
experience.
That morning I had a lot of work to do. I had to pack
the camper and thoroughly clean it to return it, but it was
still raining which meant I had to clean while all seven of
us were inside. It was ridiculously comical and quite
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irritating at the same time. But by the time noon came
around, the camper looked almost as good, if not better
than when we picked it up over four months ago.
I drove the RV right into the absolute center of
Haarlem. The apartment we rented was next to the Grote
Markt and its large cathedral. There happened to be a
very large Sinterklaas festival (bascially the Dutch version
of Christmas) going on that afternoon so there were
crowds of people in the streets, but we had so many bags
to drop at the apartment, I had no choice but to pull up to
the front door and park illegally for twenty minutes while
we unloaded.
I left everyone except Danny at the apartment and
now headed to Utrecht forty-five minutes away. The
camper rental place was closed but they gave me the code
to the gate to leave the camper. From there, Danny and I
ran fourteen kilometers to the Utrecht train station so we
could ride the train back to Haarlem. Before we ran away
he asked if I wanted a picture of the camper. I should
have listened to him, but I was done. The camper had
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served its purpose, but I really didn't want to see it again
(or a picture of it).
When we started it represented freedom and
adventure to me, but now at the end and with the
weather we have had, it felt more like a prison I was
trapped in and I just wanted to get as far away from it as
possible.
I have this tendency to prepare myself for these
transitions way in advance anyways so I had already
thanked McLouis (the brand of our camper) for carrying
us safely through our journey and was happy to never
have to smell that horrible toilet again.
We hit the pavement and enjoyed a ninety minute run
through more pastures, farmland, quaint residential areas,
a lot of sheep, and finally over the beautiful canals of
Utrecht. It was a very memorable experience. As was the
quiet train ride back to Haarlem. Anyone who has lived
in or visited Europe will tell you, the ease and eﬃciency of
public transportation is a wonderful thing to experience.
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Our four days in Haarlem were just what we needed.
We had space to move around, comfy beds, hot showers,
and toilets that flush. We walked around the city
sampling pastries, coﬀee, chocolate. and cheese. Victor
and I went to yoga together. We finally had a little space
and privacy to start connecting again. There was also a
light at the end of the tunnel for him and a hope that he
could return to his past life with a new sense of
appreciation and determination to make it work.

We rolled out of Haarlem in true Robledo fashion—
seven people, five of them kids, walking five blocks to the
train station loaded down with heavy backpacking
backpacks and dragging an eight-foot coﬃn-style
surfboard bag.
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Chapter 26

Hawaii (Part 2)
I hadn't told Victor, but way back in March (before we left
for Europe and Costa Rica) I had booked a flight for the
whole family for three weeks after we got back from
Europe. At the time it was only a one-way ticket because
I wasn’t sure where we’d be by then. Let’s just get there and
then I'll figure out the rest I told myself. I knew we'd camp
for some of it, but I knew I couldn't handle too much
roughing it. At first, I had booked us a rental house on
Airbnb, but it was on the west side (not where we wanted
to surf).
When it got closer to June, and time to leave for
Europe, I finally told Victor about the surprise. He was
excited, yet realistic. How are we going to aﬀord that? was
his first response. I told him I wasn't sure, but I'd come
up with a plan. We decided a month was enough time in
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Hawaii to feel it out and decide if we would want to
consider moving there.
Then in July, while in Germany, plans changed. The
house that I rented for the two weeks over Christmas had
a family emergency and canceled our reservation, which
meant we had no place to stay that we could aﬀord (since
it was during Christmas everything was either booked or
way out of our price range). Since I hadn't booked the
return flight yet, we decided to keep it a cheap trip and
just go for eleven days (allowing us to fly home before
airfare prices skyrocket for the holidays).
A big reason I booked this trip was to thank Gabi for
all the help she did in planning our Europe trip. I knew
she would be so excited to surf the North Shore and
watch Pipe Masters (the most famous of the stops in the
World Surf League Pro Tour). Little did I know that when
I planned this, it would end up being our third contest to
watch this year.
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I was really testing the waters on this trip. I had no
idea where I wanted to eventually settle down or if I even
wanted to make a move back to a conventional lifestyle
and all the responsibilities that would entail. I was
convinced I'd have the answer after this trip, but I didn't.
There were still too many intangibles. Too many things I
want to do first. Too many ideas for me to sit still and put
all my energy into just surfing (because that’s the only
thing I really do while living in San Diego).
I loved how disconnected I feel on the North Shore.
My soul is so happy here and it's evident by the glow of
my skin, the smoothness of my breath, and the lightness
in my shoulders. But maybe it's because I know it's a
temporary experience.
With all this travel I'm convinced that the reason a
nomadic existence feels so right to many people, like
myself, is because all of life becomes fleeting. And when
you know something isn't permanent, you hold onto the
experience a little tighter, a little deeper, to allow it to be
carved into your being so that you can carry it on with
you to the next experience.
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Victor thinks I'm crazy and he's right (about me being
crazy). For a non-nomadic soul, this makes no sense. I
tried to explain that when you live a life of routine—same
house, same food, same work, same shows—all your life,
you live with the illusion that its permanence is real. It
always has been, therefore it always will be.
While in purposefully making each day diﬀerent, you
have a greater awareness that tomorrow will most likely
not be like today, and therefore, you should make today
memorable so you have something to carry with you to
the next day.

On our final night, as we were sitting in the cozy
apartment at the long, wooden dinner table enjoying our
last night in Haarlem, I told them that we were headed to
Oahu two weeks after we landed back in the States. The
kids were ecstatic to say the least.
We even went so far as to stay in a house for a week
while we were here. It was actually a really perfect house
for us. It was an old shed that the owners converted into
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a small 600 square foot, two bedroom house. It was cozy
with a spacious brand new kitchen. I felt at home here,
which deepened my conflicting desires on if it was time to
settle down or keep moving.

Instead of dwelling on my instabilities, we maximized
our time here as much as you can while dragging two
anchors along. Tati and Jiraiya were definitely at the end
of their traveling patience. They were happy to stay home
and watch TV. It was hilarious to see their confusion at
what commercials were. (Remember, they hadn't had
cable TV for the past two years.)
We got lucky with a lot of good days of surf. We
hiked to the pillboxes on the North Shore and Maunawili
Falls on the gorgeous east side where the trail is so
muddy that by the end of the hike we had to throw away
everyone's tennis shoes because there was no way they'd
let us on the plane with them, even if I did try to get them
clean (now I need a La Sportiva fund). We watched the
pros shred and get tubed at Pipe Masters. We ended our
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trip camping two nights at Bellows Beach and one night at
Makapuka. I loved falling asleep to the waves crashing
fifty yards away. In the middle of the night, I’d get up to
go to the bathroom, and sit outside my tent watching the
moon reflect oﬀ the glassy ocean while a night full of stars
hovered above. It was real, it was raw, it was
adventurous, it was epic, it was us. And it left me craving
to come back.
And I will. Yes, I will.
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Chapter 27

Conclusion
I started this book with the intention of journaling our
adventures while living in our RV for five months. Maybe
share some funny stories and describe the places we saw.
I had no idea when we moved into our motorhome on
April 1, 2015, that I would have done all this. In less than
two years, I've lived my dream and more.
But what is the point of this story if not for just one
person’s interpretation of time spent playing instead of
working?
At one point I believed some major transformation
was going to come from this and I'd be able to prove
myself in terms of money or career success.
For awhile, I thought I'd be able to transform my
husband into a travel loving hippie who'd fall in love with
hiking and could live oﬀ kale and almonds.
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For a while I thought I loved traveling so much that
I'd never trade in the freedom and sense of adventure for
creature comforts like a couch and hot shower.
But then I realized, very few people get rich oﬀ travel
blogs and those that do have been working at it for a long
time. My husband will always need meat and heavy
weights to lift. And just because I want to stretch out on
my big L-shaped couch to watch my favorite movie after
taking a really long hot shower doesn't make me
"conventional" (and even if I did convert back to my
conventional ways, there’d be nothing wrong with that).
There is no succeed or fail because fulfillment cannot
be measured. I can tell you I fulfilled my dream to show
my kids (and myself) that life is dynamic. There are many
ways to live, just as there are many ways to eat, and many
ways to speak, and many roads to follow. We grow up in
a society of rules and expected behaviors without often
questioning if they are the right ones for us. We find
ourselves full of "have to’s" and rarely leave space for the
"want to’s".
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For six months I got to wake up every day with my
family and ask, "What do you want to do today?" And
although it had many stressful moments trying to get
seven people to agree or see eye-to-eye on how to spend
our days, there was a primal connection we shared with
the world that many people will never know.
We were lucky to live a life of choices. Do we hike or
climb? How many miles do we want to drive? What do
we want to see? What can we skip? Do we need food?
Where's a grocery store? Do we want a campground for
the night? If no campground, do we have enough water?
Do we need to dump?
Self-suﬃciency isn't easy. Self-reliance requires
constant problem solving and adapting. Self-discovery is
usually found right after hardship and pain. Finding out
your weaknesses, testing your limits, and going past your
breaking point all come with a price of anger, frustration,
and humility, as well as the badge of pride and confidence.
I know very few people who are brave enough (or dumb
enough) to live and travel full time in a tiny RV with five
kids. I am not better or worse for the torture I put my
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family and especially the stress I put on my marriage. But
if I had to go back and choose to do it all over again I
wouldn't hesitate to do it. The places we've seen and the
experiences we've shared together will be forever binding
us together. The sunrises over hoodoos, the never ending
rain of Ireland and Scotland, the gelato in Arco, breaking
down at the top of the Dolomites, watching orcas swim
by in Washington, listening to the same movies over and
over while driving, swimming in cold water in Croatia,
hiking above the fjords in Norway, eating brats in
Germany, cows— oh the number and diﬀerent shaped
cows we've seen, the waves of France, the waterfalls in
Colorado, the tapas of Spain, the rocks we scrambled and
climbed in the United Kingdom, and the rainbows in
Hawaii cemented a bond in our family that will never be
broken.
The retelling of these stories at our family get
together will be priceless. Change is the only constant
and yet people don't change. We have our prewiring, our
natural tendencies, our true selves. The ones that often
get buried by life's incessant demands and that are dying
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to be seen and expressed, but scared of what others will
say.
It's our duty to recognize our gifts and always be
striving not to change but, instead, to modify our
behaviors and actions in a way that brings us closer to
who we really are. Self-doubt and fear are strong tools
that can be used as a compass to show us the way.
Because when those two evils show up in my head, I
know I'm getting close to where the real magic begins.
When I'm floating through life on a cloud of happiness
and bliss, I know I've settled. I know I've thrown in the
towel because nothing worth attaining has come easy.
Every smile, every thank you, every insight has been hard
earned and grinded out. Persistence paved the way to
pride and appreciation.
Like I said at the beginning, it's much easier, much
safer, to stay at home on your comfy couch, with your
lightning fast wifi, a steady paycheck, and hot showers
and live vicariously through my adventure. Trust me on
this one. Because I promise, if you try to do what I just
did, your life will never be the same.
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nomadswithapurpose.com
Inspiring travel and teaching how to live A Playful Life.
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